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Abstract
Minimal Reduplication
by
Jesse Saba Kirchner
This dissertation introduces Minimal Reduplication, a new theory and framework within
generative grammar for analyzing reduplication in human language. I argue that reduplication
is an emergent property in multiple components of the grammar. In particular, reduplication
occurs independently in the phonology and syntax components, and in both cases it occurs
due to the ordinary workings and independently-motivated properties of those components.
Therefore, no special theoretical machinery is necessary in order to analyze reduplication.
Phonological and syntactic reduplication both have distinct properties, which I lay out and
explore in some depth. In cases of phonological reduplication (which includes morphological reduplication), reduplication occurs as a phonological repair process. These reduplication
constructions are minimal in phonological size, they exhibit TETU, and they interact normally
with morphophonology. No RED morpheme or constituents like “base” and “reduplicant” are
needed to analyze them successfully.
Syntactic reduplication occurs when a syntactic constituent is copied and merged with another morpheme, creating a complex constituent with two daughters below X0 . These cases are
not limited in phonological size and do not exhibit TETU. They are restricted in their interaction with morphophonology. In addition, due to the nature of the merged constituent, these
constructions sometimes exhibit phonological behavior which appears to be non-optimizing.
Case studies are presented with data from Kwak’wala, Tamil and Samala, with supporting
evidence from many other languages.

The text of this document is substantively identical to that of the version filed with the University of California, Santa Cruz in May 2010. However, some changes in formatting and other
changes to correct minor errors or omissions have been made. This is version 1.0, released
on May 14, 2010. The most current version of this document should remain available on the
author’s website.

For Daniel Bartlett
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CHAPTER

1

Introduction

Reduplication, a phenomenon in which some phonological structure appears to be repeated
for some morphological or grammatical purpose, has long been an area of significant linguistic
interest, including generative theoretical investigation from the time of Wilbur (1973) onwards.
Within mainstream phonology since Marantz (1982), and particularly in Optimality Theory
(Prince and Smolensky, 1993/2004) since McCarthy and Prince (1995), the basic analysis of reduplication has been as follows: there is a special reduplicative morpheme that receives phonological exponence through the force of special (reduplication-specific) phonological rules or
constraints.
In this thesis I introduce a new theory of reduplication, called Minimal Reduplication. The
basic claim of this theory is that reduplication is an emergent property in multiple components of the grammar. In particular, reduplication occurs in both phonology and syntax due to
independently-motivated properties of those grammatical components, eliminating the need
for special theoretical tools that are uniquely applicable to reduplication. This theory thus situates reduplication as a derivable consequence of the machinery of language rather than an
anomaly. In addition to being more theoretically parsimonious and empirically successful,
Minimal Reduplication also makes correct typological predictions about the types of reduplication that do and do not exist.
The name Minimal Reduplication alludes to three aspects of the theory that distinguish it
from existing theories of reduplication. MR minimizes the scope of reduplication as a morphophonological process by identifying a fundamental distinction between morphological reduplication – cases where multiple copies of some phonological structure arise through the
interaction of phonological constraints – and syntactic reduplication, in which multiple copies
occur due to the copying and multiple spellout of a morphosyntactic node. MR also distinguishes between morphological reduplication (in which reduplication is the means employed
to express a morpheme) and phonological reduplication (in which reduplication is a repair for
marked structure and has no morphological significance), although there is a formal unity in
the phonological conditions under which these types of reduplication occur.
MR predicts that morphological reduplication should be minimal in the amount of mate1

rial copied because it sees this kind of reduplication as a phonological repair process. Like any
repair process, it should occur only when compelled to do so, and only to the degree to which
it is so compelled. This distinguishes MR from other theories that hold reduplication to be
maximal, i.e. that some grammatical force in reduplicative constructions always militates for
total reduplication. These are theories in which reduplication is governed by a maximizing relationship between special constituents like a “base” and a “reduplicant,” or where reduplication
proceeds by copying whole words and then truncating them if necessary.
Finally, MR is inspired in part by the guiding principles of the Minimalist Program (Chomsky (1993, 1995); Marantz (1995b); Lasnik (2002), etc.) as applied to phonology. Minimalism
proceeds from an intention to account for the attested facts of language using only the minimal
conceptually necessary elements and interfaces. MR aims at a similar goal in the area of morphophonology, by limiting the inventory of elements in phonological representations to those
that are “conceptually necessary” – i.e. those that are attested in surface representations. Adhering to such a limitation will prohibit the existence of morphemes whose underlying phonological form consists of an instruction or a special plea, such as RED, rather than consisting of
output-attested phonological elements such as segments, features and prosodic constituents.

1.1 Structure of the thesis
In this chapter I lay out the essential assumptions and claims of Minimal Reduplication.
In chapter 2 I discuss the MR analysis of morphological reduplication. This is illustrated with
an extensive analysis of a reduplication pattern found in Kwak’wala, a Wakashan language of
British Columbia. In chapter 3 I present the MR analysis of syntactic reduplication, including
the properties that distinguish it descriptively from morphological reduplication and the theoretical claims that I make that account for those observable differences. This analysis is illustrated with evidence from Tamil, a Dravidian language indigenous to southern India. In chapter
4 I consider the theoretical context for Minimal Reduplication in more detail, and contrast it directly with other theories of reduplication developed both inside and outside the framework
of Optimality Theory. These differences are explored in the context of Samala, a Chumashan
language of southern California whose reduplicative patterns have been analyzed in many different theoretical frameworks. Chapter 5 summarizes the arguments of this thesis, discusses
some remaining challenges for the theory and its implications, and lays out some areas of future research.

1.2 Overview of the theory
Duplication or repetition of some phonological or morphophonological structure is a very
common occurrence; as Sapir (1921) states, “[n]othing is more natural than the prevalence of
reduplication.” The variety found across different patterns that occur between and within languages is quite extensive. It is not self-evident that all of these patterns should be treated as
fundamentally similar or that a single kind of analysis will account for all of them. The claim
of theories that have tried to offer a unified general account of reduplication, such as Base2

Reduplicant Correspondence Theory (BRCT) in mainstream OT, is that it is possible to do so in
a principled and explanatory way.
MR proposes to redivide the realm of reduplicative phenomena and identify the different
origins and properties of different kinds of reduplication. This redivision makes possible simpler analyses of many reduplicative patterns. The independently-motivated properties of the
phonological, lexical and syntactic components of the grammar are each capable of producing
reduplicative structures under given circumstances. The essential claim of Minimal Reduplication is that those innate tendencies towards reduplication are sufficient explanation for the
reduplicative patterns attested in language. No reduplication-specific rules, constraints or representations are necessary to account for those patterns.

1.2.1 Goals of MR
Any theory of reduplication that is situated in a multi-component grammatical framework
must determine which components are responsible for which reduplicative phenomena, and
develop principles for analyzing those phenomena. This classification must follow from our
analysis of reduplication to some degree, but it also informs that analysis, as we must make
sure that the appropriate theoretical tools are used in each context.
A few examples that can plausibly be discussed under the rubric of “reduplication” suffice to
demonstrate the kind of differences that may exist between these patterns, and suggest the need
for different analytical routes to account for them all. Under a naive definition of reduplication
as the repetition of phonological or morphological structure for some grammatical purpose
(excluding purely coincidental cases where strings repeat within or across morphemes without
any grammatical import), we would include a vast array of phenomena. The following examples
illustrate just some of the kinds of constructions that would be included by such a definition.
(1)

wood -eye/face
e- ’lúkw -us
’ lúk
’ w s ‘wooden mask’ (Spokane; Bates and Carlson (1992))
le

(2)

make.sound.of.crinkling.paper -MEDIOPASSIVE . REPETITIVE -pres
čoìo -RED -Pa
čoìčoPa
‘it makes irregular crackling sounds (as in shaking a paper bag with candy in it)’
(Zuni; Newman (1965); Broselow and McCarthy (1983))

(3)

To re-regift (English)

(4)

I’m really really hungry. (English)

(5)

lirkod
gil lo yirkod
ba-xayim
to-dance Gil not will-dance in-the-life
“Dance, Gil never will.” (Hebrew; Inkelas and Zoll (2005))

(6)

pā
ń ka’ mÉ pa’
ā
throw you fut-a it throw Q
“Are you going to throw it?” (Vata; Koopman (1984))

REP-

3

(7)

kumaaru -kku kutu -tt -een -nnu kimaarukku kututteennnu poy collaa -tee
˙
˙˙
˙
˙ ˙ lie say -NEG . IMP
Kumar
DAT give -PST -1 SG -QUOT ECHO
“Don’t lie that you gave it to Kumar or some such nonsense.” (Tamil; Keane (2001))

The differences between these cases are more salient than their similarities. Examples (1) to (3)
exhibit “reduplication” within a word of a string smaller than a word, while the reduplication in
examples (4) to (6) involves strings as long as a whole word and (7) involves the reduplication
of an entire phrase. Some cases involve identical strings that are adjacent to each other, while
in others they are separated by some segments or some words. Some cases involve perfect
phonological identity between the copies, whereas in others we see imperfect identity and can
identify the copies with each other (in whatever sense) only through analysis of the word or
utterance.
Some of these cases are clearly different from reduplication, such as (3). The only challenge in such cases is to make sure that the definition of reduplication that we employ does not
include them. But some other cases are ambiguous. Some of the examples above resemble constructions that have been (implicitly or explicitly) excluded from consideration as reduplicative
phenomena, as suggested by some names used in the literature for phenomena such as “pseudoreduplication” (Newman, 2000) and “non-reduplicative copying.” (Urbanczyk, 1998). However, such analyses have not generally defined the scope and properties of reduplication vs.
other kinds of copying, or offered a comprehensive analysis of the different types of copying.
MR divides the world of grammatical copying into phonological, morphological and syntactic reduplication. The most elementary properties of each one and their relations are indicated
in the following diagram.
(8)

Minimal Reduplication model of reduplicative processes:
Reduplication
Phonological

Morphological

Syntactic

↓

↓

↓

Repairs marked structure

Expresses morpheme

Node spelled out twice

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

Governed

by

phonology

Governed by syntax

{C, F}

≫

I NTEGRITY

Copy → merger

Phonological and morphological reduplication both belong to the phonology. A reduplicative
phonological structure is one in which an input element has an affiliation with multiple output elements, whether this is managed formally through correspondence relations (McCarthy
and Prince, 1995) as in mainstream OT, or through other means. In a correspondence-theoretic
4

OT framework, reduplication is an inherent possibility, and candidates with multiple output
correspondents for input elements must always be considered. The constraint I NTEGRITY militates against such multiple correspondence, but like any constraint it can be dominated by
other constraints and rendered at least partially ineffective. This is the basic circumstance of
phonological and morphological reduplication. Phonological reduplication is the applicable
term when reduplication is employed purely to repair a marked structure, with no morphological significance.1 (This kind of reduplication has been explored by Yu (2005), who terms it
“compensatory reduplication.” The concepts are identical.)
For example, Hocank (also known as Winnebago or Hoca˛ k; Siouan-Catawban; Wisconsin)
repairs certain tautosyllabic consonant clusters through the insertion of a copy of the following
vowel between the consonants in question (Miner 1993; this phenomenon is known as Dorsey’s
Law):2
(9)

Hocank clusters repaired through reduplication (Miner, 1979, 1993; Broselow, 2008):
/hipres/
/š-wapox/
/š-ruxuk/

[hiperes] ‘know’
[šawapox] ‘you stab’
[šuruxuk] ‘you earn’

The basic MR analysis of this kind of reduplication involves the domination of some constraint
C over I NTEGRITY . It is also typically required for I NTEGRITY to be dominated also by some
relevant faithfulness constraints that militate against other possible repair strategies. For example, reduplication and epenthesis can both provide an extra segment in a surface form, and
therefore they are in competition to occur in cases where a particular marked structure can be
repaired by the addition of an extra segment. Therefore in order for reduplication to occur as a
repair, D EP (the constraint against epenthesis) must dominate I NTEGRITY .
In a case like Hocank, the reduplicative behavior seen in the data above can be attributed
to the domination of *C OMPLEX and D EP over I NTEGRITY. This ranking leads to the selection of
the attested candidates in Hocank, as illustrated below:3

1

The fact that reduplicative candidates must always be created by G EN for consideration and that the constraint
I NTEGRITY militates against reduplication are rarely commented on in mainstream OT, even though they provide
machinery to motivate and regulate reduplication. An exception is Riggle (2003), who points out that the interaction of I NTEGRITY and FAITH-BR constraints predict the existence of a pathological backcopying of truncation in
reduplication cases, quite similar to the Hammond-Kager Conundrum (Prince, 1996). See more on this issue in
chapter 4 of this thesis.
2
On first use, languages discussed in the text are typically followed by parenthetical information including alternative names, genetic affiliation, geographic location and relevant citations. Claims about genetic affiliation come
from Ethnologue (2005); Campbell (1997); Mithun (1999).
3
Appendix C defines all constraints used in this thesis. When relevant or when their conditions of application
are not clear, constraints are defined in the text as well. Generic constraints sometimes used for the purpose of
abstraction are C, some or any constraint; F, some or any faithfulness constraint; and M, some or any markedness
constraint.
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(10)

Hocank cluster-repairing reduplication: [šawapox] ‘you stab’
š + wapox

*C OMPLEX

a. šwapox

D EP

I NTEGRITY

*!

b. š@wapox

*!

☞ c. šawapox

*

The same basic arrangement is responsible for cases of morphological reduplication, in which
reduplication expresses a particular morpheme or morphosyntactic structure. Formally speaking, these cases are essentially identical to phonological reduplication. The special element in
morphological reduplication cases is that a particular morpheme creates the marked structure
that must be repaired by reduplication. This often (but not always) involves a morpheme whose
underlying phonological form is underspecified, consisting for example of a prosodic element
such as a syllable or mora with no associated segmental content.
For example, nominal pluralization and the reiterative aspect in Washo (isolate; California
and Nevada) are expressed through reduplication. This pattern involves copying the onset and
nucleus of one syllable, as illustrated in the examples below:
(11)

Washo reduplication (Jacobsen, 1964; Winter, 1970; Wilbur, 1973; Yu, 2008):

Base form
Pelel
sukuP
bokoŋ
b1k’1

Reduplicated form
Pelelel
sukukuP
bokokoŋ
b1k’1k’1

Base gloss
‘mother’s father’
‘dog’
‘snore’
‘grandmother’s sister’

If the underlying phonological form of the plural agreement morpheme is a syllable lacking
segmental affiliation, then reduplication is easily explained as the means chosen to allow that
syllable to reach the surface and to be explicitly present in the output, which can only happen by
finding some segments to which the syllable can anchor. With the action of a faithfulness constraints such as M AX F LOAT (Wolf 2006 – prohibiting deletion of floating underlying elements),
we can motivate reduplication in these words just as simply as in Hocank:4
(12)

Washo plural/reiterative reduplication: [b1k’1k’1] ‘grandmother’s sisters’
b1k’1, σ
a. b1k’1
b. b1t@k’1

☞ c. b1k’1k’1

M AX F LOAT

D EP

I NTEGRITY

*!
*!
**

4

In this tableau as in many others below, I use underlining to indicate an input floating prosodic unit and the
segments to which it anchors in output candidates.

6

1.2.2 Assumptions and predictions
Existing theories of reduplication typically depend on special machinery that aims at creating reduplicative structures per se. The claim of MR is that such machinery is unnecessary
and, in large part, impossible. With the “base” and “reduplicant” eliminated as constituents in
phonological representations, BR correspondence relations and FAITH-BR constraints are also
ruled out, simplifying CON considerably. Underlying elements like RED are an obstacle to homology between the alphabet of elements out of which underlying and output representations
are composed. Not only is that homology a goal of Minimalism, but it also eliminates certain
bad predictions that are made by the existence of RED in OT; see Moreton (1996).
MR does not offer a new set of phonological constraints or formal machinery with which
to enrich phonological theory. Rather, it aims to exploit basic aspects of that theory to explain
reduplicative phenomena without making use of commonly assumed formal devices that are
redundant and unmotivated, as well as being empirically unsuccessful. The central claim of
MR with regard to morphological reduplication is that no reduplication-specific phonology
is necessary to account for the attested patterns. In Optimality Theory (the basic theoretical
framework in which this theory will be presented), this means that a RED morpheme, FAITH-BR
constraints and the phonological constituents called “base” and “reduplicant” can all be eliminated. Reduplication is a phonological possibility that can emerge as an active process even in
the total absence of such reduplication-specific devices.
Consider for example the constituents called “base” and “reduplicant.” As abstract structures, the burden of proof is on the theory that asserts their existence. Several considerations
seem to justify these constituents. In derivational models of phonology, their existence mirrored the basic claim that reduplication occurs sequentially at some point in a derivation, and
thus the reduplicative form must be derived from some other partially derived form, rather than
having direct access to the input. However, this assumption is not maintained in OT, and is explicitly abandoned in the Full Model framework (McCarthy and Prince (1999)) which give both
the reduplicant and the base direct access to the input form.
Note that I will continue to use the terms base and reduplicant for descriptive convenience.
In reduplicative constructions that result in multiple copies, a copy whose phonological or morphological behavior more closely resembles the root or stem that fed the constructions may be
referred to as the base, while a copy that exhibits more severe phonological simplification or
more affixal behavior may be referred to as the reduplicant. In Minimal Reduplication, these
terms are used for the purpose of descriptive convenience only and they have absolutely no
status as special constituents in the morphophonology.
A more concrete justification is the fact that the base and the reduplicant are, of course,
similar to one another. Most OT analyses of reduplication attempt to account for that similarity
through correspondence constraints. FAITH-BR constraints are the main force driving reduplication and determining its properties. However, allowing correspondence relations to hold
between these constituents involves some redundancy, since direct correspondence between
reduplicated segments is also necessary. Moreover, the existence of these base-reduplicant correspondence relations subjects theories of reduplication to problems like the one that Prince
(1996) has termed the “Hammond-Kager conundrum” (see discussion in chapter 4).
Similarly, BRCT predicts the existence of a scrambling pattern to maximize reduplication.
Such an unattested pattern is easily derived from permutations of standard constraints. For
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example, consider Ilokano (Austronesian; Philippines), which exhibits heavy-syllable reduplication:
(13)

Ilokano reduplication (data from Hayes and Abad (1989)):
kaldiN
kuttoN
taray

kal-kaldiN
naka-kut-kuttoN
Pag-tar-taray

‘goat’ / ‘goats’
‘thin’ / ‘very thin’
‘run’ / ‘is running’

A typical analysis of this pattern would look like the following:
(14)

Analysis of Ilokano reduplication:
RED

+ kaldiN

M AX-IO A LLσL

☞ a. kalkaldiN

**

b. kaldiNkaldiN

M AX-BR *C ODA
***

***!

c. kakaldiN

**

d. kladkaldiN

**

e. kalkal

L IN-BR

*!**

***
****

*!

****!

**

**

***

*

**

Candidates that never occur in any language should be prohibited either through harmonic
bounding, which prevents them from surfacing given any permutation of constraints; or through
a universal fixed constraint ranking that prevents the constraint ordering that would select
them. But in the Ilokano tableau above, we see a pathological scrambling candidate that is
not harmonically bounded. That is kladkaldi N, in which the linear order of input segments is
violated in the reduplicant in order to better satisfy a BR maximality constraint. Thus by reversing the order of two constraints (L INEARITY-BR and M AX-BR) we would produce Ilokano′, a
language with scrambling reduplication:
(15)

Scrambling reduplication in Ilokano′ :
RED

+ kaldiN

M AX-IO A LLσL

a. kalkaldiN

M AX-BR L IN-BR *C ODA

**

b. kaldiNkaldiN

***!

***!

****

c. kakaldiN

**

***!*

☞ d. kladkaldiN

**

**

e. kalkal

***

*!**

*

**
*

***
**

The nonexistence of such patterns has been observed since Marantz (1982), but BRCT predicts
that they should exist. The only way to prevent such an outcome is to stipulate an extrinsic
constraint ranking M AX-BR ≫ L INEARITY -BR, which lacks principled justification.
8

Note that it is the assumptions of BRCT that drive us toward this problem. When we claim
that base and reduplicant are formal constituents and that phonological constraints actively
seek to maximize identity between them, the logic of OT leads to typological predictions about
the type of repairs that should occur to bring about that maximization. The unattested nature
of many of those repairs then needs separate explanation. By abandoning those assumptions
about base and reduplicant, we can avoid altogether such incorrect predictions.
By contrast, MR makes significant correct typological predictions. For example, in MR morphological reduplication occurs through the domination of I NTEGRITY by faithfulness constraints
including D EP because reduplication and epenthesis are in competition as repair strategies. We
therefore expect to find across languages that reduplication and epenthesis should be used to
repair the same kind of marked phonological structures.
This prediction appears to be borne out. As examined by Broselow (1982), the only types
of marked structure relieved by epenthesis are those that belong to the following three categories (using the terminology of Blumenfeld (2006)): SYLLABICALLY-conditioned epenthesis,
MINIMALITY-conditioned epenthesis and SEGMENTALLY-conditioned epenthesis. In (16) we
see that for each of these classes, alongside languages that repair the structure through epenthesis we also find languages that repair them through reduplication (Saba Kirchner, 2007b):
(16)

Epenthesis and reduplication as alternative repair strategies

SYLLABICALLY-conditioned
Lack of onset:
Epenthesis:
Reduplication:
Complex codas:
Epenthesis:
Reduplication:

Language

References

Axininca Campa
Spokane

Payne (1981), Ito (1989)
Bates and Carlson (1998)

Lenakel

Lynch (1974), Blevins
(1995), Kager (1999)
Kitto and de Lacy (1999)

Cook Island Maori
loan phonology

MINIMALITY-conditioned
Bimoraic word minimality:
Epenthesis:
Latin
Reduplication:
Hausa class 6
for derivations
Bisyllabic word minimality:
Epenthesis:
Lardil

Reduplication:

Mono

9

Mester (1992)
Newman (1972), Yu (2005)

Wilkinson (1988),
Prince and Smolensky
(1993/2004)
Olson (2003), Hall (2003)

SEGMENTALLY-conditioned
Rising sonority across syllable boundaries:
Epenthesis:
Catalan
Reduplication:
Hocank

Pons Moll (2005)
Miner (1979), Alderete (1995)
Broselow (2008)

Haugen (2005) suggests another source of evidence for the role of prosodic elements as underlying forms rather than emergent TETU templatic forms. Two Uto-Aztecan languages, Tohono
O’odham and Nahuatl, both form distributives through heavy syllable reduplication. However,
they use different kinds of heavy syllables. Tohono O’odham adds a prefixed syllable and geminates the stem-initial consonant to close that prefix, as in nowiu ‘ox’ which forms the distributive nonnowiu. Nahuatl also involves a prefixed reduplicative CV, but in this case the syllable is closed through glottal stop insertion, as in koyo:ni ‘be perforated’ (orthographic koyōni )
which yields distributive ko P koyo:ni ‘be perforated in several places/all over’ (orthographic
koh-koyōni ) (Canger, 1981; Tuggy, 2003).
These similar but distinct patterns receive a straightforward explanation in MR, according
to which both Tohono O’odham and Nahuatl preserve a distributive morpheme inherited from
proto-(Southern-)Uto-Aztecan, whose underlying form is a segmentally-empty heavy syllable.
The differentiation between the languages is one of phonology: in OT terms, constraints related
to gemination or to reduplicative codas have reranked in one or both languages. By contrast,
a theory that denies the role of elements like empty syllables as underlying forms can explain
these two patterns as deriving from distinct grammars, but it has no obvious account for the
genetically-derived similarity between the patterns.

1.3 Morphological Reduplication
Perhaps the most familiar and most studied class of reduplication cases are those that we
can refer to as morphological reduplication. These are cases, in MR terms, in which the addition
of a particular morpheme creates a phonological structure that is repaired by reduplication, due
to the basic ranking {C, F} ≫ I NTEGRITY . This origin leads to a number of distinctive properties
that characterize morphological reduplication and distinguish it from syntactic reduplication.
We can consider these salient properties of morphological reduplication, and the Minimal Reduplication analysis of them, before turning to syntactic reduplication. The table below lays out
some of these properties.
(17)

Generalizations and observations about morphological reduplication:
FORM

LOCATION
MEANING

Reduplicant exhibits a fixed (but potentially contextual) size
Reduplication may interact opaquely with phonology
Prominent material is preferentially copied
Reduplication is local
Iconic reduplicative meanings recur
10

1.3.1 Fixed size
One of the most important early generalizations about morphological reduplication is that
the reduplicant usually has a fixed size, and that the size is usually identical to that of prosodic
constituent such as the syllable or foot; this is the basic generalization that motivates the Prosodic
Morphology theory of reduplication (McCarthy and Prince, 1986/1996, 1990). An example of
such fixed-size reduplication comes from Yidiny (Pama-Nyungan; Queensland, Australia), in
which nominal plurals are formed by adding a prefixed copy of the first foot of the word (omitting a foot-final coda if it is not organic to the root):
(18)

Yidiny plural nouns (Dixon, 1977a,b; Nash, 1979, 1980; Marantz, 1982):
Base form
buny a
yalaŋ
guny dy i:1bay
dy ambu:-l

Reduplicated form
buny abuny a
yalaŋyalaŋ
guny dy i1guny dy i:1bay
dy ambudy ambu:l

Base gloss
‘woman’
‘big one’
‘tiger snake’
‘two’

There are many other cases of fixed-size reduplication, including cases with segmental reduplication, e.g. Koasati (Hendricks, 1999); light syllable reduplication, e.g. Bole (Schuh et al., 2009);
heavy syllable reduplication, e.g. Seereer-Siin (McLaughlin, 2000); and foot reduplication, e.g.
Kaimurá (Everett and Seki, 1985; McCarthy and Prince, 1986/1996, 1993b). Languages may
have multiple reduplicative patterns exhibiting different fixed-size behavior, such as Bontok
(Malayo-Polynesian Austronesian; Mountain Province, Philippines) which is reported to have
light syllable reduplication, heavy syllable reduplication, and foot reduplication (Thurgood,
1997). Morphological reduplication of larger constituents such as the Prosodic word are also
possible, but they must be considered more carefully according to the other criteria distinguishing morphological reduplication, in order to differentiate them from syntactic reduplication.
Reduplication that seems to create reduplicants whose size is not a prosodic constituent often turn out to be fairly ordinary on closer investigation. For example, expressive reduplication
in Semai involves the addition of a prefixed semisyllable whose segments correspond to the first
and last segments of the stem:
(19)

Semai edge-copying reduplication (Diffloth, 1976b,a; Hendricks, 2001; Nuger, 2006):
Base
taP@h

Reduplicated
th-taP@h

ruhO:ñ
hmrPE:c
gh0:p

rñ-ruhO:ñ
kc-kmrPE:c
gp-gh0:p

Gloss
‘appearance of large stomach constantly
bulging out’
‘appearance of teeth attacked by decay’
‘short, fat arms’
‘irritation on skin (e.g., from bamboo hair)’

This two-segment reduplicant does not appear to correspond to any prosodic structure with
which we are familiar, but when examined carefully there is good evidence that these reduplicants are actually minor syllables, that is, syllables lacking a nucleus; see argumentation around
this point in Semai in Diffloth (1976b,a); Gafos (1996b); Sloan (1988); Shaw (1993); Hendricks
(2001); Nuger (2006), and more generally in Cho and King (1999); Kiparsky (2003) and in chap11

ter 2 of this thesis. Similar patterns susceptible to a similar analysis may be found in the related
language Temiar; see Gafos (1995, 1998).
The Minimal Reduplication account for this generalization arises from the possibility of lexical underspecification of a particular kind. Consider a morpheme whose underlying phonological form includes a prosodic unit such as a mora or syllable that is not affiliated with any
segment. In order for that prosodic unit – and therefore that mora – to surface faithfully, it will
be necessary to find an appropriate segmental anchor. Reduplication is one repair strategy that
may be employed to provide such an anchor, depending on the grammar of the language in
question.
The idea of unanchored or floating prosodic units in underlying forms is not a novel one. To
consider just the case of the floating mora, the table below suggests the large number of diverse
languages and constructions whose analysis has called for an underlying floating mora:
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(20)

Phenomena analyzed with floating moras:

Language
Arbizu Basque
Diegueño
Dinka

Gloss
superlative
genitive indef.
plural
benefactive

Guajiro
Hausa
Hiaki

(many cases)
relative marker
habitual

Segmental material?
yes: /-µ n/
yes: /-µ n/
no
no: /-µ , HL,
[+breathy voice]/
no
no
no

Huallaga
Quechua
Korean
Kwak’wala
ProtoUto-Aztecan
Russian

1st person

no

Álvarez (2005)
Spencer (1991)
Haugen (2003),
Haugen (2009)
Álvarez (2005)

emphatic excl.
‘waste product’
?

no
yes: /-µ , m’u:t/
no (?)

Kim (1998)
Rodier (1989)
Haugen (2005)

secondary
imperfective
emphatic adj.

no

Gribanova (2010)

no

genitive plural
(several cases)

no
some yes, some no

Davis and Ueda
(2002)
Spencer (1998)
Brown (2003)

durative

no

Tuvan

emphatic

yes: /CVp-/

Washo

‘with hand, arm,
descriptive of
hand, paw’
(several cases)

yes: /dul-/

Hicks Kennard
(2004)
Saba Kirchner
(2007b )
Yu (2008)

some yes, some no

Sprague (2005)

Shizuoka
Japanese
Slovak
Southern
Sierra Miwok
Tawala

Zuni

Reference
Sprague (2005)
Sprague (2005)
Wolf (2006)
Wolf (2006)

Most of these cases simply involve vowel lengthening, as a floating mora docks on a vocalic segment. But consider a language that prohibits lengthening yet also prohibits deletion of floating
moras. Given these restrictions, a language must provide new material to which the mora can
anchor. Depending on the constraint ranking that holds, we expect to see morphologicallyinduced epenthesis, reduplication, and metathesis – as indeed we do. Reduplication is the predicted result if D EP dominates I NTEGRITY . This is shown in the following tableau for a hypothetical language:
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(21)

Hypothetical /µ + badupi/ → [babadupi ] (underline indicates mora anchor)
µ + badupi
a. badupi

M AX F LOAT

*V: D EP

*!

b. P@badupi
c. ba:dupi

I NTEGRITY

*!*
*!

☞ d. babadupi

**

This is one basic avenue of analyzing reduplication patterns with prosodic element-sized reduplicants within MR.5 It is similar in some ways to the theory of templatic reduplication expressed in the theory of Prosodic Morphology (McCarthy and Prince (1986/1996)), which analyzed reduplication as a process making use of prosodic templates. However, unlike Prosodic
Morphology, MR sees reduplication as an emergent property of the interaction of standard constraints, rather than depending on additional reduplication-specific phonological machinery.
As well as being preferable on grounds of parsimony, the MR view leads to a different understanding of templates. Whereas templates in Prosodic Morphology are stipulated in the grammar, in MR templates are emergent phenomena from the interaction of segmentally underspecified material with a particular set of constraint rankings.
Therefore the prosodic “templates” for reduplication as analyzed in Minimal Reduplication
differ crucially from templates in Prosodic Morphology and OT implementations of the same
(e.g. McCarthy and Prince (1995); Gouskova (2007)). Because the templates are emergent generalizations rather than stipulations or goals in their own right, MR predicts that a drive to satisfy
these “templates” may have force even if only partial satisfaction is possible.
For example, a morpheme whose underlying form is a segmentally-empty bimoraic syllable
may be realized through heavy-syllable reduplication, given the appropriate rankings. However,
we also expect to find cases in which the same morpheme is realized by heavy syllable reduplication in some words and light syllable reduplication (or some other realization) in other words.
We find what appears to be just such a case in Mbe (Benue-Congo; Nigeria; Bamgbose (1971);
Walker (1998)). Mbe is a quantity-insensitive language that allows no codas except nasals homorganic with a following consonant. Class 2 imperative verbs typically reduplicate by adding
a prefixed copy of the first CV in the stem:

5

Note that this is however not necessarily the only situation that can give rise to reduplication in MR. For example, MR is fully compatible with an active R EALIZE M ORPHEME constraint (on which see e.g. Kurisu (2001)). The
ranking R EALIZE M ORPHEME ≫ I NTEGRITY may also produce reduplication, given a phonologically empty morpheme. Note that this reduplication will not necessarily be templatic, since there is no empty prosodic structure
that must be filled. Such reduplication must however be minimal. That is, the reduplication that occurs will be the
smallest or contextually least-marked possible reduplicative pattern.
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(22)

Mbe class 2 imperative non-continuous singular forms:

Simple
rû
gê
fûel
>
gbárî

Reduplicative
rû-rû
gˆ@-gê
fû-fûel
> >
gbˆ@-gbârì

Gloss
‘pull’
‘belch’
‘blow’
‘embrace’

This pattern changes only when the first nucleus of the stem is followed by a nasal consonant. In
that case, the reduplicant has the form CVN, with the nasal sharing the place of the stem-initial
consonant:
(23)

Mbe class 2 imperative non-continuous singular forms:

Simple
bîem
>
gbénô
lúonî
bámô

Reduplicative
bîm-bîem
>
>
gbˆ@N>
m-gbénò
lûn-lûonì
bˆ@m-bámò

Gloss
‘believe’
‘collide’
‘repair’
‘hide’

MR would analyze this pattern as resulting from a prefix with an underlying bimoraic specification. In most words, this bimoraic “template” is thwarted, because no coda is available that
conforms to the phonotactics of the word.6 Just when a nasal segment is present and thus a
legitimate coda can be obtained, we see that nasal being copied along with the stem-initial CV.
An analogous situation exists in Kalar-Kalar West Tarangan (Austronesian; Aru archipelago,
Indonesia; Nivens (1993); Spaelti (1999)). By default, reduplication takes the form of a heavy
syllable:
(24)

Kalar-Kalar West Tarangan CVC reduplication:

Basic form
Elajir
manElay
sEldi

Reduplicated form

Elajirjir
manElnElay
sElsEldi

Gloss
‘3s-white’
‘sour’
‘small prawn’

When this CVC reduplication would create an illegal coda or consonant sequence, CVCV reduplication occurs instead:
(25)

Kalar-Kalar West Tarangan CVCV reduplication:

Basic form
ituda
jEna
ijilal

Reduplicated form
itudatuda
jEnajena
ijilajilal

Gloss
‘3s-prop up’
‘tide rising’
‘3s-trill’

6

It would also be necessary to prohibit copying more vowels to realize the template, something that could be
done as in GTT through A LL σL or similar means. Copying of a nasal consonant from somewhere else in the word
can be prevented through the use of constraints like C ONTIGUITY or L INEARITY.
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In some cases, both CVC and CVCV reduplication threaten to create consonant sequences that
are phonotactically disallowed. In these cases, Kalar-Kalar West Tarangan opts for simple CV
reduplication instead:
(26)

Kalar-Kalar West Tarangan CV reduplication:

Basic form
damama
bakir
jilaNa

Reduplicated form
damamama
babakir
jilalaNa

Gloss
‘3p-chew’
‘small.3s’
‘worm’

The MR analysis of this pattern would posit a lexically specified prosodic structure that tries
to be realized through reduplication, due to the constraint ordering that holds in Kalar-Kalar
West Tarangan. The best way to express the material associated with this morpheme is through
heavy-syllable reduplication. When this is impossible, the next-best choice – reduplication of
two light syllables – is chosen instead. If both of those options are impossible, the language
“gives up” on realizing the whole morpheme, but still manages to realize some of the morpheme through light-syllable reduplication. The following tableaux illustrate this process, with
M standing in for the relevant phonotactic constraints.
(27)

/Elajir, σµµ / → [Elajirjir] ‘3s-white’

Elajir, σµµ

M D EP-seg

M AX-µ I NTEGRITY

☞ a. Elajirjir

***

b. Elajirijir

****!

c. Elajijir

*!

d. ElaP@tjir
(28)

**

*!**

/ituda, σµµ / → [itudatuda] ‘3s-prop up’
ituda, σµµ
a. itudtuda

M D EP-seg

M AX-µ I NTEGRITY

*!

***

☞ b. itudatuda

****

c. itutuda
(29)

*!

**

/jilaNa, σµµ / → [jilalaNa] ‘worm’
jilaNa, σµµ

M D EP-seg

M AX-µ I NTEGRITY

a. jilaNlaNa

*!

***

b. jilaNalaNa

*!

****

☞ c. jilalaNa

*

**
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Spaelti (1999) analyzes these facts and derives these patterns without lexical specification of the
reduplicative morpheme. However, several lexically indexed constraints are required in that
account. Thus a Generalized Template Theory analysis like that of Spaelti (1999) is no more
general than an MR analysis.

1.3.2 Phonological opacity
Phonological processes sometimes interact opaquely with reduplication. Examples in which
phonological processes underapply and others in which they overapply in the context of reduplication have been identified. Examples have also been adduced that appear to show backcopying, where characteristics motivated in one copy in a reduplicative word appear in the
other as well; but these cases are much rarer and I will argue that reduplicative backcopying
does not occur.
We see a case of overapplication with reduplication in Texistepec Popoluca (Mixe-Zoquean:
Veracruz, Mexico; Reilly (2005)). General assimilation rules hold in this language, including the
following:
(30)

Texistepec Popoluca assimilation:
/ñ + t/ → [ň]
/n + b/ → [m]

In cases where a stem includes both a prefixal nasal and a suffixal reduplicative affix, assimilation appears to overapply. The following pairs illustrate this opaque interaction:
(31)

Overapplication in Texistepec Popoluca reduplication:

Underlying form
t1Pks - RED - hoPy

Surface form
t1Pks-t1Pks-hoPy

b1Pm - RED - hoPy

b1Pm-b1Pm-hoPy

ñ - t1Pks - RED - hoPy ň1Pks-ň1Pks-hoPy
n - b1Pm - RED - hoPy m1Pm-m1Pm-hoPy

Gloss
‘S/he goes pecking all
around’
‘S/he goes bounding all
around’
‘You go pecking all around’
‘I go bounding all around’

An example of underapplication with reduplication is found in Southern Paiute (Uto-Aztecan:
Southwestern United States), where w normally nasalizes (surfacing as Nw ) when postvocalic
(Sapir, 1930). But just when this environment is created by reduplication, nasalization underapplies:
(32)

Prevocalic w nasalization in Southern Paiute:

Stem
waPaNiwW̃nI-

Derived form
tW-Nw aPaNiya-Nw W̃nI-yaP

Stem gloss
‘shout’
‘stand’

waiya-

I a:BI -Nw aiya-p:I

˚

‘have council’
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Derived gloss
‘give a good shout’
‘while standing and
holding’
‘council of chiefs’

(33)

Nasalization underapplies with reduplication:

Stem
wWǧWwaǧiwaPačIǧI-

Reduplicated form
wWwWxWa
wawaxPIp˚
WǧaP
a˚
wawaP čIǧI

Stem gloss
‘vulva’
‘several entered’
‘whoop’

Reduplicated gloss
‘vulvas’
‘all entered’
‘whoop several times’

A more controversial kind of reduplicative opacity is backcopying, in which reduplicative segments seem to share a certain property not due to the overapplication or underapplication of
a phonological process, but because of a force seeking identity between those segments per se.
Malay nasalization is a well-known case of this type. Nasalization spreads rightward iteratively
from nasal segments to vowels (and passes through transparent segments h, P , w and j ) (Onn,
1980; Kenstowicz, 1981; Seong, 1994). Thus /mahasiswa/ yields [mãhãsiswa] ‘undergraduate.’
In cases of reduplication, nasalization appears to occur in the first copy for segments that
correspond to nasalized segments in the second copy, even though the phonological environment for nasalization to apply to those segments is met only when the first copy is present. The
following data illustrate this process.
(34)

Malay nasal overapplication and backcopying:

Base
ham˜@
waŋı̃
aŋãn
aŋẽn

Reduplicated form
hãm˜@-hãm˜@
wãŋı̃-wãŋı̃
ãŋãn-ãŋãn
ãŋẽn-ãŋẽn

Base gloss
‘germ’
‘fragrant’
‘reverie’
‘wind’

Reduplicated gloss
‘germs’
‘very fragrant’
‘ambition’
‘unconfirmed news’

Unlike cases of underapplication and overapplication, which are amenable to solution through
stratal ordering or similar means, backcopying cases seem to require the force of phonological
correspondence and active maintenance of faithfulness between the copies in a reduplicative
construction.
In BRCT accounts of reduplicative opacity, these effects are simple to explain. The active force of BR faithfulness constraints can motivate changes in features and even segmental changes in order to craft identical base and reduplicant strings. In Minimal Reduplication,
which lacks BR faithfulness, there is no equally simple general explanation for reduplicative
opacity. However, independently-motivated means unconnected to reduplication can account
for many of these cases, and the circumstances that bring about morphological reduplication in
MR are capable of explaining some other cases as well. There is also good evidence that some of
the most difficult cases, such as those involving phonological backcopying, are not as persuasive as they once might have seemed. Overall, as part of a comprehensive phonological theory,
MR is equipped to deal with existing cases of reduplicative opacity without missing important
generalizations.
For example, consider Dakota (Siouan; midwestern United States and Canada; Buechel
(1939, 1970); Boas and Deloria (1941); Shaw (1980)). Reduplication participates in complex interactions with phonological processes in that language. In particular, we can consider its interactions with velar palatalization, which overapplies, and ablaut, which underapplies (Shaw,
1980; Kiparsky, 1986). When we take the full phonology of Dakota into consideration, it is ap18

parent that both of these opaque interactions can be explained without the need to refer to
FAITH-BR constraints.
A rule of Dakota palatalizes prevocalic velar stops when they occur after i across a morpheme boundary, that is, /ik + V/ → [ičV]. Thus root k’a palatalizes in the word načh ič’a ‘I dig it
for you by foot’ (root underlined; Shaw 1980, 193), etc. But when the velar in this environment
is part of the base or reduplicant in a reduplicative construction, palatalization seems to occur
in both copies although the proper environment is present only once:
(35)

Dakota velar palatalization overapplies with reduplication:

Underlying representation
wičh a - ki - kax - RED - Piyeya

Surface form
wičh akičaxčaxPiyeya

nape ki - kos - RED

nape kičosčoza

Reduplicated gloss
‘he made it for them
quickly’
‘he waved his hand to him’

If reduplication and the prefix ending in i are added simultaneously, then this is indeed a case
of overapplication requiring a device like BR correspondence. But evidence shows that they
are not in fact added at the same time. Substantial evidence about the ordered levels in which
Dakota morphophonology applies shows that the rule of palatalization after i precedes the addition of the reduplicative morpheme. Saba Kirchner (2007a) analyzes the morphophonology
of Dakota in the framework of Stratal Optimality Theory (Bermúdez-Otero, forthcoming) and
shows substantial morphological and phonological evidence for the existence of stem and word
levels in Dakota, and for the assignment of post-i palatalization to the stem level and reduplication to the word level.
Given that differentiation of the processes into stem-level and word-level morphology, this
overapplication receives a simple explanation. A form like wičh akičaxčaxPiyeya reaches the
surface after passing through (at least) two C ON-based OT simultaneous evaluations of candidates. At the stem level, palatalization occurs when the root and prefixes are joined, yielding
wičh akičaǧa. That form serves as the input for word-level phonology, along with word-level
morphemes that are added to it, yielding the attested wičh akičaxčaxPiyeya after the regular application of reduplication.7
Unlike palatalization, ablaut in Dakota appears to underapply. Dakota ablaut involves fronting of a low vowel a or a˛ to e ; the process is doubly lexically-conditioned, such that it occurs only
when a root or suffix belonging to an idiosyncratic class of ablaut-targets is followed by a suffix
belonging to an idiosyncratic class of ablaut triggers. Thus for example kša ‘to be bent’ yields
the derived form kšeča ‘he has his joints violently bent.’ But just when ablaut would occur with
a reduplicative word, ablaut instead fails to apply:

7

Kiparsky (1986) offers a pre-OT stratal analysis of Dakota, reaching conclusions similar in part and different
in part to those of Saba Kirchner (2007a) which provides a stratal OT analysis of many of the same data. See Saba
Kirchner (2007a) for more discussion of Dakota morphophonology, including stem-level and word-level processes,
intervocalic voicing, and the target and location of the reduplicative affix. A separate palatalization process involving the mid front vowel may be more difficult to accommodate with the MR analysis proposed here, depending on
how exactly that palatalization process is analyzed. This issue remains to be explored.
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(36)

Ablauting stems do not ablaut when reduplicated:

Underlying representation
/aph a - RED - šni/

Surface form
[aph aph ašni]

/ha˛ ska - RED - šni/

[ha˛ skaskašni]

Gloss
‘they do not strike’
cf. aph ešni
‘they are not tall’
cf. ha˛ skešni

A similar stratal analysis might be attempted here, but there is a problem. Underapplication
through stratal ordering would require reduplication to precede the relevant phonology or the
creation of the relevant environment, without itself creating an equivalent environment. But
reduplication is already motivated to belong to the word level, and there is no evidence for a
third level within the morphophonology of the word in Dakota (Saba Kirchner, 2007a).
Fortunately, a simpler solution is available in this case. As noticed by McCarthy and Prince
(1995), in the underapplication cases seen above, the reduplicant itself is the morpheme adjacent to an ablaut-triggering enclitic. Because ablaut is a doubly lexically-conditioned process,
the possibility of ablaut depends first of all on whether the reduplicant belongs to the ablaut
target class; affixes, like roots, must be lexically specified as to whether or not they can undergo
ablaut. All that is therefore necessary to motivate the attested behavior is to specify the reduplicating morpheme as belonging to the non-ablauting class, which is no more of a stipulation
than what Dakota requires for all roots and suffixes. (See Saba Kirchner (2007a) for discussion
of some further complexities concerning this interaction.)
While the Dakota analysis presented above relied on the theory of Stratal OT and some reexamination of the data in question, many cases of reduplicative opacity can be explained without recourse to a stratal analysis or a reinterpretation of the data. The nature of the structures
and grammatical properties that lead to morphological reduplication are capable of producing some opaque interactions on their own without any need for base-reduplicant correspondence. The basic condition for opacity in these cases is that the driving forces for reduplication
are powerful enough to overcome the normal workings of phonology as part of a conspiracy to
realize the reduplicative morpheme.
For example, consider a case of reduplicative underapplication in Samala (Chumashan;
Santa Barbara, California; Applegate (1972, 1976)). Samala has a CVC reduplication process.
There is also a process that deletes l before any consonant:8
(37)

Word-level l-deletion:
Underlying form
Pal-mati-nan’
ma-l-kitwon
p-iš-al-nan’

Surface form
Pamatinan’
makitwon
pišanan’

Gloss
‘coyote’ (literally ‘the slinker’)
‘what comes out; one who comes out’
‘don’t you two go’

But when an lC sequence is created by reduplication, deletion does not occur:

8

See further discussion of this interaction in chapter 4.
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(38)

l-deletion underapplies with reduplication:9
Underlying form
s-tal’ik
c’aluqay
s-pilkowon

Reduplicated form
štaltal’ik’
c’alc’aluqay’
spilpilkowon

Gloss
‘his wives’
‘cradles’
‘it is spilling’

*štatal’ik’
*c’ac’aluqay’
*spipilkowon

The process of l-deletion is motivated by the ranking *LC ≫ M AX-seg. This ranking is consistent
with a more complete constraint set that correctly predicts pre-consonantal l -deletion except
when deletion would lead to the non-expression of an underlying mora. Successful reduplication is shown in (39):
(39)

/σµµ -caluqay-P/ → [calcaluqay’] ‘cradles’
σµµ -caluqay-P

M AX-µ *LC C ONTIG

☞ a. calcaluqay’
b. caqcaq’
c. cacaluqay’

*

M AX-seg

*

*!**

***

****

*!

*

*

Backcopying is a more serious challenge for a theory like MR that denies the existence of BR
correspondence. It is notable therefore that recent work casts doubt on the validity of many of
the core data that underlie claims about backcopying. For example, Kiparsky (2007) investigates
the Malay nasalization case discussed above (see (34)). He finds evidence that strongly suggests
that nasal backcopying does not occur at all, and suggests that the data commonly adduced
in support of the claimed existence of this pattern, originally from Onn (1980), may be due to
phonetic coarticulation rather than phonological nasalization.
Inkelas and Zoll (2005), who also reject reduplicative backcopying, investigate claims of
backcopying in Klamath, Chaha, Eastern Kadazan and Hausa and find them all lacking in support or suitable for reinterpretation. For example, in Chaha (Semitic; Ethiopia; McCarthy (1986);
Banksira (1993, 1997); Kenstowicz and Banksira (1999)) the consonants k and x are essentially in
complementary distribution. By an ordinary process, underlying x surfaces as k when a fricative follows in the second or third consonantal position. Thus root xtf ‘hash’ derives the 3sg.
masculine jussive form y @ ktif, with x hardening due to following f.
Backcopying seems to occur when roots with underlying x undergo reduplication. Thus
root xyr ‘hold in armpit,’ reduplicating as /xyr-xyr/, surfaces as k @ k 1 r. No derivational analysis
can account for this behavior. The hardening of the first x can be explained by the presence of a
second x later in the word; this presumes that the second copy is present already when the first
one hardens. The hardening of the second copy can be explained through ordering, if hardening of the first copy occurs before reduplication creates the second copy. But this ordering
contradicts the sequence of events needed to explain the hardening of the first x to begin with.
However, as Inkelas and Zoll (2005) point out, a simple explanation appears to be available. It seems that there are no Chaha words in which both velar allomorphs occur. Words with
9

Note that this process is a derived environment effect, so the non-deletion of the stem-internal l in
spilpilkowon is expected.
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one k will have k throughout. Therefore, rather than analyzing this interaction as reduplicative
backcopying, it is more easily explained as a case of consonant harmony. In fact this seems
to resemble consonant harmony systems which are well-attested and not uncommon (Walker
2000b,a; Rose and Walker 2004; Hansson 2001; see also Krämer 2001b,a). This example of backcopying is rejected not because of a theoretical prejudice that it must be removed, but simply
because it falls victim to Occam’s Razor.
In fact the absence of robust cases of backcopying is troubling for theories like BRCT, but it
is just what is expected by MR, which allows for underapplication and overapplication (as well
as normal application), but has no obvious means to analyze backcopying.

1.3.3 Prominent material preferentially copied
Given that morphological reduplication arises through the presence of a morpheme that
must be susceptible to phonological linearization, and that copying is usually local (as discussed below), the answer to the question of what gets targeted in reduplication could simply
reduce to the affix linearization algorithm of the language. But this is not the case: in many languages reduplication preferentially targets prominent material, beyond what can be explained
by affix ordering. Among other cases, we find reduplication patterns that target syllabified segments rather than stray segments (e.g. Nuxálk; Bagemihl (1991)), stressed syllables rather than
unstressed syllables (e.g. Nakanai; Spaelti (1999); Nuger (2006)), prosodic heads rather than
non-heads (e.g. Dakota; Saba Kirchner (2007a)) and prosodic stems rather than non-stem elements (e.g. Samala; Cole (1994); Downing (1998b); Inkelas and Zoll (2005); and chapter 4 of this
thesis).
MR offers some insight into the general greater mobility of reduplicative morphemes relative to other morphemes. A morpheme whose underlying form does not include segmental
content will be unaffected by L INEARITY or any other segment-based phonological force that
militates for the preservation of the underlying order of morphemes. However, the force that
militates for the reduplication of more prominent elements must still be defined. This seems
to be an effect in keeping with the spirit of the Root-Affix Faithfulness Metaconstraint (RAFM;
McCarthy and Prince (1994)), which requires greater faithfulness to root material than to affix
material. The drive to reduplicate prominent material can be conceptualized as a case where
more prominent material has first claim to provide content for new segmental positions that
become available in the course of a derivation.
The most obvious attempts to motivate this effect through formalization of the RAFM go
astray. Standard OT has constraints like I NTEGRITY that penalize reduplication, but none that
call for it per se. In fact, a RAFM-compliant ranking of I NTEGRITY constraints (i.e. I NTEGRITYRoot
≫ I NTEGRITY ) will lead to exactly the wrong result, with preferential reduplication of nonprominent material. In Saba Kirchner (2007b) I proposed a reversal of the RAFM for I NTEGRITY
constraints in particular. However, aside from lacking justification in principle, as a formal solution this requires the existence of constraints that refer explicitly to non-prominent positions
(e.g. I NTEGRITYAffix , I NTEGRITYNon-head- σ , etc.) which should be excluded from the grammar
if possible.
If non-prominent positional constraints are to be avoided, it is necessary to use constraints
that actively militate for reduplication (or against candidates that lack it), rather than the reverse. One proposal for the existence of such constraints comes from Zuraw (2003), who ar22

gues for a constraint R EDUPLICATE which is satisfied by the existence of two strings in the
output that correspond to each other (with actual identity between those strings being enforced by separate FAITH constraints). If R EDUPLICATE can be decomposed into a family of
constraints, then these constraints can motivate the attested patterns of preferential reduplicative targeting. If we assume that morpheme alignment is controlled by (potentially morphemespecific) A LIGN constraints, then the ranking for prominent element reduplication is R EDUPLI CATEprominent-position ≫ A LIGN ≫ R EDUPLICATE .
Consider Nuxálx (Salish; Bella Coola, British Columbia), a language in which words may
’
contain long strings of unsyllabified segments, e.g. scqctx
“That’s my animal fat over there”
w
w
’ ‘animal fat’); x ì p’ X ì t ì p ìì s k c’ “Then he had in his possession a bunchberry
(from root scq
plant”; nuyam ìììì “we used to sing” (Newman, 1969; Hoard, 1978; Nater, 1984; Bagemihl, 1991).
According to Bagemihl (1991), Nuxálk does form syllables, locating a vowel or sonorant to use
as a nucleus when possible even if many peripheral segments are thus left unsyllabified.
Nuxálk diminutives involve reduplication of the onset and rime of the first stem syllable.
Because Nuxálk reduplication is local, the reduplicant may appear to infix when there are unsyllabified segments at the word edge:
(40)

Nuxálk syllabic diminutive reduplication (Newman, 1971; Bagemihl, 1991; Cook, 1994;
Marlo, 2004):
Base form
qayt
sqw ciì
skma
st’ qw lus

Reduplicated form
qaqayti
sqw ci:cìi
skmkmay
st’ qw lqw lus

Gloss
‘hat’ (literally: ‘little toadstool’)
‘little ventral posterior fin’
‘little moose’
‘little black bear snare’

If we take for granted the locality of reduplication (pending discussion below), we can motivate
this pattern using the schema already suggested for preferential reduplication of prominent
targets. The specific ranking that must hold in Nuxálk is M AX ≫ D EP ≫ I NTEGRITY ≫ R EDUPLI CATE(σ) ≫ A LIGN(diminutive,R,Root,L) ≫ R EDUPLICATE . This will produce the attested forms,
as illustrated below:
(41)

Nuxálk [sqw ci:cìi] ‘little ventral posterior fin’:
sqw ciì, σ

I NTEGRITY

☞ a. sqw .ci:.cìi.

**

b. sqw sqw c.ìi.

**

R EDUPLICATE(σ)

A LIGN

R EDUPLICATE

*
*!

Although R EDUPLICATE is independently motivated, its inclusion does represent a compromise
of the simple approach with no reduplication-specific machinery that MR seeks to achieve. MR
would in any event remain simpler than BRCT theories that require a more complex array of BR
faithfulness constraints, especially if the reduplication correspondence relation demanded by
the R EDUPLICATE constraints can be satisfied by the inherent IO coindexation of reduplicated
segments, syllables, etc. A goal for future research is accounting for prominence effects of this
type without recourse to R EDUPLICATE constraints.
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1.3.4 Locality of reduplication
The reduplicative copied strings are typically strictly adjacent to each other at the surface. In
previous work this has often been taken to be a basic principle of reduplication; it is sometimes
referred to as the Adjacent String Hypothesis, which is succinctly stated by Urbanczyk (1999):
“Adjacency between base and reduplicant is obtained via the definition of base.” In other words,
base-reduplicant adjacency is a property of G EN, and non-adjacent candidates will not be produced for evaluation.
The problem with the ASH is that clear counterexamples with non-adjacent reduplication
do exist. One example again comes from Nuxálk, where CV- iterative reduplication can co-occur
with an affix n meaning ‘limited control.’ When that affix is present it infixes between the base
and reduplicant, leaving them non-adjacent at the surface:
(42)

Nonlocal reduplication in Nuxálk (Shaw, 2005, 189):

Root
lis
Put’ ak
ň’ ap

Reduplicated form
linlis
PunPut’ ak
ň’ anň’ ap

Gloss
‘to push’
‘to vomit’
‘to go’

Another interesting kind of ASH-violating reduplication is found in Creek (Muskogean; Oklahoma and southeastern United States). An adjectival reduplication process involves infixation
of the reduplicant, such that it surfaces between the last two segments of the base:
(43)

Nonlocal reduplication in Creek (Riggle, 2004, 3):

Singular
a-cá:k-i:
cóyh-i:
fayátk-i:
héyy-i:
holwak-í:

Plural
a-ca:cak-í:
coycoh-í:
fayatfak-í:
heyhoy-í:
holwa:hok-í:

Gloss
‘precious’
‘frozen, stiff’
‘crooked’
‘hot’
‘ugly, naughty’

Various independently-motivated forces can account for adjacency when it does occur. These
include C ONTIGUITY (because non-adjacent reduplication often creates additional discontiguous strings) and L INEARITY (because the more non-adjacent reduplication is, the more segment pairs will have surface correspondents with improper precedence relationships). Nonadjacency will occur only when other constraints compel it to do so. This seems to be the case
in examples like those above. For example, Shaw (2005) shows that the presence of the segment
n occurring in the Nuxálk forms between base and reduplicant is due to the force of a constraint
aligning the morpheme expressed by n with the left edge of the Prosodic Stem.

1.3.5 Iconicity
An often-noted characteristic of reduplication is the similarity in the meanings of reduplicative constructions across many languages. Sapir (1921), in a passage quoted from above, lays
out this observation:
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Nothing is more natural than the prevalence of reduplication, in other words, the
repetition of all or part of the radical element. The process is generally employed,
with self-evident symbolism, to indicate such concepts as distribution, plurality,
repetition, customary activity, increase of size, added intensity, continuance.
Regier (1998) claims that these particular recurring semantic connections to reduplication
are due to an inherent iconicity or inherent sound-meaning connection (Hinton et al., 2006),
through which reduplicative constructions violate the basic principle of the arbitrariness of the
sign (de Saussure, 1911/1972). Irrespective of the particular language, a reduplicative construction has inherent semantics associated with three categories, namely “plural,” “repetition,” and
“baby.” Through the ordinary processes of semantic extension (Bybee et al., 1994; Heine et al.,
1991; Lakoff, 1987; Sweetser, 1991), these iconic meanings develop into many of the most common uses of reduplicative morphosyntax:
(44)

Iconic and semantic connections to reduplication:
reduplication
baby
small
attenuation

repetition
affection

contempt

plural

intensification←spread, scatter

continuation

lack of control non-uniformity

Crosslinguistic studies have supported claims that reduplicative constructions tend to be associated with meanings like those in the chart above. Kajitani (2005) surveyed sixteen languages
with active reduplication processes. All of them use reduplication for some kind of augmentative use (such as pluralization or repetition); thirteen of them use reduplication for some kind
of intensificational purpose. Only three of the languages use reduplication for a diminutive or
diminishing purpose.
MR does not offer special insight into the question of why reduplication has these iconic
meanings. Like mainstream theories of reduplication since Marantz (1982), MR treats the reduplicative morphemes involved in morphological reduplication as essentially similar to other affixes or morphemes in the language, with a difference only in their phonological specification.
Like those theories, MR denies that the iconic meaning of reduplication is due to any active
force in the grammar, and an insightful generalization for the facts suggested by the study of
Kajitani (2005) and other work must be sought in diachrony or somewhere else outside of the
synchronic morphophonology.
Note however that it is far from true that all cases of morphological reduplication express semantic content related to the supposed iconic functions of reduplication. For example, Wakashan
languages often have reduplication that is tied to specific derivational morphemes without any
plural meaning (Boas, 1947; Jacobsen, 1997; Davidson, 2002; Stonham, 2004; Nakayama, 2006).
Among the suffixes in Kwak’wala that trigger reduplication we find -amak ‘on surface of water’;
’ ‘suffix for names of plants’; -g(@) ‘to eat’; -giwiP ‘what is on forehead; forehead; front; bow
-am
of canoe’ (Boas, 1947), none of which seem to express an iconic reduplicative meeting. Verbal
reduplication in Tübatulabal signifies a telic/atelic aspectual distinction, but which aspect it
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signifies is an idiosyncratic property of the verb: some verbs are telic by default and atelic when
reduplicated, while others are just the reverse (Voegelin (1935)). Presumably both aspects cannot be equally valid extensions of an iconic property of reduplication.
Cases like these suggest that the iconicity found in many cases of reduplication cannot be
built into grammar in any fundamental way, because it must be reversible or susceptible to
significant attenuation in many cases. This fact then supports the idea that the active role of
iconicity in the semantics of reduplication is best situated outside the synchronic grammar.

1.4 Syntactic reduplication
The basic MR analysis of morphological reduplication is that it is a phonological repair for
the phonological form created by the introduction of some morpheme. However, this is not
the only route that can lead to reduplication. There are also cases in which a morphosyntactic
node is copied and its phonological form is spelled out more than once: cases that we can call
syntactic reduplication. Because of the the different routes by which they arrive at the surface,
these two kinds of reduplication have different properties with regard to aspects such as the
size of the copied structure, the nature of the target that is copied, and the driving force for the
alignment or surface position of the copies.
I analyze syntactic reduplication as the result of a sequence of two syntactic operations,
namely copy of a target constituent and fusion of the copy with a trigger morpheme into a single
morphosyntactic unit. This copy operation may be similar or equivalent to sideward movement
(Nunes, 1995, 2001, 2004, 2006; Bošković and Nunes, 2007; Kimper, 2008). The fusion operation
may be similar or equivalent to morphological restructuring (Chomsky, 1995; Nunes, 2001) in
Minimalist terms or morphological fusion (Halle and Marantz, 1993, 1994; Acquaviva, 2008) in
Distributed Morphology. The trees below illustrate this process.
(45)

Copy and merger leads to syntactic reduplication:

XP

...

X0
[+F]

YP
Y0

→

XP

...

X0
[+F]

YP

X

Y

Y

The creation of a sub-X0 complex structure has important consequences for syntactic reduplication. When either the trigger or the target morpheme is phonologically null, the result is
that the non-null constituent surfaces with no alteration to its phonological form (other than
that dictated by the normal phonology of the language). But in some cases both of the merged
morphemes contribute some phonological content, which sets up a competition between those
phonological structures to be the surface expression of the X0 constituent that both morphemes
belong to. This competition can lead to apparent non-optimizing phonological behavior in
some cases.
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I examine syntactic reduplication in detail in chapter 3. Table (46) lays out the criteria discussed there; in the remainder of this section I summarize and briefly discuss a few of the most
important properties and suggest the MR analysis of them.
(46)

Diagnostics for syntactic and morphological reduplication:
Phonological size
Target
Interaction with
morphophonology
Overwriting
Identity avoidance
Adjacency

Morphological
Fixed
(Morpho)phonological
As affix

Syntactic
Unlimited
Syntactic
As syntax

Optimizing (per
known grammar)
Does not occur
Enforced through
phonology

Optimizing (but
may appear special)
Occurs
Enforced through
syntax

The most obvious difference between morphological reduplication and syntactic reduplication
is the unbounded size of the latter. Syntactic reduplication typically takes the size of its underlying morphemes without alteration, rather than having a fixed (and usually small) size. This
follows from the fact that syntactic reduplication actually involves the morphemes in question
being spelled out multiple times, rather than a phonological process of duplicating individual
segments or other phonological elements. An illustration of the behavior of syntactic reduplication comes from Indonesian, in which plural nouns are (sometimes) formed through total
reduplication:
(47)

Indonesian reduplicative plurals (Rafferty, 2002):
Reduplicated form
bapak-bapak
ibu-ibu
saudara-saudara
bank-bank
kota-kota

Gloss
‘gentlemen’
‘ladies’
‘colleagues’
‘banks’
‘cities’

Syntactic reduplication is also distinguished by the fact that its targets are morphosyntactic
rather than morphophonological. This distinction is not always easy to probe because of the
frequent homology between morphosyntactic and morphophonological categories such as the
stem and the word. As well, in cases where the target is clearly a morphosyntactic constituent,
morphological reduplication may still resemble total reduplication with regard to its targeting
in the event that the morphophonology of the language situates the reduplicative affix next to
the appropriate target. Nevertheless, there are some cases in which the differences between the
two types of reduplication do emerge.
For example, repetitive verbs in Kwak’wala may be formed by total reduplication of the root.
The data below illustrate this pattern:
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(48)

Kwak’wala repetitive verbs (Kalmar, 2003):10
Reduplicated form
qw iì-qw iìa
t’ @ms-t’ @msa
ń@nix-ń@nika
k’ w @m@lx-k’ w @m@lka

Gloss
‘unscrew over and over’
‘keep ringing; phoning or ringing’
‘keep locking the door’
‘char now and then’

This pattern appears to involve prefixal total reduplication; notably, apart from reduplicative
patterns there is no prefixation in Kwak’wala (or anywhere in Wakashan). An attempt to interpret this pattern as morphological reduplication with a prefixed morpheme thus runs into
difficulties. Even if that were to be admitted, the fact that the verbalizing suffix -a does not undergo reduplication remains a mystery if the process here is pure phonological reduplication.
If however the root is targeted, copied, and spelled out twice, then the facts about the size, location and target seen in this pattern are straightforwardly explained.
Another potential area of difference between morphological and syntactic reduplication
concerns the interaction of reduplication and morphophonology. As we have seen, morphological reduplication often involves opaque interactions between reduplication and other phonological processes. Whether syntactic reduplication is also susceptible to opaque interactions
depends on whether we accept a late-insertion theory of phonology (Marantz, 1995a, 1997;
Embick and Noyer, 2001). Some evidence that syntactic reduplication does not participate in
morphophonology the way that morphological reduplication does comes from the failure of
syntactic reduplication to feed other word-formation processes.
One test case is that of echo reduplication in Tamil, which targets a constituent that may
range in size from a root to a phrase. That target is copied and the onset and rime of the first
syllable are overwritten by the sequence ki(i). This process can be examined to see whether
it feeds any of the three distinct compounding processes of Tamil, two of which belong to the
stem level morphology (I and II) and one of which belongs to the word level (III) (Christdas,
1988).
Fieldwork that I conducted indicates that Tamil echo reduplication fails to feed any of these
compounding processes. For example, the word aattukkutti ‘kid’ is a type I compound made
˙ ˙ reject
˙ ˙ any ER formation in which the ER
from the stems aatu ‘goat’ and kutti ‘young.’ Speakers
˙ to a compound
˙ ˙ process:
form serves as input
(49)

Type I: *aatu-kiittu-kkutti
˙ am-kiit
˙ ˙ am-kut
˙ ˙ ti
Type II: * aat
˙ u-kiitu-kut
˙
Type III : * aat
ti ˙ ˙

a.
b.
c.

˙

˙

˙˙

But compounding feeds ER successfully:
(50)

aattukkutti-kiittukkutti ‘kids and so forth’

˙˙

˙˙

˙˙

˙˙

10

Kalmar (2003) transcribes the verbal suffix a at the end of some of these words as æ. I retranscribe those data
here with a, taking the a ~ æ alternation to be purely phonetic. See chapter 2 for more discussion of my assumptions and representational choices concerning the Kwak’wala data presented in this thesis. Some consonants,
especially velars, may spirantize in coda position.
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This behavior is just what would be expected if the syntactic reduplication process of echo reduplication were to occur outside of the morphophonological processes of the language. These
data do not directly address the issue of phonological opacity, and it is also true that independent factors might also rule out the unattested interactions between these processes. However,
until cases of syntactic reduplication participating in phonological opacity emerge, cases like
this suggest that syntactic reduplication is distinguished from morphological reduplication by
its non-participation in opaque interactions, and that phonological insertion happens late (at
least after processes like syntactic reduplication have taken place).
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CHAPTER

2

Morphological reduplication

As discussed in chapter 1, Minimal Reduplication analyzes morphological reduplication
as a morphophonological process whose possibility is inherent in the architecture of grammar. The crucial elements for its occurrence are the domination of I NTEGRITY (the constraint
against multiple output correspondence for an input element) by another relevant constraint,
and some morpheme whose presence creates a phonological structure in need of repair.
On this analysis, because reduplication emerges from the interaction of violable constraints,
it is possible for a single reduplicative morpheme to surface with different shapes depending on
the context of the phonological form whose candidates are being evaluated. For example, we
saw that in Kalar-Kalar West Tarangan, a particular reduplicative morpheme may surface with
the form CVC, CVCV or CV due to phonotactic restrictions that hold in that language.
Another example of reduplication that is as minimal as possible, but more substantial when
necessary, comes from Pima (Uto-Aztecan; Arizona). Nouns in Pima pluralize by reduplicating
the word-initial consonant as a coda in the first syllable; however, just when that consonant is
dispreferred as a coda, the entire first syllable is copied instead (Riggle, 2003, 2006; Munro and
Riggle, 2004):1
(1)

Pima noun pluralization:
a.

Reduplicate initial C when possible:

Singular
mavit
nakS1l
kuSva

Plural
mamvit
nankS1l
kukSva

Gloss
‘lion’
‘scorpion’
‘lower skull’

1

From a diachronic perspective, this pattern is certainly due to the effect of a regular syncope rule overlaid on
the standard Uto-Aztecan CV- reduplication (on which see Voegelin (1962); Langacker (1977); Haugen (2005)), but
see Riggle (2006) for arguments against analyzing this pattern as connected with any synchronic syncope process.
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b.

Reduplicate initial CV when necessary:

Singular
hodai
Piput
ñulaS

Plural
hohodai
PiPiput
ñuñulaS

Gloss
‘rock’
‘dress’
‘peach’

* hohdai
* PiPiput
* ñuñlash

This behavior is entirely straightforward under MR. The guiding idea concerning morphological
reduplication is that it should take place only when necessary, only to the extent necessary. Infixing single-consonant reduplication is the least dispreferred way to express this segmentallyempty moraic plural. Only when this copying is impossible (due to more important phonotactic
restrictions) does larger reduplication occur.
By contrast, this pattern is unexpected for a theory in which morphological reduplication is
maximizing rather than minimizing. CV reduplication is obviously possible in Pima. To explain
its nonoccurence in cases like mamvit, it is necessary to identify a problem with the structure
of non-occurring *mamavit that does not hold in the attested form. But there is no apparent problem with those non-attested forms, which entirely resemble attested non-reduplicative
and non-repaired words. Therefore a maximal-reduplication theory of morphological reduplication must either posit a syncope process that is limited to reduplicative contexts and not
otherwise motivated, or rely on a constraint like A LL -σ-L that finds little use beyond serving as
a de facto size restrictor for reduplication.
In this chapter I examine in detail a more complex pattern of reduplication found in Kwak’wala
(Wakashan; British Columbia). In this pattern, the expression of a particular morpheme always
involves stem expansion, but sometimes this takes the form of vowel lengthening while in other
cases it involves reduplication. There are also a number of subpatterns of different reduplicative shapes that occur depending on the form of the root or stem being modified. I present
a MR analysis of these patterns, and show how alternative theories that involve maximal reduplication and which treat reduplication as a goal rather than a repair strategy have difficulty
accounting for the facts of Kwak’wala.

2.1 Case study: Kwak’wala
In chapter 1 we saw that all the structures that are repaired by epenthesis in some language
may also be repaired by reduplication in another language. In addition to epenthesis, other
competing repair strategies may also be found. One of these is vowel lengthening or gemination, which can provide an appropriate segmental anchor for a morpheme whose underlying
form includes a floating mora. These repair strategies should also be in competition. And this
competition should be demonstrable not only cross-linguistically, but within individual languages as well.
’
Exactly such a case is found in Kwak’wala. In this language, the suffix -mut
triggers expansion in the stem to which it affixes. Depending on the shape of the stem, this change will
involve either vowel lengthening or reduplication. Essentially, lengthening occurs whenever it
is phonotactically permissible. However, because lengthening would often create super-heavy
(trimoraic) syllables, and because these are banned categorically in Kwak’wala, it is often the
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case that lengthening cannot occur. In these cases, reduplication occurs instead.
’
For example, when the verb t’@s ‘crack barnacles’ undergoes -mut
suffixation the stem vowel
’
’ :t ‘barnacle shells’ (literally ‘refuse of barnacle cracking’). But a root
lengthens, yielding ta:smu
’ :ì ‘black’ cannot further lengthen the already long stem vowel. Therefore reduplication
like cu
’ :c’ @ì mu
’ :t ‘charcoal’.
occurs instead, giving the derived form cu
Further complicating the situation is the fact that several subpatterns of reduplication occur, depending on the shape of the stem before suffixation. Of the two copies present at the
output of the reduplicative process, in some cases the first copy is a heavy syllable while the
second copy is a light syllable, and sometimes the reverse; but it is never the case that both
copies are heavy syllables or both are light syllables. If a coda was present in the stem, it will
surface with the first copy in some cases, and the second copy in other cases. With one particular type of stem the coda splits up under this reduplication pattern, as in root k @ mt ‘clean
’ :t ‘what remains after cleaning berries.’
berries’ which derives k @ mk @ tmu
These patterns receive a straightforward analysis under Minimal Reduplication. The competition between lengthening and reduplication is a natural consequence of a particular ranking of constraints, given an affix that has a phonological underlying form that includes a floating mora. The phonology needs to provide extra material in order to anchor that mora, which
it does through lengthening when possible. When lengthening is blocked, the next best repair
strategy – reduplication – is employed instead. This pattern arises from the interaction of ordinary, independently-motivated constraints, and MR predicts the existence of systems just like
that of Kwak’wala.
By contrast, theories of reduplication that treat the phenomenon as a special area of phonology and a goal in its own right in languages with reduplicative constructions will have trouble
with the facts of Kwak’wala. If the phonology of the language is such that reduplication does occur in many cases, its nonoccurence in the lengthening cases is puzzling, because it would be
perfectly phonotactically acceptable in those cases. These theories may also struggle to account
for all of the subpatterns of reduplication that occur with this suffix, including some in which
material present in the input surfaces in the “reduplicant” but not in the “base.” These facts can
be accounted for only by adding extra complexity to the model of interactions between input
and output and the base and reduplicant constituents. The MR analysis accounts for these facts
with much less complexity and no need for morphophonological constituents such as base and
reduplicant.
In section 2 of this chapter I present relevant background information and key data. In
section 3 I present my analysis of those data. In section 4 I consider another analyses of the
data in question (Existential Faithfulness), and show that Minimal Reduplication offers a more
comprehensive and successful analysis of all the facts. In section 5 I summarize the MR analy’
sis of -mut
reduplication and its more general theoretical consequences, discuss an illuminating comparison between reduplication in Kwak’wala and reduplication in the related language
Nuu-chah-nulth, and touch on some specific ramifications for other issues in Kwak’wala morphophonology.
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2.2 Data
Kwak’wala (sometimes misleadingly called Kwakiutl or Kwagiutl) is a Wakashan language
of British Columbia. Kwak’wala belongs to the Kawkiutlan branch of the Northern Wakashan
subfamily, with its closest relative being Heiltsuk (Campbell, 1997). The language is highly endangered. Of the several thousand members of the seventeen tribes of the Kwakwaka’wakw
(an ethnonym meaning “speakers of Kwak’wala”), the number of Kwak’wala speakers today is
measured in the low hundreds (Ethnologue, 2005). Some language revitalization efforts are
currently underway. See Anonby (1997) for discussion of the difficulties encountered in and
prospects for Kwak’wala revitalization efforts.
Descriptive work on Kwak’wala has been conducted for more than a century. It begins with
the seminal Kwakiutl Texts (Boas and Hunt, 1905, 1906) and Kwakiutl Grammar (Boas, 1947),
products of the collaboration between Franz Boas and linguist and native Kwak’wala speaker
George Hunt. Theoretical work on Kwak’wala phonology has been continued by numerous authors, including Bach (1975); Wilson (1986); Rodier (1989); Zec (1994); Stonham (1994); Struijke
(1998, 2000); Bach et al. (2005) and Flynn (2007). Of these authors, Rodier, Zec and Struijke are
’
particularly important here because of their analyses of -mut
reduplication. Their analyses are
discussed in more detail below.

2.2.1 Phonology
Kwak’wala typifies many of the phonological (and morphological) characteristics that distinguish the Northwest Coast as a significant linguistic area. These include a large consonantal inventory with glottalized stops and affricates; labiovelars; multiple laterals, including affricates; only voiceless fricatives; few labials and few vowels; and the presence of glottalized
sonorants (Campbell, 1997). The Kwak’wala consonantal inventory is shown in (2):2
(2)

Kwak’wala consonantal inventory:

plain
ejective
voiced
fricative
sonorant
glottal
sonorant

lab.

alv.

sib.

lat.

p
p’
b

t
t’
d

c
c’
dz
s

ň
ň’
ń
ì

m
’
m

n
n’

l
’l

pal.

vel.
k
k’
g
x

y
y’

2

vel.
rd.
kw
k’ w
gw
xw
w
’
w

uvu.
q
q’

uvu.
rd.
qw
q’ w

G

Gw

X

Xw

lar.

P

h

Information about the general orthographic choices made in this thesis is available in Appendix D, and discussion of particular issues concerning Kwak’wala orthography is available in Appendix A.
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2.2.1.1 Vowel Length and Quality
Whereas the consonantal inventory of Kwak’wala is extensive, the vocalic inventory appears
at first glance to be quite simple. The vowels that occur are those of a typical five-vowel system
plus schwa. However, there are some further complications. The full range of vocalic contrasts
(excluding @ ) is only maintained by long vowels. The only non-long vowels found at the surface
level are a and @. Thus a is the only vowel for which long and short forms can be observed in
surface forms.
Bach (1975) analyzes Kwak’wala as having a much simpler underlying vowel inventory, of
a @ or perhaps just @ . Some of the reasoning behind this claim is persuasive, and alternations
show quite clearly that many surface instances of i: u: e: o: are derived from /@y @w @y@ @w@/
respectively. However (as Bach concedes), there are other cases of non-alternating full vowels
where no direct argument can be made for coalescence from an underlying @ + glide sequence.
I take the full vowels as underlying in such cases, though we must remain open to a possible
reinterpretation in which these vowels are the product of coalescence. In cases where morphological alternations show clearly that a vowel is derived from @ + glide (+ @ ) sequence, I have
taken that sequence to be underlying.
The vowels a and @ alternate in many contexts. This alternation is presumably predictable
but it is not yet fully understood. Inconsistencies are apparent within and between the descriptive works on Kwak’wala. As Boas notes:
“@ must be considered a weakened vowel, in most, if not in all cases derived from a.
. . . Notwithstanding the close relations between @ and a they must be distinguished
because in certain forms of stem expansion @ changes significantly to a.” (BG 207)
Grubb (1977) devotes an appendix to the problem of @. He concludes that underlying schwas,
epenthetic schwas, and schwas reduced from other vowels all exist, but we do not yet have a
sufficient understanding to identify which source is responsible for each attested schwa.
The greatest difficulty is in distinguishing schwa from short a. This is a problem that confronts anyone who would analyze data from the published Kwak’wala materials. Many of the
vowels identified as a by Boas appear to be a phonological schwa that has lowered or retracted
in predictable environments, such as when adjacent to uvulars. However, both vowels can be
shown to occur in many of the same environments, and their respective phonemic status is
clear. With forms taken from Boas (1947) – which supplies the central data to be considered in
this chapter – I have made use of other unpublished and published materials (especially Boas
1948 and Grubb 1977) to confirm vowel quality of words and morphemes wherever possible.
In other cases I have assigned vowels to one phoneme or the other by taking any conditioning
environment into account. When no corroborative evidence was available, vowels were transcribed as given by Boas. There are therefore also some apparent changes in vowel quality that
cannot be explained.
2.2.1.2 Prosody
Several interesting facts concerning Kwak’wala syllable weight must be mentioned. We find
that different types of coda consonants differ in their contribution to syllable weight. And we
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find that two levels of syllable weight are not enough to account for all the facts of the language;
it is necessary to recognize three weight classes: heavy, light, and weightless.
The main diagnostic used to give evidence for these claims is the behavior of stress. The
overall stress pattern is quantity-sensitive default-to-opposite iambic iterative footing (Wilson,
1986; Zec, 1994).3 In other words, primary stress falls on the leftmost heavy syllable, if any. In
words with no heavy syllables, stress falls on the final syllable. Secondary stress falls on alternating syllables following the primary stress (Wilson, 1986).4 The following examples illustrate
stress falling on the leftmost heavy syllable:5
(3)

Primary stress on first heavy syllable:

Xá:.Xa.l@.la.qw @.la
’ :
Gí.:co
’ňí:.ň@X
’ w .ba.la
’
ň’ í:.na.gi
:.la
c’ @.má:.tu:t
p’ @.ń@.t’ á:
’
:
ca.na.na.ná

‘cry out “ho-o-o-o-o”’
‘ask for a donation; stay in bathroom too long’
‘have sea-lions at ends’
‘give a grease feast’
‘melt away something in ear’
‘fly seaward’
‘exclamation of mink’

(DG)
(DG)
(BD)
(BD)
(EB)
(BG)
(BD)

When no heavy syllable is present, stress falls on the final syllable (data from DG):
(4)

Final stress when no heavy syllables present:
n@.pá
’ @.kw @.lá
m
g@.t@.xw á

‘throw a round thing’
‘moon’
‘tickle’

3

The foot pattern of Kwak’wala is an issue of controversy. Kalmar (2003) develops a thorough analysis of
Kwak’wala as a trochaic language. In part this rests on different assumptions about vowel length and moraicity. Whereas I claim that vowel length is contrastive (although this is obscured by length-related changes in vowel
quality) and that moraic and nonmoraic schwas must be distinguished, Kalmar claims no distinction between long
and short vowels and treats all schwas as nonmoraic. Kalmar also offers data that seem to support the claim for
trochaic footing, such as kw´
@skw @ s ‘bluejay; stellar’s jay.’ The failure of stress to fall on non-final syllables in words
w
like m @ k @ lá ‘moon’ is explained by the nonmoraicity of @ .
I reject this analysis for several reasons. Although primary stress does not fall on syllables headed by @ (barring
a sonorant coda; see below), secondary stress may, unless the vowel is epenthetic. This suggests that @ is indeed
moraic; the failure of primary stress to rest on schwa alone can be explained by a Stress-to-Weight effect. Given
@s ‘cinquefoil plant growing in ground’
that, iambic footing accounts for the final stress in words like t’ @Xw t’ @ q’ w ´
(Boas, 1948, 173), while trochaic footing cannot. The only counterexample cited by Kalmar is the word kw ´
@skw @ s.
The suspiciously onomatopoeesque character of this word makes it dubious as evidence for the general stress
pattern of the language.
4
The facts about secondary stress assignment are actually somewhat more complicated. Factors such as glottalization and special stress attraction or repulsion of certain morphemes (or classes of morphemes) can affect
’ :dz @ì@X dz à:yu:
secondary stress (and perhaps primary stress as well), leading to opaque surface forms such as mí
‘instrument of sea otter penis for chopping out inside of canoe’ (BD 150). I leave aside these counterexamples here
in the belief that they will receive satisfactory explanations when our understanding of Kwak’wala morphophonology is more mature.
5
Having drawn widely on the literature for the Kwak’wala data in this chapter, I note the source for each datum
to maximize transparency. Cited works are abbreviated as follows: BG: Boas 1947; BD: Boas 1948; DG: Grubb 1977;
EB: Bach 1975; CS: Struijke (2000).
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This generalization about the default-to-opposite stress pattern allows us to give evidence for
the different contribution to syllable weight of different types of syllables. As observed by Zec
(1994), only sonorant codas are moraic; all other codas do not contribute to syllable weight.
Thus in (5), the coda sonorants m and l are moraic, causing the syllable to be considered heavy
and to attract stress away from the final syllable. In (6), the obstruents X and x cannot bear
weight, so the syllables remain light and do not attract stress:6
(5)

Sonorant codas attract stress (data from BD):
w´@n.dz i:s.b@.li:s
m@.m@.’l´@mx.Pi:t
n´@n.gw @s.g@
Xw ´@l.dz u:s
m´@n.las

(6)

‘snag (as supernatural being)’
‘get really twisted’
‘make love to mother-in-law’
‘Hexagrammus octognammus’ (fish species?)
‘place of getting over-satiated’

Obstruent and glottalized sonorant codas do not attract stress:
n@X.n@.q@.lí:ì
p’ @s.b´@s
b@xw .d´@q
’ :.li.s@m
c’ @x.qá
’
g@l.dz ú:t
’ Xá
g@m.

‘do the right thing in house’
‘fond of potlatching’
‘kill game without weapons’
‘die of feeling sick’
‘crawl onto flat thing’
‘use the left hand’

(BD)
(BG)
(BG)
(BG)
(BG)
(BG)

Our analysis of sonorants as the only mora-bearing coda consonants is confirmed by the absence of any syllable containing both a long vowel and a sonorant coda, or two sonorants in the
coda. These gaps result from a prohibition on superheavy syllables (those with more than two
moras).7 (Non-glottalized) sonorant codas seem to be equally as heavy as long vowels. The first
syllable to contain either one in a given word will bear primary stress:

6

For an OT analysis of the restriction on coda moraicity to sonorants, see Struijke 2000. Kwak’wala appears to be
unique among languages with a sonorant-obstruent moraic distinction by treating non-glottalized and glottalized
sonorants differently (Zec, 1994). See also Sapir (1938) and Kingston (1990) on the phonological properties and
articulation of glottalized sonorants across Wakashan.
7
A very small number of words violate this generalization, including Pu:mp ‘father’ and P@ u:ms ‘man of ordinary power’ (BD). Almost all of these words have the rime -u:m (or a superset of that rime) and are derived from
Wakashan *-ukw roots (Lincoln and Rath, 1980). The only other word that I know of which violates this generalization is wi:n, a word that is irregular in a number of other ways as well. I take these words to be exceptional in
modern Kwak’wala.
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(7)

Equal stress attraction of long vowels and sonorant codas (data from BG):

Sonorant codas

Long vowels

dz´@m.b@.t@ls
’
k’ @.q’ w @Xs.d´@n.da.la.pa
e’ @p.s´@mt
’ ìa
ň’ á:.ya.
s@P.kw í:.lap’
p@c.tú:t

‘bury in hole in ground’
‘stick through at both ends’
‘pick up round thing in tongs’
‘be transformed’
‘give seal feasts in rivalry’
‘pay damages for bite of cannibal dancer’

However, there is one further category of syllables: those that are weightless. Like heavy and
light syllables, weightless syllables can be identified by their stress behavior. Explaining them
also requires a word about Kwak’wala phonotactics.
Onset clusters are prohibited without exception, but single-segment codas and coda clusters that obey the Sonority Sequencing Principle (Sievers, 1876; Vogel, 1977) are generally permitted. Consonants at every place of articulation can surface as codas. But one large class
of consonants cannot be codas: laryngeally-marked consonants (Lombardi, 1991, 1995), i.e.
voiced and glottalized obstruents. Such segments are kept from occurring in codas by the addition of an epenthetic vowel:8
(8)

/gw @d + xPi:d/ → [gw @d@ xPi:t] ‘to begin to untie’ (Boas 1947: 211)9

It is these epenthetic vowels that are of interest to us, because they are the weightless vowels of
Kwak’wala. This claim develops an observation made by Boas (1947):
“In determining the place of the accent syllables due to the continued voicing of
sonants or to glottalized stops [i.e. the epenthetic vowels–JSK ] do not count, so that
phonemically the voicing which follows the release of the stop, although acoustically important should be omitted.” (219)
This fact by itself suggests that the vowels are only present post-lexically, or are phonetic
intrusions with no phonological reality. But several other facts point to the active presence of
these vowels: for example, suffix allomorphy sensitive to whether a stem is consonant-final or
vowel-final treat stems with final epenthetic vowels as vowel-final.
We can account for all of these facts by treating these vowels as nonmoraic or weightless.
They are vocalic segments linked directly to a syllable, with no mora attachment. Constructions similar to this have been called minor syllable or semisyllable and have been proposed in
a number of languages (Gafos, 1996a; Cho and King, 1999; Féry, 2003; Nuger, 2006). A common
8

There are interesting differences in the behavior of these classes when they occur word-finally; just in that
case, voiced obstruents devoice, while glottalized obstruents are left unrepaired. This is a pattern that has not
been attested in any other language, and which has been claimed to be impossible by authors such as Lombardi
(2001). See Davenport (2007) for discussion. Note also that the attested data seem to contradict these generalizations in some cases, even when data and generalization come from the same source material. I have followed the
recorded data as faithfully as possible, but it may be hoped that future work will correct mistaken data or establish
generalizations that are more correct.
9
I transcribe epenthetic schwa as @ , in order to distinguish it from an underlying schwa. I make a particular
phonological claim about the special origin and status of these vowels, as described below. However, no claim
about their phonetic qualities is made or should be suggested by this transcription; there is no evidence to suggest
that these epenthetic schwas are in any way phonetically distinct from underlying schwas.
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property of minor syllables is that they do not bear stress, thus accounting for Boas’ observation
(Cho and King, 1999). Note that my analysis contradicts the findings of Bach et al. (2005), claiming that all schwas in Kwak’wala are weightless. It is also distinct from analyses of semisyllables
like that of Féry (2003), who takes semisyllables to be syllables with an onset but no nucleus. In
Kwak’wala, I analyze epenthetic vowels as the nonmoraic nucleus of a syllable, which serves to
rescue the preceding consonant by allowing it to surface as an onset.
We have seen that light syllables will accept primary stress when they are in the default
position (i.e. word-final) in words with no heavy syllables, as well as accepting secondary stress
if they fall an even number of syllables after the primary stress:
(9)

Light syllables accept stress:
’ Ps
’ ´@m
h@mxd
t@ìc’ @b´@s
t’ @Xw t’ @q’ w´
@s
w ’
bá:x i:nàkw @la
’ àwiP
’ :biňX
wá

‘favorite place for eating outside’
‘warming himself’
‘cinquefoil plant growing in ground’
‘to be getting secular’
‘saliva’

BG 366
BG 336
BD 173
BG 347
BG 324

But when secondary stress would fall on a syllable headed by an epenthetic vowel, it instead
falls on the following syllable. Even when a syllable headed by an epenthetic vowel would be
the weak member of a foot it fails to do so, leading to a gap of three syllables rather than two
between stresses (BG 219):
(10)

Stress-rejecting syllables (epenthetic @ as nucleus):
/dz axw + =ad + !i:nu:Xw /
/qa:k + =kw + !@ + =a:s/

→ dz á:wad@ Pì:nu:Xw
→ qá:g@ k’ w @Pà:s

/xw a: + =@m + i:/

→ xw á:xw agw @ mì:

‘people of Knight Inlet’
‘place where skulls
are hung up on rock’
‘that small canoe’

Thus in [dz á:wad@ Pì:nu:Xw ] the secondary stress that should fall on [. . . .d@ .. . . ] instead skips over
to the next syllable, and resumes counting from there. Emily Elfner (p.c.) suggests the possibility
of treating these as intrusive vowels in the sense of Hall (2003). Intrusive vowels are non-syllabic
vowels that arise from overlapping articulatory gestures, such that the articulation of a nearby
vowel may actually extend across a consonantal span to effectively create a phonetically distinct
additional vowel. However, this vowel will not be phonologically distinct, and it may share the
features of the original vowel or a reduced version of them.
Although tempting in some ways, such an analysis cannot hold for the weightless schwas of
Kwak’wala. The crucial fact showing that epenthetic vowels must be phonologically present is
’
their role in allomorphic conditioning. As we will see, -mut
has two allomorphs, one of which
occurs after vowels while the other occurs after consonants. Epenthetic vowels behave exactly
like vowel-final forms by conditioning the selection of the same allomorph. This suggests that
the epenthetic vowels are phonological present and must be considered for certain phonological phenomena, even though they are not considered for others. This is best explained by
treating them as nonmoraic vowels, heading weightless syllables. The same facts also argue
against treating these vowels as postlexical insertions. The best analysis is to treat these vowels
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as epenthetic and weightless. Their phonological presence explains the allomorphy facts, while
their nonmoraic status explains their stress behavior.10
The possible syllable shapes and their classifications by weight are shown in (11). Syllables
of different weights are represented by Σ (heavy syllable, i.e. σµµ ), σ (light syllable, i.e. σµ ) and ς
(weightless syllable, i.e. a syllable that dominates a vowel directly with no intervening moras).11
(11)

Kwak’wala syllable types:

Syllable type
Heavy
CV:

Example

Gloss

dz í:.daq

CV:T

’
yá:X.ka

CV:TT

c’ @.dá:Xs.t@.wi:.ň@.la

CVR

Pa.ňa.n’ @.má:.li.s@m

CVRT

t’´@ls.t’ a:s

‘milky sea eggs’
BD 194
‘hop on one foot’
BD 49
‘woman stands in place of man’
BD 208
‘die on account of wolfness’
BG 342
‘eat fruit of viburnum pauciflorum Pylaine’
BD 173

Light
CV

’ .kw í:.t’ i:t
ň@

CVR’

g@’l.dz ú:t

CVT

’ :.ga.da.laì
y’ @.yá

CVTT

há:.’la:.maXs.ta:

Weightless
C@

‘rub body with seaweed’
BD 438
‘crawl onto flat thing’
EB 13
‘having sea monster dance’
BG 376
‘to eat quickly’
BD 81

Pú:.dz @ .gip:.’la
‘act wrongly on rock’
z
’
(from / Pu:d + gi:la/) BD 34

Our basic knowledge about Kwak’wala phonology can be summed up as follows. Iterative iambs
are built beginning with the first heavy syllable and proceeding to the right; if there is no heavy
syllable in a word, then one iamb is built at the right edge of the word. Heavy syllables are those
that have a long vowel or a non-glottalized sonorant coda. Superheavy syllables are never allowed. Long vowels reduce to @ when shortened, while @ becomes a: when lengthened. Epenthetic vowels are nonmoraic. They never bear primary or secondary stress, and are invisible to the
10

Melissa Frazier (p.c.) raises the important question of whether phonetic correlates can be found for the phonological difference between light and weightless syllables. I am not aware of any work that has been done that could
shed light on that matter. But if such a phonological distinction persists in contemporary Kwak’wala, then its
phonetic consequences should certainly be investigated.
11
This is an enlarged version of a similar chart of heavy and light syllables given by Struijke (2000)).
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counting algorithm when secondary stress is assigned.

2.2.2 Morphophonology
Kwak’wala has a rich morphophonological system, including many affixes that trigger various kinds of stem expansion, including lengthening, reduplication, and epenthesis. Work on
various aspects of Kwak’wala morphophonology and related areas of morphosyntax includes
Boas (1947), Anderson (1984, 2005) and Chung (2007). The system is characterized above all by
the enormous inventory of suffixes. These several hundred suffixes are used for many grammatical functions as well as often providing semantic content comparable to roots. They combine
prolifically according to rules that are only incompletely understood.
One significant aspect of these suffixes is their ability to trigger changes in the stems to
which they attach. As in other Wakashan languages, we see two basic kinds of changes. One
of these is stem expansion effects, such as lengthening a stem vowel or triggering reduplication
of a stem. Stem expansion is usually phonologically predictable in the sense that two stems of
the same shape (in terms of syllable weight and coda type) will behave identically when a given
suffix is added. At the same time, suffixes behave differently from one another. The number of
attested expansion patterns is notable; Boas (1947) lists eighteen different classes of suffix depending on which kind of expansion each one triggers in each different shape of stem. Fifteen
of those classes include expansion via reduplication for at least some stems. Reduplication is
also special in that it appears to be prefixal in many cases, whereas no segmental prefixes ever
occur in Kwak’wala (or anywhere in Wakashan). In addition to suffix-triggered reduplication,
reduplication with no overt suffixation also occurs frequently to indicate pluralization or aspect.
The other kind of suffix-driven stem change is fortition or lenition of a stem-final consonant
– processes referred to as hardening and weakening respectively. A hardening suffix typically
glottalizes a stem-final obstruent or sonorant, while a weakening suffix will transform a stemfinal voiceless obstruent into its voiced counterpart. They are indicated orthographically by the
markers -! and = respectively. This can be seen in the following examples (BG 227):
(12)

Hardening and weakening:
Hardening:
Weakening:

/w@nq + -!a/
/w@nq + =i:ì/

’
→ [w@nqa]
→ [w@nGi:ì]

‘deep on rock’
‘deep on floor’

’
2.2.3 -mut
’
According to Boas (1947), there are two suffixes in Kwak’wala that trigger -mut
stem expan’ :t ‘refuse, useless’ and -(g)i:sawe:P ‘left behind; leave behind.’12 A semantic
sion. They are -mu
connection seems to exist between these morphemes, but it should be noted that a P yawe:P
’
‘left over’ and P awe:P ‘left behind’ do not trigger mut
reduplication. Therefore, the observed
’ :t and (g)i:sawe:P themselves.13
expansion seems to be related to the suffixes mu
12

’
’ :t in contexts where the phonological form of the suffix is not
Note that I sometimes write -mut
rather than mu
relevant.
13
There is some inconsistency in BG about whether the stem-expansion effects of these two suffixes are really
identical. This is perhaps due to one of the unfortunate typos found in this posthumously-edited work. The data
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’
Kalmar (2003) treats -mut
reduplication as part of a more general reduplicative pattern that
she calls distributive reduplication – one of five reduplicative patterns in Kwak’wala. This pattern occurs in various syntactico-semantic contexts as well as being lexically associated with
certain suffixes, as the following examples indicate:
(13)

Distributive reduplication (Kalmar, 2003, 7):
a.

b.

wá
-wap =stola
distRED -water =eye
‘watery eyes’
kw @l
-kw @l -X
=stu
distRED -fade -passive =eye
‘grey / light eyes’

There is considerable distance between Boas’ fifteen categories of reduplicative morphology
and Kalmar’s five kinds of reduplication; sorting out the complete picture remains a task for
future research. In this chapter I avoid extra complication by focusing only on data involving
’ . Whether the claims about this suffix are also valid for words with -(g)i:sawe:P
the suffix -mut
or other cases included in the domain of distributive reduplication remains to be investigated.

’
The suffix -mut
‘refuse, useless’ triggers a variety of stem expansion effects, including reduplication of some or all of the stem, lengthening of a stem vowel, and stem-final epenthesis
’
(with some stems exhibiting more than one of these changes). There are two properties of -mut
stem expansion that are puzzling for standard analyses of reduplication: namely, why reduplication occurs with some stems but fails to occur with others, and why with some stems, some
input material surfaces in the “reduplicant” without surfacing in the “base.” There are also subpatterns of reduplication to be explained, in that within the class of stems that reduplicate with
’ , stems of different shapes have distinct reduplicative shapes.
-mut

2.2.3.1 Segmental content
The suffix is added to a stem which in most cases is identical to the root. The segmental
portion of this suffix is unexceptional, with one allomorphic complication: the suffix has the
’ :t after a consonant-final stem, and mu:t after a vowel-final stem. I do not provide an
form mu
analysis of this allomorphy, but its occurrence is significant in several ways and will be discussed
’ :t ‘to carry food
further in sections 4 and 5. This suffix seems likely to be related to the root mu
home from feast’ (BD). However, there is no apparent synchronic connection between these
morphemes.

’
-mut
is attested with many CVC(C) roots (the ordinary root shape in Kwak’wala) and with
some stems longer than CVCC which may have some internal morphology. However there are
’
very few attested cases in which -mut
is added outside any identifiable derivational morphol’
ogy. Therefore any complete analysis Kwak’wala morphophonology must account for -mut
being combined with the root closer or earlier than almost any other morphology.
presented there seem to support the claim that the patterns are identical.
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2.2.3.2 Stem expansion effects

’
All monosyllabic stems undergo some kind of stem expansion when -mut
is added to them.
’
Three kinds of stem expansion occur in -mut
words: lengthening, reduplication, and epenthesis. Epenthesis may co-occur with either of the other expansion types, but lengthening and
reduplication never co-occur. The data below illustrate the different patterns that are attested.
The data are organized according to rime shape, which determines the way in which the stem
changes. V is any non-schwa vowel; Y is any non-glottalized glide; R is any other non-glottalized
sonorant; D is any voiced consonant; T is any non-ejective obstruent; and C’ is any glottalized
consonant. Roots and suffixed forms come from BG 339 except where otherwise noted. Glosses
’
forms known to
from BD are given for every root listed there. A complete set of all attested -mut
me is given in Appendix A, including the source, all known variants or alternative transcriptions,
glosses for both the root and derived forms, and original transcriptions.
(14)

Lengthening only:

@T

(15)

Root
c’ @x
k’ @xw
q’ @k
q’ w @ì
t@p
t’ @k
t’ @s

With suffix
’ :xmu
’ :t
ca
’ka:xw mu
’ :t
’ :xmu
’ :t
qa
’ :t
q’ w a:ìmu
’ :t
ta:pmu
’ :t
t’ a:xmu
’ :t
t’ a:smu

Root gloss
‘singe’
‘suck with whole mouth’
‘bite’
‘scratch’
‘break’
‘soil’
‘crack barnacles’

Lengthening and epenthesis:

@D
@TT

Root
gw @d
kw @sx
c@tx

With suffix
gw a:d@ mu:t
kw a:sx@ mu:t
ca:tx@ mu:t

Root gloss
‘tie’
‘splash’
‘squirt’
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(16)

(17)

Reduplication only:
Root
With suffix
@Y
d@y
di:d@mu:t
X@w
Xo:X@mu:t
@R
k@n
k@nk@mu:t
s@l
s@ls@mu:t
w@n
w@nw@mu:t
V:
ma:
ma:m@mu:t
’ :s
’ :c’ @smu:t
V:T ca
ca
’ :ì
’ :c’ @ìmu
’ :t
cu
cu
’ :t
gu:kw gu:g@xwmu
w
w
’ :k’ @X mu
’ :t
ka:X
ka
’ka:p
’ka:k’ @pmu
’ :t
’ :t
ti:ì
ti:t@ìmu
’ :t
Xw a:ň Xw a:Xw @ìmu
’ :s
’ :w
’ @smu
’ :t
wa
wa
’ :t
yu:s
yu:y@smu
’ :t
@RT q@ns
q@nq@smu
’ :t
k@mt
k@mk@tmu
’k@mň k’ @mk’ @ìmu
’ :t
’ :
s@mk
s@my@xmu
’ :
s@nq
s@ny@Xmu
’ :t
y@nt
y@ny@tmu
’ :t
@RC’ k’ w @m’l k’ w @k’ w @m’lmu

Gloss
‘wipe’
‘split wood’
‘scoop up’
‘drill’
‘drill with auger’
‘(serpent) crawl’
‘eel grass’
‘black’
‘house’
‘shave’
‘(mouse) gnaw’
‘bait’
‘cut fish’
‘dog’
‘spoon’
‘adze with long-handled adze’
‘clean berries’
‘adze’
‘try fish oil’
‘peel bark’
‘(non-mouse) gnaw’
‘burn’

Reduplication and epenthesis:

@C’
V:C’

@RD

Root
’
c’ @m
si:q’ w
si:q’
q’ w a:’l
m@ndz

With suffix
’ @ mu:t
c’ @c’ @m
si:q’ w @ mu:t
(s@)si:q@ mu:t
q’ w @q’ w a’l@ mu:t
m@m@ndz @ mu:t

Gloss
‘melt’
‘peel bark’
‘eat dry herring eggs’
‘scorch’
‘cut kindling’

There are also a few forms built from polysyllabic stems, which behave idiosyncratically, as do
a few forms that appear to be simply exceptional. The following examples illustrate:
(18)

Polysyllabic roots:
Root
hu:l@ì
’
ma:me:m

Pame:P

’ :t form
-mu
’ :t
hu:laìmu
’ @mu
’ :t
ma:me:m
’ :t
ma:me:mmu
’ :t
Pame:Pmu

Gloss
‘few’
‘leaves’
‘small’
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(BD 138)
(BG 340)

(19)

Irregular forms:
Root
’
h@m
Pi:x
kw a:x
na:q
t’ i:s
wi:n
Xu:ì

’ :t form
-mu
ha:P@mu:t
’ :t
Pi:xmu
w
’ :t
k a:xmu
’ :t
n@nXmu
’ :t
t’ i:smu
hawi:n@mu:t
Xu:Xw @ìk’ @mu:t

Gloss
‘food’
‘good’
‘smoke’
‘drink’
‘stone’
‘war’
‘go after mussels’

These roots seem to resist reduplication and lengthening, and they seem to be generally unpredictable in their behavior. Of the bisyllabic forms, one of the three attested forms (the one
meaning ‘old leaves’) is transcribed with significant differences in the two posthumous Boas
works, making it impossible to draw conclusions from.
’
Several phonological effects triggered by the addition of -mut
can be seen in these data. The
most important ones are listed below:
(20)

a.
b.
c.
d.

/s/ → [y] / X V (in derived environments; does not always apply)
/c/ → [n] / X V (in derived environments)
/@y, @w/ → [i:, u:] / ]σ
/ň/ → [ì] / ]σ

We can observe some important patterns in the data when we look at which stem expansion
effects that correspond to which stem types. A summary chart is given in (21).
(21)

’ :
Stem changes with -mut
Root
C@T
C@D
C@TT
C@R
C@Y
CV:
CV:T
C@RT
C@RC’
C@C’
CV:C’
C@RD

With suffix
Ca:T
Ca:D@
Ca:TT@
C@RC@
C@YC@
CV:C@
CV:C@T
C@RC@T
C@C@RC’
C@C@C’ @
C@CV:C’ @
C@C@RD@

Change
l
l, e
l, e
r
r
r
r
r
r
r, e
r, e
r, e

E.g.
t’ @s
gw @d
k’ w @sx
k@n
d@y
ma:
Xw a:ň
q@ns
k’ w @ml’
’
c’ @m
si:q’
m@ndz

With suffix
’ :t
t’ a:smu
gw a:d@ mu:t
k’ w a:sx@mu:t
k@nk@mu:t
di:d@mu:t
ma:m@mu:t
’ :t
Xw a:Xw @ìmu
’ :t
q@nq@smu
k’ w @k’ w @m’l
’ @ mu:t
c’ @c’ @m
s@si:q’ @ mu:t
m@m@ndz @ mu:t

’ . However, in addition to the
These data include essentially every stem type attested with -mut
irregular forms, two of the classes will henceforth be excluded from consideration because of
’ , from
an absence of reliable data. Only two stems with the shape C@C’ are attested with -mut
’ and h@m
’ ; only the former root follows the listed pattern, while the latter expands
roots c’ @m
’
idiosyncratically to ha:P@ mu:t. There is only one attested -mut
form with a C@RC’ root. That
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root happens to be irregular in its combinations with other suffixes (Boas (1948)), and the same
word is transcribed with no glottalization (in root or suffix form) by Flynn (2007).
All the other patterns will be explained. It must be noted however that C@D, CV:C’ and C@:RD
roots are all uncommon. For example, Boas’ 449-page Kwakiutl Dictionary lists only two roots
’ @ d ‘be cold’). Therefore any conclusions about these
with the shape C@D (gw @ d ‘untie’ and w
patterns must be regarded as somewhat tentative.
2.2.3.3 Types of stem expansion
Our first observation is that the epenthesis attested here is completely predictable given the
shape of the suffix, without reference to any special reduplicative or stem-expanding properties
that it might have. Any consonant-initial suffix threatens to close off a preceding root into its
own syllable, resulting in illicit codas if the root ends in a laryngeally-marked consonant or a
consonant cluster with an unacceptable sonority rise or plateau. Generally in the language this
’ :14
is repaired through epenthesis; exactly the same holds true for words with -mut
(22)

’
-mut
triggers epenthesis:
Root
C@D
C@TT
CV:C’
C@RD

With suffix
Ca:D@
Ca:TT@
C@CV:C’ @
C@C@RD@

Change
l, e
l, e
r, e
r, e

E.g.
gw @d
k’ w @sx
si:q’
m@ndz

With suffix
gw a:d@ mu:t
k’ w a:sx@ mu:t
s@si:q’ @ mu:t
m@m@ndz @ mu:t

Another significant fact is that epenthesis is never the sole stem-expansion effect associated
’ : it always co-occurs with lengthening or reduplication. The conclusion we draw is
with -mut
that the epenthesis seen in these words is due to the same general phonological process we see
throughout the language, rather than being specifically tied to this suffix.
Effacing the difference between the epenthetic and non-epenthetic cases, we see a significant difference between the forms that lengthen and those that reduplicate:
14

A theoretical objection can be made against this claim. As laid out in the next section, my basic analysis holds
that reduplication is generally preferred over epenthesis in Kwak’wala due to the ranking D EP ≫ I NTEGRITY. How
then can epenthesis occur in these words?
One possibility is that these “epenthetic” vowels may actually be copies of another vowel from the stem or suffix.
A general rule forbids these vowels from ever being linked to a mora. And any short vowel – let alone a weightless
one – reduces phonologically to schwa. (A possible exception to this generalization is a, but when weightless it is
plausible to think that even that vowel might reduce.)
Another possibility is that the constraints that cause reduplication to be chosen instead of epenthesis are limited
to certain domains such as the stem. Epenthesis at the periphery and reduplication at the core could be motivated
by penalizing correspondence of segments across stem boundaries, or by replacing D EP in the crucial ranking with
a version of D EP that is specific to roots or stems or some other phonological or morphological domain.
Phonologically there will be no difference between a surface form in which a weightless vowel is reduplicated
and one in which it is epenthesized, except for a formal difference in the correspondence relationships of some
segments. It is not clear what empirical differences could be found between these representations (something
which is part of a more general issue in Correspondence Theory; see McCarthy and Prince 1995). I adhere to
the tradition of treating these vowels as epenthetic to distinguish them from the vowels which are demonstrably
reduplicated. But we must remain open to the possibility that evidence may emerge to demonstrate that the vowels
are reduplicative rather than epenthetic, which would require some parts of my analysis to be revised.
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(23)

’
-mut
words grouped by type of stem change:
Lengthening
Root
With suffix
C@T
Ca:T
C@D
Ca:D@
C@TT Ca:TT@
Reduplication
C@R
C@RC@
C@Y
C@YC@
CV:
CV:C@
CV:T CV:C@T
CV:C’
C@CV:C’ @
C@RT C@RC@T
C@RD C@C@RD@

E.g.
t’ @s
gw @d
k’ w @sx

With suffix
’ :t
t’ a:smu
w
g a:d@ mu:t
k’ w a:sx@ mu:t

k@n
d@y
ma:
Xw a:ň
si:q’
q@ns
m@ndz

k@nk@mu:t
di:d@mu:t
ma:m@mu:t
’ :t
Xw a:Xw @ìmu
@
s@si:q’ mu:t
’ :t
q@nq@smu
m@m@ndz @ mu:t

Here we can observe the crucial fact that the roots that lengthen are exactly those that would
constitute a light syllable if they surfaced with no suffix. Any root that would constitute a heavy
syllable on its own due to having a long vowel or non-glottalized sonorant coda undergoes reduplication instead of lengthening. The best hypothesis to account for this alternation (due to
’
Rodier 1989) is that stems lengthen whenever possible when -mut
is present. Lengthening is
rejected in favor of reduplication only in those cases where a more important constraint (the
ban on superheavy syllables, undominated in Kwak’wala) makes lengthening impossible.
2.2.3.4 Subpatterns of reduplication
Reduplicative stems always consist of two or three syllables. The first two syllables can be
said to be copies of one another; they have some or all of their segments in common with each
other and with the underlying root. The third stem syllable, if any, is epenthetic. The occurrence
of epenthesis has already been explained. The trigger for reduplication (namely, a stem that
would constitute a heavy syllable) has also been mentioned. However, the precise subpattern
– in terms of the weight and shape of the two reduplicative syllables – into which roots of each
shape fall still need to be accounted for. These subpatterns are defined by two basic parameters:
the weight of the first two stem syllables (heavy-light or light-heavy), and the location in which
a coda appears, if any is present (first syllable, second syllable, or spread across both).
In terms of weight, there are only two surface patterns for the first two stem syllables. If the
first syllable is light, the second syllable is heavy; if the first syllable is heavy, then the second
syllable is light. Example (24) illustrates.
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(24)

Reduplication patterns by weight:
a.

Stem shape
Σσ

b.

σΣς

Root type
C@R
C@Y
CV:
CV:T
C@RT
C@RD
CV:C’

Example
k@nk@mu:t
di:d@mu:t
ma:m@mu:t
’ :t
Xw a:Xw @ìmu
’ :t
q@nq@smu
m@m@ndz @ mu:t
s@si:q’ @ mu:t

The pattern σ Σ only and always occurs in epenthetic reduplicative words. The key to explaining
this fact is the fact that both patterns are consistent with the creation of good iambs: (Σ) (σ Σ)
in the non-epenthetic cases (including the suffix), and (σ Σ) ς (Σ) in cases of epenthesis. Given
the distinction between epenthetic and non-epenthetic cases and assuming that the weightless
epenthetic syllables are never footed, we can observe that changing either pattern would result
in a metrically inferior structure. Reversing the order for non-epenthetic words would yield (σ
Σ) (Σ) – an inferior structure due to the adjacent foot heads. Reversing the order for epenthetic words would yield (Σ) σ ς (Σ), with an unfootable second syllable (or else the creation of a
trochee).
With regard to codas, more options exist. When a bimoraic stem ends in a single obstru’
ent, adding -mut
triggers reduplication in which the obstruent surfaces as a coda in the second
’ :t from stem Xw a:ň. Glottalized obstruents behave identisyllable of the word, e.g. Xw a:Xw @ì mu
cally with the exception that epenthesis occurs as well as reduplication; the stem-final obstruent in these words therefore surfaces as an onset rather than a coda. Thus stem si:q’ surfaces as
s@si:q’ @ mu:t when the suffix is added.
Stem-final sonorants behave quite differently. Modal sonorants surface as codas in the first
syllable, as in k @ nk @ mu:t from stem k @ n.
The behavior of stem-final clusters depends on the nature of the segments in the cluster.
Underlying clusters composed entirely of modal obstruents are only attested in syllables with
nucleus @ , as a result of which they exhibit lengthening (and epenthesis) rather than reduplication when suffixed. Stems with a final cluster including a sonorant and a laryngeally marked
coda (always a voiced consonant in the attested cases) surface contiguously in the second syllable, followed by an epenthetic vowel, as in stem m @ ndz which yields suffixed m @ m @ ndz @ mu:t.
Stems with a final sonorant-obstruent cluster divide the cluster between the first two syllables
’
’ :t when suffixed.
when -mut
is added, as in stem q @ ns which surfaces as q @ nq @ smu
In summary, several patterns that emerged from these data require analysis. Patterns that
must be analyzed include the expansion of stems by lengthening in some cases and reduplication in others, and the subpatterns in which a reduplicated word may have one of numerous
different forms, varying in terms of heavy and light syllables and in terms of where a coda appears if any does. I offer an analysis of these patterns in the next section.
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2.3 Analysis
’
The crucial claim about -mut
is that in addition to its segmental component, the underlying
form of this suffix includes a floating mora. The complete underlying representation thus looks
something like this (ignoring the question of the suffix’s allomorphy):
(25)

’ µµ t/
/- µ mu

As shown in the previous chapter, the idea of floating moras in underlying representations has
been widely used in the analysis of many languages. In Kwak’wala, given the correct constraint
’
ranking for the language, the presence of a floating mora in -mut
is sufficient to motivate the
stem expansion patterns attested with the suffix.

2.3.1 Lengthening and reduplication
The simplest cases are those in which lengthening rather than reduplication occurs. These
are words formed from a stem with nucleus @ and no sonorant or laryngeally marked final con’ :xmu
’ :t ‘hair singed off.’
sonants, e.g. root c’ @ x ‘singe’ → ca
The basic logic behind the lengthening behavior is simple: the ranking M AX F LT ≫ I DENT I O (length) causes the floating mora to dock, even at the cost of causing a short vowel to lengthen.
However, a few more things must be said in order to get this analysis off the ground. Our ranking
will motivate lengthening if a vowel is already linked to a mora underlyingly, because the link
to the floating mora will yield a long vowel. However, under Richness of the Base, we must
consider a possible underlying contrast between roots with underlying moraic specifications
and those not underlyingly linked to any mora. If c’ @ x has the underlying form /c’ @µ x/, then
’ µµ x]. But an underlying form of /c’ @x/
adding a floating mora will yield the correct stem form [ca
should presumably be able to dock a floating mora to the vowel and yield a short vowel, i.e.
’ µ x]. In effect this predicts an unattested contrast between C@T roots that lengthen and roots
[ca
that do not.
One maneuver that could allow us to circumvent Richness of the Base problems is to assume
’
a Stratal OT framework (Kiparsky, 1997; Bermúdez-Otero, forthcoming), and place -mut
at a
level after which initial morification has applied. I have advocated such a strategy to account for
similar issues with reduplication in other languages, e.g. Dakota (Saba Kirchner, 2007a). However, there are several reasons to be dubious about applying the same idea here. Little evidence
has been offered to support a distinction between stem-level and word-level morphophonology in Kwak’wala. There are also no attested cases in which another suffix intervenes between
’ , suggesting that if there are multiple morphological levels in Kwak’wala then
the root and -mut
’
should belong to the earliest of them.
-mut
A more fruitful approach is to identify a constraint that would penalize words in which the
floating mora would surface without causing lengthening. One constraint that performs a very
similar function is N O VAC D OC (see Wolf 2006 for a formal definition):
(26)

N O VACUOUS D OCKING: Floating features cannot dock onto segments that already bore
the same feature value in the input.
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N O VAC D OC serves to avoid situations in which floating features dock in a word and get “realized” by being present at the surface, but are essentially unrecoverable because the surface
form would have been identical (except perhaps in correspondence relations) even if the floating feature had not been present at all. A similar logic should be applied to floating moras.
Wolf’s constraint cannot be extended directly to apply to floating moras, because of the basic
difference between polar or binary features on one hand, and association to prosodic elements
– in principle unlimited in number – on the other. We can craft a constraint that will accomplish
the same thing for moras as Wolf’s constraint does for features. By parallel to the original constraint, this constraint holds that for any segment to which a floating mora anchors, a distinct
mora must also anchor to that segment. A restated informal and formal definition are given
below:15
(27)

N O VACUOUS D OCKING(µ) (N O VAC D OC(µ)):
Informally: “If a floating mora docks to a non-epenthetic segment, then a correspondent of that segment is also dominated by another mora.”
Formally: ∀ µ1 ∈ S1 Øα s.t. µ1 δα: (∃µ2 ∈ S2 s.t. µ1 Rµ2 & ∃x s.t. µ2 δx & ∃β ∈ S1 s.t. βRx)
→ (∃y ∈ S2 s.t. βR y & ∃µ3 ∈ S2 s.t. µ3 δy & ¬ µ1 Rµ3 )

N O VAC D OC(µ) penalizes words in which floating moras reach the surface linked to segment,
unless (some correspondent of) that segment is linked to another mora as well. N O VAC D OC(µ)
’ µµ x] when a floating
is undominated in Kwak’wala. /c’ @µ x/ and /c’ @x/ will both surface as [ca
mora is added.
(28)

’ µµ t ]16
Moraic and nonmoraic input contrast neutralized at surface: [c’ @µµ xmu
a.

’ µµ t
c’ @µ x + µ mu

N O VAC D OC(µ)

M AX

I DENT I O [length]

’ µµ xmu
’ µµt
☞ a. ca

*

’ µµ t
b. c’ @µ xmu
’ µµ t
c. c’ @µ xmu

*!
*!

*!

’ µµ t
d. c’ @xmu
b.

’ µµ t
c’ @x + µ mu

*!*
N O VAC D OC(µ)

M AX

’ µµ xmu
’ µµt
☞ a. ca

*

’ µµ t
b. c’ @µ xmu
’ µµ t
c. c’ @µ xmu

I DENT I O [length]

*!
*!

’ µµ t
d. c’ @xmu

*!

15

See Wolf (2006); Pater (2003); Kager (2003) for more discussion. In this definition δ indicates domination of a
segment or prosodic unit by a higher prosodic unit; thus for example the first universal operator in this definition
quantifies over floating moras: µ1 ∈ S1 Øα s.t. µ1 δα should be read as “a mora in S1 such that there is no segment
dominated by that mora.” I adopt this notation from Keane (2006).
16
Any output mora that corresponds to the floating mora is underlined. This underlining is a notational convenience only, with no theoretical significance.
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I take this as the mechanism that avoids undetectable docking, although other means could
also be employed to accomplish the same goal, including transderivational anti-faithfulness
(Alderete, 2002) or Output-Output faithfulness (Benua, 1995, 1997). It is also worth pointing
out that this issue only arises when we accept the theoretical claim of Richness of the Base.
If we assume instead that the moraicity of underlying forms in Kwak’wala is always specified,
then there is no problem here to begin with. Such an assumption may be particularly plausible
in a quantity-sensitive language like Kwak’wala. Nevertheless, this issue is not central to our
concerns and I therefore leave it aside.
Adding a few more constraints to our ranking, we correctly select the attested outcomes for
these lengthening words. The driving force for stem expansion remains the constraint M AX F LOAT,
which is violated when an underlying floating element is deleted or remains floating in the output. Constraints against epenthesis and reduplication dominate the constraint against changing length specifications, leading to the occurrence of lengthening as the least-costly repair.
lengthening Tableau (29) illustrates.
(29)

Lengthening with monomoraic stems:
’ µµ t
t@p + µ mu

M AX F LOAT

D EP

I NTEGRITY

I DENT I O [length]

’ µµt
☞ a. taµµ pmu
’ µµt
b. t@µ pmu
’ µµ t
c. Paµ t@µpmu

*
*!
*!

’ µµt
d. t@µ t@µ pmu

*!

The situation is similar in cases where lengthening and epenthesis co-occur. These are forms
with a root of the shape C@D. The final consonant cannot surface as a coda, and therefore
epenthesis is triggered. However, this epenthetic vowel must remain weightless. We can prevent
this vowel from being linked to a mora by calling on the following constraint:17
(30)

N ONMORAIC E PENTHESIS (NME):
Informally: An epenthetic segment may not be dominated by a mora.
Formally: ∀α ∈ S2 : ∃µδα → ∃β ∈ S1 s.t. αRβ

must dominate S YLL-µ, the constraint that requires all syllables to dominate at least one
mora (Morén, 1999). With *L AR]σ forbidding any laryngeally-marked coda to surface in a coda,
we derive the attested result:
NME

17

This is essentially an existential version of Campos-Astorkiza (2004)’s P-D EP -µ.
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(31)

Lengthening with monomoraic epenthetic stem:
’ µµt
gw @d + µ mu

*L AR]σ

NME

I NT

IDI O length

S YLLµ

*

*

☞ a. gw aµµ d@muµµ t
b. gw aµµ dmuµµt

*!

c. gw @µ d@µ muµµt

*
*!

d. gw @µ gw @µ d@ muµµt

*!*

*

Floating moras thus are preferentially realized through lengthening stem vowels. But lengthening is not always possible. When the pre-suffix stem would already constitute a heavy syllable,
adding an extra would yield a superheavy syllable. And as we have seen, superheavy syllables
are never licit in Kwak’wala. Therefore the next-best strategy must be chosen. M AX is still dominant, ensuring that the mora is not simply deleted. In order to realize the floating mora without
creating a superheavy syllable, a new host must be found to which the floating mora can anchor. To provide this host, a new syllable is created. In principle, epenthesis and reduplication
are both possible options to create this new syllable. In Kwak’wala, the ranking D EP-seg ≫ I N TEGRITY results in reduplication being chosen instead of epenthesis. This is shown to derive the
attested candidate in (32):18
(32)

C@Y roots: di:d@mu:t ‘refuse of wiping’
’ :t
d@y + µ, mu

*3µ M AX

D EP

☞ a. diµµ d@µ muµµ t
b. diµµµ muµµ t
c. diµµ muµµ t
d. Paµµ d@µ muµµt

I NTEGRITY

I DENT I O
[length]

**

*

*!
*!
*!*

The same logic drives reduplication in cases of C@R roots. Docking the floating mora in these
cases would result in a superheavy syllable. As we expect, reduplication is chosen instead:

18

/@y/ and /@w/ always surface as [i:] and [u:] (respectively) in every context except when followed by a vowel
other than schwa. In these tableaux I take this transformation for granted.
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(33)

C@R roots: k@nk@mu:t ‘what is left after scooping up’
’ µµ t
k@n + µ mu

*3µ D EP

I NTEGRITY

☞ a. k@µ nµ .k@µ .muµµ t
’ µµ t
b. kaµµ nµ .mu

**
*!

c. k@µ nµ .taµ .muµµt

*!*

2.3.2 Subpatterns of reduplication
Our account of reduplication versus lengthening is fairly straightforward. Things become
somewhat more complicated when we account for all of the subpatterns of reduplication that
occur. However, the added complications are not especially severe. Above all we can call on
an insight from Struijke (1998, 2000) that the reduplicative subpatterns are essentially TETU
effects (McCarthy and Prince, 1995), i.e. that each subpattern merely reflects the least marked
realization of each particular root shape with an invariant suffix and a single constraint ranking.
Whenever reduplication is necessitated, there are many plausible reduplicative candidates
to consider. In Kwak’wala we must at least always consider those reduplicative candidates that
match the subpatterns attested with some root. These include candidates in which the first syllable of the reduplicated form includes the final consonant of the root while the second syllable
does not include any copy of that consonant; another in which the coda surfaces in the second
syllable while being absent from the first; one in which the first syllable has a long vowel while
the second syllable has a short vowel; and another with a short vowel in the first syllable and a
long vowel in the second syllable; etc.
Again following Struijke, I take *C LASH to be a major force in determining the exact allocation of root material in the suffixed word. *C LASH, which militates against adjacent foot heads,
is ranked low enough in Kwak’wala that it has no effect on most words. Neither lengthening nor
shortening occurs in order to allow footing without clashes, as shown by the existence of words
with adjacent heavy syllables such as q’ w i:ta:na ‘splitting bone for cedarbark’ (BD 372). Tableau
(34) illustrates the ranking that must prevail (parentheses indicate footing and boldface type
indicates syllables that are foot heads):
(34)

*C LASH powerless with non-reduplicative words: q’ w i:ta:na
q’ w i:t + a:na

D EP

I NTEGRITY

I DENT I O [length] *C LASH

☞ a. (q’ w i:)(ta:)na
b. (q’ w i:)(P@ta:)na
c. (q’ w i:)(q’ w ita:)na

*
*!
*!*

d. (q’ w i:)(tana)

*!

But *C LASH may become relevant in cases of reduplication. To see how, consider that redupli’
cation with -mut
occurs with stems that are underlyingly bimoraic (or at least stems that would
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surface as heavy syllables if left unsuffixed). The floating mora associated with the suffix is a
third mora that must be accommodated in the output. Minimal reduplication will add an extra
syllable, but constraints like I NTEGRITY , M AX and D EP are indifferent as to certain details of that
extra syllable. For example, whether the first syllable is heavy and the second syllable light, or
the first syllable light and the second syllable heavy, makes no difference as far as those constraints are concerned. This ranking causes the emergence of unmarked structures. This is an
example of obtaining a TETU effect without the classical TETU ranking of FAITH I O ≫ M ARKED NESS ≫ FAITH BR . The correct selection of the attested reduplicative form for a C@R root is shown
below:
(35)

C@R roots – Σ σ reduplication:
’ :t
k@n + µ mu

I NTEGRITY

☞ a. (k@n)(k@mu:t)

**

’ :t)
b. (k@k@n)(mu

**

*C LASH

*!

The same logic correctly selects the output for CV: forms, which reduplicate with the pattern Σ
σ for the stem. The following tableau illustrates this outcome:
(36)

CV: stems – Σ σ reduplication:
’ :t
ma: + µ mu

I NTEGRITY

☞ a. (ma:)(m@mu:t)

**

b. (m@ma:)(mu:t)

**

*C LASH

*!

Roots with the shape CV:T fall out similarly. The long vowel must surface faithfully once, and it
must be copied once (surfacing short) to allow the floating mora to anchor. It is left to relatively
low-ranked *C LASH to determine the order of the light and heavy syllables, resulting in the pattern Σ σ Σ (including the suffix). We also must rely here on the constraint F OOT F ORM – actually
a cover for the set of constraints responsible for the iterative iambic default-to-opposite foot
construction in Kwak’wala. For our purposes, we can define the cover constraint as follows:
(37)

F OOT F ORM : Assign one violation for a foot which is not a good iamb, or for a syllable
that does not belong to any foot.

F OOT F ORM is crucially dominated by I NTEGRITY, with the result that reduplication does not
occur for the sole purpose of improving metrical structure. Like *C LASH, it is usually inactive
but will make itself known by shaping relatively unmarked reduplicative forms. This avoids one
category of over-reduplicative candidates, giving the correct result as shown in the following
tableau:
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(38)

CV:T roots – Σ σ reduplication:
’ :t
Xw a:ň + µ mu

I NTEG

F OOT
F ORM

*C LASH

O-C ONTIG

’ :t)
☞ a. (Xw a:)(Xw @ìmu

**

’ :t)
b. (Xw @Xw a:ì)(mu

**

*!

*

c. (Xw @ìXw a:)(mu:t)

**

*!

**

*

It still remains to rule out candidates with less reduplication than the attested forms. Truly minimal (i.e. one-segment) reduplication does not occur, although it certainly could (yielding e.g.
’ :t or a:Xw @ì mu
’ :t ). Although the extra reduplication would appear to serve markedXw a:@ì mu
ness by avoiding hiatus, hiatus is not normally relieved through reduplication. Our TETU story
cannot be told here, as the unmarked structure is bought only at the cost of an extra violation
of I NTEGRITY .
Other constraints must be called upon to justify the extra reduplication here. One class of
constraints that may apply here are those in the A LIGN family governing the correspondence
between the edges of multiple phonological structures. For concreteness, I assume that there
is a phonological constituent called the prosodic stem (PStem), which is derived from but not
necessarily coterminous with the morphological stem for the form in question. In particular,
I assume that the left edge of the root is required to correspond with the left edge of a PStem.
I further assume that the PStem is a subconstituent within the prosodic word (PWord). Note
that although these constituents have not been motivated here, there is substantial evidence
for their existence in many languages (Selkirk, 1984, 1986; Inkelas, 1990, 1993; Downing, 1998a)
and proposing their presence with these particular properties in Kwak’wala does not seem especially costly. This general approach to explaining the non-minimality of reduplication in these
cases is also relatively tolerant of modification if different details about the rules of prosodic
layering in Kwak’wala do emerge.
Given those characteristics for prosodic layering in Kwak’wala, the constraints A LIGN -R(Root,
PStem) and A NCHOR-L(Root, PWord) can be called on in order to produce the correct results:
(39)

’ :t ‘remains of fish cutting’
Reduplication is non-minimal: Xw a:Xw @ìmu
’ :t
Xw a:ň + µ mu

A LIGN-L
(Rt- PSt)

A LIGN-L
(Rt, PWd)

’ :t]
☞ a. [PW d Xw a:[PSt Xw @ì]mu
’ :t]
b. [PW d Xw a:[PSt @ì]mu

I NTEG
**

*!

’ :t]
c. [PW d a:[PSt Xw @ì]mu

*
*!

*

’
Not all reduplicative -mut
words have the prosodic pattern Σ σ Σ. Reduplicative words that also
include epenthesis not only have an extra (epenthetic) syllable, but also reverse the prosodic
pattern of the first two syllables, resulting in a word with the pattern σ Σ ς Σ. This follows from
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the analysis of Kwak’wala phonology that we have already developed. Given the presence of
an epenthetic syllable between the stem and suffix, no clash is possible between the stem and
suffix. The remaining issue then is how to construct a good iamb in the first two syllables. And
just as we would expect, it is the good iamb σ Σ that emerges.
Thus the constraints already motivated will rule out most of the failed candidates for epenth’
etic reduplicative -mut
words. One candidate that fares equally well in terms of foot structure is
ruled out by an Align constraint requiring the root and PStem (not shown here) to correspond
– this effectively anchors the right edge of the root to the right edge of the pre-suffix stem, and
is required to account for other data as well, as shown below. The tableau below illustrates the
selection of the attested candidate. Note that all of these forms violate F OOT F ORM as that constraint is defined above. Higher-ranked constraints such as *L AR]σ and N ONMORAIC E PENTHE SIS (not shown here) rule out candidates in which epenthesis does not occur or in which the
epenthetic syllable is moraic and therefore footable.
(40)

CV:C’ roots – σ Σ ς reduplication:
A L-R
(Rt, PSt)

I NT

F OOT
F ORM

☞ a. (s@si:)q’ @ (mu:t)

**

*

b. (si:)q’ @ (s@mu:t)

**

*

c. (si:)s@q’ @ (mu:t)

**

**!

**

d. (si:s@)q’ @ (mu:t)

**

**!

*

e. (si:)(s@)q’ @ (mu:t)

**

**!

’ :t
si:q’ + µ mu

*C LASH

O-C ONT
***

*!

*

***

*

’
The surface locations of coda consonants in reduplicative -mut
words is also determined by relatively low-ranked constraints that can exercise authority only in cases like these where several
candidates will all equally satisfy the more highly-ranked constraints. For example, stem-final
obstruents must surface once (to satisfy M AX) but not twice (to keep reduplication relatively
minimal). Coda obstruents have no influence on syllable weight and are therefore irrelevant
to constraints like *C LASH. But their placement does matter to constraints like A LIGN-R(Root,
Stem). Even when low-ranked, this constraint can motivate the attested forms for obstruent
codas given the same assumptions about where made earlier about where prosodic stems and
prosodic words are built (though they are not again shown in the tableau below for the sake of
clarity):
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(41)

Reduplication with single obstruent coda:
’ :t
Xw a:ň + µ mu

I NTEG

*C LASH

’ :t)
☞ a. (Xw a:)(Xw @ìmu

**

b. (Xw a:ì)(Xw @mu:t)

**

’ :t)
c. (Xw @Xw a:ì)(mu

**

*!

d. (Xw @ìXw a:)(mu:t)

**

*!

A LIGN-R
(Root, Stem)

O-C ONTIG
*

*!

**
*

*

**

By a similar logic we predict exactly the attested forms for C@RD stems. These forms will require
both epenthesis and reduplication. With the epenthetic syllable being weightless and therefore
unfootable, F OOT F ORM militates for a σ Σ sequence, which requires the coda sonorant to surface in the second syllable. Depending on exactly where PStems are constructed, A LIGN -R may
suffice to motivate the location of the stem-final voiced obstruent. Specifically, if a PStem is
built contiguous with the root, then A LIGN -R will allow the attested candidate with the shape
’ :t. But this assumption
C @ C @ RD @ mu:t and rule out the candidate with the shape C @ D @ C @ Rmu
is not necessary. Consider a less-favorable PStem construction algorithm that requires PStem
edges to align with syllable edges. Laryngeally-marked D will never surface in a coda and therefore will never sit at the right edge of a PStem. A LIGN -R succeeds in distinguishing these two
candidates. Thus we correctly select the optimal candidate, as seen in the following example:
(42)

Reduplication and epenthesis with RD clusters:
’ :t
m@ndz + µ mu

F OOT
F ORM

☞ a. (m@m@n)dz @ (mu:t)

*

b. (m@n)dz @ (m@mu:t)

*

c. (m@n)m@dz @ (mu:t)

**!

d. m@dz @ (m@n)(mu:t)

**!

*C LASH

A LIGN-R
(Root, Stem)

O-C ONT
*

*!

*
**

*

*

***

The ranking we have motivated already derives the attested remarkable reduplicative forms for
@RT stems, in which the postvocalic stem sonorant surfaces in the first syllable and the obstruent that follows it surfaces in the second syllable. This arrangement satisfies the prohibition on
metrical clashes and the constraint anchoring the right edge of the root to a PStem. Reduplication is kept relatively minimal by avoiding extraneous copies of the stem-final obstruent. Although the constraint O-C ONTIGUITY militates against this solution, it is too lowly-ranked to
make any difference here:
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(43)

RT clusters split in reduplication:
’ :t
q@ns + µ mu

I NT

F OOT
F ORM

*C LASH

A L-R
(Rt, PSt)

O-C NT

’ :t)
☞ a. (q@n)(q@smu

**

’ :t)
b. (q@sq@n)(mu

**

c. (q@ns)(q@mu:t)

**

’ :t)
d. (q@q@ns)(mu

**

*!

**

***!

**

*

’ :t)
e. (q@ns)(q@ns)(mu

**
*!

*

***

*!

**

2.4 An alternative analysis: Existential Faithfulness
In this section I consider another analysis that has been proposed to account for Kwak’wala
’
’
-mut
reduplication. Two significant analyses of mut
reduplication have been advanced by
Struijke (1998, 2000). The most comprehensive of these analyses is Struijke (2000), which develops the theory of Existential Faithfulness to account for the alternations including the ones
that we have seen.
The essential idea behind Existential Faithfulness is that faithfulness constraints should be
unidirectional (Input to Output, rather than bidirectional constraints that can go in either direction) and existentially quantified (meaning that the constraints will be satisfied if input material surfaces faithfully anywhere in the output). The prototypical example of an existentially
quantified constraint is ∃-M AX I O :
(44)

∃-M AX I O : Let seg ∈ input; then there is some seg′ ∈ output such that segRseg′

This idea has several important consequences. Reduplication is treated quite differently from
the Full Model of correspondence (McCarthy and Prince, 1995), in which separate sets of correspondence relations exist between the input and the base, and the input and the reduplicant,
as well as faithfulness between the base and reduplicant. Struijke treats the whole input as
standing in a relationship with the whole output, including the base and the reduplicant. This
is important for languages like Kwak’wala where as we have seen some inputs may split up their
material between the “base” and “reduplicant.” Struijke does assume that reduplication is regulated by a RED morpheme and BR correspondence, with the associated FAITHBR constraints.
Struijke’s elimination of output to input faithfulness constraints is also significant. This removes constraints like D EP that militate for everything in the output to be faithful to something
in the input. The work of those constraints is to be left to other existential faithfulness constraints or markedness constraints. For example, Struijke suggests that the effects of D EP-seg
can be approximated by the use of ∃-C ONTIGUITY to prevent stem-internal epenthesis, and A N CHOR constraints to prevent epenthesis at stem peripheries.
In addition to a new approach to reduplication and a reanalysis of cases relying on constraints like D EP, Existential Faithfulness offers a different treatment of cases of fission, where
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one input segment splits into two output segments. This behavior is attributed to the desire to
realize all underlying features somewhere, even if multiple features attached to one input segment surface on different output segments. For example, French [bÕbÕ] ‘candy’ is borrowed into
English as [banban]. On the analysis of Struijke, this English form allows the underlying vowels and their nasalization to surface faithfully – as distinct segments, thus respecting the rules
of English phonology. The constraint that militates against this fission is I NTEGRITY . Struijke
states that reduplicative words do not violate I NTEGRITY (unless they involve multiple reduplication, in which case they do.)
’
reduplication result from the interacFor Struijke, the complex patterns in Kwak’wala -mut
tion of markedness constraints, existential faithfulness constraints, and base-reduplicant faith’
fulness constraints. She analyzes the underlying form of mut
words as including the root and
suffix, as well as a RED morpheme prefixed to the root. As we have seen, with some stems the
first syllable (the reduplicant, for Struijke) is more faithful to the input in terms of vowel length
or the presence of a coda, while with other stems it is the second syllable (Struijke’s base) which
is more faithful. The general analysis of cases in which the reduplicant is more faithful is as follows. Some existential faithfulness constraint ∃-F dominates some markedness constraint M,
leading to routine violations of M. When a RED morpheme is added, the extra syllable gives the
word a chance to satisfy M without running afoul of F.
We can see this illustrated in the analysis of CV:T roots. These roots reduplicate and surface
’ :s/ → [ca
’ :c’ @smu
’ :t] ‘old
with a long initial open vowel and a short closed second syllable, e.g. /ca
19
eel-grass.’ The relevant constraints here are ∃-M AX and *C LASH. ∃-M AX dominates *C LASH,
leading to violations of *C LASH in many words with underlying adjacent heavy syllables, such
’ :t, but the reduplicative
’ :smu
as ha:dz a:pa:ma: ‘yarrow.’ The same fate would be suffered by ca
syllable gives the word another chance. The bimoraic vowel can be surface in the reduplicant
while the vowel in the base is reduced. This allows *C LASH to be satisfied, and ∃-M AX is satisfied
as long as all elements of the input have an output correspondent somewhere.
A very similar ranking argument is also responsible for cases in which the base is more faithful than the reduplicant. This can also be illustrated with the same class of words. We see in
these words an input coda that surfaces in the base but is absent in the reduplicant. Here the relevant constraints are ∃-M AX, *µ/OBSTR and W EIGHT B Y P OSITION (WxP). ∃-M AX and *µ/OBSTR
(which prohibits linking between an obstruent consonant and a mora) must dominate WxP, because non-moraic obstruents regularly surface in codas. But when a reduplicative syllable is
added, WxP can exert its influence. As long as the coda is present in the base, then by avoiding
a coda in the reduplicant, no violation of WxP will occur, while ∃-M AX will remain satisfied (cf.
Struijke 2000, 51. Underlines indicate nonmoraic obstruent codas.):

19

To facilitate comparisons, I have retranscribed Struijke’s examples in the same orthography used throughout this chapter. Some discrepancies between our data remain because Struijke interprets some data from other
sources differently than I do. I have discussed those differences where relevant, but all data and tableaux reflecting
Struijke’s analysis are transcribed consistent with her interpretation of the data.
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(45)

’ :c’ @smu
’ :t ‘old eel-grass’
ca
RED

’ µµ s + muµµt
+ ca

∃-M AX *µ/OBSTR

’ µµ sc’ @µ smu
’ µµ t
a. ca

WxP
***!

µµ
’
’ µµ t
☞ b. ca
c’ @sµ mu

**

Many of the subpatterns of reduplication fall out simply from the ranking of a few existential
faithfulness constraints and *C LASH. The domination of ∃-M AX over *C LASH accounts for the
non-epenthetic words reduplicating as Σ σ. Reduplication with C@R roots is derived as shown
below (foot heads underlined; Struijke 2000, 62):
(46)

w@nw@mu:t ‘refuse of drilling’
RED

+ w@n + muµµ t

∃-M AX *C LASH

a. (w@µ n)(w@µ n)(muµµ t)

**!

b. (w@µ w@µ n)(muµµ t)

*!

☞ c. (w@µ n)(w@µ muµµ t)
The σ Σ pattern of reduplication for epenthetic words is motivated by the ranking ∃-I DENT[weight]I O
≫ *C LASH. Example (47) illustrates for CV:C’ roots (Struijke, 2000, 64):
(47)

q’ w @q’ w a:l’@mu:t ‘embers’
RED

+ q’ w aµµ ’l + muµµ t

∃-M AX *C LASH

a. (q’ w aµµ )(q’ w aµµ )(’l@µ muµµ t)

*!

☞ b. (q’ w @µ q’ w aµµ )(’l@µmuµµ t)
c. (q’ w aµµ )(q’ w @µ ’l@µ )(muµµ t)
d. (q’ w @µ q’ w @µ )(’l@µ muµµ t)

*!
*!

Non-reduplicative forms involve a more complex interaction. Struijke (who does not consider
these forms to involve lengthening) suppresses reduplication by ranking both IO-FAITH and
*C LASH above M AXBR and M ORPH R EAL . The result of this ranking is that even when RED is
present, reduplication will occur only if it can do so without incurring a violation of *C LASH (or
if its presence allows a form to reduce the number of violations of *C LASH that would otherwise
’ :t ‘waste left after some
occur.) This is shown in the failure of reduplication to occur with Paxmu
work’ (Struijke, 2000, 66):20

20

Note that Struijke takes the stem vowel in this form to be short, while I take it to be long. See Appendix A for
discussion.
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(48)

’ :t ‘waste left after some work’
Paxmu

RED

’ µµ t
+ Pax + mu

IO-FAITH

*C LASH

M AXBR

*!

****

a. (Paµ Paµ x)(muµµ t)

☞ b. (Paµ xmuµµ t)

M ORPH
R EAL

******

*

This excludes the most obvious reduplicative candidate. But there are several alternatives that
would allow reduplication to occur without violating *C LASH or IO-FAITH. Struijke calls upon
several reduplication-specific constraints to rule out those candidates (Struijke, 2000, 67):
(49)

’ :t ‘waste left after some work’
Paxmu

RED

’ µµ t
+ Pax + mu

D EPBR

I D[weight]BR

M AXBR

*!

***

a. (Paµµ x)(Paµ xmuµµ t)
b. (Paµ lµ x)(Paµ xmuµµt)

*!

M ORPH
R EAL

***

☞ c. (Paµ xmuµµ t)

******

*

’
Overall, Struijke’s analysis explains most of the -mut
reduplication facts in a simple and insightful way. The use of just a few markedness constraints to drive all the subpatterns of reduplication is particularly compelling and important. The arguments in favor of preferring existential faithfulness to a more mainstream correspondence theory approach are persuasive.
Nevertheless, there are important empirical and theoretical shortcomings in Struijke’s analysis. Minimal Reduplication is a framework that can incorporate the significant contributions of
Struijke’s analysis into an analysis that is simpler and more successful.
Some of the problematic empirical claims of Struijke (2000) have been touched on above.
The lengthening of C@T roots is an important pattern that must be accounted for. Struijke’s
analysis relies on the footing of epenthetic syllables. This implies that such syllables could be
foot heads and thus bear stress, but as we have seen these syllables are systematically excluded
from the syllable count when stress is assigned.
’
The details of -mut
reduplication cause Struijke to vitiate some of the claims made for the
theory of existential faithfulness. The elimination of D EP is a very significant development. If
it is adopted generally, many analyses will be changed and perhaps streamlined. But it is not
clear how successful or complete this elimination can be. Struijke is forced to rely on D EPBR to
rule out reduplication in the case of C@T roots. Of course the existence of D EPBR does not entail
the existence of D EP I O ; but it does indicate a more conventional version of correspondence
theory than one might otherwise expect. The unidirectionality of IO faithfulness constraints is
not a general fact about correspondence theory, which may in principle still be bidirectional; it
is instead a narrower claim about the IO relationship in particular.
A more serious weakness is the fact that this analysis overfits the data. In other words, by
’
by positing an associated RED mormotivating the stem expansion effects triggered by -mut
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pheme and letting that morpheme’s surface shape be determined entirely through constraint
interaction, Struijke has produced an analysis that will be difficult to extend to the other dozen
or more classes of morphological stem expansion. This analysis predicts that reduplication
does not involve fixed segmentism. How then do we account for suffixes that trigger reduplication with fixed i: or fixed a:? Struijke offers a clever account for the failure of reduplication
with C@T roots. But other morphemes do trigger reduplication of C@T roots as well as roots of
other shapes.
’ :t (which sometimes triggers reduplication
For example, we can compare the effects of -mu
and sometimes triggers lengthening) with the effects of -!dz @kw ‘to do before doing something
else’. This suffix always triggers reduplication, regardless of the shape of the stem (although
the shape of the stem does determine the precise shape of the reduplicative form). Table (50)
compares the effect of these suffixes on stems of various shapes:
(50)

’
Stem alternations triggered by -mut
and -!dz @kw :
a.

Shape
C@T

b.

c.

C@R

e.g.
q@k
y@p
k@n

Suffixed form
’ :t
qa:xmu
y@y@p’ @ dz @kw
k@nk@mu:t

CV:C

’ @n
w
Xw a:ň

’ @nw
’ @ dz @kw
w
w
’ :t
X a:Xw aìmu

ci:t

ci:c@t’ @ dz @kw

Gloss
‘piece bitten out’
‘weave . . . ’
‘left after
scooping up’
‘hide . . . ’
‘remains of
fish cutting’
‘tilt . . . ’

Stem change
lengthening
reduplication
reduplication
reduplication
reduplication
reduplication

An analysis such as Struijke’s can always be extended to account for other morphemes with
different reduplicative patterns through the use of lexically indexed constraints. There is good
evidence that such constraints may be necessary in some cases. But accounting for Kwak’wala
in this way would be problematic for several reasons. The most obvious one is that it turns a
simple and insightful analysis into a very complex and idiosyncratic account of reduplicative
behavior. We will maintain a single constraint ranking and simple representations at a cost of
adding scores of extra versions of many constraints, all indexed to lexical items or classes of
lexical items. That fact that we must refer to classes of morphemes is another concern. We find
that many suffixes share a single reduplicative or stem expansion pattern. Sometimes these
suffixes may be phonologically similar, but in other cases they are not. To account for these
facts through constraint indexation, it will be necessary to customize constraints not for specific morphemes but for a large number of arbitrary morphological classes. Such a situation is
certainly possible, but we should not posit it in our analysis unless we have no other choice.
Minimal Reduplication provides a simpler way to account for the many stem expansion
’
effects found in Kwak’wala. The behavior of -mut
is motivated through a certain constraint
’
ranking, and through the fact that -mut
is associated with an underlying floating mora. This
raises the possibility that other floating prosodic units or other kinds of underspecified material
be present in the underlying representations of other suffixes. It seems quite likely that suffixes
like -!dz @kw might underlying include an empty syllable. Suffixes that trigger reduplication with
a fixed vowel may have an underlying syllable that is specified for its rime but has an empty
onset.
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Of course it remains to be shown that such representations would actually produce the at’ . Such an investigation
tested forms, given the constraint rankings already motivated for -mut
should be undertaken. But it is clear that MR provides a framework to explain and analyze multiple reduplicative patterns in a single language without relying on indexed constraints. This
preserves a simple constraint set, while placing idiosyncratic facts (like which reduplication
class a morpheme belongs to, in cases where it is not phonologically predictable) in the lexicon
where they belong.

2.5 Conclusions
’
In this chapter I presented a new analysis of Kwak’wala -mut
reduplication. In this section, I consider the practical conclusions and next research questions posed by these findings
for Kwak’wala and for Wakashan, and then summarize what this chapter demonstrated about
morphological reduplication and Minimal Reduplication.

2.5.1 Implications for Kwak’wala
’
The stem expansion pattern associated with -mut
is not unique to that suffix. The other
suffix that Boas (1947) notes as triggering the same pattern, -(g)isawe P , should be accounted
for with the exact same analysis, namely that the suffix is associated with a floating mora.
Whether other difficulties with that suffix arise remains to be seen. More significantly, Kalmar
’
(2003) claims that -mut
stem expansion is actually a pattern of distributive reduplication not
directly connected to the suffix. Further work is required to corroborate this claim and determine whether the difference between the patterns found by Kalmar and those of Boas are due
to missed generalizations by the latter author, or whether they reflect changes in Kwak’wala
grammar that took place during the twentieth century. The analysis presented here is not fundamentally challenged if the expansion pattern turns out to be a distributive formation rather
than one associated with a particular suffix or set of suffixes; in fact it would be somewhat simpler to assume that there is a distributive morpheme with the underlying form µ.
The MR approach to morphological reduplication also lays out a plan of investigation to analyze the other reduplication and stem expansion patterns found in Kwak’wala. These patterns
’ , and it should be possible
should be consistent with the constraint ranking established for -mut
to connect them to legitimate underlying forms with floating prosodic units or underspecified
structures of some kind. A general prediction made by the established constraint ranking is that
lengthening should always serve as a backup for reduplication, and vice versa; we should not
find suffixes that trigger lengthening when possible and nothing otherwise. This prediction is
not borne out: one set of suffixes trigger lengthening of stems when possible, and have no effect
on the stem when lengthening is impossible.
This is a problem for MR, but some peculiarities concerning these suffixes suggests that it
is not insuperable. In particular, all of the suffixes of this type given by Boas (1947) are vowelinitial. This contrasts with other stem-expansion patterns, which generally have no limitations
on the phonological shape of their trigger morphemes. The vowel-initiality of these suffixes
is important because it conditions the stems to which lengthening can apply. Stems with a
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’
final sonorant cannot lengthen with -mut
because the sonorant would occupy a coda position
and cause the syllable to be superheavy. With a vowel-initial suffix, these stems can lengthen
the vowel while safely allowing the final sonorant to be parsed as an onset. This leaves only
stems with underlying long vowels as impermissible targets for lengthening by these suffixes.
Accounting for the generalization about the vowel-initiality of these suffixes while explaining
their unexpected behavior is a priority for future MR analysis of Kwak’wala morphophonology.
In this chapter I motivated the following rankings for the grammar of Kwak’wala:
(51)

Kwak’wala constraint hierarchy:

’
The allomorphy associated with -mut
provides insight into the organization and ordering of the
components of Kwak’wala morphophonology. The fact that stems ending in epenthetic vowels
behave just the same as stems ending in non-epenthetic vowels with regard to this allomorphy
’ :t ) shows that, contra Wilson (1986), epenthe(triggering the selection of mu:t rather than mu
sis cannot be postlexical. The distribution of allomorphy also appears to be anti-optimizing
in terms of markedness, choosing the allomorph with a glottalized sonorant when following a
consonant and the allomorph with the non-glottalized sonorant after a vowel, even though the
perceptually optimal position for a glottalized sonorant is postvocalic Um (2001b). Given the
typical tendency of allomorphy to be optimizing Mester (1994); Mascaró (1996a,b, 2007), this
behavior is unexpected. An analysis that stipulates allomorph priority can produce the correct
result here, but this pattern should be investigated within the context of Kwak’wala grammar to
determine whether there is a deeper reason why this pattern occurs.
The analysis of this allomorphy should also shed light on an interesting wrinkle in the Kwa’
do not bear
k’wala stress rules. Initial long vowels in syllables immediately preceding -mut
stress. This appears to violate the basic stress rule, which says that primary stress must fall on
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the first heavy syllable in a word. But it may conform to a more specific rule about the effect of
morphology on stress assignment, given in Boas (1947) in the following terms:
“All stems of the type cv̆c and cv̆m if followed by a weakening or hardening suffix or
one beginning with a glottal stop have the accent on the suffix.” (218)

’
There seems to be a clear relationship between -mut
and stems that begin with a glottal
stop, since one allomorph of the suffix begins with a glottalized consonant. On the other hand,
other suffixes that begin with a glottalized consonant have not been shown to act this way. More
intriguing is the fact that weakening and hardening suffixes and glottal-initial suffixes all behave
as a natural class. Hardening suffixes, which cause a stem-final stop to become ejective and
a stem-final sonorant to become glottalized, are surely amenable to analysis as having some
kind of underlying glottal stop or floating laryngeal feature. But why should weakening suffixes,
’
patterns together
which have just the opposite effects, behave the same way? The fact that -mut
with this class of suffixes is an important clue in the analysis of weakening and hardening.

2.5.2 Implications for Wakashan
In this chapter our primary focus was on the behavior of a single reduplicative suffix. Nevertheless it is useful to consider the implications of our analysis for the larger realm of reduplication in Kwak’wala. One issue that must be considered is that of multiple reduplication. This
refers to cases in which more than one reduplicative morpheme is present within a single word.
Although the large number of reduplicative morphemes and flexible morphology of Kwak’wala
allow ample scope for the interaction of reduplicative morphemes, relatively few such forms
have been introduced in the literature. We do however see a clear pattern in those forms that
are available: reduplicated syllables appearing to “stack up,” that is, multiple reduplicative syllables appear in addition to the original stem.
For example, the root b @ kw ‘man’ can take the diminutive stem-expanding suffix =@ m to
form ba:bagw @ m ‘boy.’ This form pluralizes as ba:b@bagw @m ‘boys.’ (BG 301)
This is similar to the behavior of multiple reduplication cases found in languages like Lushootseed (Salishan; British Columbia; Urbanczyk 1996). But as Ryan Waldie (p.c.) points out, an interestingly different generalization holds in the neighboring language of Nuu-chah-nulth. Traditionally spoken by the community neighboring the Kwakwaka’wakw to the south, Nuu-chahnulth shares a genetic link to Kwak’wala, belonging to the Southern branch of the Wakashan
family. As laid out in Stonham (1999) and Stonham (2007), Nuu-chah-nulth typically eschews
multiple reduplication even when more than one trigger is present in a word. Instead, the triggers seem to share a single reduplicative syllable, which may surface with traits of both (or all)
triggers. For example, the suffix -iyaqh ‘sing’ triggers CV reduplication:

˙

(52)

‘we sing all these songs’ (Stonham, 2007, 121):
qw aqw am’iyaqhPaňqun
˙
qw am’a; -iyaqh
-’aň
all
sing ˙ NOW

-qun
1 PL . COND

Reduplication triggered by -iyaqh does not affect the shape of the stem to which it is added.
˙
Contrast that with the repetitive aspect,
which involves simultaneous lengthening of the initial
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syllable (if short and not followed by a sonorant coda), and reduplication of that syllable (with
coda ň if the syllable being copied is open):
(53)

‘. . . while (you keep on) filing so as to lull me to sleep.’ (Stonham, 2007, 118):
kw iiňkw iiya wePičup
kw i -(y)a; wePič -u;p
file DUR
sleep MC

When the suffix -iyaqh appears in a word with the repetitive aspect, the repetitive reduplication
˙
– a segmental and featural
superset of the reduplication triggered by -iyaqh for any given stem
˙
– occurs in full:
(54)

čiimaakPi ‘as he sang, he kept on filing with his mussel-shell knife’ (Stonham, 2007, 121):
kw iiňkw iiyaqhPaň
kw i -iyaqh ˙ -’aň
file sing ˙ NOW

č’iimaak
mussel.shell.knife

=Pi;
DEF

Multiple reduplication does not occur, suggesting that the reduplicative drive associated with
-iyaqh and that associated with the repetitive aspect are both realized by the same reduplicative
˙
syllable.
The difference between Kwak’wala and Nuu-chah-nulth with regard to multiple reduplication falls out from a single constraint ranking, that of U NIFORMITY and I NTEGRITY . The former militates against a single output structure having multiple input correspondents. Although
the original definition of both constraints referred to segments, it can naturally be expanded to
apply to other phonological structures, including moras and syllables. U NIFORMITY (or U NI FORMITY(σ) if it is necessary to differentiate them) will be violated if a single syllable in the
output corresponds to more than one input syllable. This is the constraint that must lose out
in order to allow a word like kw iiňkw iiyaqhPaň, in which the first syllable corresponds to two
˙
separate reduplicative morphemes.
On the other hand, by forcing those two morphemes to share a single syllable, Nuu-chahnulth does minimize the number of I NTEGRITY violations that would result from wanton multiple reduplication. It is I NTEGRITY that must lose out in Kwak’wala relative to U NIFORMITY, to
allow a form like ba:b @ bagw @ m to surface. (Buckley (1997) makes a similar argument concerning a case of multiple reduplication in Manam.) The ranking that must hold in Nuu-chah-nulth
is shown in the following example:
(55)

Nuu-chah-nulth: kw iiňkw iiyaqhPaň ‘as he sang’

˙

σµµ ň + kw i + iyaqh ::
σ ::::
’aň M AX F LOAT

˙
w
w
w
iik iiyaqh::::
P aň
a. k iiňk::::
˙
☞ b. ::::
kw iiňkw iiyaqh::::
P aň
˙
c. ::::
kw iiyaqhP:::
aň
˙

N O VAC D OC

I NTEG

U NIF

***!*
**
*!*
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*

Whereas the non-coalescent Kwak’wala forms arise due to the fact that the reverse ranking of
the two constraints in question holds. This is shown in the following example:
(56)

Kwak’wala: ba:b @ b @ gw @ m ‘boys’
σµµ + b@kw + ::
σ:::::
=@m

M AX F LOAT

N O VAC D OC

U NIF

☞ a. ba::::
b@b@gw::::
@m

I NTEG
****

ba:b@gw @:::
m
b. :::

*!

c. :::
ba:gw::::
@m

**

*!*

A further complication is found in the fact that in certain circumstances, more than two copies
of the same syllable actually do occur in a single word through reduplication in Nuu-chahnulth, as in (57):
(57)

‘you with your urethras fastened on with gum’ (Stonham, 2007, 123):
’ yak
’
PiPiPiščatee kw anux
Piiš
-či
chew.gum

-attached.to

-’at
-INAL

-ee
-VOC

’ yak
’
kw anux
urethra

Stonham (2007) argues convincingly that this kind of overt multiple reduplication is only found
in words with both stem-level and word-level reduplicative morphology. This is part of a larger
Stratal OT analysis of Nuu-chah-nulth. Thus for Stonham, multiple reduplication only occurs
through the interaction of the successive stages in which a word is derived, with a maximum of
one reduplicative syllable being added by any given phonological calculation. Such an analysis is quite well founded for Nuu-chah-nulth, where the distinct phonological behavior of
stem-level and word-level morphology has been known (under different names) since Sapir
and Swadesh (1939), and the inventory of stem-level and word-level morphemes is well established. Unfortunately, published data concerning multiple reduplication and the empirical
evidence concerning the possibility of a separation of suffixes into stem-level and word-level in
Kwak’wala are too thin on the ground to enable us to make any useful comparisons with the full
range of facts from Nuu-chah-nulth.

2.5.3 General implications
Minimal Reduplication provides a simple analysis of the complex pattern occurring in Kwak’wala. This analysis captures the insights that come from a descriptive account of this pattern, which are difficult to assimilate in non-MR analyses. In particular, MR makes sense of
the fact that reduplication and lengthening compete in Kwak’wala to be the expression of a single morpheme. Just as epenthesis and reduplication are used as means of phonological repair
for exactly the same kinds of constructions (see chapter 1), reduplication and lengthening may
compete as the realization of a morpheme whose underlying form includes a floating prosodic
unit. This is essentially similar to the purely phonological cases: reduplication and lengthening occur as a repair for a marked structure (i.e. the prosodic unit not anchored to segmental
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material).
MR therefore predicts the existence of a language like Kwak’wala. It also predicts that reduplication should compete with repairs such as epenthesis, lengthening, and metathesis in
other languages. This competition should be apparent typologically as well as within individual languages. Some remarkable languages may exhibit several of these phenomena as competing realizations for a single morpheme; we find this for example in Saanich (Straits Salishan; Washington and British Columbia; Montler (1986, 1989); Kurisu (2001)), where formation
of the actual aspect may include reduplication, epenthesis or metathesis affecting the stem.
The pursuit of more examples like these remains a goal for future research. An interesting aspect of this is the prediction of cases where a similar morphophonological problem is resolved
through epenthesis. An epenthetic solution will not appear to involve epenthesis on casual
analysis: it will rather appear as a segmental affix whose segments happen to be the contextually least-marked segments of the language. In many cases it will not be possible to distinguish
the epenthetic or non-epenthetic origins of such cases. But if such epenthetic cases do exist, they should behave differently in certain circumstances; for example, in a language with a
phonological derived environment effect, that DEE should be triggered by an epenthetic candidate but not by an ordinary affix. The identification of such cases would further strengthen the
case for MR.
It is also significant that an MR analysis of the Kwak’wala pattern succeeds not in spite of
but because of the fact that it does not refer to the existence of constituents such as a base and
reduplicant with differential access to the UR or different phonological priority. The existence
of those constituents is intended to explain properties of reduplication such as the common
tendency for one copy in a reduplicative construction to be relatively unmarked. However, the
pattern in Kwak’wala – which includes cases where both copies may uniquely have some material from the underlying form – exhibits TETU in the way underlying material is realized across
the two copies in reduplicative words. Specifically, the underlying material surfaces in such a
way that stress clashes are avoided and other constraints are satisfied, while minimizing violations of constraints like I NTEGRITY. This fact is missed on a view that assumes the existence
of a base that most resembles the input, and a reduplicant that is a no-more-marked copy of
the base. The MR analysis of reduplication, which excludes such constituents, is therefore the
’
one that best captures the markedness-avoiding behavior of a case like Kwak’wala -mut
reduplication. See also Clements and Keyser (1983) for a case in Klamath where input material
appears in the reduplicant but not in the base.
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CHAPTER

3

Syntactic reduplication

If all reduplication patterns were phonological or morphological in origin, then the properties of those types of construction would be characteristic of all cases of reduplication. For
example, reduplication would always be minimal in size, occurring only to the extent required
to accomplish a certain repair and no more. This of course is not the case: reduplicative constructions of unbounded phonological size exist in many languages.
For example, in the Bantu language Kikerewe, several reduplicative patterns are found (Odden,
1996). In nominal reduplication, stems of any length can be copied. Although some minimal size constraints obtain (enforced by enlarging the phonological domain for reduplication),
there is no maximum size for stems, which are not reduced in size when copied:
(1)

Nominal reduplication in Kikerewe:

Base form
o-mu-gólé
e-ki-swéélá
e-ki-kóómbe
o-lu-paapúlá

Reduplicated form
o-mu-gólé!-gólé
e-ki-sweelá! -swéélá
e-ki-kóómbé! -kóómbe
o-lu-paapulá-páá! púlá

Reduplicated form gloss
‘real queen’
‘real biting ant’
‘real cup’
‘real paper’

Similar phonologically unbounded reduplication is found in the Dravidian language Tamil,
where a distributive reduplication pattern fully copies a stem of arbitrary size (Sankaranarayanan,
1982):
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(2)

Distributive reduplication in Tamil:
a.
b.
c.
d.

nalla-nalla
‘good (ones)’
muuttayy-muuttayy-an
‘bags˙ ˙and bags’ ˙ ˙
apparam-apparam
‘afterwards’
palleeruntu-palleeruntu
‘repeatedly out from the teeth’

I argue that cases like these are not counterexamples to Minimal Reduplication. Rather, unbounded phonological size is one distinctive property of syntactic reduplication, which has a
different origin and properties that distinguish it from from the phonological and morphological patterns considered in the previous chapters. In this chapter I lay out and defend this claim.
In section 2, I present my basic analysis of syntactic reduplication. In section 3 I catalog a series
of diagnostic properties that distinguish syntactic reduplication from morphological reduplication. In section 4 I explore in more detail evidence from one particular syntactic reduplicative pattern, namely Echo Reduplication in Tamil, and I present an analysis of this pattern as
syntactic reduplication. In section 5 I consider theoretical approaches that have been taken to
account for reduplicative patterns of this kind. Theories that attempt to analyze syntactic and
morphological reduplicative patterns with the same tools each encounter serious difficulties,
while a theory that explains each type of reduplication using the resources available in those respective components can successfully account for the properties of each type of reduplication.

3.1 Analysis of syntactic reduplication
In its most basic form, the MR analysis of morphological reduplication analyzes a reduplicative segment as an extra copy (or copies) in a surface form of a single underlying segment. By
contrast, syntactic reduplication occurs when a single morpheme or morphosyntactic node is
copied and spelled out more than once. Both morphological and syntactic reduplication can
therefore lead to the surface realization of identical or semi-identical phonological structures.
However, the different routes by which they arrive at this point lead to different behavior in
many areas, including the size of the copied structure, the nature of the target or “base” that
is copied, and the nature of the force that determines the alignment or surface position of the
copies. As well, properties of the syntactic process that allows this copying of a morphosyntactic node (as explained below) result in different behavior with regard to identity between the
copies, and lead to apparent anti-optimizing behavior.
The idea that syntactic movement actually reflects copying, with only one link in a chain
being spelled out phonologically, is not a new one; see e.g. Chomsky (1993). In order to motivate
reduplication as derived from copying of this sort, it is necessary to account for the movement
in question, and for why multiple links in the movement chain are spelled out in this case.
Answers to these questions have been offered by Ghomeshi et al. (2004) and Kimper (2008).
Ghomeshi et al. (2004) present their theory in the context of an analysis of so-called Con69

trastive Reduplication (CR) in English. CR is a construction in which (generally) a word or
phrase is copied, with one copy bearing a special intonational contour, in order to express prototypicality or salience, e.g.:
(3)

We’re living together, but we’re not LIVING TOGETHER -living together.
She wasn’t a fancy cow, a Hereford or Black Angus or something, just a COW-cow.
I’ll make the tuna salad and you make the SALAD-salad.

Ghomeshi et al. propose the existence of a phonologically-null morpheme with the features
[P(rototypical)/E(xtreme)/S(alient)] (responsible for the semantic contribution of the CR construction) and [+contrast] (which is eventually responsible for the use of the Rise-Fall-Rise contour on this copy, although this is a semantico-syntactic feature with no phonological significance of its own). The presence of this CR morpheme, heading a CR Phrase and requiring
a lexically-filled head due to its strong features, triggers head-movement of an adjacent head
(Ghomeshi et al., 2004, 347):
(4)

English contrastive reduplication:
CRP
CR0
[

XP
]

X0

On a view of syntax that decomposes movement into copy and chain reduction, the fact that
both links in the chain are spelled out in these cases needs to be explained. The fact that only
one copy in a movement chain is typically spelled out is often taken to be a linearization problem (Nunes, 1995, 2001). For example, Nunes (2001) considers possible surface forms for the
structure in (5), in the derivation in which the lexical item John is present only once in the numeration and has been copied from its original position inside VP to the Spec, TP position:
(5)
(6)

[TP Johni [T′ T [VP was [VP kissed Johni ]]]]
a. John was kissed.
b. *John was kissed John.

Why is it that (6-a) alone is a grammatical surface form while (6-b) is prohibited? Nunes takes
the problem with (6-b) to be its violation of the rules governing linearization of syntactic structure. These rules are expressed in the Linear Correspondence Axiom of Kayne (1994):
(7)

Linear Correspondence Axiom (LCA):
Let X, Y be nonterminals and x, y terminals such that X dominates x and Y dominates y.
Then if X asymmetrically c-commands Y, x precedes y.

Sentence (6-b) falls afoul of the LCA, as the lexical item John both precedes and is proceeded
by the lexical item was. This derivation thus crashes and (6-a) is the only legitimate surface
form. (The alternative tail-only chain realization candidate * Was kissed John is out on the
assumption that “[a] strong feature instructs PF to pronounce the copy in a chain with which it
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is in a feature-checking relation.” (Richards, 1997, 122).)
Developing the ideas of Ghomeshi et al., Kimper (2008) offers an explicit justification for
spelling out multiple links in a movement chain in certain cases. The key to Kimper’s analysis is the syntactic distinctness of the two copies. For Kimper this operation is an example of
“derivational copying” in which the new copy of a node that is added to check the features of
another head merges with that head, such that the resulting node is syntactico-semantically
distinct from the original link in the chain. For example, a sentence like (8) is formed as shown
in the tree below:
(8)

“Do you like him, or LIKE-like him?”
AdvP
Adv
likei + ;

VP
V

DP

likei

him

Thus from the perspective of the syntax, there is no chain that threatens to run afoul of the LCA.
Kimper avoids this problem through the semantic distinctness of the base and reduplicant in
the reduplication patterns that he considers. On his analysis, reduplication involves movement
to join with a null morpheme. It is that combined element that is spelled out, and is conceptually distinct from the bare element in the original position. The node likei + ; is not coindexed
with the node like. Therefore spelling out both nodes entails no violation of the LCA.
Kimper’s analysis successfully explains many cases of syntactic reduplication. However, I
propose some developments to the theory in order to account for other cases that cannot easily
be explained in this approach.
Consider a case of echo reduplication (ER; a class of reduplication patterns that is ubiquitous in the Indian subcontinent as well as occurring in many languages of southeast, central and
western Asia). These cases (which are considered in more detail below) involve total reduplication of some morphosyntactic constituent, along with the overwriting of the first segment or
syllable of one copy with a fixed sequence characteristic of the ER pattern. (The fixed sequence
varies from one language to another.)
For example, the ER pattern found in Hindi can be (roughly) stated as follows: copy a word
and overwrite the initial consonant (or unfilled onset position, if vowel initial) with a fixed v
(Nevins and Wagner, 2001):
(9)

Hindi echo reduplication:

Base
aam
tez
tras
roti

Reduplicated form
aam vaam
tez vez
tras vras
roti voti

Gloss
‘mangoes and such’
‘tables and such’
‘grief and such’
‘bread and such’
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These facts are best explained by an analysis that treats the reduplication as syntactic in nature,
originating from the multiply-spelled out copy of an original syntactic node. At first glance, the
pattern appears perfectly amenable to treatment as purely phonologically-governed reduplication. However, on closer investigation, this pattern seems to violate the principle of optimization that Optimality Theory understands as fundamental to phonology. Consider the forms in
(9). On the assumption that ER involves a morpheme with the form v, we can explain forms like
tras vras (in which the first segment of the original word does not copy) as due to phonological
pressure to realize as many segments and morphemes as possible. However, if such pressures
are active, how do we explain the selection of roti voti rather than a candidate like *roti vroti,
which would be phonotactically well-formed in Hindi? It cannot be a TETU effect, or we would
get *tras vas in the former case.1
I claim that these effects can be explained within the framework of Optimality Theory, given
similar assumptions about syntactic movement to those of Kimper. Syntactic reduplication occurs through the combined effects of syntactic copying and a morphosyntactic merger of the
trigger and target constituents. A particular morpheme (the “trigger”) has a strong feature that
must be checked, causing another constituent (the “target”) to copy and merge with the trigger.
This copy operation may be similar or identical to the idea of sideward movement (Nunes, 1995,
2001, 2004, 2006; Bošković and Nunes, 2007). This merger has been taken to be a case of morphological restructuring, in earlier Minimalist Program terms (Chomsky, 1995; Nunes, 2001) or
morphological fusion in Distributed Morphology terms (Halle and Marantz, 1993, 1994; Acquaviva, 2008). Fusion is a morphological operation that takes two terminals and returns a single
terminal with the features of both. A schematic illustration of this process is shown below:
(10)

Affixation causing copy and merger:

XP

...

X0
[+F]

YP
Y0

→

XP

...

X0
[+F]

YP

X

Y

Y

In cases where both of the morphemes now merged below X0 contribute some phonological
content, a competition exists between those phonological structures to be the surface expression of the X0 constituent that both morphemes belong to. This competition can be mediated
by constraints in the normal OT way.2 In the case of echo reduplication, relevant constraints
concern the alignment of morphemes. Extending the traditional idea of alignment constraints,
we can define a force that motivates the alignment of the edge of a phonological structure be1

Similar objections have been made in previous literature, especially in work by Andrew Nevins.
This theory proceeds on the common but not universal assumption that the same morphosyntactic system
holds below and above the level of the word, and only the different phonological properties of those structures or
different levels will be able to account for phonological differences between them. An alternative route would be
to propose different morphosyntactic systems holding above and below the level of the word; see e.g. Ackema and
Neeleman (2004, 2007). The compatibility of such theories with the MR model of syntactic reduplication proposed
here remains to be explored.
2
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longing to a morpheme at the level X−1 with the corresponding edge of the dominating X0 ’s
phonological representation. This can be expressed in the form given in (11):
(11)

A LIGN-L(X−1 , X0 ): The left edge of a constituent below the level of X0 corresponds to the
left edge of the constituent X0 that dominates it.

In a case like Hindi, the trigger morpheme contributes the phonological component v (or the
allomorph š when appropriate). That segment competes with the phonological form of the
constituent merged into the trigger morpheme for realization. Various solutions are possible
to resolve the competition between these forms for proper alignment: for example, one morpheme or the other might simply win out. I propose that another option is chosen, and the
phonology of the two morphemes coalesces. This is accomplished formally by the domination of A LIGN over U NIFORMITY . The selection of the correct candidate for the form tras vras is
shown below.3
(12)

Phonological coalescence to satisfy alignment in Hindi ER:
M: [ X 0 &
C GRIEF ]
:::
P: v: tras

A LIGN-L

M AX-IO U NIFORMITY

☞ a. :vras
b. tvras
:

*
*!

c. tas
d. :vas

*!
*!

*!

e. :vas

*!

*

The same ranking will account for the behavior of ER in the case of roti-voti, which seemed
to contradict trans-vras. In both cases, the segment v of the trigger morpheme coalesces with
the first position of the onset in the copied constituent, allowing both constituents to express
proper alignment with X0 . The selection of attested roti-voti is illustrated in the tableau below.4

3

The fact that it is the trigger rather than the target morpheme whose features win out at the surface is not
explained in this tableau. Various means could be used to motivate this outcome, such as R EALIZE M ORPHEME.
See discussion below of ER in Bhojpuri and Tamil for cases where both morphemes exercise some control over the
features of the shared segment.
This tableau and many of those below include a two-line underlying representation. These representations include a morphological line, which corresponds to the hierarchical morphosyntactic structure of the word or words
under consideration; and a phonological line including the phonological structure associated with those morphemes. The correspondence between those two kinds of structures is indicated through matching underlines,
which are used in candidate output forms as well. This correspondence can be managed formally within the
phonology through the ternary model of morphophonology of Walker and Feng (2004). However, the details of
how this should be done are generally not relevant for our concerns in this chapter.
4
It is still necessary to motivate the fact that both copies are spelled out in this case, rather than just the head or
the tail. I ignore this here, but see further discussion on Ghomeshi et al. (2004) in section 5.
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(13)

Overwriting even when alternatives are phonotactically well-formed:
M: [ X 0 &
C BREAD ]
:::
P: :v roti
a. :vroti

A LIGN-L

M AX-IO U NIFORMITY

*!

b. roti

*!

☞ c. :voti

*

Interesting support for this analysis comes from the case of Bhojpuri, an Eastern Indo-Aryan
language spoken near the India-Nepal border as well as in several countries in the Caribbean.
Echo reduplication in Bhojpuri has the form CVX-{o, u}X, i.e. a constituent is copied but loses
its onset and has its vowel replaced with a fixed o or u in the second copy (Tiwary, 1968).5 The
examples below illustrate.
(14)

Echo words in Bhojpuri:
a.

ER with fixed o:
Base form
kh et
ser
gh asi
kh al@
k@ria
@g@h@n
rog
dori

˙

5

ER form
kh et-ot
ser-or
gh asi-osi
kh al@-ol@
k@ria-oria
@g@h@n-og@h@n
rog-og
dori-ori

˙

Base gloss
‘field’
‘seer (a unit of weight)’
‘grass’
‘(you) eat’
‘black’
‘(name of a month)’
‘disease’
‘rope’

Tiwary (1968) mentions an interesting complication to this pattern:
It has been noted that in one situation, viz., heated, angry exchanges, the normal pattern of echoword which begins with either /o/ or /u/ is replaced by another which begins with consonants,
mainly /s/ and /ph/. For example, an angry man is more likely to say /dudh - phudh/ rather than
/dudh - udh/. We are not in a position at this stage of the investigation to say anything more about
the typical contexts of situation in which this construction occurs.

I have not been able to locate any more information about this kind of register difference in ER in Bhojpuri or
other languages. Therefore I mention this only in order to raise it as a possible area for future research.
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b.

ER with fixed u:
Base form
kh ira
pi@l@
nim@n
suw@r
ukh i
pua

ER form
kh ira-ura
pi@l@-u@l@
nim@n-um@n
suw@r-uw@r
ukh i-ukh i
pua-ua

Base gloss
‘cucumber’
‘have you drunk?’
‘good’
‘pig’
‘sugarcane’
‘(a kind of sweet dish)’

If the nonoccurence of an underlying onset in the second copy is due to morphological truncation, then this pattern will be difficult to explain as non-templatic truncation cases always are
in OT (see e.g. Kosa (2008)). However, an alternative explanation is suggested by our account
of Hindi ER. Let us assume that the trigger morpheme has an underlying phonological form
with two allomorphs, u and o. If the same ranking holds in Bhojpuri as in Hindi, then coalescence will occur and other means including deletion may also be used to bring about proper
alignment of the X−1 constituents with X0 .
This analysis directly extends to an account of the selection of the proper trigger allomorph
in these cases. As the data above suggest, the u allomorph occurs when the initial vowel of
the constituent being copied is high; otherwise the o allomorph is chosen. If this vowel at the
surface corresponds to the (first) vowel in both morphemes, then this allomorph selection is a
matter of maximizing faithfulness: one of the two presumably listed allomorphs of the trigger
morpheme is chosen and surfaces faithfully, and at least the [+/- high] feature of the copied
constituent’s first vowel can be preserved. This behavior is in fact much easier to explain on a
coalescence account than on an account in which this vowel belongs purely to the trigger. The
correct selection of the attested candidate kh et-ot ‘fields and such’ is shown below:6
(15)

Allomorph corresponding to initial root vowel chosen:
M: [ X 0 &
C FIELD ]
:::
P: ::
o,::
u kh et

A LIGN-L

oet
a. kh::

*!

b. kh::
ot

*!

oet
c. kh::

*!

M AX-IO U NIFORMITY

I DENT[hi]

*
*

☞ d. :ot

*

*

e. :ut

*

*

*!

A comparable case is found in Vietnamese, in which reduplication is used to form diminutive
adjectives. The first copy in the construction carries a (partially) fixed tone. If the target has no
coda or a nasal coda, the segmental portions of the two copies are identical, but if the target
6

An equivalent analysis employing M AX[+high] or M AX[-high] and P RIORITY could easily be constructed. It is
also necessary to rule out a non-deletion candidate in which kh corresponds to both kh and o, u. Presumably
featural identity constraints are responsible for ruling out that form.
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ends in an obstruent then the first copy ends in a nasal homorganic with the target’s coda (Vu,
1998, 171):
(16)

Diminutive adjectival reduplication in Vietnamese:
a.

No segmental changes:

b.

Base form Reduplicated form
nhe
nhe nhe
˙
khá
kha khá˙
buồn
buồn buồn
loãng
loãng loãng
châm
châm châm
˙
First˙ copy has homorganic
nasal:
Base form
ąep
sa˙ch
˙
tốt
chá̌c

Reduplicated form
ąèm ąep
sành sa˙ ch
tôn tốt˙
chǎng chá̌c

Gloss
‘be rather light in weight’
‘rather mediocre’
‘be a little sad’
‘rather diluted’
‘be somewhat slow’
Gloss
‘be rather pretty’
‘be rather clean’
‘be rather good’
‘more or less certain’

This segmental alternation can be explained if the diminutive trigger morpheme includes a
[+nasal] floating feature in its underlying form. (The form may also include a tonal specification, or the tonal effects here may be a case of TETU. I leave aside analysis of the tonal alternation here, but see discussion on this pattern and on markedness in Vietnamese in Vu (1998);
Agbayani (1996).) When an obstruent coda is present, the nasal feature can dock on it, resulting
in phonological coalescence which yields a nasal homorganic with the target coda:
(17)

Nasalization when coda present in target:
DIMIN ]
M: [ X 0 BEAUTIFUL :::::::
P: ąep :::::::::
[+nasal]

a. ąep

A LIGN

M AX-IO U NIF

˙

I D[nasal]

*!

˙

☞ b. ąèm
::

*

*

When no coda is present in the target, no phonological exponent of the affix can surface (again
leaving aside tonal alternations), due to a highly ranked A LIGN constraint:
(18)

No nasalization when coda absent:
DIMIN ]
M: [ X 0 GOOD :::::::
P: khá:::::::::
[+nasal]

A LIGN -R

☞ a. kha
b. kha:n

M AX-IO U NIF

I DENT[nasal]

*
*!

*
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*

A successful BRCT analysis of these data is more difficult to construct. The floating [+nasal]
aspect of the analysis can be maintained, with coalescence resulting from the ranking M AX-IO,
M AX-BR ≫ U NIFORMITY . More problematic is the fact that the shape of the reduplicant (with or
without a coda) depends on the shape of the target, rather than tending to be maximal in each
case as far as the grammar of the language allows. In particular, the fact that codas do not occur
in some cases would normally be explained by the ranking M AX-IO ≫ *C ODA ≫ M AX-BR. But
the cases in which codas do occur require exactly the contradictory ranking M AX-BR ≫ *C ODA.
The MR analysis of cases like these explains several characteristics of echo reduplication
that have eluded analysis in other accounts. This account explains why the fixed segment is always peripheral (because of the inherent edge-seeking force of A LIGN); why truncation is initial
and corresponds with fixed vowels when it occurs (same reason); why overwriting occurs even
when all the underlying material could be realized on the surface, phonotactically speaking (because coalescence is less bad than non-alignment); why Dravidian echo reduplication exhibits
weight preservation with the overwritten vowel (because the surface vowel corresponds to both
morphemes); and why backcopying never occurs (because there is no Base-Reduplicant relationship between the apparent copies).
I investigate these points in more detail in section 4 (examining Tamil ER in detail) and section 5 (comparing this theory with others that have been proposed to cover some cases that I
classify as syntactic reduplication). But first, in section 3 I lay out and analyze the common descriptive properties that distinguish syntactic reduplication from morphological reduplication.

3.2 Distinctive properties of syntactic reduplication
Among cases of reduplication, we can distinguish a number of properties that characterize
morphological and syntactic reduplication and distinguish them from one another. The following table (repeated from chapter 1) illustrates these properties.
(19)

Diagnostics for syntactic and morphological reduplication:
Phonological size
Target
Interaction with
morphophonology
Overwriting
Identity avoidance
Adjacency

Morphological
Fixed
(Morpho)phonological
As affix

Syntactic
Unlimited
Syntactic
As syntax

Optimizing (per
known grammar)
Does not occur
Enforced through
phonology

Optimizing (but
may appear special)
Occurs
Enforced through
syntax

Descriptively speaking, we find that certain properties typically co-occur, and although not all
of these properties will always co-occur in every case of reduplication, we do see a strong correlation overall. At the level of analysis, I identify each of these parameters as a diagnostic of
syntactic vs. morphological reduplication. Although not all of these parameters is testable in
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every case of reduplication, and some orthogonal factors may confound the tests in some cases,
in general it is possible to predict reduplication type from these parameters and vice versa.
In this section I will examine each property in turn, and then sum up by stating the typical
behavior of each type of reduplication for each parameter and explaining how they follow from
the nature of syntactic or morphological reduplication.

3.2.1 Arbitrary phonological size
One of the clearest distinguishing characteristics of different reduplicative patterns is whether
the size of one of the copies is constrained – whether “templatic” or non-templatic but minimal
and optimizing – or whether they both are faithful to the size of the underlying morpheme or
constituent. We can see the contrast between these types of reduplication by examining two
processes found in a single language, Kwak’wala.
Kwak’wala (explored in more detail in chapter 2) has several distinct reduplication processes, which convey different meanings and have different morphological and phonological
properties. Most of these reduplication processes are constrained in size and are best analyzed
as morphological. For example, pluralization is often expressed through the addition of a prefixing Ci- syllable, which copies the onset of the root:
(20)

Kwak’wala pluralization with Ci- (Kalmar, 2003, 3):

Base
’
p’ @sp’ @yu
GaG@s
ìuqw a

Reduplicated form
’ p’ @sp’ @yu
’
piGi-GaG@s
ìi-ìuqw a

Gloss
‘ears’
‘grandfathers’
‘feast dishes’

Other fixed-size reduplication patterns in Kwak’wala have the shapes Ca-, C@-, and the more
’
(Kalmar, 2003). As I argue in chapter 2,
complex reduplication pattern characteristic of -mut
’
the -mut
pattern falls out in a relatively straightforward way from the grammar of the language,
given an underlying form of σµ . Thus that pattern can also be said to be an example of fixed-size
reduplication, even though it is non-templatic (at least by many definitions).
However, there is another pattern in Kwak’wala in which an entire stem is copied. Kalmar
(2003) characterizes this as repetitive reduplication:
(21)

Kwak’wala reduplication with Ci- (Kalmar, 2003, 68):

Base
qw iì-a
dz @lxw -a
ganuì
k’ w @m@lk-a

Reduplicated form
qw iì-qw iì-a
dz @lxw -dz @lxw -a
ganuì-ganuň-a
k’ w @m@lx-k’ w @m@lk-a

Gloss
‘unscrew over and over’
‘run again and again’
‘every night’
‘char now and then’

We may note that although this pattern will copy a stem of any size, it is not interested in copying
the verbal suffix -a that occurs at the end of these verbs. This is straightforward to explain if
this copying is really the duplication of a particular morphosyntactic node and its associated
phonological form. But alternative accounts based on Base-Reduplicant correspondence and
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faithfulness must explain why that faithfulness is imperfect or why verbal -a is not part of the
base.
Examples abound as well in English, which has two reduplication constructions and both
of those exhibit arbitrary phonological size. Depreciative reduplication (“shm- reduplication”)
may target a constituent of any phonological size, and that phonological structure is copied in
its entirety (except for the fixed “shm-” onset), as in the following example:
(22)

Antidisestablishmentarianism schmantidisestablishmentarianism.
(http://www.cortjstr.com/wizdumb.html)

Contrastive reduplication (“salad-salad reduplication”) exhibits the same property, as may be
seen in the examples below.
Overall, arbitrary size of both copies is characteristic of syntactic reduplication, while constrained size of one copy is typical of morphological or phonological reduplication – and the
reverse implications hold as well. As with all of these distinguishing criteria, the strongest evidence comes from the correlation of several characteristics for a particular process.

3.2.2 Target is a syntactic constituent
Reduplication patterns that are syntactic in origin are distinguished by the fact that their target is a morphosyntactic constituent, rather than a phonological structure. English contrastive
reduplication (CR) is one such process (Ghomeshi et al., 2004). This reduplicative pattern involves repetition of a “base” that meets certain qualifications. Both copies are segmentally identical, but the first one must carry a distinctive pitch contour. The following examples illustrate
this construction (following Ghomeshi et al. (2004), the fixed contour is indicated through small
capitals):
(23)

a.
b.
c.

I’ll make the tuna salad and you make the SALAD-salad.
She wasn’t a fancy cow, a Hereford or Black Angus or something, just a COW-cow.
Well, we’re not LIVING TOGETHER-living together.

English CR can target constituents as small as an uninflected stem, in which case inflection
occurs after the second copy. Ghomeshi et al. (2004) cite some attested examples:
(24)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

. . . and here are the GLOVE-gloves. (i.e. real boxing gloves as opposed to smaller
practice ones.)
We’re not one of those COUPLE-couples.
In fact I barely talked to him. Not TALK-talked.
[I] didn’t have a lot of FRIEND-friends. Girlfriends.
Those GUY-guys, y’know? Those guys with skills?

The flexibility of CR in selecting its target is apparent when we consider cases where a full word
including inflectional morphology is copied:
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(25)

a.
b.
c.

There’s a guy who collects fans, these are not sports fans but FANS-fans.
You mean CRIED-cried, or cried because something heavy fell on you?
It has will-have-going-to-have-happened happened. But it hasn’t actually HAPPENED-happened yet . . . actually.

CR can also target constituents larger than single words. Whole phrases can be targeted, with
two identical copies of the entire phrase being produced:
(26)

a.
b.

Do you like him, or LIKE HIM-like him?
We’re living together, but not LIVING TOGETHER-living together.

Although the target selection of CR is flexible, it is not unrestrained. There are both minimal and
maximal size restrictions on the target; crucially, though, those size restrictions are syntactic in
nature, rather than phonological. As Ghomeshi et al. (2004) show, although noun stems can
usually be targeted inside plural suffixation, CR cannot target a noun stem that is part of an
irregular plural form (and therefore, by assumption, would be inside derivational morphology).
The following pair illustrates the difference:
(27)

a. Do you mean gloves, or GLOVE-gloves?
b. *Do you mean geese, or GOOSE-geese?

Irregular verbal inflection fares just as badly:7
(28)

*Did you say he went, or he GO-went?

In addition, the maximal size of the constituent that CR can target is limited. Although phrases
at the level of the minimal XP are legitimate targets, nothing larger seems to be permissible,
ruling out examples like the following:
(29)

*Then I realized that MY GOOSE WAS COOKED-my goose was cooked.

Many syntactic reduplication patterns show similar flexibility, although they may differ in some
details. Echo reduplication in Tamil also shows reduplication of whole phrases:
(30)

[kumaaru -kku kutu -tt -een -nnu] [kimaarukku kututteennnu] poy collaa -tee
˙ ˙ ] [ECHO
˙ -PST -1SG -QUOT
[Kumar DAT give
kut˙utteenn˙ n˙ u] lie say -NEG . IMP
˙
˙˙
“Don’t lie that you gave it to Kumar or some such nonsense.”
(Keane,
2001, 190)

Many (but not all) ER constructions allow reduplication of a stem inside inflection:
7

Thanks to Vera Gribanova for helping me construct this example. She also observes that forms like these
present a challenge to Distributed Morphology or other theories with a late insertion of vocabulary. This difference in grammaticality hinges on the irregularity of the form in question; therefore any irregular forms must have
already been inserted at the time when this copying takes place.
As a further undeveloped observation, I note that the following example has a middling acceptability according
to my own intuitions and those of other speakers with whom I have consulted:
(i)

?Was he herding oxen, or OX-oxen?
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(31)

mer -e
ter -e -čh -i
beat -PERF ˙ECHO -PRES -1PL
‘I beat and such’ (Bengali; Keane (2001))

Compare this with full phrase echo reduplication in East Bengali (Fitzpatrick-Cole, 1996):
(32)

kalo makorša talo makorša
black spider ˙ECHO
‘black spiders and such’ (e.g. black spiders and spiders of other colors)

(33)

kh ub patla šari tub patla šari
very thin sari ˙ECHO
‘very thin saris and such’

Some patterns may target morphosyntactic constituents smaller than the uninflected stem.
Unlike English CR, which cannot target below the level of the uninflected stem, Kannada ER
can target roots and partial stems (as long as the target is itself a morphosyntactic constituent)
even inside derivational morphology. For example, Kannada ER can target roots inside “prototypical . . . derivational” morphology such as reflexives (Lidz, 2001, 380):
(34)

hogali-kollu
˙ REFL
˙˙
praise‘to praise oneself’

(35)

rašmi tann-annu hogali-gigali-kond-alu
anta heela-beeda
˙
˙
˙
˙
˙
Rashmi self-ACC praise-ECHO-REFL . PST-3 SF that say-˙PROH ˙
‘Don’t say that Rashmi praised herself and did related activities.’

Patterns also differ in the size of maximal targets. Kannada ER, again unlike English, allows
targeting a phrase larger than XPmin (Ghomeshi et al., 2004). Kannada ER is also more free
than English CR in targeting subparts of idioms. Such constructions are problematic at best in
English:
(36) ??She didn’t KICK-kick the bucket.8
But similar targeting of subparts of idioms is well-formed in Kannada (Lidz, 2001):
(37)

rašmi hari-ge mannu ginnu tinn-is-id-alu
˙ ˙ ECHO
˙ ˙ eat-CAUS-PST
˙ -3 SF
Rashmi Hari-DAT mud
‘Rashmi ruined Hari etc.’ (lit. ‘Rashmi made Hari eat mud.’)

Ghomeshi et al. (2004) show that the targets (at least in English) cannot be defined in prosodic
terms. Some prosodic structures do not correspond to syntactic constituents, e.g. some created
by cliticization. In these cases, CR is impossible:
(38)

*I wouldn’t DATE A-date a linguist.

We can compare this with a case of morphological reduplication. Such cases often exhibit apparently comparable behavior when they target particular morphemes or morphological cat8

This is my judgment, confirmed by other speakers.
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egories. On my account, this follows from the fact that reduplication in many of these cases
is tied to the presence of a particular reduplicative affix (whether that is reduplicative due to
empty prosodic structure or some other reason), the surface position of which is governed by
morphology in predictable ways, and the fact that morphological reduplication is typically local
(due to the force of C ONTIGUITY , L INEARITY , etc.).
For example, consider CVC prefixing reduplication in Samala (Applegate (1972); this pattern
is explored in detail in chapter 4). That process typically targets the left edge of roots, even in
words with many prefixes and suffixes:
(39)

Samala CVC prefixing reduplication:
Underlying form
p
s-σµµ - kitwon
p
σµµ - Ponoq
p
σµµ - kawayu

Reduplicated form
skitkitwon
PonPonoq’
kawkawayuP

Gloss
‘s/he is coming out’
‘turkey vultures’
‘horses’

However, this is not due to a morphosyntactic process that targets the root or some other category. It is due to the placement of the reduplicative affix (an empty heavy syllable), which
surfaces as the outermost of the Inner prefixes. Therefore we expect that this reduplication
pattern will also target other prefixes that occur to its right, even to the exclusion of copying
material from the root; but it will not copy prefixes that occur outside of itself. This is exactly
what happens:
(40)

Reduplication copies from following stem:
Underlying form
p
k-σµµ - nowon
p
ma-p-σµµ- kawayu-iwaš
p
s-σµµ -xili- wayan

Reduplicated form
knownowon
mapkawkawayuPiwaš
sxilxiliwayan

Gloss
‘I am standing’
‘the horses that
were yours’
‘it is floating’

The target can shift to another morpheme for phonological reasons as well. In case of a vowelinitial root or Internal prefix, copying VC would yield an open syllable and not allow faithful
realization of the affix’s underlying shape. In these cases, a vowel on the immediate left of the
reduplicative prefix is conscripted into the string to be copied:
(41)

Reduplication with V-initial stems:
Underlying form
p
k-σµµ - ičtïn’
p
s-iy-σµµ - eqwel
p
s-σµµ -uti-ali-max- keken

Reduplicated form
kičkičtïn’
siyeqyeqwel
sutsutalimexkeken

Gloss
‘my children’
‘they are making’
‘s/he suddenly gives
it a stretch’

Behavior like this – copying based on the location of the reduplicative affix, and interacting with
the phonology of the word being copied – is characteristic of morphological reduplication, and
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distinct from what occurs in cases of syntactic reduplication.

3.2.3 Limited interaction with morphophonology
The standard analysis of reduplication since Marantz (1982) has assumed that reduplication
is driven by reduplicative morphemes (whatever the properties of those morphemes are). This
assumption leads to the claim that reduplication should be able to interact with other morphophonological processes in the same way that other morphemes do, e.g. interacting transparently or opaquely with morphophonological processes.
For example, reduplication in Tohono O’odham feeds the application of a special stress pattern (Zepeda, 1983; Hill and Zepeda, 1992; Fitzgerald, 1999; Yu, 2000; Inkelas and Zoll, 2005).
Tohono O’odham exhibits typical Uto-Aztecan initial primary stress, and also prohibits secondary stress on final syllables in monomorphemic words. However, final secondary stress is
licensed in morphologically derived words, including reduplicative words:
(42)

Tohono O’odham: Final stress prohibited in monomorphemic words:

Form
kí:
pí:ba
Pásugal
símiňul
(43)

Gloss
‘house’
‘pipe’
‘sugar’
‘cemetery’

Tohono O’odham: Final stress allowed in derived words:
a.

With suffix:

b.

Form
Gloss
číkpan-dàm
‘worker’
má:ginà-kam
‘one with a car’
pímiàndo-màd ‘adding pepper’
With reduplicative prefix:
Form
pí-pibà
pá-padò
sí-smiňùl
tá-tablò

Gloss
‘pipes’
‘ducks’
‘cemeteries’
‘shawls’

Syntactic reduplication does not fit into the larger scheme of the morphophonology in the same
way. For example, Tamil ER fails to feed any of the compounding processes that are found in
the language.
Christdas (1987) shows that the three nominal compounding processes of Tamil fit into two
morphological levels. The compound processes, known as I, II and III, are distinguished by their
interaction with two gemination processes that hold more generally within Tamil (among other
ways). These processes include one of final-consonant gemination (referring to the rightmost
consonant within a stem, regardless of whether or not it is followed by vowels) and another one
of initial-consonant gemination. Compounds formed by process I undergo both gemination
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rules. Compounds formed by process II undergo final gemination but not initial gemination.
Compounds formed by process III undergo neither gemination process. In terms of stem and
word level, processes I and II appear to belong to the stem level, and process III appears to be
a word-level process. (I and II are distinguished by the fact that II selects for oblique stems, an
issue that is not important for our present purposes.)
If ER arises because of a reduplicative morpheme interacting with the normal morphophonology of the language, then we must countenance the idea of ER interacting with processes like
these compounds. More concretely, we must consider whether ER can feed any of these processes. On the assumption that there are two morphological levels (stem and word), we would
expect ER to potentially be able to feed all three processes (if it is stem-level morphology) or just
III (if it is word-level morphology). But in fact it cannot feed any of these processes. My fieldwork shows a rejection of any ER formation targeting the individual stems within compounds,
regardless of the type of compound in question. That is, while the whole compound may be
echoed, attempts to echo components of it are rejected. For example, the word aattukkutti ‘kid’
˙
˙˙below,
is a (type I) compound made from the stems aatu ‘goat’ and kutti ‘young.’ As ˙shown
˙˙
speakers reject any ER formation in which the ER˙ form serves as input
to a compound process:
(44)

Type I: *aatu-kiittu-kkutti
˙ am-kiit
˙ ˙ am-kut
˙ ˙ ti
Type II: * aat
˙ u-kiitu-kut
˙
Type III : * aat
ti ˙ ˙

a.
b.
c.

˙

˙

˙˙

But compounding feeds ER successfully:
(45)

aattukkutti-kiittukkutti ‘kids and so forth’

˙˙

˙˙

˙˙

˙˙

It is possible that ER cannot feed compounding processes due to some idiosyncratic condition
on the ER process itself or on the interaction between the morphemes in question. However, a
theory that offers a principled explanation of the failure of such processes to feed stem-level or
word-level morphophonology will be preferred to an explanation that relies on such parochial
constraints.

3.2.4 Occurrence of non-optimizing overwriting
Syntactic reduplication patterns in which the first or last segment or segments of the second copy are overwritten by a fixed sequence characteristic of that reduplication construction
are attested across a great number of languages, especially those in the South Asian linguistic
area. These are the patterns referred to as echo reduplication. In many of these cases, the construction contributes a semantic contribution whose meaning is suggested by the Turkish term
for these words, mühmele, glossed as ‘ramshackle collectivity.’ Southern (2005) identifies four
properties of mühmele :
(46)

Properties of mühmele :
a.
b.
c.
d.

They have a strong, defining affective or expressive component;
Their force is usually collectivizing, occasionally intensifying;
They have obligatory indefinite reference;
Their tone is mildly disparaging – occasionally affectionate or playful.
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These properties are generally true of most ER constructions, although not all apply in every
case. The phonological behavior of an echo reduplication construction is shown below, with
data from Hindi (Nevins and Wagner, 2001):
(47)

Hindi echo reduplication:

Base
aam
tez
tras
roti

Reduplicated form
aam vaam
tez vez
tras vras
roti voti

Gloss
‘mangoes and such’
‘tables and such’
‘grief and such’
‘bread and such’

Not all languages employ the same fixed segments. The map of echo reduplication patterns
included in Appendix B of this thesis indicates some of the different fixed segments used in various echo reduplication patterns found in India. The real situation is even more complicated
than that shown in the map; Trivedi (1990) identifies at least 33 different echo word patterns
found within India alone, which differ in their fixed segments, in their non-default fixed segments if any, and in their behavior when echo reduplication would create identical copies.
Some of those patterns are worthy of further attention. Among those are the languages that
exhibit overwriting of a fixed zero pattern – i.e. they involve copying a complete target and then
deleting some portion of it. Trivedi (1990) presents data from some Indo-Aryan languages in
which echo word formation involves the deletion of the first-syllable onset in the reduplicant,
similar to the Bhojpuri case considered above:
(48)

Braj and Kanauji:
ph uul
suurǎ
din

ph uul-uul
suurǎ-uurǎ
din-in

‘flowers etc.’
‘sun etc.’
‘day etc.’

Of course, the presence of a fixed segment associated with a reduplication pattern by itself is not
diagnostic of the syntactic or morphological nature of that pattern. Alderete et al. (1999) explore
several cases in which reduplication is associated with a fixed segment that can be persuasively
analyzed as emergence of the unmarked (McCarthy and Prince, 1995) rather than a segment
with an underlying morphological identity of its own. Non-default fixed segments also occur
in many morphological reduplicative contexts; e.g. Halq’eméylem and Nuxálk (Brown, 2004),
Kwak’wala (Kalmar, 2003), and Tuvan (Harrison and Raimy, 2004).
What is characteristic of syntactic reduplication is overwriting behavior that appears to be
non-optimizing. This can include cases in which the fixed segment replaces a copied segment
even though both could surface faithfully without phonotactic distress, as in Hindi; and cases
where overwriting is associated with deletion, as in Braj, Kanauji and Bhojpuri.
On my analysis, the behavior exhibited in these cases is actually optimizing. However, it
optimizes according to the force of constraints whose presence can be detected only in cases
of morphosyntactic merger below the level of X0 ; as a result, this behavior will appear nonoptimizing when judged by the behavior of the rest of the language’s grammar.
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Overwriting in cases of morphological reduplication, by contrast, should not draw on constraints that will not be in evidence elsewhere in the grammar, and thus they will appear to be
optimizing. For example, consider telic/atelic aspect formation in Tübatulabal (Uto-Aztecan;
Kern county, California; Voegelin (1935); Crowhurst (1991); Alderete et al. (1999)). This morphological reduplication pattern involves the addition of a prefixal syllable with a fixed onset P ,
a nucleus identical to the first nucleus in the stem, and a coda nasal if the first vowel in the stem
is followed by a nasal (Voegelin, 1935):
(49)

Tübatulabal aspectual fixed-segment CV- reduplication (Voegelin, 1935):
Base form
talu:matu
yo:m
Pa:baPiw
p1ŋw

˚

Reduplicated form
Patalu:matu
Po:yom
Pa:PabaPiw
P1mb1ŋw

Root gloss
‘to make a breechclout’
‘to copulate’
‘to be showing’
‘to roll string on thigh’

Alderete et al. (1999) analyzes this case as an example of TETU, with a reduplicative prefix
causing the nucleus copy, while constraint interaction causes the insertion of a default onset
rather than a reduplicative onset. This analysis is basically maintained in an MR account. The
reduplicative affix in question has a segmentally-empty syllable for its underlying phonological form. Reduplication of the nucleus and insertion of the onset fall out directly when D EP
is divided into the more specific constraints D EP-C and D EP-V, with the ranking D EP-V ≫ I N TEGRITY ≫ D EP-C.
Note that there are also cases where non-default fixed segment morphological reduplication
occur. Consider the case of Tuvan (Turkic; Siberia; Harrison (2000); Harrison and Raimy (2004)).
The Tuvan emphatic morpheme is formed by adding a CVp- reduplicative affix to the stem, as
shown in (50):
(50)

Tuvan emphatic reduplication

Base form
qara
q1z1l
uzun
borbaq
saGbas

Reduplicated form
qapqara
q1pq1z1l
upuzun
bopborbaq
sapsaGbas

Reduplicated form gloss
‘very black’
‘very red’
‘very long’
‘completely spherical’
‘will definitely not milk’

It is not possible to apply the analysis of Alderete et al. (1999) here, since p is not the default
consonant in Tuvan. But the MR analysis is almost identical for a case like this. The difference
between reduplication with no fixed segment and reduplication like the case found in Tuvan
is that the reduplicative morpheme in Tuvan is partially segmentally specified. Specifically, it
consists of a syllable with an underlying p coda but otherwise no segmental material, i.e.:
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(51)

σ
Rime
p

As shown in Saba Kirchner (2007b), this underlying form with standard MR rankings for reduplication will yield the pattern found in Tuvan.

3.2.5 Identity avoidance
By its very nature, reduplication leads to the creation of identical phonological structures.
Many syntactic reduplication patterns faithfully copy their targets, creating two identical structures. Due to their unbounded size, these copies are often more faithful than the copies created
by morphological reduplication. However, in another respect we find systematic unfaithfulness across many other syntactic reduplication patterns, namely in cases of fixed segment reduplication with active identity avoidance. Such cases do not seem to exist for morphological
reduplication constructions.
A relevant class of cases are ER constructions. In these patterns, the presence of that fixed
segment typically interferes with total identity between the two copies. For example, in East
Bengali pani tani ‘water, etc.’, the fixed t of the second copy prevents complete identity between
the first and second copies. However, this does not distinguish syntactic and morphological
reduplication patterns. Many cases of fixed-segment morphological reduplication patterns are
well known.
What does distinguish the two kinds of cases is their behavior in cases where a reduplicative
fixed segment is identical to the corresponding section of the melody that is to be overwritten.
In syntactic reduplication, we find many languages taking active measures to avoid full identity when forming echo words whose base form already begins with the overwriting sequence.
Common measures include the substitution of another fixed segment, and the total ineffability
of such constructions. For example, East Bengali ER uses a fixed t except for words beginning
with t (or a sufficiently-similar coronal consonant; v. Khan (2006)).9 In those cases, an alternative fixed consonant is used instead, avoiding total identity:
(52)

Echo reduplication with fixed t-:

Base
pani
kaši

Reduplicated form
pani tani
kaši taši

Gloss
‘water, etc.’
‘cough, etc.’

9

Careful readers will note that Kimper (2008) takes the East Bengali ER fixed segment to be t, while Khan (2006)
˙
or differences
takes it to be t. I do not know whether this discrepancy is due to error, differences in transcription,
in dialect. Consequently I cite data from each author without alteration.
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(53)

Avoidance of (near-)complete identity:

Base
tika
čakôi

Reduplicated form
tika fika
čakôi bakôi

Gloss
‘vaccines, etc.’
‘careers, etc.’

Similarly, Hindi ER is normally formed with fixed v, but it uses another consonant when forming
an echo version of a v -initial word (Nevins, 2005):
(54)

a.

Echo reduplication with fixed v-:

b.

Base Reduplicated form Gloss
aam aam vaam
‘mangoes and the like’
tras
tras vras
‘grief and the like’
roti
roti voti
‘bread and the like’
Avoidance of complete identity:
Base
vakiil
vajpayee

Reduplicated form
vakiil šakiil
vajpayee šajpayee

vidyaarth ii

vidyaarth ii šidyaarthii

Gloss
‘lawyers and such’
‘Vajpayee (name of former
prime minister) and such’
‘students and such’

In other languages an identical echo word is simply ineffable. This is the case for Turkish echo
words, the formation of which is illustrated in the following examples:
(55)

a.

b.

c.

kitap mitap
book ECHO
‘books and such’
attila mattila
Atilla ECHO
‘Atilla and his family’
ozturk mozturk
Ozturk ECHO
‘Ozturk and his family’

Words that begin with m cannot undergo echo reduplication (Nevins and Wagner, 2001):10
(56)

a.

masa
‘table’
b. *masa masa
‘tables and such’

Vietnamese offers another case that illustrates this ineffability of identical reduplication, and
10

The fact that m -initial words are absent from the native Turkish lexicon, due to the change of Proto-Turkic
initial *m > b, is very likely relevant to the history of this construction, but it does not have any apparent synchronic
significance. See Southern (2005) for discussion of this pattern. See also Taneri (1990); Wedel (1999, 2000); Sofu
(2005); Dhillon (2007) for more discussion on this and other reduplication patterns in Turkish.
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another kind of “too similar” effect within the realm of identity avoidance in syntactic reduplication. Vietnamese is a tonal language in which each morpheme (almost always one syllable
in length) is lexically associated with one of six lexical tones. Vu (1998) groups these into three
tone pairs according to their contour (or more accurately, contour and a bundle of phonetic
features that pattern together), with each pair having one tone in the +High register and one in
the -High register, as shown below:
(57)

Vietnamese tone registers and contours (Vu, 1998, 167):

Register

+High
-High

Contour
l h lh
1 2 3
4 5 6

The grouping of tones by contours is important when we consider pejorative reduplication, an
echo reduplication-type construction in which the final syllable of the second copy is overwritten with the fixed rime -iếc (in Vietnamese orthography). The standard language pattern is for
the fixed vowel to have tone 2, that is, (+H,h) – a short rising tone with a tense glottal stricture
and final glottalization (Vu, 1998, 167). However, in some Southern and Central dialects, the
fixed vowel adopts the register of the tone belonging to the rime that it replaces, while retaining
its own contour (h). Some pejorative formations representing such a nonstandard dialect are
shown below, with the tones of each syllable listed alongside (Vu, 1998, 173):
(58)

Vietnamese pejorative reduplication:

Base
ban
˙ ĳ
ngu
uông thuốc

Reduplicated form
ban biêc
˙ ĳ ngi
˙ ếc
ngu
uông thuốc uông thiếc

Base gloss
‘friends’
‘sleep (v.)’
‘take medicine’

Tone pattern
(-H,h) (-H,h)
(+H,lh) (+H,h)
(+H,h) (+H,h)
(+H,h) (+H,h)

In any dialect of the language, pejorative formation is prohibited when the would-be target has
a rime too similar to -iếc :
(59)

Vietnamese pejorative reduplication blocked:

Base
liếc
tiếc

Gloss
‘scam’
‘regret’

Blocked form
* liếc liếc
* tiếc tiếc

In general, pejorative formation fails when the segmental final rime of the target is iec and the
contour of the tone is (h) – regardless of the register of the tone. Thus cases of total identity,
with tone (+H,h), as well as cases of excessive similarity, with tone (-H,h), are blocked. In all of
these cases, when pejorative formation is blocked, there is no way to choose another allomorph
or otherwise alter the form in order to achieve sufficient difference between the forms (or sufficient realization of the affix that triggers copying). Expression of the meaning that would be
conveyed by these blocked constructions can only be achieved approximately through para89

phrasis or the selection of a different lexical item as the base.
Ineffability in case of total identity is also the state of affairs for many speakers of English
with regard to the depreciative reduplication construction (“shm- reduplication”). These speakers reject or hesitate to accept forms like ?? shmuck-shmuck, ?? Schmidt-Schmidt. Compare
that to the original Yiddish pattern, which employed an alternative consonant to avoid identity:
e.g. šmat@-špat@ ‘rags and such.’11
As pointed out by Singh (2005), this is essentially a case of anti-faithfulness on a view that
assumes the existence of Base-Reduplicant faithfulness constraints that are actively trying to
achieve total identity between the copies. However, on the analysis of these cases as syntactic
reduplication with the merger of two morphemes within one node, that problem does not arise.
In this theory, these identity avoidance facts can be explained through the activity of a constraint requiring explicit realization of morphemes (Samek-Lodovici (1992); Yip (1993, 1996);
Kurisu (2001)). It is precisely the combination of these morphemes and their phonological coalescence that creates a potential problem for morpheme realization, in cases where the trigger
morpheme’s segmental contribution is identical (or too similar) to the original form of the constituent with which it is being merged. We can see how this plays out by applying the definition
for R EALIZE M ORPHEME given by Kurisu (2001):
(60)

R EALIZE M ORPHEME (RM): Let α be a morphological form, β be a morphosyntactic category, and F(α) be the phonological form from which F(α + β) is derived to express a
morphosyntactic category β. Then RM is satisfied with respect to β iff F(α + β)6=F(α)
phonologically.

In a case like vakiil šakiil, the relevant consideration is the combination of vakiil with the default allomorph of the trigger morpheme responsible for ER, which is v. Overwriting that segment would produce an output in which F(α + β) and F(α) are phonologically identical, with
the shape vakiil. Proper constraint ranking will motivate the selection of the non-default trigger
allomorph in just these cases, as shown below:
(61)

Overwriting even when alternatives are phonotactically well-formed:
M: [ X 0 &
C LAWYER ]
:::
vakiil
P: v,
š
:::

A LIGN-L

RM

U NIFORMITY

*!

*

a. :vakiil

☞ b. :šakiil

*

P RIORITY

*

A similar story can be told about cases in which reduplication that would achieve total identity
are ineffable. To explain the pattern found in Turkish, we can posit that R EALIZE M ORPHEME
dominates MPARSE. In that case, rather than attempt a repair, a construction in which the
reduplicant would fail to explicitly realize the trigger morpheme’s phonological component m,
11

See Nevins and Vaux (2003) for very interesting discussion, experimental data and analysis of the English pattern. This pattern is much more limited in its scope than is contrastive reduplication; depreciative reduplication
appears to be limited to occurrence with topics. See Grohmann and Nevins (2004, 2005).
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the entire construction simply cannot be expressed.12
Some languages do allow total identity. Tamil speakers with whom I have worked accept
fully identical words as equally well formed as other echo words with different bases that do
not exhibit total identity. Some English speakers also allow total identity, accepting cases like
shmuck-shmuck. These cases are easy enough to explain in the terms of the syntactic reduplication theory: R EALIZE M ORPHEME is effectively inactive in these languages.
However, the active force of RM in many cases of syntactic reduplication with overwriting is
sharply different from what we find in cases of morphological reduplication with fixed segmentism. As far as I am aware, active avoidance of identity between the two copies never takes place
in these cases.13 For example, fixed segment reduplication that is insensitive to the identity or
non-identity of the output is found in Halq’eméylem, a Salishan language of British Columbia.
A reduplicative morpheme with several meanings is characterized by a prefixed copy of the first
syllable, with fixed nucleus E (Brown, 2004):
(62)

Halq’eméylem fixed-segment reduplication:

Base
m@l@
sp@ìXl@l
yilEw
hikw T@
stiw@l

Reduplicated form
mEm@l@
spEp@ìXl@l
yEyilEw
hEhikw T@
stEtiw@l

Reduplicated form gloss
‘children’
‘meadow’
‘a little after’
‘getting big’
‘sibling’s children’

The pattern does not change in words whose first nucleus is E . Thus PE l TE ‘I, me, it’s me’ reduplicates as PEPE l TE ‘it’s really me.’ The counterexample would be a language like Halq’eméylem
except that the forms like PEPE l TE are avoided through allomorphy or ineffability. Thus the active avoidance of identity between two copies is a strong indication that the pattern in question
is syntactic rather than morphological in origin.

3.2.6 Location determined by syntax
A common observation is that reduplication tends to be local: the base and reduplicant
are typically adjacent or very nearly so. However, this is not always the case. Adjacency is
sometimes disrupted in one way on another. Syntactic and morphological reduplication behave quite differently with regard to adjacency. Syntactic reduplication will be adjacent only if
the trigger morpheme responsible for the copy and multiple spellout happens to be merged at
the appropriate point in the derivation to bring about such adjacency. This is often but by no
means always the case. For example, some Tamil reduplication patterns show affixation intervening between the two copies (see section 4). A more striking cases is found in verb copy in
12

Note that in order to account for the full range of ER identity-avoidance facts, the definition of R EALIZE M ORgiven above will not suffice. We must also explain cases like ER in East Bengali and Tamil (see section 4),
in which identity and near-identity are both avoided. However, a constraint that employs the same logic of RM is
certainly plausible and entirely in keeping with the spirit of this analysis.
13
Some data in Turkish and Persian appear to contradict this claim at first glance, but these effects are probably
due to the force of OCP or other non-morpheme-specific properties of the phonology of the language in question.
See e.g. Wedel (1999); Ghaniabadi (2005).
PHEME
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Vata (Kru, Ivory Coast; Koopman (1984); Kimper (2008)):
(63)

pā
ń ka’ mÉ pa’
ā
throw you fut-a it throw Q
“Are you going to throw it?”

Another case comes from Turkana (Nilotic, Kenya; Dimmendaal (1983); Kimper (2008)):
(64)

k-à-ìmùrì-a-kì
È-ra-ì
a-k-ìmurı-a-kìnı
˚
T-1SG-forget-˚
E-DAT 3 SG-be-ASP INF -forget-E-DAT
“I really FORGOT!”

A similar construction notably exists in American Sign Language, expressing intensification
through long-distance copying of a single constituent (Petronio and Lillo-Martin, 1997; Kimper, 2008):
(65)

HE topi c

hate LIGHTS - FLASHING - ON hate
“He HATES lights flashing on and off.”

A more elaborate set of examples in a similar vein come from Fongbe (Niger-Congo; Benin and
Togo). Four syntactic constructions in this language (namely temporal adverbials, causal adverbials, factives and predicate clefts) involve a verb being copied and spelled-out twice, once
in its ordinary (post-subject) position and once sentence-initially (Collins, 1994; Lefebvre and
Brousseau, 2002; Inkelas and Zoll, 2005):14
(66)

a.

b.

c.

d.

sísÓ
KÓkú sísÓ
tlóló
bÒ xÉsí ãì Báyí
tremble Koku tremble as.soon.as and fear get Bayi
‘As soon as Koku trembled, Bayi got frightened’
sísÓ
KÓkú sísÓ
útú xÉsí ãì Báyí
tremble Koku tremble cause fear get Bayi
‘Because Koku trembled, Bayi got frightened’
Ó vÉ
nú mi
sísÓ
ãé-è Báyí sísÓ
tremble OP- RES Bayi tremble DEF bother for me
‘The fact that Bayi trembled bothered me’
sísÓ
wÈ KÓkú sísÓ
tremble it.is Koku tremble
‘It is tremble that Koku did’

Similar examples are found with some ER constructions, in which one of the base or the echo
reduplicant either undergo movement or are formed at some distance from each other, resulting in a potentially considerable distance between them at PF. For example, at least some speakers of Telugu tend to produce sentences like the following, in which the base word pelli is significantly distant at the surface from its echo gilli (Bhaskararao, 1977; Keane, 2001): ˙˙

˙˙

14

Inkelas and Zoll (2005) note that in all of these constructions, the first copy of the verb is sometimes truncated
to a single syllable. However, this effect is apparently particular to only some speakers, and the conditions governing the variation between full and truncated spellout are not given. Furthermore, it is not stated whether this
truncation occurs elsewhere in the language or with any other fronting constructions, if any exist. Therefore, I
ignore the issue of truncation in this construction.
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(67)

pelli ayindi kaani gilli avaleedu
˙˙ marriage (pelli˙)˙ took place but not the consummation (gilli ).’
‘The

˙˙

˙˙

Thus the two copies present at PF in cases of syntactic reduplication are by no means bound to
be adjacent to one another. However, their surface locations are not random or unconstrained.
They must obey the principles generally active in the language governing the merger of morphemes into the derivation and governing copying in general and sideways movement specifically.
The surface position of the copies in morphological reduplication is controlled by quite different forces, namely those at work in the phonological component. Here again adjacency is
quite common but not universal. In chapter 1 I discussed several examples of non-adjacent
reduplication, including this example from Nuxálk:
(68)

Nonlocal reduplication in Nuxálk (Shaw, 2005, 189):

Root
lis
Put’ ak
ň’ ap

Reduplicated form
linlis
PunPut’ ak
ň’ anň’ ap

Gloss
‘to push’
‘to vomit’
‘to go’

Shaw (2005) analyzes this pattern as falling out from the interaction of morpheme-specific
A LIGN constraints. Nonlocal morphophonological reduplication patterns like this exhibit behaviors typical of A LIGN effects such as peripherality and adjacency to constituent edges. This
is quite different from the surface location patterns of syntactic reduplication patterns, which
appear to reflect the ordering of syntactic constituents.

3.3 Case study: Tamil
Tamil is a Dravidian language spoken by more than sixty million people. Most speakers
live in southern India (Tamil Nadu), with significant populations also in Sri Lanka and a worldwide diaspora. Tamil has a literary history comparable to that of Sanskrit. The current state
of the language is markedly diglossic, with a single shared written standard that hews closely
to the classical version of the language, and many dialects (divided by region, urban/rural distinctions, and caste) that vary significantly from one another and are all quite distinct from the
written standard. Speakers are generally quite aware of literary/colloquial differences, and consider some linguistic phenomena to be characteristic of just one or the other of those. Relevant
for our purposes is the fact that echo words are considered to be very colloquial. Speakers agree
that echo words would never occur in written Tamil, and this colloquiality makes the pattern
unproductive in certain semantic or grammatical contexts.
Despite its long history and large population of speakers, Tamil is relatively understudied in
the generative linguistic literature. A fortunate exception to this generalization is the existence
of an entire thesis on echo reduplication in Tamil has been written (Keane, 2001). ER data in
this section come from that thesis as well as from my own fieldwork with Tamil speakers. I
worked with three native speakers, males from around the age of 30 to over 50. All three were
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raised speaking Tamil in Chennai, the capital city of Tamil Nadu. The data from those speakers
is broadly consistent with the data given by Keane (2001), though there are some systematic
differences as well which may be due to dialectal differences rooted in geography or caste.
Schiffman (1999) describes five kinds of reduplication in Tamil. All of these patterns may
involve reduplication of arbitrary length (although that is not entirely clear in the case of some
less productive patterns). As shown by Abbi (1985) (who considers only non-ER patterns), similar reduplicative constructions are widespread across the South Asian linguistic area. After
identifying these non-ER patterns, I focus in some detail on the Tamil ER.

3.3.1 Reduplication types
Positive-negative reduplication
Function: Verbal; means “simultaneously with X,” or “even before X.”
Form: Positive past participle + negative past participle:15
(69)

saappittum saappidaame
˙ even getting a chance to eat; as soon as (s.o.) ate’
‘before˙ ˙eating; before

(70)

endiruccadum eendirukkaadadumaa
‘before (I) even have a chance to get out of bed’

Emphatic reduplication
Function: Verbal; emphatic meaning.
Form: Infinite verb + emphatic -ee + finite verb:
(71)

vaanga maatta-v-ee maatteen
˙ ˙ it, that’s all’
˙˙
‘I just won’t buy

(72)

irukka-v-ee irukku . . .
‘It’s there, no doubt about it’

Distributive reduplication
Function: Pronominal; distributive.
Form: Full reduplication:
(73)

ennenna
‘what (all) kinds of (things are there)?’

(74)

avangavanga
‘all kinds of different people’

Onomatopoeic reduplication
Idiosyncratic.
15

Voice and continuancy of Tamil consonants are often (but not always) predictable depending on whether the
consonant is syllable-initial, syllable-final or geminate. These values often change depending on the morphological context, because suffixes can change the syllabic role of a consonant as well as lexically triggering gemination.
Thus for example in (69), the comparable strings are saappitt and saappid, both reflexes of stem saappidu ‘to eat
˙˙
˙
˙
(a meal)’.
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Echo reduplication
See below.

3.3.2 Echo reduplication
Although observed in linguistic literature at least as early as Emeneau (1938), and discussed
in the Schiffman (1999) grammar of Tamil, comprehensive research on ER began with Keane
(2001, 2006). Tamil ER illustrates the ways in which syntactic reduplication patterns differ from
morphological reduplication.16
3.3.2.1 Arbitrary phonological size
Tamil ER can target constituents of any phonological size, faithfully (pace overwriting) copying the entire phonological string. We find examples from the size of one or two syllables:
(75)

a.

b.

naay kiiy
dog ECHO
‘dogs and such’
puli kili
tiger ECHO
‘tigers and other beasts’

We also find examples of single words or phrases of significant length being copied in toto:
(76)

[citampara
-ttu -kku] [kitamparattukku] kumaar pooka maatt -aan
˙ ˙ -3 SM
[Chidambaram -OBL -DAT] [ECHO]
Kumar go.INF will.not
‘No way is Kumar going to Chidambaram or any place like that.’ (Keane, 2001, 185)

3.3.2.2 Target is syntactic constituent
Tamil ER may target bases belonging to a wide range of constituent sizes. For example, we
find ER targeting a single word:
(77)

a.
b.

puli
‘tiger’
puli kili
tiger ECHO
‘tigers and other beasts’

But phrases may also be targeted:
(78)

[kumaaru -kku kutu -tt -een -nnu] [kimaarukku kututteennnu] poy collaa -tee
˙ -PST -1SG -QUOT
˙ ˙ ] [ECHO
[Kumar DAT give
kut˙utteenn˙ n˙ u] lie say -NEG . IMP
˙
˙˙
“Don’t lie that you gave it to Kumar or some such nonsense.”
(Keane,
2001, 190)

16

Data in this section are from my field notes except where otherwise attributed. Dots beneath consonants
indicate retroflex articulation. Long vowels and geminates are noted through orthographic doubling.
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Crucially, this targeting is syntactic rather than phonological in nature. Prosodic constituents
that do not correspond to syntactic constituents are routinely rejected as targets for ER. Other
restrictions on ER targeting do exist, but they are similarly morphosyntactic in nature. For example, almost all word classes can be targeted by ER, including nouns, verbs, adjectives, and
adverbs, as well as pronouns and proper names; but Keane (2001) finds that genitive nouns and
negative imperative verbs are generally not acceptable as ER targets. If this reduplication process were morphophonological in origin, we would expect to see the class of potential targets
be defined prosodically rather than syntactically.
3.3.2.3 Limited interaction with morphophonology
As shown in (44) above, Tamil ER fails to feed any of the three compounding processes in
Tamil. Interactions with other morphophonology do not yield clear evidence about ordering of
processes.
3.3.2.4 Overwriting with fixed segments
The first syllable of the second copy in an echo word is overwritten by fixed sequence [ki].
The length of the original vowel is retained, so words with an initial long vowel are overwritten
with [ki:]. First-syllable codas and final geminates are also retained:
(79)

a.
b.

(80)

a.
b.

paambu
‘snake’
paambu kiimbu
snake ECHO
‘snakes and other reptiles/pests’
tummi
‘sneeze’
tummi kimmi
sneeze ECHO
‘sneezing and other inauspicious noses’

3.3.2.5 Avoidance of total identity
My consultants accepted echo words that created total identity as readily as any others.
However, Keane (2001) found that the speakers with whom she consulted rejected identical
or excessively similar echo words. Words of this type include those beginning with ke-. Thus
speakers in Keane’s study rejected examples like (81) while accepting structurally similar words
that did not begin with ki or ke.
(81)

*[ketta kanav -ai] [kitta kanavai] keekkaa -tee
˙ ˙ dream -ACC] [ECHO
˙ ˙ kanavai] listen -NEG . IMP.
[bad
‘Don’t heed bad dreams and so forth.’ (Keane, 2001, 188)

This difference is perhaps one of dialect. Almost all of the speakers in the study of Keane (2001)
were natives of Pondicherry, while the speakers with whom I consulted were all from Chennai.
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This dialect difference may therefore be geographical in nature.
3.3.2.6 Adjacency of base and reduplicant
ER typically requires strict adjacency between the base and reduplicant. However, some
interesting (though marginal) exceptions suggest that separating base and reduplicant is not
impossible and is in fact countenanced in the minds of speakers. As (Keane, 2001, 57-58) relates:
Interestingly, a folk-tale motif common to several of the Dravidian languages relies
on precisely this kind of dissociation between the two parts of an echo word. The
expression in question takes the form puli kili ‘tiger and such like animal’ in Tamil.
According to Emeneau (1938: 116), the story involves a tiger hearing this expression,
and identifying itself with the first part, but mistakenly assuming that the second
part refers to some other creature, which it then imagines to be active in subsequent
events.
By itself this does not prove the status of the echoed second copy in Tamil ER as an independent syntactic constituent. However, it does show that that copy has the characteristics
necessary to behave as an independent word and that in the minds of speakers, such a reinterpretation is a plausible, if humorous, possibility. It is difficult to imagine one copy in Kwak’wala
’
-mut
reduplication or any other morphological reduplication process being treated similarly.

3.3.3 Analysis of Tamil ER
An MR analysis of echo reduplication in Tamil proceeds in a relatively straightforward way.
We identify a morpheme that has an underlying form with allomorphs:
(82)

ki, kii

The morpheme is perhaps of type &, i.e. a conjunctive morpheme. As Travis (2001) notes, echo
reduplication often behaves similarly to conjunction in that it may target heads or maximal
projections, and also because it creates a constituent of the same type as its target (distinguishing it somewhat from similar constructions like English contrastive reduplication; see Kimper
(2008).)
The morpheme ki causes the target constituent to undergo copy and merger into the same
node. The trees below illustrate such a derivation for puli kili ‘tigers and such’:
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(83)

Example of Tamil ER: [puli kili] ‘tigers and such’
NP
NP

&P

N
puli

NP

NP

&P

&0
[+F]

N

&0
[+F]

ki

puli

→

&

N

ki

puli

As in other cases of echo reduplication, the competition to serve as the expression of &0 between
ki and the phonological structure merged into the same constituent with it is determined by the
constraint A LIGN-L(X−0 ,X0 ). Just as in Hindi, that constraint dominates U NIFORMITY in Tamil,
causing coalescence between the two morphemes. The selection of the correct output is shown
below.
(84)

Tableau for [puli kili] ‘tigers and such’:
M: [&0 :::
&C TIGER ]
P: :::
ki, :::
kii puli

A LIGN-L

R EAL M ORPH

a. puli
b. p:ili

I D[length] U NIF

*!
*!

*

c. :::
kiili

*!

☞ d. ::
kili

**
**

This coalescence is not directly observable in the onset, because the first onset of the target
is completely overwritten by the k of the reduplicative morpheme. But the coalescence is detectable when we look at the nucleus of the first syllable, where the length of the fixed vowel i
corresponds to the length of the nucleus in the first syllable of the target. Similar to the case
of Bhojpuri, the simplest analysis is to assume that the reduplicative morpheme has two allomorphs: in this case ki and kii. The allomorph that best satisfies I DENT[length] for the target
vowel (or the corresponding M AX-µ constraint, depending on our analysis of length) will be
chosen:17

17

Non-allomorphic analyses depending on constraints like I DENT[length] or M AX-µ are also quite tenable and
equally consistent with my analysis of syntactic reduplication.
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(85)

Allomorph selection depends on length of the first target nucleus:
M: [&0 :::
&C SNAKE ]
P: :::
ki, :::
kii paambu

A LIGN-L

R EAL M ORPH

a. paambu
b. p::
iimbu

I D[length] U NIF

*!
*!

*

*

kiimbu
☞ c. :::

**

d. ::
kimbu

*!

**

Speakers who avoid ER when the result would have identity (or near-identity) between the two
copies have a grammar in which R EALIZE M ORPHEME (or a version of the same constraint revised to require more than minimal difference) dominates MPARSE. This is shown in the following tableau.
(86)

Derivation crashes when trigger not detectable in output:
M: [&0 &
C DREAM ]
:::
P: ki,
kii keeli
::::::

A LIGN-L

RM

a. keeli
b. k::
iili

MPARSE

I D[length] U NIF

*!
*!

*

kiili
c. :::

*!

☞ d. ⊙

*
**

*

This analysis accounts for the properties of Tamil echo reduplication. In the next section I explore some alternative analyses for Tamil ER and other syntactic reduplication patterns, identifying the differences between them and MR.

3.4 Other accounts of syntactic reduplication
In this section I consider a variety of approaches that have been taken in the literature to
deal with some or all of the cases that I analyze as syntactic reduplication.

3.4.1 Morphological Fixed Segmentism: Alderete et al.
Several cases of overwriting reduplication, including Kamrupi ER, were analyzed by Alderete
et al. (1999). They take these cases to basically have the form Root + Affix + RED. English depreciative reduplication (“shm- reduplication”) is analyzed in this way. šm- is taken as an independent prefix, which occurs together with a (suffixing) reduplicant in this construction. The
correct result falls out out from the basic ranking shown below:
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(87)

English depreciative reduplication; cf. Alderete et al. (1999)
table + RED + šm

M AX-IO M AX-BR

☞ a. table šmable
b. table table

t
š!m

c. šmable table

t!

d. šmable šmable

t!

šm

A similar ranking would select the attested output from a similar set of candidates in Tamil:
(88)

Tamil echo words:
puli + RED + ki

M AX-IO M AX-BR

☞ a. puli kili

pu

b. puli puli

k!i

c. kili puli

p!u

d. kili kili

p!u

ki

But some other important candidates are not accounted for by this ranking, such as the following:
(89)

Tamil echo word candidates unaccounted for:
puli + RED + ki

☞ a. puli kili

M AX-IO M AX-BR
p!u

☞ b. puli ki-puli
Similar candidates must be considered for English depreciative reduplication as well. For example, the ranking given above does not rule out candidates such as *table shmutable or *table
shmtable. But whereas such candidates will be ruled out by independently motivated properties of English phonology, the Tamil pattern is much more difficult to motivate.18
There is no explanation for the fact that ki- never occurs as a prefix without reduplication.
If ki- and RED are two independent affixes, then the fact that ki- can only occur together RED
needs further explanation. My analysis does explain this co-occurrence: the morpheme with
the phonological shape ki also has some property that compels copy and merger resulting in
syntactic reduplication.
18

Several of these points about Alderete et al. (1999)’s analysis of English depreciative reduplication were first
made by Nevins (2005)
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Unlike šm-, as an affix ki would not create phonotactic problems. *[puli-ki-puli] or *[pulipuli-ki] would be well formed and no more marked than [puli-kili]. The only exception is in
terms of the number of syllables. Therefore it would be possible to motivate overwriting for
the purpose of syllable minimization through proper constraint ranking. But this analysis predicts that overwriting will be a general feature of reduplication; whenever another affix is in the
vicinity, we should see it overwriting a similar stretch of the reduplicant rather than occurring
outside of the reduplicant. This is not what happens: in fact only one of the six reduplicative
processes in Tamil involves overwriting.
The Alderete account does not inherently provide any insight into the length transfer that
occurs in Dravidian ER (whereby long first syllables are overwritten with kii/gii rather than
ki/gi ). There are ways to extend the Alderete account to these facts. For example, weight identity is accounted for in non-overwriting reduplication through BR segmental correspondence,
motivated by constraints like the following:
(90)

W EIGHT-I DENT(S1 , S2 ):
If α is mono(bi)-moraic and β = f(α), then β is mono(bi)-moraic (where α and β are
segments belonging to strings S1 and S2 respectively). (Urbanczyk, 1996, 214)

This constraint cannot apply to echo words, because the segments with corresponding weights
are not themselves correspondents. A version of W EIGHT-I DENT that refers to syllables, or a
constraint like M AXBR -µ, can explain the transference facts. But note that this theory now requires reference through constraints to prosodic elements – as well a whole family of BR constraints.
By contrast, the theory of syntactic reduplication that I have put forward in this chapter
explains the weight transfer straightforwardly. The vowel in the echoed copy corresponds to
both of the morphemes that constitute the relevant X0 . Vowel length is certainly faithfully
maintained in the grammar of Tamil, as vowel length is contrastive in the language. Therefore
whether that faithfulness in general is motivated by a W EIGHT-I DENT constraint, by I DENT(length)
or by some other means, the same force applies to yield the correct outcome in ER cases. Even
if we account for this faithfulness using moraic correspondence and the extra constraints that
are necessary for the Alderete account, this syntactic reduplication account avoids the extra
theoretical baggage of BR correspondence and BR faithfulness constraints.
The analysis of Alderete et al. suggests an explanation for the ineffability or avoidance of
completely identical overwriting reduplication (cases where some “repair strategy” interferes
with the normal overwriting pattern for words that begin with the overwriting sequence). They
suggest that this is a “not too similar” OCP kind of effect. This answer runs into various problems: what about the other five reduplicative processes that do allow total base-reduplicant
identity? The appeal to general principles in such an analysis is weakened considerably when
there are many patterns that behave differently, which must all be accounted for with many
lexically-indexed constraints.
Finally, the Alderete account does not offer any insight into why Tamil echo words never
feed compounding or target the components of compounds. If this reduplication really is the
result of ordinary affixation and BR faithfulness, then this lack of interaction is unexpected and
needs to be explained. On my account, the lack of interaction is due to the fact that the reduplication is driven by syntactic copying rather than affixation. If spellout of phonological structure
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proceeds in phases or otherwise through stages that leave their internal properties opaque to
later operations (a common though not necessary view), a syntactic operation like copy and
merger will often be unable to participate in morphophonology (depending on exactly where
phase boundaries are located and what the properties of phases are) except to be fed by it.

3.4.2 CONTROL: Orgun & Sprouse
Orgun and Sprouse (2002) propose a CONTROL module that rules out certain morphophonological representations; cf. Halle (1973)’s Filter. This is intended to account for problems of
ineffability in morphophonology. For example, Tagalog um -infixation fails with labial-initial
roots:
(91)

Failure of um -infixation with labial-initial stems:
abot
sulat
misti

umabot
sumulat
–

‘reach for’
‘write’
‘be misty’

As Orgun and Sprouse (2002) show, MPARSE entails a fatal ranking paradox here. MPARSE cannot rule out hyperinfixation, because that does occur to avoid onset violations. But labial-initial
um - forms are simply ineffable:
(92)

Hyperinfixation to avoid OCP violation wrongly predicted:
um + RED + misti
a. mumimisti

OCP MPARSE

O NSET

*!

b. ummimisti

*!

☞ c. mimistumi

*C ODA

A LIGN

*

m

**
*

d. ⊙

mimist

*!

A CONTROL analysis removes MPARSE and the relevant OCP constraint from consideration by
GEN:
(93)

Hyperinfixation to avoid OCP violation wrongly predicted:
um + RED + misti

O NSET

☞ a. mumimisti
b. ummimisti
c. mimistumi

*!

*C ODA

A LIGN

*

m

**
*

mi!mist

And CONTROL then culls ineffable candidates that won out in GEN:
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(94)

CONTROL

rules out ineffable forms:

CONTROL

✄ a. mumistumi

OCP-um
*!

They propose instead a language-specific entry in the CONTROL module that rules out any
labial-initial um -word. Echo reduplication patterns that are ineffable when they would create total identity are perfect targets for a CONTROL analysis. We can let the overwritten echo
form always emerge as the winner from GEN; just in the case where it violates OCP-RED does
CONTROL step in and throw out the form altogether:
(95)

CONTROL

rules out ineffable forms:

CONTROL

✄ a. masa-masa

OCP-RED
*!

However, the third class of languages, in which identity is avoided through use of a secondchoice fixed consonant, remain problematic. Cases like these are not compatible with an account in which CONTROL simply functions as a filter. What is needed is for CONTROL to remand
these forms back to the phonology and to reduplicate again with the second-best allomorph.19
Alternatively, we can treat these cases as allomorphy and the second class of languages as
cases of ineffability. But this misses the essential unity between them: employing various strategies to avoid total identity. (Witness the change from Yiddish to English.)20

3.4.3 Anti-faithfulness: Ghaniabadi; Nevins and Wagner
Nevins and Wagner (2001) (analyzing Hindi and other languages) and Ghaniabadi (2005)
(analyzing Persian) offer similar analyses relying on Anti-faithfulness to motivate the identity
avoidance effects found in many ER patterns.
For example, Ghaniabadi (2005) accounts for the ER pattern in Persian that always involves
a fixed labial segment – either m or p. Although there is some tendency towards m serving as
the default fixed segment, most cases allow either segment; e.g. tærazu ‘scale’ can undergo ER
(deriving the meaning ‘scale and so on’) and be realized either as tærazu-mærazu or tærazupærazu. However, identity and near-identity are obligatorily avoided. Words that begin with m
can only undergo ER with a fixed p. And words that begin with a labial stop – whether p or b –
always take fixed m in ER.
Ghaniabadi (2005) notes two significant problems encountered by an analysis like that of
Alderete et al. (1999). In the case of m -initial words, ER forms are wrongly predicted to choose
the fixed-m ER allomorph. In fact, this forms harmonically bounds the attested outcome, which
chooses fixed p instead (these forms are indicated with the L and / symbols respectively):
19

McCarthy and Wolf (2007) propose an MPARSE-based account that allows for allomorphy and ineffability to
compete for morphological expression. However, this account is essentially processual, and it leaves unresolved
the problem of cases like Tagalog where MPARSE can not be relevant, but the result is still ineffable.
20
See also Raffelsiefen (2004) for an extensive critique of the CONTROL proposal.
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(96)

Identical base and reduplicant in ER wrongly predicted:
mix + {m-, p-} + RED

M AX-IO D EP-BR

M AX-BR

L a. mix-mix

/ b. mix-pix

*!

*

In the case of vowel-initial words, the same BR correspondence constraints that militate for
total identity between base and reduplicant will motivate selection of a backcopying candidate
rather than the actual attested candidate in which the fixed segment occurs only once, on the
second copy:
(97)

Backcopying wrongly predicted:
eškal + {m-, p-} + RED

M AX-IO D EP-BR

M AX-BR

L a. meškal-meškal

/ b. eškal-meškal

*!

*

To solve these problems, Ghaniabadi offers an analysis that makes use of the idea of Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness (TAF) (Alderete, 2002). Abandoning the idea of Alderete et al.
(1999) that MFS reduplication patterns involve non-correspondence between the base and the
fixed segment morpheme, Ghaniabadi assumes that the first onset of the base and the first
onset of the reduplicant crucially do correspond. Given this correspondence, non-identity is
achieved through the intervention of a TAF constraint, for which the fixed-segment morpheme
subcategorizes (Ghaniabadi, 2005, 7):
(98)

¬OO-I DENT(Onset): It is not the case that corresponding segments in the word onset of
the base and the reduplicant are identical.

Because m and p are both listed allomorphs for the morpheme, either one may be chosen without incurring any additional faithfulness violations. Selection of the correct forms can therefore
proceed successfully just by ranking the anti-faithfulness constraint over its non-TAF counterpart, OO-I DENT(Onset):
(99)

Non-identity in ER correctly predicted:
mix + {m-, p-} + RED
a. mix-mix

¬OO-I D(Onset) OO-I D(Onset)
*!

☞ b. mix-pix

*

Backcopying is avoided through similar means. Non-copying of the fixed segment prevents
total identity of the base and reduplicant (including the first onsets, which are the formally
crucial non-identical segments), and selecting another allomorph offers no advantage because
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IO Faithfulness is already fully satisfied, and BR faithfulness is not enhanced by the addition of
a non-identical corresponding onset:
(100)

Avoidance of backcopying in ER correctly predicted:
eškal + {m-, p-} + RED
a. meškal-meškal

¬OO-I D(Onset) OO-I D(Onset)
*!

☞ b. eškal-meškal

*

The anti-faithfulness analysis of Ghaniabadi (2005) successfully accounts for the pattern found
in Persian and can apply to languages with similar patterns and characteristics. A further advantage for this theory is the possibility of extension to account for languages like Turkish in
which echo reduplication fails altogether with words that begin with the same segment as the
fixed segment characterizing the pattern. If the Persian pattern arises through the constraint
ranking ¬OO-I DENT ≫ OO-I DENT and a fixed-segment affix with multiple allomorphs, then an
affix with only one allomorph and the ranking ¬OO-I DENT ≫ {MPARSE, OO-I DENT} will produce a construction in which the null parse is chosen rather than allowing the two copies to be
identical. This is essentially the pattern found in Turkish.
However, along with its advantages, this theory comes with certain costs as well. The theory of transderivational anti-faithfulness requires significant additional theoretical machinery,
and is not the most parsimonious theoretical move available to solve this problem alone. If
TAF is accepted, the implementation given by Ghaniabadi (2005) requires further formalization
that may necessitate missing important generalizations. The pattern found in Persian requires
non-identity of onsets between the base and reduplicant. This analysis will not account for the
pattern in dialects of Tamil that reject echo words identical to their bases, because this pattern
depends on the non/identity of syllables rather than syllable onsets. In Vietnamese pejorative
reduplication, it is identity of final syllable rimes that must be avoided. TAF analyses of these
languages will require analysis of different correspondences (which may not be clearly identifiable with the prominent positions of ordinary positional faithfulness); it does not explain why
the area of affix placement and the identity requirement is always peripheral. In a TAF typology
of echo reduplication, we expect to find initial-syllable rimes and final-syllable onsets being
checked for identity as well as the reverse. But this is not what occurs: overwriting and identity requirements occur only at the edges. Indeed, when initial-syllable rimes are relevant, it is
exactly in cases where the affixation is large enough to include that portion of the word (as in
Tamil with its syllable-sized fixed segmentism), or in cases where affixation compels deletion
(as in Bhojpuri); this is unexplained by TAF.
A practical problem with TAF as a theory of reduplication is noted by Kurisu (2005), who
demonstrates that TAF wrongly predicts the existence of what he calls anti-templatic reduplication. Consider a language with only CV syllables, and the rankings M AX-IO ≫ ¬M AX-IO and
¬M AX-BR ≫ M AX-BR. Reduplication in such a language will take the form of a reduplicant that
is always one syllable shorter than its base, regardless of exactly what that length is. The following tableaux illustrate the pattern:
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(101)

Hypothetical anti-templatic reduplication:
a.

badu + RED

¬M AX-BR M AX-BR

a. badu-badu

*!

☞ b. badu-ba
b.

badupi + RED

**
¬M AX-BR M AX-BR

a. badupi-badupi

c.

*!

☞ b. badupi-badu

**

c. badupi-ba

***!*

badupiko + RED
a. badupiko-badupiko

¬M AX-BR M AX-BR
*!

☞ b. badupiko-badupi

**

c. badupiko-ba

***!***

The prediction of this nonexistent pattern illustrates the overgeneration of reduplicative types
that occurs if TAF is employed as a reduplicative theory.
More generally, TAF shares many of the problems of the Alderete et al. (1999) analysis, with
which it shares many assumptions. These analyses treat echo reduplication patterns as a phonological process, with FAITH-BR constraints maximizing the relationship between the base and
reduplicant. They fail to account for the syntactic properties of these patterns that distinguish
them from morphological reduplication, such as the fact that the targets are syntactic, often
larger than single words, and the fact that these patterns do not feed other morphophonology
the way other phonological phenomena do. Adopting TAF therefore does not provide a complete analysis of syntactic reduplication.
Using arguments similar to Ghaniabadi (2005), Nevins and Wagner (2001) analyze Hindi
echo reduplication and conclude argue that the non-identical base and reduplicant onsets actually do correspond. However, rather than formalizing this idea in the framework of TAF, they
sketch an analysis of Hindi ER that follows the theory of reduplication laid out by Raimy (2000)
which analyzes reduplication as looping precedence relationships. This analysis is only roughly
sketched and a detailed discussion of it is therefore not possible. However, the general framework in which it is advanced is one that is problematic as a general theory of reduplication; see
discussion of this subject in chapter 4.
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CHAPTER

4

Theoretical context

In this chapter I explore some of the most important contemporary theories of reduplication, and compare those theories and their predictions with Minimal Reduplication and its
predictions. In section 1 I consider several theories within the mainstream OT Base-Reduplicant
Correspondence Theory, including Generalized Template Theory and templatic reduplication;
reduplication through R EALIZE M ORPHEME or an equivalent force; Morphological Doubling Theory; and reduplication through readjustment of phonological precedence relations. In section 2
I explore in some depth a reduplicative construction in Samala that has been a central example
for several of these theories. I present a MR analysis of the facts, and contrast it with previous
analyses of the same data.

4.1 Other theories of reduplication
Important early generative theoretical work on reduplication includes Wilbur (1973); Munro
and Benson (1973); Moravcsik (1978); Carrier (1979); McCarthy (1979); Shaw (1980) and Marantz
(1982). In Optimality Theory, issues of reduplication helped lead to the development of correspondence theory (McCarthy and Prince (1995)), which has grown to have implications far beyond the area of reduplication. The original Base-Reduplicant Correspondence model has been
extended or revised in various ways in subsequent work, such as the Existential Faithfulness
framework of Struijke (2000), and Generalized Template Theory (Spaelti (1999), McCarthy and
Prince (1999)), the most prominent contemporary OT framework for analyzing reduplication.
Other recent theories have challenged the basic correspondence model of McCarthy and
Prince (1995), both within and outside the framework of Optimality Theory. OT models without
RED include Baker (2003), Kawahara (2001), Elfner and Kimper (2008) and particularly Raimy
and Idsardi (1997), which appears to have been the first attempt to theorize RED-less reduplication according to Minimalist ideas (although with important differences from MR). Kurisu
(2001) analyzes reduplication in line with other nonconcatenative morphology, as a phenomenon
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arising due to a drive for morpheme realization. Other significant recent contributions include
Inkelas and Zoll (2005) (proposing a reduplicative framework orthogonal to OT) and Raimy
(2000) (which rejects OT).

4.1.1 Mainstream OT: Base-Reduplicant Correspondence Theory
McCarthy and Prince (1995) laid the foundations for most work on reduplication in the
framework of Optimality Theory. Continuing to develop the observation of Marantz (1982) that
reduplication shares many properties in common with affixation, McCarthy and Prince (1995)
claim that reduplication occurs when a special phonologically empty RED morpheme is present.
The major novel element of McCarthy and Prince’s analysis is the idea that the two copies are
related to one another in a systematic way through a special Base-Reduplicant correspondence
relationship. Identity between the strings is enforced (not necessarily perfectly) through BR
faithfulness constraints. There is always a tendency towards maximal reduplication, due to the
force of the constraint M AX-BR. However, other forces often intervene and prevent full reduplication. For McCarthy and Prince (1995), following the ideas of Prosodic Morphology (McCarthy
and Prince, 1986/1996), these forces are typically constraints that stipulate reduplicant size, e.g.
RED=σ.
Chang (1998) gives an example of such an analysis for a reduplication pattern found in Thao
(Austronesian, Taiwan). This pattern, known as Ca- reduplication, involves the reduplication of
the first consonant in the target stem, followed by a fixed a :1
(1)

Thao Ca- reduplication:

Base
diplhaq
buqnur
pa-lhinuna
kalagkan
rusaw
cumay
cpiq
qaran

Reduplicated form
ma-da-diplhaq
pashi-ba-buqnur
ma-lha-lhinuna
pish-ka-kalagkan
tu-ra-rusaw
tu-ca-cumay
ca-c-um-piq
pish-qara-qaran

Gloss
‘muddy all over; covered with mud’
‘anger, hatred’
‘to talk, speak’
‘to writhe; to twist and turn’
‘odor of fish’
‘odor of a bear’
‘to keep swatting or beating’
‘to rejoice in s.o. else’s misfortune’

Chang views the relationship between the reduplicant and the base in these cases as one mediated by Base-Reduplicant correspondence, with the shape of the reduplicant emerging through
the interaction of Base-Reduplicant faithfulness constraints with standard markedness constraints. In this case the relevant constraints are R ED ≤ σ, N O -C ODA and *i, u. The interaction
of those constraints can yield Ca- reduplication:

1

Thao data are given in the orthography used by Chang. q represents a voiceless pharyngeal stop. Letters c and
g represent IPA θ and N respectively. Digraphs lh and sh represent IPA ì and S respectively.
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(2)

Ca- reduplicate in Thao: ma-da-diplhaq ‘muddy all over’
ma + RED + diplhaq

R ED ≤ σ *C ODA

*i, u

M AX-BR

☞ a. ma-da-diplhaq

*

i

*****

b. ma-di-diplhaq

*

i i!

****

**!

ii

***

*

ii

*

c. ma-dip-diplhaq
d. ma-diplha-diplhaq

*!

In subsequent work such templatic constraints are often abandoned. In particular, the Generalized Template Theory of reduplication attempts to derive reduplicative shape largely from
principles of general markedness and in particular to explain cases of incomplete reduplication
as examples of the emergence of the unmarked (TETU). In recent work some authors have challenged the GTT and advocated for a return to a template-based BRCT theory of reduplication. I
consider the merits of each of these positions below.
4.1.1.1 Generalized Template Theory
The Generalized Template Theory of reduplication (Spaelti (1999), McCarthy and Prince
(1999), Ito et al. (1996), Urbanczyk (1996) and Alderete et al. (1999) inter alia ) analyzes templatic reduplication without explicit templatic constraints. In GTT, templatic and a-templatic
reduplication patterns alike arise from the interaction of basic well-motivated constraints, the
reduplication-specific FAITH-BR constraints, and a segmentally empty RED morpheme. Because of pressure from FAITH-BR constraints, especially M AX-BR, reduplication is maximal by
default; therefore full reduplication occurs when no other markedness constraints intervene.
When they do intervene, we see various non-full reduplicative patterns. In particular, various
constraints that are effectively anti-structure in nature are used to control reduplicant size, such
as A LL -σ-L or A LL -F T-R to limit reduplicant size, *C ODA and *C OMPLEX to simplify reduplicant
structure, etc.
For example, Kurisu and Sanders (1999) analyze nominal reduplication in Mangarayi (Gunwingguan; Northern Territory, Australia). Roughly speaking, this construction involves the reduplication of an internal VCC sequence, as shown below:2
(3)

Mangarayi nominal reduplication:

Base
guRjag
gaïéi
gambuõa
banban

Reduplicated form
guRjuRjagéi
gaïéaïéiji
gambambuõaji
banbanban

Glosses
‘lily’
MMBC, MMBSSC
MB, ZC
‘woomera’

‘having a lot of lilies’
pl.
pl.
‘having woomera’

Kurisu and Sanders motivate the infixation of the reduplicant through the interaction of two
2

Following Kurisu and Sanders (1999), glosses for kinship terms use the following abbreviations: M = mother, B
= brother, Z = sister, C = child, and S = son, with sequences being read as sequential possessives. Thus for example
MMBC is “mother’s mother’s brother’s child.”
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constraints, with A LIGN-L(RED , Pwd) dominated by A NCHOR-L(IO). With this established, it is
still necessary to limit the size of the reduplicant in order to avoid total reduplication. The
constraint that accomplishes this is A LLσL EFT (Mester and Padgett, 1994), which effectively penalizes the addition of new material that adds additional syllables to a word. This constraint is
placed in a classic TETU ranking (i.e. FAITH-IO ≫ M ARKEDNESS ≫ FAITH-BR) by being sandwiched between M AX-IO and M AX-BR. This ensures that words of more than one syllable can
surface, but the reduplicant cannot add any more syllables to the word:3
(4)

Mangarayi nominal reduplication limited to one syllable:
guRjag, RED

M AX-IO A LL-σ-Left

M AX-BR

☞ a. g-uRj-uRjag

*/**

g/ag

b. g-uR-uRjag

*/**

g/jag!

*/**/***!

g

*

g

c. g-uRjag-uRjag
d. g-uR-uRj

ag!

GTT offers several advantages over theories that rely on reduplication-specific templatic constraints. The absence of templatic constraints eliminates is intended to eliminate the HammondKager Conundrum (HKC). The HKC refers to the prediction of templatic backcopying that afflicts templatic BRCT analyses of reduplication. In certain permutations, templatic constraints
plus BR faithfulness constraints lead to the base being truncated in order to match a reduplicant
which is kept small for markedness reasons, e.g.:4
(5)

Illustration of the Hammond-Kager Conundrum (cf. Riggle (2006) ex. 59):
RED

+ σ1 σ2 σ3

RED=σ

a. σ1 σ1 σ2 σ3

M AX-BR M AX-IB M AX-IR
*!*

☞ b. σ1 σ1
c. σ1 σ2 σ1 σ2

*!

d. σ1 σ2 σ3 σ1 σ2 σ3

*!*

**
**

**

*

*

GTT avoids the HKC because there are no templatic constraints controlling reduplicant size.
BR correspondence remains a force that could compel backcopying; however, the size of the
reduplicant will be determined by general properties of the language. Therefore a force that
compels the reduplicant to minimize its size will independently apply to the base, and in other
constructions – in other words it will be a general property of the language rather than a backcopied behavior.
GTT parsimoniously explains the fact that the templates in templatic reduplication are gen3

The fact that the reduplicant can add a single syllable must be accounted for through a constraint enforcing
morpheme realization or some other means.
4
See McCarthy and Prince (1999) for more discussion.
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erally identical to (relatively) unmarked prosodic shapes by relying on independently motivated
constraints to control reduplication shape. It also unites templatic reduplication cases with full
reduplication cases and with cases where a single reduplicative morpheme surfaces with different sizes or shapes in different words, but always in a way that is contextually unmarked (Spaelti
(1999) analyzes a language of this type, Nakanai, at considerable length).
However, GTT encounters serious challenges in several regards. Using TETU to motivate
reduplicant shape leads to predictions of unattested languages. GTT does not offer any explanation for the differences between morphological and syntactic reduplication patterns. GTT
also does not allow an explanation for cases in which reduplication seems to compete with
other phonological repairs to express a given morphosyntactic structure. I explore each of these
problems below.
GTT aims to analyze reduplicative behavior without specifying any phonological information about the reduplicant’s shape in the lexicon. The specific reduplication pattern exhibited
by a particular language depends entirely on the constraint ranking that holds in that language.
However, many languages exhibit multiple distinct reduplicative patterns; these cannot all fall
out from the same constraint ranking. To account for these cases, GTT typically must make use
of lexically-indexed constraints. This is consistent with the theory, but it undercuts the idea that
reduplication can be fully explained without lexical specification.5
The prominent attention paid to TETU in GTT is important, since TETU does play a very
significant role in reduplicative processes. However, GTT makes no distinction between templatic cases (where TETU has a powerful effect) and reduplication of arbitrary size (where TETU
patterns do not occur). For example, McCarthy and Prince (1999) analyze a pattern in Balangao (Austronesian; Philippines; Shetler (1976)) in which the “reduplicant copies the first two
syllables of the base, minus the final coda” (272). The following tableau illustrates this pattern:
(6)

TETU removes final coda in Balangao (cf. McCarthy and Prince (1999) ex. 55):
RED

+ tagtag

M AX-IO C ONTIGUITY

☞ a. tagta-tagtag
b. tagtag-tagtag
c. tata-tagtag
d. tata-tata

*!*

*C ODA

M AX-BR

*

***

*

*

****!

**!

**

**

***

McCarthy and Prince (1999) also note that C ONTIGUITY must be active here, to preserve the medial coda in the reduplicant. A presumably possible lower ranking would lead to reduplication
in which no codas at all occur. But as Raimy (2000) observes, we never find such a TETU effect
with full reduplication. The following unattested example illustrates a pattern whose existence
is predicted by GTT:

5

Kennedy (2008) proposes a development within GTT that attempts to resolve this problem by connecting different reduplicative patterns to the location of morphemes relative to stem boundaries. However, this theory also
encounters difficulties. See discussion in fn. 9 below.
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(7)

Unattested TETU in full reduplication (cf. Raimy (2000) ex. 144):
RED

+ tagtagtag

M AX-IO *C ODA

M AX-BR C ONTIGUITY-IO

a. tagtagtag-tagtagtag

****!**

b. tagtagta-tagtagtag

****!*

*

***

***

☞ c. tatata-tagtagtag
d. tatata-tatata

*!**

**
**

This problem does not arise in MR, which sees patterns of reduplication involving copying arbitrary phonological size as instances of syntactic rather than morphological reduplication. In
those cases, a morphosyntactic head or constituent is spelled out twice, but in each case only
the normal phonology of the language applies. Therefore codas will only be ruled out in the
reduplicant if they are prohibited in the language in general, in which case they would not occur in the base to begin with.
GTT also must contend with counterexamples to its prediction that reduplication should
always take either the largest possible or the contextually least marked form (depending on
the relative rankings of markedness constraints and FAITH-BR). Gouskova (2007) presents data
from Tonkawa, where reduplication takes the form of a light syllable – even though heavy syllables can be shown to be contextually less marked, and would better satisfy M AX-BR. Similarly,
Tuvan exhibits multiple different FSR patterns with non-default fixed segments (Harrison and
Raimy, 2004). Examples such as these suggest that lexical specification may play a role in determining reduplicant shape, even when the chosen shape is cross-linguistically unmarked.
Like its predecessors in OT and in rule-based phonology, GTT sees reduplication per se as a
phonological goal. This makes it difficult to account for cases where a single morpheme triggers
reduplication in some words, but some other process in other words. These cases are especially
difficult when reduplication is not the default choice, but rather something that is resorted to
only when the language fails to express the morpheme when every other way is blocked. We
’
find exactly such a case in Kwak’wala, where the suffix -mut
triggers stem lengthening whenever
possible; just when lengthening is blocked, reduplication is triggered instead.
Minimal Reduplication aims to preserve the important insights of GTT while avoiding the
obstacles mentioned above. The fact that TETU plays a prominent role is incorporated into
the analysis, but it does not rely on the relative ranking of FAITH-BR constraints, whose existence is rejected. Instead, it follows from the inherent minimality of reduplication. Markedness
constraints that are not powerful enough to overcome faithfulness constraints like M AX-IO get
a second bite at the apple when reduplication would introduce new copies of underlying segments that are expressed elsewhere in the word.
For example, Tagalog (Austronesian; Philippines; Llamzon (1966); Carrier (1979)) allows
complex onsets, but simplifies them in reduplicative contexts. Thus stem trabaho reduplicates
as (ka-)ta-trabaho ‘just finished working’ (McCarthy and Prince (1986/1996)). An MR analysis
of this TETU effect would use a constraint ordering like the one in the following tableau:
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(8)

Cluster simplification in Tagalog reduplication:6
σ + trabaho

M AX-IO *C OMPLEX

C ONTIGUITY

I NTEGRITY

*

**

**

b. tra-trabaho

**!*

*

***

c. trabaho-trabaho

**!*

*

*******

***

**

☞ a. ta-trabaho

d. ta-tabaho

*!

The permutations available with these constraints yield desirable outcomes for other languages.
If *C OMPLEX moves up the hierarchy to dominate M AX-IO, clusters in general will be prohibited
in the language. Clusters will not be found in basic surface forms nor in underlying representations (through Stampean Occultation; Stampe (1973); Prince and Smolensky (1993/2004); cf.
Ito et al. (1995)), and will be similarly prohibited from appearing in reduplicative forms.
A non-TETU ordering obtains if we reverse the ordering of *C OMPLEX and C ONTIGUITY instead. This predicts a language in which clusters surface faithfully in basic forms and in reduplicative forms, due to a higher priority placed on maintaining underlying segment order. Exactly such a case is found in closely-related Ilokano, where the related form trabaho reduplicates with a cluster, as in (Pag-)trab-trabaho ‘is working’ (Hayes and Abad, 1989). (9) shows
how this reversal yields the correct result for Ilokano:
(9)

Clusters reduplicate in Ilokano:
σµµ + trabaho

M AX-IO C ONTIGUITY

a. tab-trabaho

☞ b. trab-trabaho
c. trabaho-trabaho
d. tab-tabaho

*!

*C OMPLEX

I NTEGRITY

**!

*

***

*

***

****

*

***

*****!**

***

***

Thus the presence and the absence of TETU effects (where appropriate) can be modeled without reference to FAITH-BR constraints.
Another HKC problem arises even within GTT unless core assumptions of the theory are
changed, as pointed out by Riggle (2003). In GTT, if I NTEGRITY penalizes reduplication of segments (as it must unless it is redefined specifically in order to avoid this problem), then the
domination of I NTEGRITY over M AX-BR will lead minimized. But if M AX-BR also dominates the
IO faithfulness constraints then both constituents will shrink as far as possible in order to best
satisfy the constraints, thus recreating templatic backcopying:

6

I assume here that reduplication and deletion each result in C ONTIGUITY violations. This issue is somewhat
more complicated if we follow custom by dividing C ONTIGUITY into I-C ONTIGUITY and O-C ONTIGUITY, but the
correct result can still be achieved with substantially the same analysis.
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(10)

Pathological reduplication with I NTEGRITY ≫ M AX-BR ≫ M AX-IO
RED

+ badupi

I NTEGRITY

M AX-BR M AX-IO

a. badupi-badupi

***!**

b. badu-badupi

***!*

**

**

*!**

c. ba-badupi

☞ d. ba-ba

**

****

Riggle (2006) also notes another problematic class of candidates, in which output material shifts
from the base into the reduplicant in order to escape the pressure of FAITH-BR. This predicts reduplication patterns in which the phonology of a stem is radically different just when reduplication of that stem occurs. To avoid these problems, Riggle redefines I NTEGRITY to refer only
to cases where the multiple correspondents of an input segment occur within the same morpheme; informally: “If an element of S1 has multiple correspondents in S2 they must be in
different morphemes.”
Although this will avoid some of the problems that arise in BRCT, it is not clear what principled motivation exists to define I NTEGRITY in this way that makes it quite different from other
correspondence constraints like M AX or D EP. MR avoids this problem and retains the original
definition of I NTEGRITY.
The insight behind GTT accounts of a-templatic reduplication or reduplicative morphemes
with many different shapes is not incompatible with MR. GTT crucially observes that these
patterns do not strive to create a particular shape; they strive to create the contextually least
marked reduplicative form. The shape assumed in these cases is driven by constraints that are
not specific to reduplication, and this logic applies equally well in an MR analysis. All that is
lacking is a motivating force for reduplication to occur, since no empty prosodic structure triggers the phenomenon. But it is possible to call on other pressures, such as R EALIZE M ORPHEME.
Combining these theories in this way does not endanger parsimony; both theories are striving to analyze reduplication without extraneous or redundant theoretical machinery. Although
MR cannot adopt the framework of GTT in toto, it does aim to take advantage of its strong
points, albeit in a more parsimonious way and more widely applicable way.
4.1.1.2 Templatic reduplication
Gouskova (2007) revives the idea that explicit templates tied to specific morphemes are necessary to account for reduplication. Gouskova does strive to derive these templatic forces from
independently motivated phonological constraints, rather than simply asserting the existence
of constraints like RED≤ σ, so her theory can be seen as an attempt to recuperate some of
the valuable ideas of the Prosodic Morphology theory that were maintained by McCarthy and
Prince (1995).
Gouskova bases her claims on an analysis of reduplication in Tonkawa (Coahuiltecan; Texas;
Hoijer (1933, 1946, 1949)). Tonkawa reduplication is prefixing and takes the shape CV. Gouskova
argues that a GTT analysis of these facts cannot succeed because the CV shape of the reduplicant is not the least marked shape in that position in Tonkawa. As Gouskova shows, there is no
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limit on the size of prefixes in general in the language. Moreover, the unmarked state of initial
syllables is actually to be heavy rather than light, with productive lengthening of the initial syllable (whether belonging to a stem or a prefix) in general. This lengthening fails to occur only
in the case of reduplication.
Reduplicants are thus contextually marked in that they are light, never having a long vowel
or coda, regardless of the length of the base vowel or the availability of a consonant to serve as
a coda. Since heavy syllable reduplication would be less marked, and since it will better satisfy
M AX -BR, the fact that CV reduplication is the actually selected outcome cannot be explained
under GTT.
Gouskova’s major observation – that reduplicants do not always have the least marked possible shape – is a very important one. Appeals to general principles of markedness in order to
explain the behavior of particular morphology can be compelling. But within Optimality Theory, it is always necessary to remember that markedness is not only general, it is also specific.
Interactions between markedness and faithfulness constraints may create structures that are
marked from some perspectives even though they are unmarked from others; any appeal to
markedness must take these local conditions into account.
MR is also informed by an awareness of this role of local markedness and its limitations in
accounting for attested reduplication patterns. However, despite some similarities there are important differences between the templatic analysis of Gouskova (2007) and MR. Gouskova continues to make use of the base and reduplicant constituents and FAITH-BR constraints; therefore the problems that we have already seen with these devices remain.
Gouskova notes that the existence of templatic constraints plus FAITH -BR constraints leads
to the prediction of templatic backcopying – the Hammond-Kager Conundrum. She takes this
to be advantageous, pointing to what appears to be just such a case of templatic backcopying
in Tonkawa. This is the failure of syncope to occur in reduplicative forms. Syncope applies regularly in Tonkawa, producing heavy syllables – the unmarked syllable type in the language. In
reduplicative forms, syncope often fails to apply, which Gouskova takes to be a kind of templatic backcopying (as syncope would erode the identity between the two copies). However,
this process appears to be much more idiosyncratic than this generalization would suggest. As
Gouskova notes, in the attested Tonkawa data syncope fails to apply when conditioned in 33
reduplicative examples, but it does apply in 17 other reduplicative forms. Such a high rate of
exceptions suggests that lexical specification or memorization may play a role in these cases
comparable to that of productive morphophonology.
This Tonkawa example belongs to body of recent work in which Hammond-Kager is considered to be a valid prediction rather than a conundrum. See also Downing (2000) on Kinande;
and Caballero (2006) on Guarijio. This claim is of course contrary to that of MR, which denies reduplicative backcopying altogether; see discussion on this point in chapter 1. Because of
similar issues concerning the productivity or generality of each of these examples, their status
as persuasive cases of templatic backcopying is questionable. For example, Caballero (2006)
makes the case for truncatory backcopying in Guarijio; however, while the alternation itself
looks compelling, the fact that it is limited to just a few dozen verbs calls into question whether
the process is productive at all.
Another case in which templatic backcopying appears to occur is Japanese, in the context
of renyookei reduplication (Kageyama, 1977; Poser, 1990; Ito, 1990; Kurisu, 2005; Shibasaki,
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2005).7 Japanese normally allows words of many lengths, including numerous monomoraic
forms (at least among Yamato words) such as i ‘stomach’, o ‘tail’, ka ‘mosquito’ and yu ‘hot water’ (Kurisu, 2005, 180). Although these forms normally surface without any moraic augmentation, there are certain constructions in Japanese that do entail augmentation of words to at least
a bimoraic minimum; these include mimetic reduplication and the language game zuuzya-go.
Another of these is renyookei reduplication, which derives verbs with a meaning of ‘while doing
[verb].’ Formation of renyookei verbs involves duplication of the entire verb:
(11)

Renyookei verbs: (Ito, 1990, 226)

Base
tabe
nak(i)
odor(i)

Derived form
tabe-tabe
naki-naki
odori-odori

Gloss
‘while eating’
‘while crying’
‘while dancing’

When a renyookei form is derived from a monomoraic verb, both copies surface with a lengthened vowel (and are therefore each bimoraic):
(12)

Renyookei verbs from monomoraic bases: (Kurisu, 2005, 179)

Base
mi
ne
si

Derived form
mii-mii
nee-nee
sii-sii

Gloss
‘while seeing’
‘while sleeping’
‘while doing’

As Kurisu (2005) shows, this lengthening is prohibited with non-derived instances of a monomoraic
verb, but required with renyookei forms:
(13)

a.

b.

seNtaku-o si/*sii, sigoto-o hazimeta
washing-ACC do
work-ACC started
‘After doing laundry, I started my job.’
seNtaku-o sii-sii, sigoto-o hazimeta
washing-ACC do-RED work-ACC started
‘I started doing my job, doing laundry.’

Kurisu analyzes these as cases of backcopying, but instead of involving a shape determined
by templatic constraints, it is motivated here by the self-conjunction of F T B IN. The general low
ranking of F T B IN allows monomoraic forms to surface normally, but words that violate the constraint twice are prohibited. This would allow a reduplicative form in which one copy lengthens
while the other remains short; this is avoided by the force of I DENT-BR-µ. The following tableau
illustrates this analysis:

7

Thanks to Armin Mester for bringing this case to my attention
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(14)

Analysis of renyookei monomoraic forms (Kurisu, 2001, 188):
si-RED

I DENT-BR-µ

F T B IN & F T B IN

a. (si)-(si)

D EP-IO-µ

*!

b. (si)-(sii)

*!

c. (sii)-(si)

*!

F T B IN
**
*

*

☞ d. (sii)-(sii)

*

*

However, the generality of this analysis is compromised by the fact that constraints must be relativized to the particular reduplicative morpheme in question. While renyookei reduplication
involves lengthening and backcopying, mimetic reduplication involves augmentation of only
one of the two copies; and this lengthening is achieved through P -insertion rather than lengthening:
(15)

Monomoraic mimetic reduplication:

Base
do
bi
zu

Derived form
do-doP
bi-biP
zu-zuP

Gloss
‘at a breath’
‘tingly’
‘forcefully’

In order to produce different results for two reduplicative patterns in one language using the
framework of GTT, Kurisu (2005) divides the constraint D EP-BR-seg into two constraints: one
general constraint of the same name, and one version called D EP-BR-segS that applies only to
BR relationships involving the renyookei reduplicative morpheme (with S standing for “simultaneity”). With D EP-IO-seg and D EP-BR-segS dominating D EP-IO-µ, backcopying will occur
in the renyookei construction, while the ranking of D EP-IO-µ above D EP-BR-seg ensures that
backcopying will not be forced in general.
Minimal Reduplication will take a rather different view of these data. Backcopying remains
an impossibility in morphological reduplication according to MR, and its existence in Japanese
would substantially weaken the theory. However, it is not necessary to treat these data as backcopying. Indeed, some authors have already proposed to do so. For example, Ito (1990) states
that “Intuitively, it appears that the base must be a valid prosodic unit before it can be mapped
onto another prosodic template in reduplication.” This amounts to treating the apparent backcopying as the result of overapplication through the application of one rule (lengthening to
create a word of the minimal size for derived words) before the other (reduplication). Augmentation of monomoraic forms in a derived context is common in Japanese.
On an MR analysis, much of this essentially processual view of the data can be maintained.
Renyookei must be a case of syntactic reduplication, as indicated by its unbounded phonological size. If some force compels the reduplicant (i.e. the copy created by merger) to lengthen,
there is no way to transfer that length to the base (i.e. the other copy); but if the base lengthens
before the merger and copy occurs, then the attested behavior is straightforward. This will occur
if the trigger morpheme responsible for renyookei copy and merger targets a derived verb. It will
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then only occur with verbs embedded in such a frame; by the general phonology of Japanese,
lengthening of monomoraic stems will occur in that context. This analysis requires stipulation
only for lexical idiosyncrasies, which is exactly where stipulation should occur. (An alternative analysis in which the trigger morpheme selects a target which constitutes a well-formed
prosodic word may also be entertained, and will accomplish essentially the same thing as this
derived word analysis. In either case, renyookei does not constitute a compelling counterexample to Minimal Reduplication.)

4.1.2 Morpheme Realization
A quite different approach to accounting for reduplication comes from theories of reduplication as morpheme realization. Seeing a reduplicant as the expression or realization of a morpheme is of course common to most theories of reduplication; but some authors have observed
that particular theoretical frameworks – particularly Optimality Theory – allow reduplication to
emerge as a least-marked morpheme realization process without any special reduplicative morphology or phonology, if we grant morpheme realization the force of a phonological constraint.
Such a theory of morpheme realization is developed by Kurisu (2001), who proposes accounting for nonconcatenative morphology through a R EALIZE M ORPHEME constraint. R EAL IZE M ORPHEME requires that each morpheme added to a word have some impact on the shape
of the word. This impact may be achieved through adding or deleting segments or features,
through metathesis, or a variety of other possible changes. The particular change associated
with a given morpheme will be the most harmonic change possible, depending on the ordering
of constraints in the language.
Kurisu includes reduplication among the phenomena that may be analyzed by morpheme
realization theory. He examines how morpheme realization theory can motivate complex patterns in which reduplication interacts with and competes with other phonological processes.
For example, the actual aspect in Saanich (Straits Salishan; Washington and British Columbia;
Montler (1986, 1989)) is expressed in one of three ways: reduplication, metathesis, or P-infixation
(Montler, 1989). These patterns are predictable in the sense that the shape of the stem reliably
determines which form the actual aspect will take.
Kurisu shows that a single constraint ordering with active R EALIZE M ORPHEME and an actual
aspect whose underlying form is P will suffice to predict the correct behavior in all cases. For
example, reduplication occurs with stems of the shape CVC or CVCC. The following tableau
illustrates the selection of the reduplicative candidate in these cases:
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(16)

Reduplication in the Saanich actual aspect (Kurisu, 2001, 161):
qen’
a. qen’

RM

*C PLX(ons) *C PLX(coda)

I NTEG

C ONTIG

*!

b. qePn’

*!

c. eqn’

*!

d. qn’e

L IN

*!

*
*
*

☞ e. qe-qen’

**

The same constraint ranking also derives metathesis and P -insertion in stems of the appropriate shape. Such an analysis is satisfyingly simple and reliant on general mechanisms, with the
result that it accounts for complex patterns without stipulation or unnecessary complication.
This makes morpheme realization an attractive device to explain some cases of reduplication
(note also that it remains available as a motivator for reduplication in MR as well). However,
morpheme realization cannot succeed as a general theory of reduplication, running into at least
three fundamental problems: multiple reduplicative patterns co-occur in the same language;
marked reduplicative patterns occur; and some reduplication occurs in constructions involving
triple (or more) exponence, which morpheme realization theory cannot account for (at least in
implementations such as that of Kurisu (2001).
Morpheme realization theory claims that nonconcatenative morphology is emergent. Depending on the constraint ranking in a given language, a nonconcatenative change will occur
when it is the least costly way to express the presence of a morpheme with no other exponence of its own. Since there is no connection between this change and any lexically-specific
phonological underlying information, multiple empty morphemes should be realized through
the same change. However, we can find instances where a particular language exhibits numerous different nonconcatenative patterns.
For example, Nuu-chah-nulth (Wakashan; British Columbia) has many distinct reduplicative morphemes, which are associated with a number of different reduplicative patterns. Stonham (2007) analyzes three reduplicative patterns just in stem-level morphology:
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(17)

Multiple reduplication patterns in Nuu-chah-nulth
a.

Distributive: copy initial consonant and vowel:

Pu:Pu:csuňwePin
‘each took along their’
n’un’upqimìayi:Pat ‘he gave a dollar to each’
b.

c.

Repetitive: copy initial syllable of base, lengthening base vowel if necessary to make
both syllables heavy; and add -ya: 8
p
ci:qci:qya ‘talking’ ( ciq ‘talk’)
p
QimtQimta ‘naming’ ( Qimt ‘name’)
Iterative: copy initial syllable, leaving base vowel length unchanged; and add š:
mu:mu:čiìkw aìš
č’itč’itš

‘He goes off for four days at a time’
‘it dodged from side to side’

p
( mu: ‘four’)
p
( č’it
‘sidewise’)

Morpheme realization theory is challenged by these distinct patterns occurring in exactly the
same location. Although it is always possible to accommodate facts like these through heavy
use of lexically-indexed constraints, that solution undercuts the generality of the theory.9
Another problem comes from cases like the Tonkawa reduplication pattern discussed above,
analyzed by Gouskova (2007). Tonkawa reduplication actually involves construction of a form
which is distinctly marked in the language in general as well as in the particular context where
reduplication occurs. Because morpheme realization and GTT rely on the markedness patterns
that hold in the language in general to derive the shape of the reduplicant, they have difficulty
explaining reduplicative patterns that violate the markedness patterns of the language. Morpheme realization and GTT do differ in that GTT assumes a drive for maximization of the reduplicant, while morpheme realization does not necessarily do so. Therefore morpheme realization may be able to explain a case like Tonkawa where the reduplicant is marked but smaller
than the unmarked structure of the language. However, it will have a more serious problem
in cases of the reverse type, where a reduplicative construction is larger than the unmarked
structure of the language (such as heavy syllable reduplication in languages where the default
syllable type is a light syllable). Minimal Reduplication, by contrast, has no problem with cases
like these because the size of the reduplicant may be determined by the lexical specification of
the reduplicative morpheme.
The final problem for morpheme realization is accounting for multiple exponence for a
single morpheme. An implementation of morpheme realization theory such as that of Kurisu
(2001), with its use of a R EALIZE M ORPHEME constraint, will only come into play when a mor8

Not shown in these forms: The reduplicant adds a coda ň iff the base begins with an open syllable.
These data also bear on recent developments within the framework of GTT such as Kennedy (2008). Kennedy
proposes to account for multiple reduplicative patterns along the lines of GTT, without making use of indexed
constraints. Different patterns emerge entirely from the interplay of constraints, as in GTT generally, but the crucial difference between different reduplicative morphemes depends on whether a particular morpheme is steminternal or stem-external.
However, this theory necessarily predicts that no language will exhibit more than two distinct reduplicative patterns in a single location (i.e. prefixing, suffixing or infixing). This theory is therefore difficult to reconcile with the
behavior of Nuu-chah-nulth, which exhibits at least three distinct reduplicative prefixes – all of which are claimed
to be stem-internal.
9
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pheme makes no segmental contribution of its own and thereby runs the risk of being unrecoverable in the surface word. However, there are many morphemes that are associated with both
segmentism and nonconcatenative behavior.
Kurisu is aware of this issue and accounts for it by use of Sympathy Theory (Ito and Mester,
1997; McCarthy, 1999). By setting up correspondence between output forms and other (losing
but sympathetic) output forms, as well as between output forms and the input form, morpheme
realization theory can be extended to account for morphemes associated with two different
nonconcatenative phenomena, or a nonconcatenative change and a segmental portion (as in
the Tagalog case that Kurisu discusses).
However, as pointed out by Wolf (2006)), there are other cases in which a morpheme is
associated with three or more distinct changes. Wolf (2006) presents data from Dinka (NiloSaharan; Sudan; Andersen (1992, 1995)) in which second person forms involve three simultaneous changes: tone sandhi, ablaut and a segmental augment. The examples below illustrate:
(18)

Dinka verbal inflection:

Root
wèc
tè˜N

˜

2ps form
wáckà
tá˜Nkà¨

˜ ¨

Gloss
‘kick’
‘dust’

There is no obvious way to extend Sympathy Theory to account for data like these. Similar
problems are found in reduplicative contexts. For example, in (17-b) above, we saw a particular
morpheme realized through reduplication, stem lengthening, and suffixation. Cases like these
are difficult to analyze in morpheme realization theory, leading us to continue the search for
a more adequate general theory of reduplication. However, we may notice that although morpheme realization cannot be a comprehensive theory of reduplication, it may well still be an
active force in phonology and it may account for some cases of reduplication. On the MR view
in which reduplication is a phonological repair process, it is always available without the need
for a special RED morpheme. Therefore we expect to find cases in which morpheme realization
takes place through reduplication, assuming that morpheme realization is an active force.

4.1.3 Morphological Doubling Theory
Morphological Doubling Theory is a theory of reduplication developed by Inkelas and Zoll
(2005) and others. MDT is distinguished from the mainstream of post-Marantz (1982) reduplicative theory by the assumption that the basic operation responsible for reduplication is
the copying of a particular semantic feature bundle, rather than the targeting and copying of
a phonological structure. A reduplicative form therefore does not exhibit phonological correspondence between the two (or more) copies; instead it exhibits morphological correspondence between morphosyntactic bundles that themselves express the same semantic features.
The meaning contribution of reduplication comes from the mother node that compels or licenses the combination of the two copies, and modifies their (necessarily identical) meanings
in a predictable way. The abstract structure of this kind of reduplication is shown in (19):
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(19)

[output][F + some added meaning]
/input/[F]

/input/[F]

where [F] = semantic feature bundle

Several consequences follow from this model of reduplication. One interesting result is that
reduplicative structures appear structurally quite similar to compounding with a semantic identity requirement between the elements of the compound. In cases where complete synonymy
exists for a given pair of morphemes, appropriate constructions may be satisfied either by copying one element, or by creating a compound out of the two elements. Such compounds of synonymous distinct lexical items exist and are for example quite widespread in southeast Asia.
For example, Khmer exhibits many such compounds, often with two elements that have different etymologies but supposedly identical meanings, such as peel-weeli@ ‘time’, made up of
Sanskrit-derived peel ‘time’ and Pali-derived weeli@ ‘time’ (Ourn and Haiman, 2000). More examples of this type are given below:
(20)

Khmer synonym compounds (Ourn and Haiman, 2000):

Compound
cah-tum
kee-mOrdOk
cAmn@j-Pahaa(r)
Paar-kAmbaN
cbah-prakAt

Gloss of components
‘old’ + ‘mature’
‘heritage’ + ‘heritage’
‘food’ + ‘food’
‘secret’ + ‘secret’
‘exact’ + ‘exact’

Gloss of compound
‘village elder’
‘legacy’
‘food’
‘secret’
‘exact’

In appropriate cases, these compounds therefore may compete with reduplication for the realization of a particular semantic combination. This is claimed to be the case in Hindi. Hindi
exhibits a number of “redundant compounds” (Singh, 1982), typically formed by combining a
native morpheme with a synonymous word of Perso-Arabic origin:
(21)

Hindi redundant compounds:

Compound
tan-badan
vivaah-šaadi
dh an-daulat
šaak-sabji
dh arm-imaan
sneh-muhabbat
laaj-šarm
naata-rista

Gloss of components
‘body’ + ‘body’
‘marriage’ + ‘marriage’
‘money’ + ‘money’
‘vegetable’ + ‘vegetable’
‘religion’ + ‘religion’
‘love’ + ‘love’
‘deference’ + ‘deference’
‘relation’ + ‘relation’

As Inkelas and Zoll (2005) note, these compounds are clearly not derived from phonological
copying. An analysis of reduplication that depends on the phonological copying of a given element will not apply to these cases, which can therefore be judged to be distinct from reduplication. But Singh (1982) further claims that these compounds are semantically identical to the
Hindi echo reduplication pattern, in which a word is reduplicated and has an overwritten fixed
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segment to express a meaning of “X and things like X” (Hindi echo reduplication, and echo
reduplication in general, are discussed in detail in chapter 3.) The examples below illustrate:
(22)

Hindi echo reduplication (Nevins and Wagner, 2001):

Base
aam
tez
tras
roti

Reduplicated form
aam vaam
tez vez
tras vras
roti voti

Gloss
‘mangoes and such’
‘tables and such’
‘grief and such’
‘bread and such’

MDT captures the similarity between these two constructions by the similarity of the structures
by which they are produced (Inkelas and Zoll, 2005, 61):
(23)

Hindi redundant
· compounds:
¸
Syntax = N,
Semantics = “X etc.”



Syntax = N,
Syntax = N,
 Semantics = “X etc.”   Semantics = “X etc.” 
Stratum = +Native
Stratum = -Native


(24)

Hindi echo reduplication:
·
¸
Syntax = N,
Semantics = “X etc.”



Syntax = N,
Syntax = N,
 Semantics = “X etc.”   Semantics = “X etc.” 
Stratum = αNative
Stratum = αNative


Reduplication often involves incomplete copying. For MDT, this is due to a cophonology particular to one copy or the other in a reduplicative construction, enforced by the mother node
which oversees the entire construction. Special cophonologies may also be specified for both
copies and for the mother node (and therefore the entire construction); thus there are three potential domains for cophonologies, all of which may simultaneously be active and distinct from
the general phonology of the language. The following tree illustrates.
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(25)

Cophonologies in MDT:
Mother node:
Cophonology Z

Daughter #1:
Cophonology X

/Input #1/

Daughter #2:
Cophonology Y

/Input #2/

For example, reduplication in Diyari (Pama-Nyungan; South Australia; Trefry (1970); Austin
(1981); Poser (1989)) involves truncation or incomplete copying of the first copy so that it is
exactly one foot in size (Poser, 1989; McCarthy and Prince, 1999):
(26)

Diyari reduplication:

Reduplicated form
wil”a-wil”a
ty ilpa-ty ilparku

Gloss
‘woman’
‘bird species’

In MDT, this pattern is due to the special cophonology of the first copy (Cophonology X in the
schema given above). This cophonology restricts the size of a word to one foot; in OT terms, the
ranking {L EX ≈ PW D, PW D ≈ F OOT} ≫ M AX-IO holds for this morpheme.
Inkelas and Zoll (2005) offer an analysis of melodic overwriting cases (reduplication constructions in which one or both copies exhibit a partial fixed segmental component in place of
copied material that might otherwise be expected to occur) in the framework of MDT. As with
Alderete et al. (1999) and similar analyses, Inkelas and Zoll assume that melodic overwriting
is due to the presence of an affix with segmental specification, which must be phonologically
merged in with the root or stem being targeted. They consider for example the Vietnamese
pejorative reduplication construction, a melodic overwriting construction that “supplies some
emotional coloring (disinterest, irony, etc.) to the meaning of any base.” (This construction is
also discussed in chapter 3.) This construction is illustrated by the data below (Nguyen, 1997;
Vu, 1998):
(27)

Vietnamese melodic overwriting reduplication:

Base
hát
càphé
câulacbô
uông˙ thu˙ ốc

Reduplicated form
hát hiếc
càphé càphiếc
câulacbô câulacbiếc
˙ thiếc
uông˙ thu˙ ốc uông

Base gloss
‘sing’
‘coffee and the like’
‘clubs and the like’
‘take medicine’

In MDT, -iếc is taken to be a semantically empty morph required by the overall reduplication
construction. This is formally similar to other cases in which reduplication occurs with a semantically inert linker affix, with the exception that in this case the affix must overwrite part
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of the root instead of simply being added to it. This is motivated by a faithfulness force that
requires an identical number of syllables in the input and output of the relevant cophonology
(Cophonology Y). The structure of the entire construction thus looks something like the following:
(28)

MDT analysis of Vietnamese melodic overwriting reduplication:
càphécàphiếc
[càphé]

[càph-iếc]

/càphé/ /càphé-iếc/
Because it involves a phonological differentiation between the two copies in a reduplication
construction without a corresponding semantic difference between them, Inkelas and Zoll take
melodic overwriting to be “a prototypical case of what MDT predicts in reduplication.” They
also investigate a further prediction made by this treatment, which is the possibility of double melodic overwriting. The fixed segments in càphécàphiếc are there because of an empty
morph and a particular ranking that holds in Cophonology Y. There is no reason to expect that
an empty morph and a similar cophonology might not be found in the context of the first copy
(Cophonology X) as well. Exactly such a case is found in Hua (Papuan), in which verbal intensification is indicated through total reduplication and the addition of a helping verb hu. In
one subpattern, the final vowel of the first copy is overwritten with u, and the final vowel of the
second copy with e (Haiman, 1980):
(29)

Hua double melodic overwriting reduplication:

Base
kveki
ebsgi
ftgegi
ha-vari

Reduplicated form
kveku kveke hu
ebsgu ebsge hu
ftgegu ftgege hu
ha-varu ha-vare hu

Gloss of reduplicated form
‘crumple’
‘twist and turn’
‘all coiled up’
‘grow up’

Developing an idea of Saperstein (1997), Inkelas and Zoll (2005) take this construction to involve
the selection of an e -final stem in Cophonology Y, while merging the root with a semantically
null suffix -u in Cophonology X.
However, some problems with the MDT approach to melodic overwriting may be observed.
Recall that overwriting (as opposed to simple affixation) was motivated in a case like Vietnamese by faithfulness to the syllable count of the input. This device crucially assumes that syllabification is present in the underlying form: something that is often explicitly rejected within
OT for reasons of Richness of the Base (e.g. the “Faithfulness-free syllabification” principle (McCarthy, 2003)). If we assume that the grammar is not required to actually count syllables, what
must be active in these cases is something like (in OT terms) D EP(σ). That constraint is one
that could have significant negative typological consequences if allowed into the grammar (van
Oostendorp, 2006).
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Relatedly, this account will not explain the behavior of cases like Hindi echo reduplication
and Bhojpuri echo reduplication (see chapter 3) that appear to be non-optimizing. This is illustrated by the following data, from Hindi (identical to (22) above):
(30)

Hindi echo reduplication (Nevins and Wagner, 2001):

Base
aam
tez
tras
roti

Reduplicated form
aam vaam
tez vez
tras vras
roti voti

Gloss
‘mangoes and such’
‘tables and such’
‘grief and such’
‘bread and such’

The problem here for MDT is roti voti. If we assume that v - is a semantically empty morph that
is added and overwrites within Cophonology Y, we have no easy explanation for the selection of
voti as the output of this phonological calculation, rather than the more faithful and phonotactically well-formed *vroti. That onset cluster reduction is not active in Cophonology Y is shown
by the fact that tras vras is chosen rather than tras vas.
We can make some progress toward reconciling MDT with the full range of echo reduplication facts by abandoning some of the details of Inkelas and Zoll’s analysis while searching for
another that preserves the spirit of their idea. We can employ an idea from the Minimal Reduplication analysis of echo reduplication presented in chapter 3. If overwriting is not due to
the preservation of a certain number of syllables but rather to an A LIGN-type constraint that requires all morphemes to align to the left edge of the PStem (or something similar), then we can
explain cases like Hindi, as well as generally preserving the analysis of cases like Vietnamese
(without requiring a constraint like D EP(σ).
However, this approach still encounters significant problems in the analysis of certain other
echo reduplication cases. If overwriting occurs due to a coalescence-inducing cophonology,
then we should see rampant overwriting of affixes within the copy in which overwriting does
occur. But that is never what we find: instead, it is only the reduplicative affix itself (that is, the
fixed segment associated with a particular reduplicative construction) that overwrites, regardless of whether other affixes are present as well. For example, consider again an example from
Tamil that was discussed in chapter 3:
(31)

[kumaaru -kku kutu -tt -een -nnu] [kimaarukku kututteennnu] poy collaa
˙ -PST -1SG . -QUOT
˙ ˙ ] [ECHO
[Kumar DAT give
kut˙utteenn˙ n˙ u] lie say
˙˙
˙
-tee
-NEG . IMP
“Don’t lie that you gave it to Kumar or some such nonsense.” (Keane, 2001, 190)

Presumably such a construction should be taken to consist of two daughters, each with their
own cophonology, and a mother node that dominates both of them, more or less as shown in
the following tree:
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(32)

Possible MDT analysis of Tamil echo reduplication:
[kumaaru-kku kutu-tt-een-nnu kimaaru-kku kutu-tt-een-nnu]

˙

˙˙

[kumaaru-kku kutu-tt-een-nnu]

˙

˙˙

˙

˙˙

[kimaaru-kku kutu-tt-een-nnu]

˙˙

˙

/kumaaru-kku kutu-tt-een-nnu/ /ki-kumaaru-kku kutu-tt-een-nnu/

˙

˙˙

˙

˙˙

The cophonology of the second daughter (Cophonology Y) must be such that the first affix, ki is compelled to overwrite. However, if that is due to a general ranking, then we have no explanation for the failure of every affix to overwrite its stem, giving us a form like * ki-kku tt-een-nnu
˙ ˙by
as the output of Cophonology Y in this example. It would be possible to avoid this outcome
treating ki- as a morpheme with its own indexed constraints. However, this not only creates an
argument against MDT from parsimony (since we now need coindexed constraints as well as
reduplicative cophonologies, while Minimal Reduplication requires only the former, at most),
but it is also formally difficult to realize within MDT, given that ki- is not actually a morpheme
but rather semantically inert phonological structure required by the overall reduplication construction. Furthermore, even if we can allow the correct result in Tamil, what’s needed is to
disallow the unattested result given above and its equivalents in every language. There is no attested case in which a reduplication construction with an overwriting affix leads to overwriting
behavior for all affixes within the word in question; but if overwriting is a property of a cophonology active at the level of the word (or higher), then we should see cases of precisely that type.
We can consider one final problem with the MDT analysis of melodic overwriting, which is
why reduplication and overwriting co-occur so often and why the patterns in which they occur
so often exhibit a cluster of related typological properties. Of course not every case of reduplication involves overwriting, and not every case of overwriting involves reduplication. However,
there is a strong correspondence between those patterns that goes well beyond being simply an
areal feature of the Indian Sprachbund. As Inkelas and Zoll (2005) note, echo reduplication is
essentially a pan-Asian phenomenon, with examples attested from Indonesia to Bulgaria and
families including Indo-European, Sino-Tibetan, Austronesian, Mon-Khmer, Dravidian, Caucasian, and Altaic. When we consider equivalent phenomena that are not normally considered
echo reduplication but are functionally comparable, the pattern extends even wider, including to phenomena such as contrastive reduplication and depreciative reduplication in English.
And in a great number of these cases, across geographical regions and language families, we
find a cluster of facts: these patterns involve total rather than partial reduplication; they involve
a fixed segment being overwritten at the periphery of one of the copies; and they often exhibit
identity avoidance effects.
MDT does not offer an explanation of the coincidence of these factors in so many cases. Reduplication patterns involve particular cophonologies, but other affixation processes or morphosyntactic constructions may also be connected with idiosyncratic cophonologies. But we
do not find any other kind of construction that correlates with so many facts across so many
languages.
The key advantage of the MR analysis of these patterns is that the syntactic operation that
causes the apparent reduplication (i.e. copying a syntactic node) also creates a special morphophonological structure that allows these constructions to be treated differently from all oth127

ers by the phonology of the language. Of course, this does not guarantee the correlation of all
of the facts mentioned above; it is possible, for example, for copy and merger with affixation
to result in non-overwriting affixation rather than overwriting affixation given the appropriate
phonological ranking. This is just as it should be: despite the tendency for all of these facts
to align across many cases, there are exceptions, and the grammar must be able to account
for them. This analysis also does not count the role of history in spreading constructions of this
type across so many languages. However, by being based on the connection between a presumably universal syntactic operation and a particular morphophonological structure, the MR account offers an explanation for the ubiquity and persistence of such a construction whatever its
origins; it allows these structures to behave differently without implicating all morphophonological structures in the targeted nodes to behave differently from the general grammar of the
language; and it explains why this special behavior centers on reduplication in particular rather
than truncation, ablaut, or any other type of morphophonological construction.
Some of the predictions that follow from the MDT model of reduplication should be investigated. One area to consider is the typological predictions that follow from the model. Reduplication that is less than total in MDT is brought about because of forces within the relevant
cophonologies. Thus a one-syllable reduplicative prefix will have the size that it does due to the
influence of constraints (within the relevant cophonology) limiting the size of the output to one
syllable. This does not cause problems elsewhere within the language (which may have many
words of more than one syllable) because it is restricted to the cophonology of the reduplicant
or the reduplication construction. But it does remain to be explained why patterns common
to reduplicative phonology are not more common as general patterns for more languages. For
example, CV reduplication is very common; languages in which all words are restricted in size
to CV are rare or nonexistent. The share of reduplication patterns with no coda are probably
quite disproportionate to the share of all languages that prohibit codas. The cophonologies of
the constituent parts in a reduplicative construction are not subject to conditions that make
them special. Therefore the null hypothesis is that cophonologies of any part of the reduplicative construction should resemble phonologies of all languages, typologically speaking. Unless
it can be shown that the structure of composite cophonologies involved in reduplication inherently leads to a distinctive set of properties, then it remains to be explained why the subparts of
reduplicative processes should differ from phonological outputs of languages in general.
Reduplication in MDT involves the targeting and copying of a particular morphosyntactic
constituent, with the meaning of the construction derived in a predictable way from the meaning of that target. With the correct arrangement of cophonologies, it is possible to obscure
exactly which constituent was targeted, such as when a complex constituent is targeted and
then undergoes phonological reduction that eliminates the visible evidence of some of those
sub-constituents. MDT is thus a very flexible theory capable of accounting for many patterns.
However, one behavior that is unexpected is demonstrable morphological targeting of any constituent (or multiple constituents) within a larger constituent, with a meaning that modifies the
upper constituent. Haugen (2009) identifies exactly such a case in Pima.
Nominal compounds in Pima (Uto-Aztecan; Arizona) may be recursively formed, leading to
complex nominal structures as in the following example:
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(33)

li-miida -hoas
-ha’a -dagkuanakud:
glass
-basketry -jar -wiper
‘glass dish cloth’

Plural nouns in Pima are formed through initial CV reduplication (which is often obscured by
subsequent vowel coalescence). When nominal compounds are pluralized, reduplication may
target any or all of the constituents that make up the compound, with the same ultimate meaning (pluralization of the entire compound); thus a compound with n stems has 2n -1 plural variants (Munro and Riggle, 2004). The examples below illustrate:
(34)

Pima Noun-Noun compounds: [’onk’us] ‘tamarack’
a.

b.

c.

d.

(35)

’onk ’us
salt tree
‘tamarack’
’o ’onk ’us
RED salt tree
‘tamaracks’
’onk ’u ’us
salt RED tree
‘tamaracks’
’o ’onk ’u ’us
RED salt RED tree
‘tamaracks’

Pima Noun-Noun compounds: [limidahoashaadakguanakud:] ‘glass dish cloth’
a.

b.

-ha’a -dagkuanakud:
li-miida -hoas
glass
-basketry -jar -wiper
‘glass dish cloth’
lil-mimida
-hoahas
-hoaha’a -dadagkuanakud:
RED.glass.RED -basketry.RED -jar.RED -wiper.RED
‘glass dish cloths’

MDT holds that the two daughters in a reduplicative construction are connected by their morphosemantic identity, but crucially not by any phonological connection. Inkelas and Zoll (2005)
capture this claim in part in the Thesis of Morphological Targets:
(36)

The Thesis of Morphological Targets: a reduplication construction calls for morphological constituents (affix, root, stem, or word), not phonological constituents (mora,
syllable, or foot).

This property leads to some advantages of MDT relative to BRCT. For example, consider Mokilese (Micronesian Austronesian; Mokil Atoll; Harrison (1973, 1976); Blevins (1996)), which exhibits CVX suffixing reduplication in the formation of statives, e.g. kadip ‘betray’ yields kadipdip
‘treacherous’; and CVC prefixing reduplication in the formation of progressives, e.g. kapang
‘see’ yields kapkapang ‘watching’ (Harrison, 1973, 1976; Inkelas, 2005). But just in the case of
monosyllabic verbs, the progressive is formed through double reduplication (Inkelas (2005);
orthographic transcription):
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(37)

Mokilese progressives of monosyllabic verbs:

Denotative
kang
doau
soal
daun
jahk

Progressive
kang-kang-kang
doau-doau-doau
soal-soal-soal
daun-daun-daun
jah-jah-jahk

Gloss
‘eat’
‘climb’
‘black’
‘fill’
‘bend’

Inkelas (2005) notes that this behavior is unexpected if RED is a real morpheme that makes a
particular semantic contribution. Multiple reduplication should entail a multiplicity of that
meaning, or at least some variation on it; but these words in Mokilese are functionally identical to kapkapang, and undergo double reduplication only for phonological reasons. In MDT, by
contrast, it is the reduplicative construction as a whole that makes a semantic contribution, and
regardless of whether the cophonologies at play compel reduplication once or more than once,
the meaning of the whole construction should not change. (Of course, the argument made here
against the mainstream BRCT theory of reduplication does not apply to Minimal Reduplication.
Since morphological reduplication occurs due to the ranking {C, F} ≫ I NTEGRITY , we precisely
predict the existence of cases in which reduplication occurs more than once to resolve a phonological problem of some kind. In the case of Mokilese, this is presumably a trisyllabic (or x >
Foot) minimality requirement for progressive verbs, which will lead to reduplication above and
beyond anything that may be needed to allow expression of an underlying σµµ .)
However, we do also encounter cases in which reduplication can occur more than once
with the expected accretion of meaning. One such case is frequentative verb formation in Tigre (Semitic; Ethiopia and Sudan; Rose (2003)). The frequentative form of the verb in Tigre is
typically formed through the addition of -a:C@ following the second root consonant, with C being a copy of that consonant (since this is a root and pattern language, it is a matter of analysis
whether to characterize the reduplicant’s location as infixal or something else):
(38)

Tigre frequentative formation:

Regular form
g@rf-a:
k@tb-a:
n@sè-a:
m@zz-a:

Frequentative
gera:r@f-a:
keta:t@b-a:
nesa:s@è-a:
m@za:z@z-a:

Frequentative gloss
‘whip a little’
‘write a little’
‘advise a little’
‘give a little responsibility’

Interestingly, frequentative reduplication may apply more than once within a word, resulting in
repeated reduplicative structure and enhanced attenuated meaning:
(39)

Tigre multiple frequentatives:
d@gm-a:
d@ga:g@m-a:
d@ga:ga:g@m-a:
d@ga:ga:ga:g@m-a:

‘tell, relate’
‘tell stories occasionally’
‘tell stories very occasionally’
‘tell stories infrequently’
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A case like this presents some problems for MDT. Even in cases where the frequentative morpheme applies only once, there are certain difficulties in constructing a MDT account of it. In
cases where reduplicative infixation occurs, MDT assumes that the cophonology operative at
the mother node of the reduplicative construction (Cophonology Z) aligns the copies, causing
one of them to infix inside the other due to the active force of a constraint like A LIGN(MRoot,
PRoot) (in OT terms). Inkelas and Zoll (2005) show how this schema works for infixation in cases
like Eastern Kadazan reduplication.
However, it is difficult to identify the landmarks that will allow an alignment constraint to
motivate proper infixation in a case like the Tigre frequentative. Regardless of whether we take
the regular form of the Tigre verb as the base from which the frequentative is built, or allow the
consonantal root and vocalic prefix as independent morphemes, there is no obvious reason to
infix after the second consonant, nor means to motivate such an alignment. The shape of the
reduplicant is also a difficulty. The cophonologies involved in forming the reduplicant must be
optimizing at each level, i.e. the output of Cophonology X must be optimal given the ranking
that holds in that cophonology, the output of Cophonology Y must be similarly optimal, etc.
Although the interaction of these different cophonologies does allow some scope for opacity
and apparently non-optimal outputs, it is difficult to see how -a:C@- emerges as the winning
reduplicative shape.
The cases of multiple application present a further challenge. Unlike Mokilese, in which the
phonological form involved in reduplication was irrelevant to the semantic contribution, here
we see regular correspondence between phonological form and semantics – precisely evidence
that the phonology in question is an expression of certain morphology.
Reduplication in MDT occurs essentially for no reason other than that an explicitly reduplicative construction exists. This leads to the prediction that reduplication will not compete
with other phonological repair strategies for the realization of a particular morpheme or semantic feature bundle; epenthesis or vowel lengthening (to give just two examples) are not reduplication and do nothing to satisfy a construction that calls for reduplication. However, as noted
by Haugen and Hicks Kennard (2009); Haugen (2009), we do find cases in which reduplication
competes with other means to express a particular morpheme.
Haugen (2009) notes the case of Hiaki (also known as Yaqui, Yoeme; Uto-Aztecan; Arizona
and Sonora, Mexico). The Hiaki habitual is formed through reduplication for some verbs, but
gemination for others and vowel lengthening for still others (Haugen, 2003; Haugen and Harley,
2008; Molina et al., 1999):
(40)

Hiaki habitual allomorphy:

Base form
ivakta
kinakta
maveta
yepsa

Habitual form
iivakta
kinakinakta
mavveta
yeepsa

Base gloss
‘embrace’
‘squint, grimace’
‘receive’
‘arrive’

MDT cannot explain why a particular morpheme feature bundle should be realized through reduplication in some cases but gemination or vowel lengthening in others. It may be felt that the
strength of this argument is weakened when resting only on evidence from Hiaki; the allomorphy of the habitual morpheme is suppletive, and each verb must list its habitual allomorph.
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It is plausible to claim that the entire habitual form is listed, and that a productive reduplication/gemination/lengthening competition need not be posited for Hiaki.
’
However, the same cannot be said for another case that we have already seen: -mut
reduplication in Kwak’wala (examined in detail in chapter 2). The suffix in question here triggers
a variety of lengthening effects on the stem to which it affixes. Essentially these can be boiled
down to two morphologically-linked changes: vowel lengthening, and reduplication. Vowel
lengthening occurs when it is possible to do so without creating a superheavy syllable (which
is barred across the board in Kwak’wala); reduplication occurs otherwise. The following data
illustrate (Boas, 1947):
(41)

’ :
Kwak’wala stem expansion with -mut
a.

Lengthening:

b.

Root With suffix
’ :t
q’ w @ì q’ w a:ìmu
’ :t
t@p
ta:pmu
w
w
’ :X mu
’ :t
y’ @X
ya
’ :t
P@xw Pa:xw mu
Reduplication:
Root
k@n
ci:x
’ :p
ka
k@mt

With suffix
k@nk@mu:t
’ :t
cic@xmu
’ka:k’ @pmu
’ :t
’ :t
k@mk@tmu

Root gloss
‘scratch’
‘break’
‘tide rises’
‘skim off scum’
Gloss
‘scoop up’
‘melt tallow’
‘(mouse) gnaw’
‘clean berries’

MDT offers no insight into why a morpheme should be connected with reduplication in some
cases but vowel lengthening (or other expansion processes) in others. By contrast, behavior
’
is a direct prediction of Minimal Reduplication, and one that is accounted
like that of -mut
for without stipulation or reliance on any theoretical devices beyond those which have been
independently motivated.

4.1.4 Reduplication as readjustment of precedence structures
All the theories of reduplication considered so far assume that some kind of duplication
does occur in cases of reduplication, whether that involves copying phonological structures or
the copy and multiple spellout of morphosyntactic structures. Contra this assumption, Raimy
(1999, 2000); Fitzpatrick (2006) and others advance a theory of reduplication in which there is
no copying of phonological or morphosyntactic structures. Apparent duplication is due to a
loop in the (ordinarily unilinear) precedence relationship holding between segments in a given
phonological representation. Thus a reduplicative structure like [kætkæt], related morphologically to the form [kæt], surfaces due to a loop in the precedence structure of that representation
as shown below (Raimy, 2000):
(42)

#

→

k

→

æ

→

t
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→

%

= [kætkæt]

These precedence loops (sometimes called “Raimy Rules,” e.g. by Carins and Raimy (2006))
are taken to be the result of a readjustment process in the sense of Halle and Marantz (1993,
1994). A reduplicative affix, like any affix, may add new segments and new precedence relations
between themselves and between them and the other segments of the word. It is left to the
phonology in the end to linearize the precedence relations created by the morphology; when
those relations include loops, a reduplicative structure can appear.
A more complex example illustrating this theory is the treatment of English depreciative reduplication (“shm- reduplication”). Raimy (2000) gives an informal definition of the underlying
form of the depreciative affix as follows:
(43)

-schm- /‘after’ → S → m → ‘before’/

A depreciative form like “lock shmock” is formed through the addition of this affix to the root:
(44)

#

→

l

→

a

→

k

→

%

S

→

m

= [lakSmak]

This theory of reduplication draws inspiration from the ideas behind Minimalism such as the
insistence on limiting computations to the minimal conceptually necessary elements. Unambiguous linearization between morphemes and between segments is not a necessary input condition for phonological representations. However, it is necessary as an output condition on
phonological structures, which must be strictly ordered for phonetic implementation, due to
the limited nature of the human vocal apparatus. Therefore Raimy (2000) presents linearization as an optimizing process that is a component of the phonology. More concretely, linearization takes place after cyclic phonology is complete, before non-cyclic phonology applies; an
algorithmic process converts the precedence relationships present in the phonological output
into a unilinear string of segments suitable for post-cyclic phonology and phonetic implementation. (Raimy (2000) does explicitly leave open the option for multiple spell-out in separate
phases, which will allow reduplication to feed cyclic phonology across word boundaries.) That
process attempts to use every link in the precedence chains exactly once, and especially to realize each morpheme by including some of its segments in the output. Sometimes not all of these
goals can be met, and the process optimizes the output as well as it can.
For example, consider the pattern of total reduplication in Indonesian seen in words like
bukubuku. The structure produced by the morphology in this word looks like this:
(45)

#

→

b

→

u

→

k

→

u

→

%

The linearization algorithm can consider many possible unilinear outputs given this structure,
including the following candidates:
(46)

a. # → b → u → k → u → %
b. # → b → u → k → u → b → u → k → u → %
c. # → b → u → k → u → b → u → k → u → b → u → k → u → %

Out of these candidates, (46-a) is dispreferred because it fails to make use of some links in the
underlying form (the reduplicative link from u to b ). (46-c) is dispreferred because it repeats
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links two and three times for no benefit. Therefore (46-b) will be chosen; although it also uses
some links more than once, it does so the minimum amount possible to realize every link at
least once.
This theory also aims to fully realize one of the guiding ideas of reduplicative theory since
Marantz (1982), that reduplicative affixes are affixes generally behave like other affixes and that
reduplication-specific phonology and morphology should be minimized or eliminated. Reduplication in this theory is very similar to affixation. The only difference is that the specifications of reduplicative morphemes with regard to their beginning and ending points are such
that precedence loops are created. Other than on that point, reduplicative affixes are like any
affixes, and pattern as they do in the language.
Because this theory denies the existence of multiple copies within the phonology, cases of
reduplicative opacity are a central concern. The easiest cases to explain are those in which
overapplication occurs. Consider the case of Malay nasalization (discussed also in chapter
1). Nasalization spreads rightward iteratively from nasal segments to vowels (passing through
transparent segments h, P , w and j ) (Onn, 1980; Kenstowicz, 1981; Seong, 1994). In cases of
reduplication, this nasalization not only occurs in both copies, but it also seems to backcopy,
with segments becoming nasalized in the first copy with no nasal segment occurring to their
left, if their corresponding segment in the other copy is appropriately positioned to undergo
nasalization. The following data illustrate this process:
(47)

Malay nasal overapplication and backcopying:

Base
ham˜@
waŋı̃
aŋãn
aŋẽn

Reduplicated form
hãm˜@-hãm˜@
wãŋı̃-wãŋı̃
ãŋãn-ãŋãn
ãŋẽn-ãŋẽn

Base gloss
‘germ’
‘fragrant’
‘reverie’
‘wind’

Reduplicated gloss
‘germs’
‘very fragrant’
‘ambition’
‘unconfirmed news’

Here we see that not only does nasalization occur across the border between the two copies,
it also occurs at the beginning of the reduplicated words although no environment for nasalization can possibly be found there. In BRCT, this nasal agreement is motivated through a BR
faithfulness constraint. In the theory of reduplication through precedence loops, the explanation is quite different. At the relevant stage – when nasalization occurs – this theory holds that
each of these segments is only present once. These words all have a structure like the following:
(48)

#

→

a

→

ŋ

→

e

→

n

→

%

The Malay nasal rule nasalizes any vowel preceded by a nasal segment. Both of the vowels in
this word are preceded by a nasal segment: a by the final n through the reduplicative loop link,
and e by ŋ. Therefore both vowels undergo nasalization, and both copies of each vowel will
remain nasalized when they are spelled out during linearization.10
Overapplication is thus quite straightforward. Underapplication is seemingly more challenging: why should a rule fail to apply simply because extra precedence loops are present in
some phonological representation? Raimy (2000) attributes this difference to the morpheme10

As discussed in chapter 1, Kiparsky (2007) casts serious doubt on the validity of these data and on whether such
backcopying phenomena actually exist.
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particular setting of the Uniformity Parameter. This parameter determines whether a rule applies only when the environment for the application of a rule must be met in every relevant link
in order for the rule to apply, or whether the rule is triggered when any link meets the relevant
description. This parameter is set to off in Malay, allowing nasalization to take place for initial
vowels even though the environment is not met in one of the relevant links (i.e. # →). In cases
where a rule underapplies in a reduplicative context, this is because the Uniformity Parameter
is set to on for that construction.
The remaining possibility is normal application: cases where a phonological rule is triggered
for one copy of a reduplicative pair but not the other. This kind of rule application seems most
challenging for the theory under consideration; if there is only one copy of the segment in question, how can it have two different forms in the copies of it that surface? The answer given by
Raimy (2000) is essentially that it cannot do so. However, we must remember that linearization
of the phonological structure is not the last step in the phonology. Linearization takes place after all cyclic phonology is complete, but it precedes non-cyclic phonology. Normal application
is accounted for by treating it as the result of non-cyclic phonology.
For example, the connection between the copies produced in a Korean reduplication pattern is obscured by the phonological alternations that affect one copy or the other. Base moks
yields the reduplicative form moŋmokSi, with cluster simplification and regressive nasalization
affecting the first copy and palatalization the second. All of these rules apply normally, that is,
S is not deleted in the second copy to match its deletion in the first copy. For Raimy (2000), this
is due to the fact that all of these phonological processes are non-cyclic. Therefore these rules
apply only after the non-unilinear phonological form has been linearized into the intermediate
form moks-moks-i.
Raimy (2000) discusses the extension of this theory of reduplication to echo reduplication
constructions and other cases of melodic overwriting. The specific case that Raimy considers is
Kamrupi ER (Alderete et al., 1999), a construction in which the first onset position of the second
copy is overwritten with s. Thus gh ara ‘horse’ and kh ori ‘fuel’ yield gh ara-sara and kh ori-sori
respectively.
The morpheme responsible for this construction in Kamrupi is formally defined as follows:
(49)

begin → s → end
begin:
→%
end:

a.
b.

|
*

#

line 0

This definition can be restated informally as follows: insert s; create a precedence link from the
final segment to that s ; create a precedence link from that s to the first vowel in the representation. This leads to the desired phonological structure, e.g.:
(50)

#

→

kh

→

o

→

r
s
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→

i

→

%

Although this analysis may account for the facts of Kamrupi, there are problems when we look
into other echo reduplication constructions and similar patterns. One problem, by now familiar, arises in Hindi, where echo reduplication occurs with the construction of forms like those
in the following examples:
(51)

Hindi echo reduplication (Nevins and Wagner, 2001):

Base
aam
tez
tras
roti

Reduplicated form
aam vaam
tez vez
tras vras
roti voti

Gloss
‘mangoes and such’
‘tables and such’
‘grief and such’
‘bread and such’

To account for all of these forms, a precedence readjustment account must correctly identify
the segment in the root that the ER fixed segment must precede. But which segment is that? In
some cases it is the first vowel in the word (in aam vaam ); in others it is the second consonant in
the onset (as in tras vras ). Although we can generalize about the location of the fixed segment
by saying that it always occurs in the first onset position, there is no obvious way to express this
condition in the language of segmental precedence.
Similar problems are found in other echo reduplication constructions. As seen in chapter 3,
Bhojpuri ER involves copying with the second copy exhibiting deletion of an onset and the replacement of the first stem vowel with a back round vowel that matches the [high] specification
of the vowel that was replaced:
(52)

Echo words in Bhojpuri (Tiwary, 1968):
a.

ER with fixed o:

b.

Base form ER form
kh et
kh et-ot
ser
ser-or
h
g asi
gh asi-osi
ER with fixed u:
Base form
kh ira
pi@l@
nim@n

Base gloss
‘field’
‘seer (a unit of weight)
‘grass’

ER form
kh ira-ura
pi@l@-u@l@
nim@n-um@n

Base gloss
‘cucumber’
‘have you drunk?’
‘good’

This appears to be a case of allomorphy, in which the reduplicative morpheme contributes the
vowel o or u depending on the quality of the vowel that it replaces. In a sense this is similar
to the allomorphy of ER in Tamil, where the length of the vowel in the fixed sequence [ki] will
match the length of the vowel that was replaced (see chapter 3). Patterns like these are particularly difficult to account for in a precedence readjustment theory of reduplication, which
denies the existence of two separate copies that can be compared with one another (at least at
the level of representation or derivation at which this matter of allomorphy must be resolved).
Nevins and Wagner (2001) offer an analysis of Hindi ER allomorphy within a precedence read136

justment framework, according to which the decision about which allomorph to apply depends
on whether the material in the root that the reduplicative morpheme will precede is also preceded by another copy of the same segment. This will suffice to choose the correct allomorph
in cases of identity avoidance. But it offers no help in cases like Bhojpuri and Tamil, where
allomorphy involves a comparison of subsegmental or supersegmental properties of certain
segments in the root.
More fundamentally, a precedence readjustment theory of reduplication lacks the explanatory power of Optimality Theory analyses that identify and explain phonological conspiracies.
Raimy (2000) notes that Optimality Theory is also not capable of identifying and accounting
for all phonological conspiracies. Although this may be true, it remains the case that OT analyses of reduplication are able to account for many cases in which a language employs multiple
different means in order to bring about a certain structure, and that these accounts are lost if
reduplication is viewed as a simple act of precedence structure readjustment. In the discussion
below of the analysis offered by Raimy (2000) for the opaque application of l -deletion in Samala,
I show that a precedence readjustment analysis of the facts in question is not only empirically
inadequate, but it also fails to account for the fact that the behavior of l -deletion in reduplicative cases precisely appears to be part of a reduplicative conspiracy with the aim of creating an
extra heavy syllable.

4.2 Case study: Samala
Samala (formerly known as Ineseño or Ynezeño Chumash) is an extinct (but undergoing
revitalization) Chumashan language, spoken until the 20th century in Santa Barbara County,
California. The data cited here are taken from Applegate (1972) and Applegate (1976). They are
all originally due to fieldwork conducted by J. P. Harrington, who collected more than one hundred thousand pages of materials on the Chumashan languages (Santa Ynez Band of Chumash
Indians, 2007). The main informant who provided Harrington with information on Samala was
María Solares.
The Samala reduplication pattern examined here has a particularly important place in the
history of reduplicative theory because it has been at the center of many controversies and extensive analyses have been developed for it in many different theoretical frameworks. Authors
who have devoted significant attention to the process examined here include Wilbur (1973);
Mester (1986); Cole (1994); McCarthy and Prince (1995); Downing (2000); Golston and Thurgood (1999); Raimy (2000); Inkelas and Zoll (2005).
I begin this section by presenting a description of the reduplicative phenomenon of interest
in Samala, along with relevant background information about the general morphophonology
of the language. I then present an analysis of the reduplication pattern in the framework of
Minimal Reduplication, showing how an analysis in which reduplication occurs in order to express a segmentally empty prefix explains the basic reduplication facts and is compatible with
a straightforward explanation for the opaque interactions and other properties of the process.
Finally I consider the analyses presented by previous authors, contrasting their analyses with
the MR analysis in theoretical and practical terms.
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At least six different reduplicative patterns are found in Samala, with varying degrees of
ubiquity and productivity. These patterns are exemplified in the table below.
(53)

Samala reduplication patterns (Applegate, 1972):

Type
CVCCV-VC
Medial
wuluwul (CVCV-)
Bisyllabic

Example
lewlew
ani-kh okh oP
aqs-mumuy
oqs-pololon
tïq’ïtïq’
wuluwulun

Gloss
‘mythological creature’
‘to hop on one leg’
‘to make a kissing sound’
‘to slap-yell’
‘blackberry’
‘to shake, wiggle’

I focus here on CVC- reduplication, which is the best documented and most productive of these
processes (and will be referred to simply as reduplication below). This process expresses plurality or collectivity in nouns and distributive/repetitive aspect in verbs. Reduplication typically
involves copying the first CVC of the stem, which is often but not always the first CVC of the
root as well. Reduplication normally occurs “inside” personal prefixes (which indicate subject
or possessor agreement), but just when the stem begins with a vowel, reduplication will copy
the first VC of the stem together with a preceding personal prefix consonant or similarly remote
prefix. Several phonological processes apply opaquely in Samala, all of which result in reduplication having the shape CVC.
My analysis takes the reduplicative affix to have an underlying phonological form that is
segmentally empty but includes a heavy syllable that must be expressed by copying in material from the stem. It is not clear where in the derivation of the word this reduplicant merges,
because it effectively targets the stem of the word (as the most prominent constituent) to copy.
The copying of a non-stem prefix is not due to phonological backcopying, but rather due to the
incorporation of such a segment into the PStem due to a requirement that the left edge of the
PStem align with the left edge of a syllable. The opaque interactions exhibited by reduplicative
words are all part of a conspiracy that aims at realizing the complete heavy syllable form of the
reduplicant.

4.2.1 Language background
Samala morphology is characterized by complex agglutinative affixation, with a particularly
large and intricate set of prefixes. Morphologically speaking, there are three basic classes of
prefix in Samala, which Applegate (1972) labels Outer, Personal, and Inner. In terms of phonologically significant groupings, there are two types of prefixes, which Applegate calls Close and
Remote. I take those prefixes to be stem-level and word-level affixes respectively. The morphological and phonological distinctions do not correspond neatly: of the Inner prefixes, some
are Remote and some are Close.11 All Personal prefixes are Remote, as are the Outer prefixes.
(Suffixes are similarly divided, but I mostly ignore them here.)
11

It appears that morpheme ordering is consistent with the analysis of this distinction as one of stratal ordering,
which I adopt below. Such an analysis predicts that all Close affixes surface closer to the root than Remote affixes.
Applegate does not explicitly state that this is always the case, but as far as I can tell it is true; I have not come
across any counterexamples to such a claim.
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Outer prefixes appear to be mostly clitics, although with more data it might be possible
to divide them into a group of proclitics and a group of true prefixes. In any event, they are
relatively rare and few in number, and mostly ignored here. Personal prefixes are also few in
number, but they are very common and play a central role in Samala morphosyntax. With verbs
they indicate the person and number of the subject and are generally obligatory. With nouns
they indicate the possessor and are generally optional, except with a small class of inalienable
nouns (typically body parts and kinship terms). The personal prefixes are listed below (taken
from Applegate (1972)).
(54)

Samala personal prefixes:
first
second
third
third
relative

singular
kpsma-l-

dual
k-išp-išs-išma-iš-al-

plural
k-iyp-iys-iyma-iy-al-

indefinite

s-amma-l-am-

The structure of the Samala word is shown below, including Applegate’s analysis and my reinterpretation of the same in a comparative view.
(55)

Structure of the Samala word:
Applegate:
My
analysis:

Outer
Clitics
(Post−l exi cal

- Personal
- Inflection
[W or d l evel

- Inner
- Derivational
{Stem l evel

- Root
- Root

- Suffixes
- Suffixes
}
])

4.2.2 Reduplication in Samala
The following data illustrate CVC- reduplication in verbal and nominal contexts:
(56)

Basic reduplication data:12
Underlying form
p
s- kitwon
p
Ponoq
p
kawayu

Reduplicated form
skitkitwon
PonPonoq’
kawkawayuP

Gloss
‘s/he is coming out’
‘turkey vultures’
‘horses’ (Spanish borrowing)

Reduplication appears to be the outermost of the Inner prefixes. It typically copies the first CVC
of the following stem (composed of other Inner prefixes, a root, and any suffixes):

12

The reduplicative morpheme is not shown in underlying forms until §4.2.3. In surface forms the apparent
reduplicant is printed in boldface in this section, for purposes of clarity. However, some of the assumptions about
which segments are reduplicative
and which are not will be revisited in §4.2.3. In addition, roots in underlying
p
forms are indicated as Root.
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(57)

Reduplication copies from following stem:
Underlying form
p
k- nowon
p
s-xili- wayan
p
ma-p- kawayu-iwaš

Reduplicated form
knownowon
sxilxiliwayan
mapkawkawayuPiwaš

Gloss
‘I am standing’
‘it is floating’
‘the horses that were yours’

Reduplication has an additional exponent in nominal cases. Vowel-final nouns receive a suffixed glottal stop, and consonant-final nouns glottalize:
(58)

Nominal glottalization:
Underlying form
p
kawayu
p
xas
p
xšap

Reduplicated form
kawkawayuP
xasxas’
xšapšap’

Gloss
‘horses’
‘beach’
‘rattlesnakes’

4.2.2.1 Mobility of reduplication
There is a small (n ≈ 12) set of lexically-marked Inner prefixes that atypically reject reduplication. When these prefixes are present in a reduplicative word, reduplication targets the stem
to the right of the lexically-marked prefix, whether that stem begins with another Inner prefix or
a root. These special prefixes do not form a semantic or phonological class, nor do they occur
in the same position in the word. Included in this class are disparate prefixes like Pal- ‘agentive,
habitual’; ni- ‘transitive’; wi- ‘by blows’ and ašni- ‘with the feet.’ Some reduplicative examples
are shown in (59).
(59)

Special prefixes reject reduplication:
Underlying form
p
k-wi- č’eq
p
s-ni- wïy

p
s-am-ti- lok’in

Reduplicated form
kwič’eqč’eq
*kwičwič’eq
šniwïywïy
*šniwniwïy
smtiloklok’in
*smtiltilok’in

Gloss
‘I pound it to pieces’
‘s/he is notching it’13
‘they cut it off’

Although these prefixes resist reduplication, their resistance is not absolute. If the stem following a non-reduplicating prefix is vowel-initial, the prefix will contribute its final consonant
to the reduplicant, as shown in 4.2.2.2. As well, when a normally reduplicating Inner prefix
occurs outside of the non-reduplicating prefix (relative to the root), the non-reduplicating prefix behaves like a normal reduplicating prefix. This is shown by the behavior of ni-, a nonreduplicating prefix, in the following example:
(60)
13
14

/k-xul-ni-yïw/ → [kxunxuniyïw] ‘I am looking all over for it’14

s and c laminalize to š and č before a coronal consonant.
The final l of xul- deletes by regular phonology, as described in (71).
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4.2.2.2 Stem shape and reduplication of inflection
With C-initial stems, Personal morphemes preceding the reduplicative morpheme do not
participate in reduplication.
(61)

Reduplication with C-initial stems:
Underlying form
p
k-su- pšeP
p
s- tal’ik
p
s- k’om’in

Reduplicated form
kšupšupšeP
štaltal’ik’
sk’omk’om’in

Gloss
‘I’m putting out (a fire)’
‘his wives’
‘(the wind) is dying down’

With V-initial stems, however, Personal morphemes do reduplicate:
(62)

Reduplication with V-initial stems:
Underlying form
p
k- ičtïn’
p
s-iy- eqwel
p
s-uti-ali-max- keken

Reduplicated form
kičkičtïn’
siyeqyeqwel
sutsutalimexkeken

Gloss
‘my children’
‘they are making’
‘s/he suddenly gives it a stretch’

4.2.2.3 Reduplication of non-standard stem shapes
Most Samala roots have the form CVC or a longer form beginning with this sequence. However, there are a few roots that diverge from this pattern in one of two ways: roots that are shorter
than CVC, and roots that begin with a consonant cluster.
CV roots
Roots that are smaller than CVC have the shape CV. Most of these roots surface in their bare
form with an epenthetic final glottal stop, although one common noun, ku ‘person’ surfaces as
a bare CV. (CV verbs may also surface without a final epenthetic consonant in their bare forms,
but verbs are much more likely than nouns to be attested with other affixes.) When CV roots
reduplicate, the reduplicant always surfaces with a final epenthetic h. This epenthetic segment
does not occur with reduplication of any other stem shapes, and it does not match the root
(which surfaces bare or with a final glottal stop).15 Examples of reduplication with sub-CVC
roots are shown in (63).

15

(i)

There is one form that occurs without epenthesis or a final glottal stop:
/s-c’ï/ → sc’ïc’ï ‘it is sharp’

This is the only attested verb with a CV root that occurs without a final glottal stop in its singular form and without
an additional epenthetic consonant in its reduplicated form. This is also almost the only attested form of any kind
with a light reduplicative syllable. I treat this form as an exception.
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(63)

Reduplication with CV roots:
Underlying form
p
ku
p
t’o
p
ya
p
s- yi

Bare form
ku
t’oP
yaP
syiP

Reduplicated form
kuhkuP
t’oht’oP
yahyaP
syihyiP

Gloss
‘people’
‘mussels’
‘arrows’
‘s/he spends the night’

CCVC roots

With stems that have an initial consonant cluster, the full cluster is simplified in one instance and surfaces fully only in one location. Interestingly, it is the reduplicant in which the
cluster surfaces faithfully, while the stem simplifies, deleting the first consonant. Schematically,
/C1 C2 VC3 / → [C1 C2 VC3 C2 VC3 ].16 Examples are given in (64).
(64)

Reduplication with CCVC roots:
Underlying form
p
štexex’
p
skon
p
xšap

Reduplicated form
štextexex’
skonkon’
xšapšap’

Gloss
‘rivers’
‘worms, reptiles’
‘rattlesnakes’

4.2.2.4 Interaction with other phonology
Reduplication interacts opaquely with many other phonological processes in Samala. The
nature of these interactions generally support Applegate’s statement that reduplication is a relatively late process. However, these interactions must be examined individually in order to fully
understand the nature of Samala reduplication.

16

(i)

There are a few attested exceptions, in all of which the full cluster is retained in both copies:
Exceptions to cluster simplification in reduplication:

/cyïw’/
/xšap/
/qweleqwel’/

→ [cyïwcyïw’]
→ [xšapxšap’]
→ [qwelqweleqwel’]

‘kinds, sorts’
‘rattlesnakes’
‘cottonwood trees’

The first two examples are also attested in other instances with the second cluster simplified, i.e. cyïwyïw’ and
xšapšap’. These alternants all fit the normal pattern for CCVC roots. Given the size of the corpus available, it
is difficult to make judgments about these exceptional forms. The fact that several forms are variants of forms
that are also attested with forms fitting the standard pattern may suggest that both forms may have been in free
variation; or these alternants could reflect the grammatical simplification characteristic of language obsolescence.
Given our limited knowledge in this area, I take these forms as lexical exceptions to the generalization about CCVC
roots.
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Cluster conflation
There are several processes by which a sequence of consonants is reduced to a single consonant sharing features of each. Each of these rules seems to apply without regard to the syllabic
role of the consonants in question. Therefore these can be considered cluster rules rather than
rules concerning the licensing of certain consonants in particular syllabic roles.
4.2.2.4.a Laryngeal conflation: Any sequence of a consonant followed by a glottal stop, or an
obstruent followed by h, surfaces as a glottalized or aspirated version of the first consonant:
(65)

Laryngeal conflation:
Underlying form
p
k-iy-is- Peneq
p
ma-l-Pip- us
p
s-iš- halala

Surface form
kiyis’eneq
mal’ipus
šišh alala

Gloss
‘our sister’
‘what s/he says to her/him’
‘they (dual) are quarreling’

4.2.2.4.b Doublet aspiration: Any sequence of two identical obstruents surfaces as a single
aspirated version of the same obstruent:
(66)

Doublet aspiration:
Underlying form
p
p- popoč’
p
k-tak- kuy
p
s-was- sisin

Surface form
ph opoč’
ktakh uy
swash isin

Gloss
‘your paternal grandfather’
‘I take hold of it’
‘(the terrain) is rugged’

The phoneme x, which uniquely among obstruents does not have an aspirated counterpart,
simplifies potential geminates to singletons. e.g. /RED-xuxaw’/ → [xuxuxaw’] ‘coyotes’ instead
of *xuxxuxaw’ or *xuxh uxaw’.
4.2.2.4.c Velar-uvular conflation: a /kq/ sequence surfaces as [qh ]:
(67)

Velar-uvular conflation:
Underlying form
p
k- qoP
p
k-qili- weP

Surface form
qh oP
qh iliweP

Gloss
‘my dog, pet’
‘I am sleepy’

This may actually be a simple place-assimilation rule that precedes rule 4.2.2.4.b. Note that all
attested instances of this rule involve the first person prefix k-. However, I assume that this is a
general phonological rule for these segments.
All of these rules seem to precede reduplication, as shown by the following data:17
17

Applegate (1972) notes that the interaction of reduplication and aspiration is much less regular than that of
reduplication and glottalization. Reduplicative processes involving aspiration include many apparent lexical exceptions, and many words with more than one attested form. In general, glottalization is a much more significant
and pervasive phenomenon in Samala, while aspiration is much rarer and more limited. I abstract away from this
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(68)

Laryngeal conflation precedes reduplication:
Underlying form
p
s- Pamïn
p
p-Paya- kuy
p
ma-s-iy- Pap
p
ma-k- hik-iwaš

(69)

(70)

Reduplicated form
s’ams’amïn
p’ayp’ayakuy’
masiy’apyap’
makh ikh ik’iwaš

Gloss
‘s/he is naked’
‘your baskets’
‘their houses’
‘the things that used to be mine’18

Doublet aspiration precedes reduplication:
Underlying form
p
k- kuti-in
p
s- šoyin
p
ha-s- šay’

Reduplicated form
kh utkh utiyin
šh oyšh oyin
ašh ayšh ay’

Underlying form
p
k- qilik

Reduplicated form
qh ilqh ilik

Gloss
‘I see you’
‘it is very dark, black’
‘her/his daughters’

Velar-uvular conflation precedes reduplication:
Gloss
‘I am taking care of (something)’

Note that reduplication counterfeeds at least rule 4.2.2.4.a, as would be expected on an analysis
where the conflation rules precede reduplication.
(71)

Reduplication counterfeeds laryngeal cluster conflation:
Underlying form
p
Ponoq
p
Pemet
p
huču

Reduplicated form
PonPonoq’
PemPemet’
hučhučuP

Gloss
‘turkey vultures’
‘ground squirrels’
‘dogs’

In (69) we see data involving the well-known Chumashan sibilant harmony (Poser, 1982, 1993,
2004; Lieber, 1987; Harrison, 2000; Kula, 2006; McCarthy, 2007). Sibilant harmony appears to
precede conflation, and thus transitively to precede reduplication. Reduplication feeds deglottalization of post-obstruent sonorants, as shown in (68), and thus must precede that rule.

difference and treat aspiration and glottalization as if they were equally well-behaved.
18
Forms like this appear to violate the generalization (very important later on) that reduplication always creates
a heavy syllable. However, there is reason to think that these forms should actually be analyzed as phonological
geminates. Applegate (1972) notes a good deal of variability around aspiration in our attested examples. He writes
that between reduplication and a rule of aspiration there is “essentially an anomaly in the rule ordering,” and that
“further evidence of this anomalous ordering is that geminate clusters created through reduplication may undergo
aspiration, transcribed by Harrington in such environments as both pre- and post-aspirated.” This variability
is found only with reduplication. This can be explained and made consistent with other generalizations about
reduplication if we take these forms to be phonological geminates. Thus, the form transcribed as makh ikh ik’iwaš
should be regarded phonologically as makh ikkh ik’iwaš. Aspiration can then be regarded as a phonetic reflex of
these true geminates, rather than a phonological property. This offers a better explanation for the variability of
aspiration in attested reduplication forms.
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Pre-consonantal l-deletion
There are two processes whereby l deletes in a certain consonantal context. At the stem
level, l deletes obligatorily before an alveolar consonant, and optionally before a palatal consonant or a non-alveolar sonorant:
(72)

Stem-level l-deletion:
Underlying form
p
tal- sïq
p
xal- nowon
p
qil- č’om’in

Surface form
tasïq
xanowon
qič’om’in ˜ qilč’om’in

Gloss
‘to grasp firmly, tightly’
‘to fly’
‘to soften by soaking’ (intrans.)

At the word level, l deletes before any consonant:
(73)

Word-level l-deletion:
Underlying form
p
nan’
Pal-matip
ma-l- kitwon
p
p-iš-al- nan’

Surface form

Pamatinan’
makitwon
pišanan’

Gloss
‘coyote’ (literally ‘the slinker’)
‘what comes out; one who comes out’
‘don’t you two go’

But when reduplication creates an lC sequence, l-deletion fails to apply:
(74)

l-deletion underapplies with reduplication:
Underlying form
p
s- tal’ik
p
c’aluqay
p
s-pil- kowon

Reduplicated form
štaltal’ik’
c’alc’aluqay’
spilpilkowon

Gloss
‘his wives’
‘cradles’
‘it is spilling’

Pre-consonantal delaryngealization
Aspirated and glottalized consonants delaryngealize when they surface before another consonant:
(75)

Laryngeal segments delaryngealize preconsonantally:
Underlying form
p
sïp’- muP
p
s-xuti-nan’- pi
p
p- tišik’-waš

Surface form
sïpmuP
sxutinanpi
ptišikwaš

Gloss
‘load, burden’
‘it is bothersome, harmful’
‘you recognized him’

Since word-final laryngealization surfaces faithfully, we can take this to be a cluster effect rather
than a coda effect. In any event, this process is fed by reduplication:
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(76)

Reduplication feeds pre-consonantal delaryngealization:
Underlying form
p
ha-s- šay’
p
s- k’om’in
q
Poqh oš’

Reduplicated form
ašh ayšh ay’
sk’omk’om’in

Gloss
‘her/his daughters’
‘(the wind) is dying down’

PoqPoqh oš’

‘sea otters’

Post-obstruent sonorant delaryngealization
Glottalized sonorants delaryngealize when they surface after an obstruent:
(77)

Glottal sonorants delaryngealize after obstruents:
Underlying form
p
s-iy-itax- m’ay
p
s-aqta-ax- l’eqen

Surface form
siyitaxmay
seqtexleqen

Gloss
‘they are astonished’
‘(an arrow) passes clear through it’

This process is also fed by reduplication:
(78)

Reduplication feeds post-obstruent sonorant delaryngealization:
Underlying form
p
ma-s-iy- Pap
p
k-Pal- Pip

Surface form
masiy’apyap’
k’al’iplip

Gloss
‘their houses’
‘I think; I say’

Summary of interactions
The relations between interacting processes are shown in figure (79).
(79)

Precedence relations involving reduplication (earliest at top):
SH
LCC

DA

VUC

L-deletion

Reduplication
PCD
POSD
Key:
SH: Sibilant Harmony
LCC: Laryngeal Cluster Conflation
DA: Doublet Aspiration
VUC: Velar-Uvular Conflation
PCD: Pre-Consonantal Delaryngealization
POSD: Post-Obstruent Sonorant Delaryngealization
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4.2.3 A Minimal Reduplication analysis
The crucial generalization about CVC reduplication in Samala is that the reduplicant is always a heavy syllable. Facts such as the “backcopying” that occurs with vowel-initial roots and
less exotic facts such as the opaque interactions of reduplication reveal a widespread conspiracy
to create heavy-syllable reduplication. The analysis that best accounts for this generalization is
one in which CVC reduplication corresponds to a segmentally underspecified morpheme. More
specifically, the morpheme is a prefix with an underlying form like /σµµ /.
In this section I build an MR analysis of Samala reduplication in separate pieces, tackling
each of the significant generalization about the data introduced above. Although these pieces
are separable, I show that they are consistent with one another and when put together they
yield an analysis of CVC reduplication that is both comprehensive and explanatory.
As an initial assumption, I adopt the framework of Stratal OT (Bermúdez-Otero, forthcoming; Kiparsky, 2007; Stonham, 2007; Gribanova, 2007) for a general means to account for the
many morphophonological differences observed by Applegate (1972) between Close and Remote affixes. This entails that there are multiple levels involved in the construction of a word,
which occur sequentially. Two levels occur within the construction of a word, the stem level and
word level. At each of these levels, appropriate affixes may be added en bloc to a root, and the
phonology pertaining to that level (a parallel-candidate simultaneous OT evaluation) occurs;
the phonology of each level (i.e. the particular constraint ranking that holds) is independent of
the phonology of other levels. At least one postlexical phonological level also occurs, at which
level multiple words are evaluated simultaneously.
Within this stratal framework, each affix must belong to the stem level or the word level. I
take the reduplicative affix to belong to the word level. This is principally a matter of convenience (though see Inkelas and Zoll (2005) for some arguments in favor of reduplication being
composed late in the derivation in terms of the semantics), but since every morpheme must
be stipulated as belonging to one level or the other, it is not a costly assumption. Because the
constituent that is reduplicated (the “base”) can be defined both in morphological and phonological terms (it is typically left edge of the stem, as well as the root plus stem-level prefixes), it
is not self-evident whether those constituents are copied because they are targeted or because
the reduplicative affix is added at such a time that it is copying that constituent locally.
Following Inkelas and Zoll (2005), I analyze the fact that the stem is targeted in reduplication
as due to the prominence of that target (relative to non-stem material). As discussed in chapter 1, there is a general tendency towards the reduplication of prominent material rather than
less prominent material. To account formally for this fact, I assume that the reduplicative affix
is not phonologically linearized by the morphophonology. Its surface position (and the surface position of reduplication) is determined by constraints from the R EDUPLICATE class. These
constraints are satisfied by the existence of a correspondence relationship between two strings.
Developing the original idea for these constraints from Zuraw (2003), I take there to be separate constraints of this type for prominent positions or structures – e.g. R EDUPLICATE(PStem),
R EDUPLICATE(σ), etc.
The underlying form of the affix is σµµ , i.e., a heavy syllable with no segmental content.19
19

Note that other underlying forms than a heavy syllable are possible; for example, two unattached moras could
yield the same result. The essential part is the presence of at least two distinct moras in the input. There are other
issues implicated by the presence of syllables in underlying forms, but I ignore those here, and take the underlying
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Following Cole (1994); Downing (1998b); Inkelas and Zoll (2005), I assume that the Prosodic
Stem (PStem) is a morphophonological constituent that can be seen and changed by the phonological component of the grammar. Typically the output of the stem-level phonology is both the
morphological and prosodic stem, which are coterminous but may be separately manipulable;
as we will see below, the availability of the boundaries of the PStem for manipulation is a crucial
part of this analysis. In tableaux below, PStem boundaries are indicated with curly brackets, as
in {stem}. In word-level tableaux, the input will include a PStem surrounding the material that
has undergone stem-level phonology.
4.2.3.1 Core data: CVC reduplication
Our first generalization is that the plural/distributive reduplicant always takes the form of
a heavy syllable. This is due to pressure to realize faithfully the underlying form of the reduplicative affix: a heavy syllable with no segmental content. In order to realize this form, it is
necessary to provide extra segments and associate them with that empty syllable. Although this
morpheme differs from most others in that it lacks its own underlying segmental material, it is
otherwise quite ordinary. We can assume that its location when the phonological calculation
begins is determined by the morphosyntax, just like the other affixes of Samala; this will be obscured however by the fact that it is driven to copy from a particular prominent constituent,
namely the PStem.
Selection of the correct candidate against some likely contenders is shown in the following
tableau.20

form of this morpheme to be /σµµ / as a simplifying assumption.
20
The original definition of certain faithfulness constraints such as C ONTIGUITY are ambiguous as to how the
constraint should apply when an input structure has multiple correspondents in the output. Existential faithfulness (Struijke, 2000) corrects this problem by proposing faithfulness constraints that are satisfied existentially, i.e.
if any output correspondent occurs in a context that would satisfy the constraint, then the constraint is satisfied. I
adopt existential faithfulness constraints here when it is necessary to resolve an otherwise ambiguous constraint.
Note that it is possible to approach these data from a framework that rejects existential faithfulness, in which case
different constraint rankings and arguments will be needed; however, it is necessary in any event to redefine and
remove ambiguity from constraints like simple C ONTIGUITY à la McCarthy and Prince (1995) just for reasons of
computability. The contiguity constraints used below are defined as follows:
(i)

∃-I-C ONTIGUITY: “For any string xy in the input, assign a violation unless there is a string αβ in the output
such that x Rα and y Rβ.

(ii)

∃-O-C ONTIGUITY: “For any string αβ in the output, assign a violation unless there is a string xy in the input
such that x Rα and y Rβ.

Note also that the PStems in these candidates are all left-aligned to syllable edges; as shown in the discussion below
of V-initial stem reduplication, this is due to the force of a constraint from the A LIGN family.
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(80)

/s-σµµ -kitwon/ → [skitkitwon] ‘it is coming out’21
σµµ , s-{kitwon}

M AX -µ D EP

WXP

∃-I-C ONTIG

***

☞ a. skit{kitwon}
b. skit{skitwon}

****!

c. ski{kitwon}

*!

d. {skitwon}

*!*

e. s@P{kitwon}
f. ski{kitwon}

I NTEGRITY

**

*!*
*!

g. sit{kitwon}

**
*!

**

In the implementation of our analysis, the first important issue is the high rank of M AX-µ.
Specifically, this constraint must outrank C ONTIGUITY (since reduplication creates discontiguous strings) and I NTEGRITY (which is routinely violated in reduplication cases). As well, D EP
must outrank I NTEGRITY – our basic ranking to yield reduplication rather than epenthesis. Candidates that violate M AX-µ are shown to lose (b and c) as is the epenthetic competitor (e).
Another candidate to consider is one in which copying is minimized by associating the underlying empty mora with a stem-edge consonant that must be copied in any case (to better
satisfy stem contiguity) – f in the tableau above. However, such a candidate associates a mora
with a syllable onset, and runs afoul of high-ranking W EIGHT B Y P OSITION .
Candidate g attempts to minimize I NTEGRITY violations while satisfying M AX-µ, by neglecting to copy the stem onset. But this is a losing strategy because it creates an extra discontiguous
string (si is present in the output but does not occur in the input). C ONTIGUITY must therefore
outrank I NTEGRITY.22
4.2.3.2 “Backcopying”
Reduplication of vowel-initial stems exhibits behavior that has been analyzed as backcopying. In these words, the final consonant of an inflectional prefix preceding the reduplicating
morpheme is copied along with the first two segments of the stem.
The special behavior of these words is due to the need to realize the moras associated with
the reduplicating morpheme. Complete satisfaction of I NTEGRITY can only be achieved by leaving one mora unassociated (violating M AX-µ) or by copying consonants from further inland in
the stem, creating extra violations of C ONTIG.

21

In this tableau, underlined segments are those to which the underlying moras affiliated with the reduplicating
morpheme are associated.
22
A crucial assumption here is that the reduplicative morpheme in the input is effectively invisible when computing C ONTIGUITY violations. This is quite natural if we are considering contiguity on the segmental or root tier,
which should be the default interpretation of this constraint.
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(81)

/σµµ , s-{ikmen}/ → [siksikmen] ‘(the surf) comes in’
A LIGN-L
(Pstem-σ)

∃-OC ONTIG

I NTEG

*

***

b. sis{kikmen}

**!*

***

c. skik{sikmen}

**!*

***

*

***

σµµ , s-{ikmen}

∃-IC ONTIG

☞ a. sik{sikmen}

d. siks{ikmen}

*!

I follow Inkelas and Zoll (2005) in claiming that the grammar compels the left edge of the PStem
to coincide with a syllable edge; this is enforced here through ALIGNMENT. Given that claim,
these constraints compel contiguous heavy-syllable reduplication. There is no need to propose
backcopying or other accounts that are typologically problematic. The “extra” copying (of prefix
s-, which would not copy with a C-initial stem) is not only accounted for but explained as part
of the general need to faithfully realize the reduplicative morpheme.
There is one loose end that remains. Although this constraint ranking will successfully compel copying of a contiguous string of the correct size, it will not necessarily suffice to determine
which string is copied – specially since reduplication is relatively mobile, as we have seen. A
comparable contender copying another string from inside the word would fare similarly well,
as shown in example (82):
(82)

/σµµ , s-{ikmen}/ → [siksikmen] ‘(the surf) comes in’
σµµ , s-{ikmen}

M AX -µ

D EP

∃-O-C ONTIGUITY

I NTEGRITY

☞ a. sik{sikmen}

*

***

☞ b. sik{mikmen}

*

***

Both of these candidates violate ∃-O-C ONTIGUITY once (by the sequences ks and km respectively) and I NTEGRITY three times. Another constraint or set of constraints must be considered
to decide between these candidates. One such set of constraints are those from the R EDUPLI CATE family – specifically R EDUPLICATE (σ) and the generic R EDUPLICATE constraint. Those are
defined here as follows (cf. Zuraw (2003)):
(83)

R EDUPLICATE(σ): “For some syllable in the output there is a distinct syllable in the output that stands in correspondence with it.”

(84)

R EDUPLICATE: “For some phonological structure in the output there is a distinct phonological structure in the output that stands in correspondence with it.”

R EDUPLICATE(σ) must dominate R EDUPLICATE.23 This yields the correct result as shown below:
23

See Saba Kirchner (2007b) for another approach to a similar question of which constituent to target in
Kwak’wala.
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(85)

/σµµ , s-{ikmen}/ → [siksikmen] ‘(the surf) comes in’
σµµ , s-{ikmen}

∃-O-C ONTIG

I NTEG

*

***

*

***

☞ a. sik{sikmen}
b. sik{mikmen}

R EDUP(σ)

R EDUP

*!

4.2.3.3 Mobility of reduplication
As we have seen, there is a class of prefixes that do not allow reduplication to target them,
even though their morphophonological position suggests that they should be appropriate targets. It is clear that these morphemes are exceptions as far as reduplication is concerned, rather
than simply being added outside reduplication, because they can reduplicate when they are
preceded by another prefix that does allow reduplication.
Conceptually, I account for this reduplication anomaly by claiming that these morphemes
are special stem-level morphemes that are not incorporated into the PStem, although they undergo all other stem-level phonology normally (an idea borrowed from Inkelas and Zoll (2005)).
(Note that this level of stipulation is impossible to avoid, given the reality of a dozen dissimilar prefixes that resist reduplication but otherwise appear quite normal.) I leave the formal
means of creating these structures (which involves stem-level phonology and lexical diacritics)
unstated.
Tableau (86) illustrates this analysis, with prefix ni- belonging to the non-reduplicating class:
(86)

/σµµ , k-ni-{č’eq}/ → [knič’eqč’eq] ‘I’m tearing it up’24
σµµ , k-ni-{č’eq}

☞ a. kni{č’eqč’eq}
b. {kč’eq}ni{č’eq}
c. {kničnič’eq}

∃-I-C ONTIGUITY

I NTEGRITY

*

***

**!

***

*

***

D EP S TEM

*!**

If PStem-internal material is copied non-locally, unnecessary violations of C ONTIGUITY are incurred. A candidate that extends the PStem leftward to incorporate the non-reduplicating niprefix gets in trouble for violations of D EP S TEM , which we define as follows:25
(87)

D EP S TEM : “Assign a violation for each segment that belongs to a PStem in the output
unless it corresponds to an input segment that also belongs to a PStem.”

As seen in (86), this constraint succeeds at penalizing PStem expansion and prevents rampant
incorporation of the entire word into the PStem.
24

I NTEGRITY(Stem) here stands in for the two positional faithfulness constraints of the I NTEGRITY family that
were called on in (85).
25
Although it would be possible to rule out this candidate through the use of R EDUPLICATE(σ), that is not always
the case.
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4.2.3.4 Non-standard root shapes
CV roots
The CVC reduplicative morpheme is associated with epenthesis instead of reduplication in
only one context: with sub-CVC roots. Notably, in nominal forms, the reduplicative morpheme
is realized through reduplication (or epenthesis) and through a suffixed glottal stop. This extra
glottal stop should create a CVC string that could be reduplicated. But the final consonant is
not copied, and reduplication is augmented with an epenthetic h instead of copying the final
glottal stop.
It is notable that this behavior occurs only with nominal forms, and nominal reduplicative
forms are distinguished from their verbal counterparts by the presence of a final glottal stop.
Note that if this glottal stop were not present, epenthesis would be very easy to explain. Reduplication requires the presence of some coda consonant to realize the second coda of the
reduplicative affix. No underlying coda would be present; copying the initial segment would
lead to conflation and the second mora would remain unexpressed. Epenthesis, then, must be
chosen as a last resort.
We can get exactly this effect if we take the final glottal stop as a separate enclitic that is
only joined with the word at the postlexical level. This separation is plausible given that the
presence of the glottal stop corresponds to a syntactic category difference. Its co-occurrence
with reduplication may be the kind of redundancy that often occurs in marking and agreement
systems. The correct result comes out on these assumptions, as shown in the following tableaux
(the motivation for h as the epenthetic segment is not given):
(88)

Word level: /σµµ , {ku}/ → kuhku
σµµ , {ku}

OCP M AX -µ D EP

☞ a. kuh{ku}

*

b. ku{ku}
c. kuk{ku}
(89)

∃-I-C ONTIGUITY

I NTEGRITY
**

*!

**

*!

**

Postlexical: /kuh{ku}, P/ → [kuhkuP] ‘people’
kuh{ku}, P

M AX -IO

☞ a. kuh{ku}P
b. kuh{ku}h

*!

c. kuP{ku}P

*!

d. kuh{ku}P

*!

CCVC roots
Root-initial clusters simplify under reduplication. Notably, it is the “reduplicant” in which
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the complete cluster reaches the surface, and the “base” which simplifies. Given our MR analysis, this pattern is not at all surprising. We copy a heavy syllable to realize the reduplicative
morpheme. As long as every input segment has at least one output correspondent (to satisfy
M AX-seg), we will minimize copying in order to avoid unnecessary I NTEGRITY violations. Finally, we will simplify clusters in a way that minimizes our violations of C ONTIGUITY – that is,
by simplifying at exactly those points where a C ONTIGUITY violation is already required. The
following tableau shows the selection of the attested candidate.26
(90)

/σµµ , {xšap}-P/ → [xšapšap’] ‘rattlesnakes’
σµµ , {xšap}-P

M AX -µ ∃-I-C ONTIG

∃-O-C ONTIG

I NTEGRITY

*

***

*

****!

**

**

☞ a. {xšap.šap’}
b. {xšap.xšap’}
c. {xap.šap’}

*!

d. {xša.xšap’}

*!

*

***

e. {xša.šap’}

*!

*

**

*!

***

f. {xšap.xap’}

This takes care of the major substantively different candidates. However we are left with another
candidate to consider in which a complex “base” and a simplified “reduplicant” surface rather
than the reverse. That candidate and the optimal candidate appear to fare equally well:
(91)

/σµµ , {xšap}-P/ → [xšapšap’] ‘rattlesnakes’
σµµ -{xšap}-P

M AX -µ ∃-I-C ONTIGUITY

I NTEGRITY

*C OMPLEX

☞ a. {xšap.šap’}

*

***

*

☞ b. šap.{xšap’}

*

***

*

Because both candidates receive identical evaluations from these constraints, we can decide
between them with the addition of any constraint that differentiates between them. One such
constraint is A NCHOR-L(Word), which requires the underlying left edge of the word to surface
at the left edge in the output. This leads to the selection of the attested candidate, as shown
below:

26

To simplify representations, I include the final glottal stop in these tableaux in order for the output of the
word-level phonology to match the attested surface form. But note that this is actually combined postlexically, as
discussed above.
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(92)

/σµµ -{xšap}-P/ → [xšapšap’] ‘rattlesnakes’
σµµ -{xšap}-P

A NCHOR-L( W ORD )

C ONTIG

I NTEG

*C OMPLEX

*

***

*

*

***

*

☞ a. {xšap.šap’}
b. šap.{xšap’}

*!

4.2.3.5 Interaction with other phonology
Conflationary phonology
All the conflationary phonology (glottalization of CP and aspiration of Ch, Cα Cα and kq)
feeds reduplication. Here I give an analysis for glottalization, which extends to all the aspiration
patterns as well.
CP sequences surface as C’, motivating the rankings shown in the following tableau:
(93)

/k-iy-is-{Peneq}/ → [kiyis’eneq] ‘our sister’
k-iy-is-{Peneq}

*CP C ONTIG

M AX-seg U NIFORMITY

☞ a. kiyi{s’eneq}

*

b. kiyi{seneq}
c. kiyis{Peneq}

*!

*

*!

In reduplicative contexts, conflation appears to feed reduplication – that is, an underlying C P V
sequence reduplicates as C’VC’V. Lexical phonology often accounts for such opaque interactions because one process occurs before the context for the other process is created. But this is
not the case in Samala reduplication, where the pre-glottal stop consonant may belong to the
word level, together with reduplication, while the glottal stop itself may have been introduced
at the stem level.
In an OT analysis, this interaction is not due to temporal ordering of rules. Conflation itself
remains a strategy for marked structures due to the rankings given above, while reduplication is
a process taking place simultaneously; the apparent feeding relationship must emerge from the
interaction of them. This is in fact relatively simple to describe in terms of parallel evaluation
of candidates and the known properties of each process.
Take a C1 P VC2 sequence. By the ranking given above, C1 and P must coalesce into a segment
C’, corresponding to both of them. Copying that combined segment, rather than just one or the
other (or both) of the underlying consonants that coalesced into it, is the best way to satisfy the
various faithfulness constraints in play. The tableau below illustrates.
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(94)

/σµµ , p-{Payakuy}-P/ → [p’ayp’ayakuy’] ‘your baskets’
∃-IC ONTIG

∃-OC ONTIG

U NIF

☞ a. p’ayp’ayakuy’

*

*

**

b. p’aypayakuy’

*

**!

**

*

*

*

σµµ , p-{Payakuy}-P

M AX-µ *CP

c. p’ayPayakuy’

*!

d. p’ay’ayakuy’

*!

*

e. pay’ayakuy’

*!

*

*

**

*

*

*

g. payp’ayakuy’

*

**!

**

h. paypayakuy’

*

**!

*

f. payPayakuy’

*!

**

Every candidate that consistently conflates p P incurs a violation of ∃-I-C ONTIGUITY, because
that input sequence is never found in the output. (Candidates that do not conflate them are
ruled out by higher-ranking *CP.) However, conflation is helpful from the perspective of ∃-OC ONTIGUITY, because it increases the number of input relationships corresponding to a given
output relationship and therefore increases the chances that that constraint will be satisfied.
This constraint thus rules out candidates that choose one consonant or the other rather than
conflating them. Candidates that try to minimize I NTEGRITY violations (not shown) by conflating fewer times incur extra violations of C ONTIGUITY (such as b, g and h).
To extend this analysis to other conflationary phonology, we only need to add alongside *CP
constraints such as *Ch, *G EMINATE, etc.
However, this is not the end of the story concerning reduplication and conflationary phonology. While conflation feeds reduplication, reduplication counterfeeds conflation, that is, when
reduplication creates a potentially conflationary sequence, conflation does not occur. Although
counterfeeding is often a very difficult problem in OT (Blumenfeld, 2003; Anttila, 2006; Wolf,
2008), in this case it follows straightforwardly from the analysis that we have developed. Conflation is motivated in general, but it must give way when the alternative is to violate M AX-µ:
(95)

/σµµ , Pemet-P/ → [PemPemet’] ‘ground squirrels’
σµµ , Pemet-P

M AX-µ *CP ∃-I-C ONTIG

☞ a. PemPemet’
b. Pem’emet’

*

U NIF

*

*!

*

I NTEG
(Stem)
***

*

**

The only other alternative that stands a chance is pulling a segment from elsewhere in the word,
in order to create an affix-realizing coda without the offending CP sequence. Because this strategy is not adopted, we need to rule it out. The constraint L INEARITY will do just this, penalizing
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reduplication that is not minimally local. The selection of the correct output and the role of
L INEARITY are shown in the following tableau.
(96)

/σµµ , Pemet-P/ → [PemPemet’] ‘ground squirrels’
σµµ , Pemet-P

☞ a. PemPemet’

L IN

*CP

***

*

∃-I-

C ONTIG

∃-OC ONTIG

I NTEG

*

***

b. Pem’emet’

*

**

c. Pemtemet’

****!*

**

***

d. Pemt’emet’

****!**

*

****

Deletion
Word-level deletion of l before any consonant motivates the domination of a markedness
constraint (call it *LC) over M AX-seg and ∃-O-C ONTIGUITY :
(97)

/Pal-mati-nan’/ → [Pamatinan’] ‘coyote’ (literally ‘the slinker’)

Pal-mati-nan’ *LC ∃-O-C ONTIGUITY M AX-seg
☞ a. Pamatinan’
b. Palmatinan’

*

*

*!

This deletion process counterfeeds reduplication. Given the high ranking of *LC, we might expect to see discontiguous reduplication, borrowing a non-lateral consonant from elsewhere in
the word to form the reduplicative coda. To avoid this, we call once again of L INEARITY . If
L INEARITY dominates *LC we get the right outcome, as shown in Tableau (98):27
(98)

/σµµ , caluqay-P/ → [calcaluqay’] ‘cradles’
σµµ , caluqay-P

☞ a. calcaluqay’
b. caqcaq’

*!**

c. caqcaluqay’
d. cacaluqay’

*LC

∃-OC ONTIG

***

*

*

***

**

***

***!**

**

**

*

*

*

M AX-µ L INEARITY

*!

27

M AX-seg

****

*

Notice that candidate b (the pathological candidate) is not only not chosen here but is also harmonically
bounded by the optimal candidate (as well as by candidate d). Whereas a simple BRCT analysis predicts the possibility of templatic backcopying in cases like this (as pointed out by Spaelti (1999)), the MR analysis predicts their
impossibility.
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Feature reduction
Two feature reduction effects occur in Samala: delaryngealization of a consonant preceding
another consonant, and delaryngealization of a sonorant following an obstruent. We can use a
constraint M AX L ARYNGEAL, defined as follows:
(99)

M AX L ARYNGEAL : “A laryngeal feature ([+constricted glottis] or [+spread glottis]) present
in the input has a correspondent in the output.”

This constraint must be ranked below the relevant Markedness constraints, as shown in the
following tableaux:
(100)

/s-xuti-nan’-pi/ → [sxutinanpi] ‘it is bothersome, harmful’
s-xuti-nan’-pi

*C’C M AX(Laryngeal)

☞ a. sxutinanpi
b. sxutinan’pi
(101)

*
*!

/s-iy-itax-m’ay/ → [siyitaxmay] ‘they are astonished’
s-iy-itax-m’ay

*CR’ M AX(Laryngeal)

☞ a. siyitaxmay
b. siyitaxm’ay

*
*!

In reduplicative cases, both effects exhibit normal application. Without considering any more
constraints, this is already the outcome that we would predict. Normal application will afford
reduplicative forms an opportunity to obey relevant markedness constraints while preserving
the laryngeal features in question somewhere in the word. That this returns the attested candidates is shown in the following tableaux:
(102)

/σµµ , s-k’om’in/ → [sk’omk’om’in] ‘(the wind) is dying down’
σµµ , s-k’om’in

*C’C M AX(Laryngeal)

☞ a. sk’omk’om’in
b. sk’om’k’om’in
c. sk’omk’omin

*!
*!
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(103)

/σµµ , k-Pal-Pip/ → [k’al’iplip] “I think; I say”
σµµ , k-Pal-Pip

*CR’ M AX(Laryngeal)

☞ a. k’al’iplip
b. k’al’ipl’ip

*!

c. k’aliplip

*!

4.2.4 Alternative analyses
Several authors have examined some of the Samala facts considered in this section from the
perspective of a number of different theories of reduplication. I consider several of these in
turn, and compare each analysis with an analysis in MR.
4.2.4.1 BRCT – McCarthy and Prince (1995)
For McCarthy and Prince (1995), reduplication in Samala occurs due to the presence of a
RED morpheme. The size of this morpheme is controlled largely by the constraint R=σµµ , implementing the observation of Applegate (1972) that reduplication always has the form of a
heavy syllable. This constraint compels heavy-syllable reduplication in ordinary CVC cases. It
also accounts ingeniously for the cases where a personal prefix is copied with a V-initial stem:
because the reduplicant must be a heavy syllable, and because this syllable must be identical
to the base, an unmatched onset in the reduplicant can backcopy into the base. This also accounts for cases where normal phonology fails to apply, such as l deletion before consonants
and conflation feeding reduplication.
However, as Spaelti (1999) shows meticulously, this analysis is fatally flawed. What the analysis of McCarthy and Prince (1995) predicts in cases where the reduplicant and base form an
especially marked consonant cluster (such as lC ) is not blocking of the normal repair strategy,
but rather a repair through truncatory backcopying. Thus the plural form of caluqay ‘cradle’ is
predicted to be not the attested c’alqc’aluqay but rather c’aqc’aq :
(104)

Incorrect prediction for plural of caluqay (Spaelti, 1999, 77):
RED-c’aluqay

a. c’al-c’aluqay

R=σµµ

M AX-BR *l [cor] Max -LS
****!

b. c’al-c’al

*!

☞ c. c’aq-c’aq

****
****

As Spaelti (1999) notes, this prediction is not an accident nor is it something that can be easily solved by the addition of more constraints. There is a basic contradiction in the rankings
required for Samala in the framework of McCarthy and Prince (1995), summarized as follows:
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(105)

M AX-LS ≫ ‘size restrictor’ ≫ M AX-BR: partial reduplication ranking
M AX-BR ≫ ‘phonotactics’ ≫ M AX-LS: over/underapplication ranking

The contradiction between these rankings predicts that overapplication and underapplication
with reduplication should occur only in cases of total reduplication. This is not the case, so we
can conclude that the theory is flawed in its general predictions. In addition, it remains without
a solution for the facts of Samala.
Some further problems encountered by this analysis may be discussed. CV nominal reduplication, which surfaces as CVh-CVP, presents a problem for a BRCT analysis. Recall that I
analyzed these as cases where epenthesis occurs at the word level (because no other consonant
is available to supply the all-important coda), with P joining the word postlexically. A BRCT
analysis may choose whether to accept this multilevel analysis or reject it. In either case, the
problem is why the reduplicant does not copy its coda into the base the same way it does with
its onset in siksikuk.
4.2.4.2 MDT – Inkelas and Zoll (2005)
Like McCarthy and Prince (1995), Inkelas and Zoll (2005) is particularly interested in accounting for why V-initial stems behave differently than C-initial stems (V-initial stems reduplicate a preceding inflectional C, while C-initial stems do not). Since backcopying is impossible
in MDT, Inkelas and Zoll (2005) set out to disprove McCarthy and Prince (1995)’s analysis. They
first distinguish their analysis from that of McCarthy and Prince (1995) by noting a peculiarity
about the target or location of reduplication. Recall that there are around a dozen Inner prefixes
that exceptionally do not allow reduplication. When these prefixes are present, reduplication
targets the following prefix or root, as in the examples below:
(106)

Some Inner prefixes exceptionally reject reduplication:
Underlying representation
k-RED-ni-č’eq
s-RED-am-ti-lok’in
RED-naqulu-kuti

Surface form
knič’eqč’eq
smtiloklok’in
naqulukutkuti

Gloss
‘I’m tearing it up’
‘they cut it off’
‘to aim’

It is not the case that these prefixes occur outside of the location where reduplication happens.
This is proved by the fact that non-reduplicating prefixes can occur inside reduplicating prefixes, as in /wi-su-ni-apay/ → [wisunapay] ‘(sea) to cast ashore,’ where non-reduplicating nioccurs inside reduplicating su-. In fact, in cases where a non-reduplicating prefix occurs inside
a reduplicating prefix, both prefixes allow reduplication freely, as in /k-xul-ni-jïw/ → [kxunxunijïw] ‘I am looking all over for it’ (non-reduplicating ni- here undergoes reduplication).
The mobility of the reduplicant is not discussed in McCarthy and Prince (1995). Inkelas and
Zoll (2005) use these facts to argue that the reduplicant is not a prefix with a stable location.
Rather, it is an infix that aligns with the left edge of a PStem. The difference between the two
classes of Inner prefixes is due to a (presumably lexical) distinction between PStem-external
and PStem-internal prefixes.28
28

Inkelas and Zoll (2005) suggest that the Inner/Outer distinction corresponds to a difference between stem level
and word level phonology in Samala. However, this overlooks the fact that the Inner/Outer division is purely mor-
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Inkelas and Zoll (2005) propose that the reduplicating prefixes are PStem-internal, and the
prefixes that do not reduplicate are PStem-external. Since the reduplicant infixes to align with
the PStem, this motivates the failure of PStem-external prefixes to reduplicate. Reduplication
in Samala targets a PStem preferentially. A V-initial PStem incorporates a preceding C. On this
MDT analysis – which is compatible with OT but not necessarily realized in those terms – reduplication proceeds as follows:
(107)

Procedure to derive Samala CVC- reduplication:
1. Morphemes are ordered (with the reduplicating morpheme not among them).
2. Various phonological processes occur (e.g. Laryngeal Cluster Conflation and preconsonantal l deletion).
3. A PStem is built, including the root and any PStem-internal prefixes.
4. If the PStem begins with a vowel, the preceding consonant is conscripted to join the
PStem.
5. Reduplication occurs, as a copy of the entire PStem is infixed to the left of the existing PStem.
6. Due to its own cophonology, the reduplicant truncates to CVC.

Consider a “backcopying” example, /uti-axsïn/ → [utaxtaxsïn] ‘to give a start, be frightened.’ It
is derived as follows:
(108)

/uti-axsïn/ → [utaxtaxsïn] ‘to give a start, be frightened’:
1. uti-axsïn
2. utaxsïn
3. ut{axsïn}
4. u{taxsïn}
5. u{taxsïn}{taxsïn}
6. u{tax}{taxsïn}
Surface representation: [utaxtaxsïn]

This analysis accounts for regular CVC-copying cases and “backcopying” cases. It also accounts
for several opacity effects (such as LCC feeding reduplication, and reduplication counterfeeding preconsonantal l deletion) by the fact that phonology precedes reduplication. Inkelas and
Zoll (2005) also note that a late-reduplication analysis fits with the fact that reduplication seems
to have scope over the whole word, and the observation by Applegate (1972) that reduplication
appears to be a late process. Epenthetic cases (e.g. /RED-kuP/ → [kuhkuP]) are not discussed,
but could perhaps be accounted for if we stipulate a word minimality requirement in the truncatory cophonology. (The analysis Inkelas and Zoll (2005) offer for Mokilese might be extended
to account for these cases.)
Although this accounts for much of the data involving CVC- reduplication, it offers no insight into the behavior of other reduplicative processes in Samala because each process involves its own unique cophonology. For example, the infixing behavior of the reduplicant lacks
phological. Samala phonology is indifferent to this distinction; the phonology does, however, pays great attention
to the difference between “close” and “remote” prefixation (in Applegate (1972)’s terminology), which is not the
same as the distinction between Inner and Outer prefixes. However, the fundamental claims of Inkelas and Zoll
(2005) are not necessarily vitiated by this apparent oversight.
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motivation or connection to the behavior of other morphemes. For example, there is another
productive reduplication process in Samala that clearly involves infixation within the root (probably aligned to stress). Inkelas and Zoll (2005) could analyze this morpheme as also having a
special infixing property; but the connection between two reduplicative processes that both
infix in order to align with prominent material cannot be explained.29
Inkelas and Zoll (2005) account for the interaction of reduplication with other phonology
by making reduplication a late process. This successfully explains a number of opaque interactions. However, reduplication does feed some word-level processes (e.g. sibilant harmony
and pre-coronal laminalization). This can be made to work if these processes all at the stratum where reduplication occurs, but fewer assumptions are required if all behavior involving
reduplication falls out already at the word level.
Neither McCarthy and Prince (1995) nor Inkelas and Zoll (2005) account for the epenthesis
cases. Although both accounts can be jury-rigged to account for these facts, neither one can
connect the facts about epenthesis with the facts about the mobility of the reduplicant. The
MR account does connect these facts to each other, as well as motivating them through general predictions about reduplicative behavior. McCarthy and Prince (1995) does not easily extend to allow other reduplicative processes in Samala. Inkelas and Zoll (2005) can be extended,
but the cost is allowing multiple cophonologies that each exist only in the context of a single
morpheme, and more than one of which may occur within a single word – creating potential
processing issues as well as significant analytic complexity. MR allows multiple reduplication
patterns that fall out from a single phonology; different shapes are due to different lexical specifications.
Inkelas and Zoll (2005) require a cophonology in which truncation occurs, although truncation is not otherwise attested in Samala grammar. More significantly, an extension of the
Inkelas and Zoll (2005) analysis that does account for sub-patterns like the epenthetic cases
and the failure of l -deletion will still not treat these cases as part of a conspiracy to realize the
segmentally-empty affix. (McCarthy and Prince, 1995) did account for that conspiracy, but at
the cost of untenable R=σ constraints. By contrast, MR accounts for the conspiracy without requiring lexical stipulation anywhere outside of the lexicon (where it belongs) and also without
the whole array of Base-Reduplicant faithfulness constraints.
4.2.4.3 Precedence readjustment – Raimy (2000)
Raimy (2000) considers some of these data and presents an analysis of Samala reduplication
in the theory of reduplication as precedence structure loops. In particular, Raimy is concerned
with the problem of l -deletion. Considering the rule of l deletion before alveolar consonants,
Raimy (2000) notes that the rule underapplies in some cases and overapplies in others. As seen
in the examples below (repeating (72) above), pre-alveolar l deletion is obligatory at the stem
level:

29

It should also be noted that Inkelas and Zoll (2005) cast their analysis of the Samala reduplicant as infixing
rather than prefixing as a major distinction between their analysis and that of McCarthy and Prince (1995). But –
while it is true that McCarthy and Prince (1995) does not consider the possibility that RED is an infix rather than a
prefix – there does not seem to be a general reason why BRCT is incompatible with an infixed RED morpheme.
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(109)

Stem-level l-deletion:
Underlying form
p
tal- sïq
p
xal- nowon
p
qil- č’om’in

Surface form
tasïq
xanowon
qič’om’in ˜ qilč’om’in

Gloss
‘to grasp firmly, tightly’
‘to fly’
‘to soften by soaking’
(intrans.)

But when reduplication creates an lC sequence, l-deletion fails to apply:
(110)

l-deletion underapplies with reduplication:
Underlying form
p
s- tal’ik
p
c’aluqay

Reduplicated form
štaltal’ik’
c’alc’aluqay’

Gloss
‘his wives’
‘cradles’

An apparently contradictory case of overapplication is also reported, with /s-RED-pil-tap/ surfacing as spitpitap ‘it is falling in’ (Applegate, 1972). Raimy rests this different behavior on a
structural difference between these cases: where underapplication occurs, the rule’s target (l )
and the alveolar trigger both belong to the same morpheme. In spitpitap, they belong to different morphemes. By treating l -deletion as a derived environment effect, it can be blocked in the
former cases (leading to underapplication) and allowed in the latter case (leading to overapplication).
The underapplication cases are quite straightforward to explain. By assumption, the apparent deletion of l in the normal rule is taken to be coalescence in reality. This allows the structure
to avoid unbridgeable gaps in precedence that would lead to unlinearizability. This rule is taken
to be dependent on the Derived Environment Condition (Kiparsky, 1982). This condition must
be modified somewhat to fit this theory’s view of precedence relations; crucially, the rule must
consider whether precedentially adjacent segments belong to the same morpheme, regardless
of whether the precedence relation itself was introduced as part of the same morpheme or a different morpheme. This leads to an interesting prediction about the different behavior of reduplicative morphemes that do and do not contribute segmental material of their own. Those
that do will be triggers for derived environment effects, while those that do not (as in Samala)
will not trigger those effects. This prediction is not important within the context of Samala itself
(since there are no reduplication patterns with fixed segmentism), but it requires further testing
in other cases as it would represent a significant generalization.
Thus in an underapplication case like c’alc’aluqay, we have the following structure produced by the morphological component:
(111)

# → c’ → a → l → u → q → a → y → %

The environment for the pre-alveolar l coalescence rule is met, as l precedes c’. But because
both segments belong to the same morpheme, the environment is effectively nonderived, and
the rule (as a derived environment effect) does not apply. Linearization will then take place
after the cyclic phonology is complete, and yield the attested surface form c’alc’aluqay.
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Things proceed differently in the case of spipitap. In this word, formed from underlying
/s-RED-pil-tap/, the output of the morphological component is a structure like the following:
(112)

#

→

t

→

a

→

p

p

→

i

→

l

→

%

s
With the Uniformity Parameter presumably set to off for the coalescence rule, l and t merge
and the structure resolves to a simpler one:
(113)

#

→

t

→

a

p

→

i

→

p

→

%

s
Unfortunately for this analysis, underapplication vs. overapplication of l -deletion is not a simple matter of derived vs. non-derived environments. As we saw above, there are two l -deletion
processes in Chumash: stem-level pre-alveolar l -deletion, and word-level pre-consonantal l deletion.30 Because reduplication is a word-level process, it applies after any cross-morpheme
stem-level l -alveolar sequence has already been deleted, and that deletion will therefore appear
to overapply. This fact is responsible for the different behavior of these sequences when they
are created my morpheme combination versus when they are created by reduplication. It is the
cases of non-deletion that need to be explained, and the failure of deletion in them is best explained as an attempt to realize both of the underlying moras associated with the reduplicative
affix. This is part of a larger conspiracy to realize those moras. As we have seen, that conspiracy
motivates not only the failure of these deletion processes but also the avoidance of coalescence,
the copying of CVC rather than simply CV, and so on. This conspiracy cannot be captured in the
framework of reduplication as simple precedence structure readjustment.
It is apparently only an artifact of our limited data that we do not see cases where prealveolar l -deletion fails across morpheme boundaries. This is due in part to to the well-known
pattern of sibilant harmony in Chumash, in which all sibilants are changed regressively to agree
in coronality. Because the most common prefixal alveolar is the s - prefix which indicates third
person, and because most suffix sibilants happen to be [+distributed] rather than [-distributed],
there is a tendency to remove the surface appearance of this rule in many valid cases by turning ls sequences into š. However, these cases still must be accounted for; we can consider examples like šalšalkïyïmič ‘(the waves) are breaking,’ derived from /s-al-kïyïmïn-š/ (Applegate,
1972, 264). Presumably the output of the morphology must be a structure like the following:31
30

The rule given by Raimy (2000) for coalescence of l before a [coronal] segment is incomplete. This rule is
obligatory before alveolar consonants, but optional before palatals.
31
It is not clear to me exactly how reduplication will be defined such that its end relation targets s (as it must),
given that s belongs to a different morpheme from al and that s is not the beginning of the root nor at this point
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(114)

# → k → ï → y → ï → m → ï → n → %
š
a → l
s

Given this representation, the environment for l -deletion is precisely met: an l precedes an s
belonging to another morpheme. It does not uniformly precede that s (it also precedes k ), but
as long as one precedence relation is present this rule should be triggered. Therefore we have
every expectation that l -deletion should apply here, as it does in spitpitap. But it does not. We
can save the day by having sibilant harmony apply before coalescence. This will give the correct
result, as the environment for coalescence will no longer be met in that case. However, there is
no obvious reason why these rules – both cyclic – should be ordered in this way. The necessity
for extrinsic rule ordering makes this analysis suspect.
In addition, the failure of pre-consonantal l -deletion in cases of reduplication still remains
to be accounted for. Along with forms like spitpitap in which deletion occurs, we also find
spilpilkowon ‘it is spilling,’ from underlying /s-pil-kowon/ (Applegate, 1972, 281). Deletion fails
to take place here across this morpheme boundary only because it is a reduplicative structure.
An account based on the idea of reduplication as precedence readjustment can try to explain
this by asserting that for this rule the Uniformity Parameter is turned on. But this will not save
the day: consider the structure that must exist for this form as the output of the morphological
component (essentially identical to the one shown in (112)). l will precede k and p. Both of
these precedence relations are in the correct environment for the deletion rule to apply. Therefore we expect deletion, but it does not occur. Neither can this deletion rule be claimed to be
non-cyclic; if it were then we should see normal application – which would actually apply in
both cases, and lead to apparent overapplication. What happens instead is underapplication.
The theory of reduplication as precedence readjustment therefore fails to account for the patterns of l -deletion and reduplication in Samala.

4.3 Summary
In this chapter I discussed several theories of reduplication that are already on the market,
including several varieties of Base-Reduplicant Correspondence Theory (including the Generalized Template Theory and a neo-templatic variant of BRCT), morpheme realization, Morphological Doubling Theory and a theory of reduplication through readjustment of precedence relationships. I contrasted these theories with Minimal Reduplication, showing strengths and
weaknesses of the existing theories and pointing to the general advantages of MR as an overall
in the derivation of this word is it clear that it will emerge as the first segment of the word. Raimy (2000) does not
offer definition of the reduplicative morpheme itself, leaving this point somewhat unclear. Nevertheless, for the
sake of argument we can grant that the proper reduplicative precedence structure can be constructed.
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theory of reduplication.
In order to compare these theories, I explored in some detail CVC- reduplication in Samala. This pattern involves heavy-syllable reduplication and, notably, requires several deviations from the ordinary phonology of the language in order to always create that heavy syllable. I presented an MR analysis of these data that accounts for the attested pattern and the
subpatterns with a plausible ranking of independently-motivated constraints. I contrasted this
analysis with previous analyses of these data in the BRCT, MDT and precedence readjustments
frameworks. Of these analyses, BRCT best captured the conspiratorial nature of these interactions but ran into other problems and involved more complexity than MR. MDT and precedence readjustment both miss the essentially conspiratorial nature of the whole range of data
for this phenomenon.
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CHAPTER

5

Conclusion

In this chapter I summarize the major claims that I made in this thesis and the consequences
that follow from them, and then conclude with some remaining questions for future research.

5.1 Main claims
In this thesis I introduced and argued for Minimal Reduplication, a new theory and framework for the analysis of reduplication. MR views reduplication as an emergent property in multiple components of the grammar. Concretely, reduplication occurs in the phonology and syntax through independently-motivated forces active in those components. No special reduplication-specific theoretical machinery is needed to analyze these cases. However, because the
phonological and syntactic processes have distinct origins and properties, the patterns characteristic of each type must be described and analyzed.
In the phonological component, the basic tenets of Optimality Theory lead us to expect that
reduplicative candidates must always be considered for any input, since it is clearly within the
power of G EN to construct them. Constraints against reduplication will prevent the profligate
emergence of reduplicative forms, but in the right circumstances these forms may nonetheless
be selected as optimal. This is true in cases where reduplication occurs purely for phonological
reasons, such as to repair an illicit consonant cluster, or where the reduplication is morphological in nature, as when the phonological specification of an affix includes an empty syllable that
must receive a segmental anchor.
Syntactic reduplication is also emergent, but it emerges in quite a different way. Copy and
merger of a morphosyntactic node into another node creates a construction in which two links
in a movement change do not stand in a c-command relationship, nor do they have complete
syntactico-semantic identity (due to the merger). This creates a circumstance which, depending on characteristics of the language, may allow both links in the movement chain to reach the
phonological output with explicit exponents. The effect is reduplication, but a kind of redupli166

cation with different properties from processes that are morphophonological in nature.

5.2 Consequences
Because phonological reduplication (also known as compensatory reduplication) and morphological reduplication are essentially identical, they share important common properties.
This reduplication occurs within the phonological component and may interact opaquely with
other phonological processes. It is minimal, that is, reduplication occurs only to the extent that
it is needed in order to repair or improve a particular structure. Because reduplicative segments
have an IO correspondence relation with the same underlying material, they have a shared relationship that may influence their opaque behavior.
MR claims that “base” and “reduplicant” are not constituents that have any reality in phonological representations or processes. FAITH-BR relations therefore do not exist, and all else being equal, in reduplicative forms neither copy has a privileged relationship with the underlying
form. An important consequence of this claim is that reduplicative backcopying cannot occur. Encouraging support for this position comes from recent work such as Kiparsky (2007) and
Inkelas and Zoll (2005) casting doubt on the canonical cases of alleged reduplicative backcopying. However, this remains a live issue and one in which MR predictions diverge most clearly
from those of GTT and other mainstream theories of reduplication.
More generally, the claim of MR is that no special reduplicative constituents or phonological relationships or rules are necessary to account for cases of phonological or morphological
reduplication. This is the more theoretically parsimonious view. In this thesis I have presented
evidence suggesting that MR is also more empirically successful at accounting for these cases
of reduplication.
Syntactic reduplication, because it occurs through quite a different grammatical interaction
than morphological reduplication, also has its own distinctive characteristics. These reduplication patterns have no drive towards minimality in the reduplication, because they involve
the complete spellout of multiples copies of a single lexical item or larger morphosyntactic
structure. The targeting and surface location of reduplication in these cases follow syntactic
principles rather than phonological principles. Because the merger of two morphosyntactic
nodes may put multiple phonological structures in competition to be the expression of a single
merged morphosyntactic node, syntactic reduplication often exhibits overwriting behavior that
sometimes appears to be non-optimizing.
A fundamental questions in linguistics that is not asked often enough is this: why is grammar not entirely transparent? If the purpose of language is to communicate, and if we take as a
given the arbitrary set of pairings between signifiers and signifieds, then the simplest and most
straightforward way to communicate should be the unambiguous arrangement of morphemes
read directly off of their semantic organization, with little or no phonological change that can
obscure that structure. From a certain perspective, it is surprising that no human language
seems to meet this description.
The great insight which is systematized in Optimality Theory is that transparency is limited by the existence of competing and contradictory forces within grammar. Although OT is
most often seen as a theory of phonology, the basic idea is one which can apply within and
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across multiple components of the grammar, and can lead us to testable hypotheses about why
language is non-transparent and what kind of non-transparencies can occur. Minimalism approaches some of the same problems from a different direction, by asking us to eliminate all
the elements and operations in our theory that are not conceptually necessary, and then to see
what we need to say in order to account for the attested facts using the elements and operations
that remain.
My work in thesis is driven by very similar concerns. Reanalyzing reduplication as a purely
emergent process rather than one rooted in a special reduplicative component of the linguistic machinery eliminates some unnecessary complications in the linguistic system, and lets us
understand how reduplication (and more broadly, repetition in language) can arise due to the
competition or contradictions inherent within the system. If this view is correct, then we can
hope to apply the same logic to the analysis of other nonconcatenative morphology such as
truncation, morphological reversals, etc.
At the same time this theory of reduplication remains strongly falsifiable. Minimal Reduplication makes clear predictions about the kinds of reduplicative constructions that should exist,
both in terms of the kind of reduplication that will emerge within a given grammar, and the
typology of reduplication patterns that should be attested. If counterexamples do emerge in
these areas, they will tell us something not only about the MR view of reduplication but also
about the complexity required in our theory and presumably in the human language faculty as
well.

5.3 Future research
The MR analysis of reduplication opens up new avenues for research and poses questions
to be answered through further investigation. For example, syntactic reduplication emerges
in MR as a process through which we can probe questions about the timing of phonological
insertion. Where some work has proposed treating phonological and syntactic structures as
constructions that exist in parallel from the first concatenation of morphemes until a surface
representation is produced (e.g. Walker and Feng (2004)), other work, especially in the framework of Distributed Morphology (Halle and Marantz, 1993, 1994; Harley and Noyer, 1998; McFadden, 2007), has assumed what is known as a late insertion view that holds that phonological
forms are not spelled out until a certain point in the construction of an utterance (Marantz,
1995a, 1997; Embick and Noyer, 2001). With the MR view that syntactic reduplication involves
the pronunciation of multiple links in a chain formed by copy and merger (although there is
no chain from the perspective of the Linear Correspondence Axion), it should be possible to
examine evidence from allomorphy and interaction with phonological processes to determine
whether or not phonological structure is present before movement occurs. (See also Bennett
(2010) on issues concerning reduplication and Distributed Morphology.)
Taking phonological material to be present from the beginning of a derivation and potentially influential in morphosyntactic decision-making has serious consequences for the Principle of Phonology-Free Syntax (PPFS), assumed to be inviolate in much previous work (Zwicky,
1984, 1987, 1992; Zwicky and Pullum, 1986a,b, 1988). Treating echo reduplication and other
cases of syntactic reduplication in this way sets up an interesting parallel with another kind of
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construction that has been claimed to violate PPFS, namely Literal Alliterative Concord (LAC;
Dobrin (1995)).
In LAC, morphosyntactic agreement is indicated by repeating some portion of the phonological structure that makes up the head word that is being agreed with. Dobrin (1995) presents
a case of LAC in Bainuk (West Atlantic; Senegal and Guinea; Sauvageot (1967)). Nouns in Bainuk
belong to one of a number of different classes, indicated in most cases by prefixation. Nouns
may move from one class to another when morphosyntactic features like number change. The
table below shows the prefixing nominal classes:1
(1)

Bainuk noun classes:

Class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Type
Singular
Singular
Singular
Singular
Plural
Plural
Singular
Plural
Singular
Plural
Singular
Plural
Singular
Plural
Other
Other
Other
Other

Prefix
uirasinaˇ
muguhabuiko- ˜ kOko- ˜ kOdadı̃baditi- ˜ pi- ˜ bida-

Example

Gloss

si-nOx

‘tree’

mu-nOx
gu-sOl
ha-sOl
bu-sumOl
i-sumOl

‘trees’
‘tunic’
‘tunics’
‘snake’
‘snakes’

ˇ

In addition to these prefixing nouns, another class of nouns exist that take no prefixes. As shown
by the examples in (2), features in these nouns are indicated through suffixation rather than
prefixation:
(2)

Bainuk prefixless nouns:

Singular
kata:ma
dapOn
ˇ
ˇ
sahri
dibon

ˇ

ˇ

Plural
kata:ma-ã
dapOn-O
ˇ
ˇ
sahri-ẽ
dibon-õ

ˇ

ˇ

Gloss
‘river’
‘grass’
‘village’
‘horse’

Bainuk marks agreement with a head noun on demonstratives, adjectives, interrogatives, pronouns and numbers through nine. In the case of prefixed nouns, agreement is expressed through
1

See Dobrin (1995) for more information on the correspondence between different classes.
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the use of prefixed syllable that is similar or identical to the prefix of the head noun (Dobrin,
1995, 136–137):
(3)

Bainuk prefix agreement:
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

si-nOx se-rã
PFX -tree AGR-which
‘which tree?’ (Interrogative)
mu-de:n
mu-nak
PFX -pirogue AGR-two
‘two pirogues’ (Number)
si-de:n-o
in-si
PFX -pirogue-SFX this-AGR
‘this pirogue’ (Demonstrative)
in-si
this-AGR
‘this one (pirogue)’ (Pronoun)
si-de:n
si-wuri
PFX -pirogue AGR-long
‘long pirogue’ (Adjectives)

As Dobrin (1995) points out, these facts do not necessarily contradict PPFS. Because this agreement concerns a limited (although large) set of morphological classes, these agreement markers
could be similarly delimited, and their phonological similarity to the prefixes on the noun that
they agree with could be coincidental or merely of diachronic significance. But a more direct
challenge to PPFS comes from the behavior of prefixless nouns. In agreement contexts, the
agreement marker consists of the first CV of the prefixless head noun, whatever those segments
happen to be:2
(4)

Bainuk prefixless agreement:
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

dapOn d@-rã
ˇ AGR
ˇ
ˇ -which
grass
‘which grass?’ (Interrogative)
kata:ma-ã ka-nak-ã
river-SFX AGR-two-SFX
‘two rivers’ (Number)
kata:ma-NO in-ka
river-SFX this-AGR
‘this river’ (Demonstrative)
in-ka
this-AGR
‘this one (river)’ (Pronoun)
kata:ma ka-wayi
river
AGR-large
‘large river’ (Adjectives)

2

The vowel change in the first example is not explained by Sauvageot (1967). We may presume that it is an
unrelated regular process of vowel reduction.
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There is no way to deny syntactic constructions access to information about phonological forms
while accounting for these data, unless every possible CV sequence in Bainuk is to be accepted
as a distinct morphological class. Dobrin describes the role of the morphosyntax in Bainuk
agreement:
“. . . [T]he role of morphology in Bainuk agreement is merely to provide a window
of a specified size and placement through which syntax may look to retrieve the appropriate agreement features. What stands behind the window is the phonological
form of the noun.” (138)
These constructions have a certain similarity with cases of echo reduplication that we have
seen. ER involves a fixed segment (or segments), while the rest of the phonological shape is
spelled out by copying another constituent. In the case of LAC, a segment (or segments) are
copied from another constituent, while the rest of the phonological shape is fixed. There appears to be a functional difference between ER and LAC: LAC indicates agreement while ER
does not. One might speculate about whether this is connected with the fact that syntactic reduplication involves “derivational copy” (Kimper, 2008), while LAC appears to be an expression
of inflectional morphology. Whether this phonological difference consistently corresponds to
that functional difference remains to be determined through further investigation.
Some of the weak points of MR as presented in this thesis may be improved upon in future
work. The targeting of material in prominent positions by reduplicative processes remains difficult to explain convincingly in the theory as it currently exists. The method that I proposed
to account for these cases involves the use of the R EDUPLICATE family of constraints in order
to access a prominence hierarchy and allow the targeting of these constituents in particular.
Obviously this is not desirable in a theory that aims to eliminate all reduplication-specific theoretical machinery. This is not necessarily a fatal weakness because the R EDUPLICATE have
some independent support, and because allowing those constraints does not entail allowing
FAITH-BR constraints. Thus an MR analysis with R EDUPLICATE still remains significantly more
parsimonious than a standard BRCT analysis.
Nevertheless it may be hoped that an alternative account of the preferential reduplication
of prominent material will be developed, in which case reliance on R EDUPLICATE constraints
can be abandoned. One avenue in which such an account may be sought is the fact that reduplicated elements will have identical coindexation in the output, due to their shared correspondence with a single input element. Careful use of this “vertical” (IO) relationship with new or
redefined constraints may eliminate the need for any “horizontal” (BR) relationship in these
forms. A different line of attack would be to emphasize another horizontal dimension, namely
Output-Output correspondence. Constraints referring to this dimension may be available for
strategic use to limit the material that may be copied or to promote material in prominent positions for priority in reduplication. Constraints like the syllable role correspondence constraint
of Kenstowicz (2005) may also apply to help produce the correct output forms in cases of prominence priority in reduplication and also in cases where reduplication seems to have an interest
in prosodic identity between copied structures. (Semai, Temiar and other Austroasiatic languages may be examples of languages with this type of reduplication.)
The use of syntactic copying and sub-X0 merger to explain syntactic reduplication, as advocated here, may have implications for other areas of morphology that have been difficult to
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analyze before. It may provide an avenue to explain cases such as the remarkable morphological reversal in P’urhépecha nominal inflection, in which the same phonological sequences
are recycled to express different person agreement depending on the context (subject or object)
(Foster, 1969). Other cases of morphological reversal should be considered as well; see Baerman
(2007) for a number of interesting cases. As a theory for the best-known type of nonconcatenative morphology, MR might be expected to shed light on other nonconcatenative processes such
as truncations as well. Insofar as truncation and morphological reversals are truly morphological processes, the relevant guiding principle from MR is to identify the grammatical forces that
may be responsible for these patterns emerging effectively as repairs. However, the investigation of these questions remains to be undertaken.
The related but more general issue is what kinds of abstraction are or can be at work in the
minds of speakers. This question must be asked of surface representations, of underlying forms,
and of intermediate steps on any view that entertains a derivational view of grammar or some
components of grammar. What kind of abstraction does or must exist in the minds of speakers?
The major force behind MR is the drive to simplify representations whenever possible, and to
try to reduce phonological structures at all stages to the minimal conceptually-necessary constituents, which are those that are present in surface representations. In this thesis I showed
that such a simplifying approach can yield useful insights in the area of reduplication. To what
extent the same technique can succeed across other areas of morphophonology remains to be
discovered.
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Appendix A: -mut
’ Words

’
This appendix includes all words with -mut
that occur in Boas (1947) or Boas (1948) to the
best of my knowledge. Words are organized alphabetically according to the word root, with a
few doubtful forms included at the end of the list.

Orthography
A word about the orthography used in this appendix (and throughout this thesis) is in order. Unfortunately there is no Kwak’wala orthography which is accepted throughout the Kwakwaka’wakw community, nor is there an agreed-upon standard used in linguistic descriptions of
the language. Orthographies developed within the Kwakwaka’wakw community or in collaboration with the community include Grubb (1977), Sewid-Smith (1988), and the system used by
the U’mista Cultural Center (see e.g. Galois 1994). Systems that have been used for descriptive
and analytic linguistic work have included the unwieldy system of Boas (1947, 1948), variants
of the Americanist system (e.g. Bach 1975; Zec 1994), and the IPA (e.g. Saba Kirchner 2006).
Other systems used in the anthropological literature include those of Curtis (1915), Duff (1965),
Mauzé (1984) and Assu and Inglis (1989). (See Galois 1994 for a table comparing many of these
orthographies.) Compounding this embarrassment of orthographic riches is the problem that
many of these systems were designed with the typesetting capabilities of typewriters rather than
computers in mind.
In order to integrate data from different sources, it was necessary to transcribe all of the
Kwak’wala data in this chapter using a single, consistent orthography. The symbols that were
chosen can be seen in this consonantal inventory. These symbols are generally those of SewidSmith (1988). A few deviations are made to follow the Americanist tradition for some sounds,
especially uvular consonants.
The following alphabetic order is used to organize the words:
(1)

’ n n’ o p p’ q qw q’ q’ w s t t’ ň ň’ u w w
’ x xw X
a b c c’ d dz ń e @ f g gw G Gw h i k kw k’ k’ w l ’l ì m m
w
X y y’ P
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Analysis
Because of inconsistent and incomplete transcriptions in the source materials, some analysis is required in order to make sense of these data. A particularly controversial point is the
’
analysis of @T forms, which I crucially consider to lengthen in the context of -mut
suffixation.
Other authors, including Struijke (1998, 2000) do not describe lengthening in these forms.
Vowels marked as long by Boas can be safely taken to be long, but unmarked vowels may
also be long; many vowels identified by other sources and conforming to Boas’ generalizations
for long vowels or heavy syllables are not marked as long in Boas’ works. Boas lists twelve ’ . Only one of these forms is consistently transcribed with
@T roots that are attested with -mut
′
’ :t t!āsmu t ‘shells of barnacles,’ from t’@s ‘to crack barnacles, eat barnaa long vowel: t’a:smu
’ :t ‘hair singed off’ is transcribed with a long
’ :xmu
cles’ (BD 171). Another of these forms, ca
vowel in BD but no macron indicating length in BG (these transcriptions also shows different
stress placement). The other ten forms do not have an explicit indication of length, but they all
show a change in vowel quality from @ or ă (an allophone of /@/) in the root to a in the suffixed
form. This is straightforward if the vowels have lengthened, because lengthening necessitates a
change from @ to a.
One possible objection to treating these vowels as long is the fact that in all of these cases,
stress falls on the final syllable. This would seem to be incompatible with the first syllable being
lengthened, since primary stress falls on the first heavy syllable. But this objection fails on two
grounds. Kwak’wala stress assignment is actually more complicated, with some morphophonological interference undermining the simple stress generalization. In particular circumstances,
the addition of a glottal-initial suffix or a weakening or hardening suffix causes stress to shift
unexpectedly to the suffix:
“All stems of the type cv̆c and cv̆m if followed by a weakening or hardening suffix or
one beginning with a glottal stop have the accent on the suffix.” (Boas, 1947, 218)
In the case of @T roots, they will always lose stress when a suffix is added, but note that
-@R syllables, which should attract stress, will also cede it to the suffix when one of the right
’
shape is added. And -mut
is a suffix with initial glottalization. The exact parameters that define
weakening and hardening suffixes and glottal-initial suffixes as a natural class are not entirely
’
clear and therefore it is not completely clear whether -mut
should be expected to trigger the
same stress shift, but it seems plausible that it would do so.
The second argument that stress does not demonstrate the shortness of these vowels is that
’ :t, is also transcribed with
the form consistently transcribed by Boas with a long vowel, t’a:smu
primary stress on the suffix rather than on the root. If this transcription is accurate, then stress
cannot be a diagnostic of vowel length in these forms.
These vowels should thus be considered long because it offers a consistent analysis of the
entire class of roots, and it explains the attested quality alternation facts. Struijke’s treatment
of these vowels as short leaves the quality alternations unexplained, and we would be forced to
’ :t as an irregular form.
treat t’a:smu
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Sources
The main sources of data for this appendix are Boas (1947) (BG) and Boas (1948) (BD). A few
entries come from Grubb (1977) (DG).
’
Flynn (2007) explores stress and glottalization in Kwak’wala, with discussion of -mut
words.
However, the source of these data is not clear, and it is not apparent whether these forms represent the same dialect as those forms collected by Boas and Hunt. Flynn’s analysis also relies on
several claims about Kwak’wala phonology that I have rejected here, including following Bach
et al. (2005) in claiming that all schwas in Kwak’wala are nonmoraic and all other vowels are
monomoraic and in asserting the existence of glottalized vowels. Because of the uncertainties
concerning these data, I have not included them in this appendix. Future work that constructs
a wider consensus about some of these grammatical issues will allow us to probe more deeply
into questions about particular morphological and phonological patterns.

Structure of the appendix
Entries in this appendix are given in the following format:
ca:k
’ :t
ce:xmu

‘eat sea-eggs’
‘l.a. eating sea-eggs’

V:T
tsä′ x.E mut

B1
BG 340

The columns in the first row respectively present the word root, the root gloss (according to
either BG or BD), and two classifications for the root type: the first one describing the shape of
the root according to relevant properties (e.g. V:T in the example above), and the classification
used for roots of this type in BG (e.g. B1 in the example above). Forms in which the stem expan’
sion occurring with -mut
appear irregular are marked with an additional “I” in this column.
The second row presents the derived word itself, the gloss for that derived word from BG
or BD, the original transcription given for the word, and the source for the word. Root definitions come from BD whenever possible. Many of these glosses include the abbreviation ‘l.a.’,
which corresponds to ‘left after [doing something]’ or one of the many synonyms for that used
in glosses in the source materials, such as ‘left by’, ‘leaving after’, ‘remains of’, ‘refuse left after’,
‘what is left after’, or ‘waste left after’. When words have multiple forms given in one source, or
different forms given in BG and BD, all forms are listed separately, and footnotes provide further
information where relevant.
In addition to retranscription, some data from published sources were changed to reflect automatic phonological rules. These include word-final devoicing and P-epenthesis before vowelinitial roots. This was necessary to make forms consistent and comparable, since these rules
were already followed in some data sources but not in others. It should also be noted that all
Kwak’wala non-rounded velars exhibit prominent phonetic palatalization. Following common
practice in Kwak’wala orthographies, I do not transcribe this palatalization. In addition, many
of these forms exhibit a change of s (or less commonly c ) to y (or less commonly n ) in derived
environments, including when created by reduplication. This may lead to opaque forms as this
rule feeds the mid-vowel formation rule /@y@/ → [e:].
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’
-mut
words
ca:k
’ :t
ce:xmu

‘eat sea-eggs’
‘l.a. eating sea-eggs’

V:T
tsä′ x.E mut

B1
BG 340

c@k
’ :t
caP:xmu

‘chop’
‘l.a. cutting brush’

@T

tsax.E mu′ t

A11
BG 340

ci:x
’ :t
cic@xmu
’ :t
cin@xmu

‘melt tallow’
‘l.a. melting tallow’

V:T
tse′ tsax.E mut
tse′ nax. mut

B1–I2
BG 340
BG 340

’ :s
ca
’ :c’ @smu:t
ca

‘eel grass’
‘old eel grass’

V:T
ts!ā′ ts!EsE mut
ts!ā′ ts!Esmut
ts’áts’esmut

B13
BG 340
BD 209
DG 62, 67, 213

’
c’ @m
’ @ mu:t
c’ @c’ @m

‘melt’
‘l.a. melting’

@C’

A5
BG 340
BD 207

c@tx
ca:tx@ mu:t

‘squirt’
‘l.a. squirting’

c’ @x
’ :xmu
’ :t
ca

‘singe’
‘hair singed off’

’ :kw
ci
’ :c’ @xw mu
’ :t
ci

ts!Ets!EE mEmu′ t
ts!Ets!EE mōt

@TT

′

D
BG 340

ts!ax mu t
ts!ā′ x.E mōt

A1
BG 339
BD 213

‘eat clams’
‘clam shells’

V:T
ts!ē′ ts!ăxuE mut

B1
BG 340, BD 221

’ :ì
cu
’ :c’ @ìmu
’ :t
cu

‘black’
‘charcoal’

V:T
ts!ō′ ts!ăłE mut
ts!ō′ ts!ałmut

B1
BG 340
BD 226

d@n
d@nd@mu:t

‘pull down with rope’
‘logged-over area’

@R
déndemut

A2
DG 97, 162

.

tsatx Emu t

@T

.E

′

˙
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dē′ dEmut

A34
BG 340

‘get cockles’
‘cockle shells’

V:T
dzō′ dzasE mut
dzō′ sE mut

B1–I
BG 340
BG 340

gu:kw
’ :t
gu:g@xwmu

‘house’
‘deserted remains of
house’

V:T
g. ō′ g. axuE mut

B1
BG 340

gw @d
gw a:d@ mu:t

‘tie’
‘l.a. untying (as
a piece of string)’

@D
gwa′ dEmut

A4
BG 340

Gw @ni:P

‘ashes’
‘rest of ashes’

Polysyllabic
gwEnāE yemut

E5
BD 324

g˙ wEnä′ E mut

BD 324

@C’
ha ămut
ha′ E amot
ha′ E ămut

A5–I
BG 340
BD 85
BD 82

d@y
di:d@mu:t

‘wipe’
‘refuse of wiping’

dz u:s
’ :t
dz u:dz @smu
z
’ :t
d u:smu

Gw @na:yi:mu:t

’ :t
Gw @ne:mu

@Y

˙

˙

’
h@m
ha:P@mu:t

‘food’
‘remains of food
(e.g. crumbs, bones)’

hu:l@ì
’ :t
hu:l@ìmu

‘few’
‘rejected because
too few’

Polysyllabic
ho′ lałmut

E
BG 340

k@mt
’ :t
k@mk@tmu

‘clean berries’
‘l.a. cleaning berries’

@RT

C
BG 340
BD 262

k@n
k@nk@mu:t

‘scoop up’
‘l.a. scooping up’

@R

k. E′ nk. Emut

A2
BG 339, BD 263

kw a:x
’ :t
kw a:xmu

‘smoke’
‘smoke left over’

V:T
kwā′ x.E mut

B1–I
BG 340

kw @sx
kw a:sx@ mu:t

‘splash’
‘l.a. splashing’

@TT

D
BG 340

′E

. ′

.

k E mk atEmut
k. î′ mk. atEmut

.

′

kwāsx Emu t
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kw i:X
kw i:Xo:mu:t

‘club, swing, strike
with stick’
‘l.a. killing
(tribal name)’

V:T

B1–I

kwē′ xâmut

BD 302

’ :p
ka
’ :k’ @pmu
’ :t
ka

‘(mouse) gnaw’
‘gnawings of mouse’

V:T
k. !a′ k. EpE mut

B1
BG 340

’ :xw
ka

‘shave wood with
straight knife’
‘shavings’

V:T

B1–I6

k. !ā′ k. !ăxuE mut

BG 340

@RT

C
BG 340

’ :k’ @xw mu
’ :t
ka
k’ @mň
’ :t
k’ @mk’ @ìmu

‘adze’
‘chips made by adzing’

k’ @xw
’ :xw mu
’ :t
ka

‘suck with whole mouth’
‘l.a. sucking out’

k’ w @m’l
k’ w @k’ w @m’lmu:t

‘burn’
‘l.a. burning’

k!wEk!wE mE lmut

C5
BG 340

l@Gw i:las
’ :t
la:Gw i:lasmu

fireplace
‘remains of fireplace’

Polysyllabic
lā′ gwilasE mut

E8
BD 395

lu:p
’ :t
lu:l@pmu

‘empty’
‘l.a. emptying’

V:T
lōlapE mut

B1
BD 403

ma:

‘fish, seal, whale swims;
serpent crawls’
‘tracks of serpent’

V:

Other

mā′ mEmot

BD 136

’
ma:me:m
’ :t
ma:me:mmu
’ @mu
’ :t
ma:me:m

‘leaves’
‘old leaves’

Polysyllabic
mā′ mämE mut
mā′ mäE mEE mut

E
BG 340
BD 138

’ :w
’
ma
’ :w
’ @mu:t
P@ma

‘move away’
‘deserted village’

V:C’
ămā′ E wEmut

B5–I9
BG 340

ma:m@mu:t

.

k

′

.

!E mk !ăłE mut

@T
k. !axu mu′ t

˙

@RC’
′

A17
BD 278

˙
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m@ndz
m@m@ndz @ mu:t

‘cut kindling wood’
‘l.a. cutting
kindling wood’

mEmE ndzEmut

C4
BG 340

na:q
’ :t
n@nXmu

‘drink’
‘l.a. drinking’

V:T
nE′ nxE mut

B1–I
BG 340

n’ @k
’ :xmu
’ :t
na

‘steam’
‘stones discarded after
steaming’

E nax.E mu′ t

@T

E n Ex. mo′ t

A1
BG 339
BD 240

qa:s
’ :t
qa:q@smu

‘walk’
‘tracks’

V:T
qā′ qăsE mut
qā′ qEsE mot

B1
BG 340
BD 337

q@ns

‘adze with longhandled adze’
‘chips’

@RT

C

qE′ nqasE mut

BG 340

q’ @k
’ :xmu
’ :t
qa

‘bite’
‘piece bitten out’

@T
q!ax.E mu′t

A1
BG 339

q’ w a:’l
q’ w @q’ w a:’l@ mu:t

‘scorch’
‘embers’

V:C’
q!wEq!wā′ E lEmut

B510
BG 340

q’ w @ì
’ :t
q’ w a:ìmu

‘scratch’
‘marks left from
scratching’

@T
q!wałE mu′ t

A1
BG 339

sa:kw
’ :t
se:kw mu

‘dig ferns’
‘l.a. digging fern
roots’

V:T
sä′ kuE mut

B1
BG 340

sa:p
’ :t
se:pmu

‘skin’
‘l.a. skinning’

V:T
sä′ pE mut

B1
BG 340

sa:q’ w
s@sa:q’ w @ mu:t

‘peel bark’
‘l.a. peeling bark’

V:C’
sEsa′ q!wEmut
sEsā′ q!wEmut
sä′ q!wEmut

B5–I
BG 340
BD 187
BG 340

’ :t
q@nq@smu

se:q’ w @ mu:t

@RD
′
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sa:Pxw
s@sa:Pxw mu:t

‘butcher’
‘l.a. butchering’

V:CC
sEsaPxu mu′t

Other–I
BG 340

s@l
s@ls@mu:t

‘drill’
‘l.a. drilling’

@R
sE′ lsEmut

A2
BG 339

s@mk
’ :t
s@my@xmu

‘try fish oil’
‘l.a. trying fish oil’

@RT
sE′ myax.E mut

C
BG 340

s@nq
’ :t
s@ny@Xmu

‘peel cedar bark’
‘l.a. peeling bark’

@RT
sE′ nyaxE mut
sE′ nyaxmut

C
BG 340
BD 182

si:q’
s@si:q@ mu:t
si:q@ mu:t

‘eat dry herring eggs’
‘l.a. eating dry
herring eggs’

V:C’
sEsē′ q!ămut
sē′ q!ămut

B5–I
BG 340
BG 340

si:x
’ :t
si:s@xmu
’ :t
si:y@xmu
’ :t
si:n@xmu

‘peel sea-grass’
‘l.a. peeling
sea-grass’

V:T
se′ săx.E mut
se′ yax.E mut
se′ nax.E mut

B1–I
BG 340
BG 340
BG 340

su:p
’ :t
su:y@pmu

‘chop’
‘chips’

V:T
sō′ yapE mut
súyapmut

B1
BG 340
DG 54, 153, 206

t@p
’ :t
ta:pmu

‘break’
‘broken pieces’

@T
tapE mu′t

A1
BG 339

ti:ì
’ :t
ti:t@ìmu

‘bait’
‘remains of bait’

V:T
tē′ tăłE mut

B1
BG 340

t’ @k
’ :t
t’ a:xmu

‘soil’
‘dirty cloths’

@T

t!ax mu t

A111
BG 339

t’ @s
’ :t
t’ a:smu

‘crack barnacles’
‘barnacle shells’

@T
t!āsmu′t

A1
BD 171

t’ i:s
’ :t
t’ i:smu

‘stone’
‘discarded stones’

V:T
t!ē′ sE mut
t!ē′ smut

B1–I
BG 340
BD 176

˙

.E

180

′

x@lt
’ :t
x@lx@tmu

‘saw’
‘sawdust’

@RT
x

w@n
w@nw@mu:t

‘drill with auger’
‘refuse of drilling’

@R
wE′ nwEmut

A2
BG 339

wi:n
h@wi:n@mu:t

‘war’
‘l.a. war’

V:R
hă′ wī′ nEmut

Other–I
BG 340

’ :s
wa
’ :smu
’ :t
wo

‘dog’
‘useless dog’

V:T
wâ′ sE mut

B1
BG 340

X@w
Xu:X@mu:t

‘split wood’
‘refuse of splitting wood’

@Y
xo xEmut

A3
BG 340

Xu:ì
‘go after mussels’
w ’@
Xu:X @ìk mu:t ‘shells’

V:T
xō′ xwEłk. !E Emut

B1–I
BG 340

Xw a:ň
’ :t
Xw a:Xw @ìmu

‘cut fish’
‘remains of fish cutting’

V:T
xwā′ xwăłE mut

B1
BG 340

y@nt
’ :t
y@ny@tmu

‘(non-mouse) gnaw’
‘gnawings not of mouse’

@RT
yE nyătE mut

C
BG 340

yu:s
’ :t
yu:y@smu

‘spoon’
‘l.a. eating with spoons’

V:T
yū′ yasE mut

B1
BG 340

’ :k
ya
’ :xmu
’ :t
ye

‘bad’
‘refused on account
of badness’

V:T
E yä′ x.E mut

B1
BG 340

y’ @Xw
’ :Xw mu
’ :t
ya

‘tide rises’
‘high water mark’

@T

E ya′ xuE mut

E yaE xuE mō′ t

A112
BG 339
BD 52

P@ì
’ :t
Pa:ìmu

?
‘new tracks’

@T
ałE mu′ t

A1
BG 339

P@me:P
’ :t
P@me:Pmu

‘small’
‘rejected because
too small’

Polysyllabic
ămä′ E mut

E
BG 340, BD 6
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. ′

.

E
E lx at mut

′

′

C
BG 340

P@X
’ :t
Pa:Xmu

‘do, handle’
‘l.a. some work’

@T
axE mu′t
ăxE mō′ t

A1
BG 339
BD 12

P@xw
‘skim off scum’
w ’
Pa:x mu:t ‘waste scum’

′

ax mu t

A1
BG 339

Pi:k
’ :t
Pi:xmu

V:T
ē′ x.E mut

B1
BG 340

‘good’
‘good ones left over’

@T

uE

˙

Doubtful forms:
c@nXw mu:d@m

‘rejected because fat’

tsE′ nxu mōdEm

BD 19913

’
ha:yamu
:t

‘sign, mark; shadow, echo’

ha′ E yamut

BD 82

hiP@mu:t

‘l.a. doing something;
signs; marks’

he′ E ămut

BD 82

’ :mu:t
ma

‘food taken home from feast’

E mā′ mut

BG 34014

Notes
1. Glottal stop in BG perhaps erroneous; form unattested in BD.
2. BD 204 gives the same word (tse′ nax. mut) with the meaning ‘parts burnt off’ and associates
it with a different but homophonous lexical item glossed as ‘light fire (old word).’
3. BD lists the root as c’ @ s ts!Es, presumably in error.

’ :t dEdēxmōt ‘used toilet sticks,’ which would be a very irregular stem
4. BD 151 gives d @ di:X mu
expansion.
5. BD identifies these two derived forms as dialectal variants.
6. BG lists root ka:Xw k. axu (no root gloss), and derived form with glottalized onsets and uvular
’ :xw k. !āxw ‘shave
coda and gloss ‘shavings.’ However, BD 282 lists no such root, instead having ka
˙
wood with straight knife.’ On the preponderance of the relevant evidence, I have reconciled
the
conflicting forms in favor of the BD form.

’ :t k!wâx. mut ‘slow match, left after sucking; sucked’ and tentatively identi7. BD gives k’ w o:xmu
w
’ :x mu
’ :t k. !axu mut, which is noted as an obsolete form.
fies it with ka

˙
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8. The word l @gw i:las ‘fireplace’ is not given in BD or BG, but it is reconstructible as l @gw i:ì ‘fire
in house’ (BD 395, from root l @ qw ‘firewood’) + =as ‘place of’ (BG 318).
9. This forms appears very irregular and the transcription is suspect. Does not appear in BD.
10. BD 371 gives q’ w @ q’ w a:l’ @ mu:t q!wEq!waE lEmut as a plural form, and the singular form as
q’ w a:l’ @ mu:t q!waE lEmut.

’ :t t!e′ t!ax.E mut.
11. BG also gives plural form t’i:t’ @ xmu
’ :ya
’ :Xw mu
’ :t E yeE ya′ xuEmu′ t.
12. BD gives plural form yi
’ :t with
13. From root c @ n Xw tsE′ nxw ‘(fish, deer) be fat’. I suspect that this form is c @ n Xw mu
passive/instrumental suffix =@ m.
14. No corresponding root is listed in BG. This word seems better analyzed as a form built on
’
’ .
root mut
‘carry food home from feast’ (BD 150) rather than a word formed from suffix -mut
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Appendix B: Language maps

Languages of British Columbia
The Pacific Northwest is home to many languages that have played an important role in
linguistic theory and in this thesis. Because they often exhibit many properties that are typologically unusual, the relationships between them are of great interest for linguists who wish
to draw conclusions about issues of language universals, diffusion of linguistic patterns, and
other topics. The map of indigenous languages of British Columbia provided on the following
page provides information about one dimension of those relationships, namely the geographical one.
Note that although the map boundaries are linguistic, the labels correspond to the people
who speak the languages rather than to the languages themselves. Thus for example Kwak’wala
is the language of the Kwakwaka’wakw.
This map was produced by the University of British Columbia Museum of Anthropology,
which retains copyright of the map. It is included here under fair use guidelines.
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Languages of British Columbia

This map is not reproduced in pdf version of this thesis.
It may be seen online at the following address:
hi!

http://www.firstnations.de/img/01-1-languages.jpg
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Echo reduplication patterns of India
The distribution of echo reduplication patterns across India is shown in the following map,
which is adapted from the map in Trivedi (1990). To that map I have added textures corresponding to the characteristic place of articulation of the fixed segment.
Dravidian languages are neatly distinguished by their use of velar consonants; the other
language families of India (especially Indo-Aryan and Tibeto-Burman) exhibit echo word formation as well, typically using labial or coronal consonants, or some combination of both,
although the Austroasiatic Munda languages form echo words with fixed vocalic rather than
consonantal patterns.
Of course the phenomenon of echo reduplications is not limited by the political boundaries
of India. Equivalent patterns occur across a broad region, extending west to Europe in Yiddish
and Bulgarian (Southern, 2005), and east to Thai, Vietnamese and some Indonesian languages
(Williams, 1991) as well as some Chinese dialects (Yip, 1982, 1998). And there is no essential
difference between South Asian echo word formations and patterns found elsewhere in many
languages of the world, including the Contrastive Reduplication pattern found in English, Spanish and Russian (among other languages). A comprehensive map of these patterns remains to
be made, although see Southern (2005) for a great deal of investigation of them.
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Echo reduplication patterns of India
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Appendix C: Constraints in this Thesis

This appendix provides definitions and original sources for all of the phonological constraints used in this thesis. Minor changes to names and definitions have been made in some
cases in order to standardize across different authors using equivalent constraints. For example, *C ODA is used in all cases, rather than alternating between *C ODA, N O C ODA and N O -C ODA
depending on the author under discussion. However, even logically equivalent constraints are
listed separately here if the names or definitions used for them by different authors are significantly distinct; e.g. R EALIZE M ORPHEME and M ORPH R EAL are listed separately.
Constraints whose meaning and definition can be derived straightforwardly from those of
a related constraint are not listed separately. For example, because M AX is defined, there is no
need to separately list the constraints M AX-seg and M AX-µ or M AXBR . One class of constraints
that are not listed separately for this reason are existential faithfulness constraints (Struijke,
2000). The derivation of these constraints is predictable. For example, I DENT I O -length states
that the length specification for input segment x is identical to the length specification for its
output correspondent y. The existential version of the constraint, ∃-I DENT I O -length, states that
for an input segment x, there exists some corresponding output segment y such that x and y
have identical weight specifications. See Struijke (2000) for formalization and more discussion
of existential faithfulness.
Some constraints are not defined in the original source, in which case I have supplied a definition according to the way in which they are used. In other cases the definitions of constraints
required some modification for clarity or because of different underlying theoretical assumptions. All of these cases are indicated by a citation beginning with with cf. Constraints that
have no citation are introduced in this thesis, indicating that I was unable to find any direct
precedent for such a constraint.
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A LIGN-L(Root, PStem)
cf. McCarthy and
Prince (1993a )

The left edge of a root corresponds with the left edge of
a PStem.

A LIGN-L(X−1 , X0 )

The left edge of a constituent below the level of X0
corresponds to the left edge of the constituent X0 that
dominates it.

A LL -σ-L
cf. Spaelti (1999)

Equivalent to A LIGN-L(σ, Pwd).

A NCHOR-L(IO)
cf. McCarthy and
Prince (1993b )
(as L EFT-A NCHOR )

Any element at the left edge of the Pstem has a correspondent at the left edge of the Pwd.

*C LASH
Struijke (2000)

Adjacent foot heads are prohibited.

*C ODA
McCarthy and
Prince (1993)

Syllables are open.

*C OMPLEX
Prince and
Smolensky (1993/2004)

No more than one C or V may associate to any syllable
position node.

C ONTIGUITY

See I-C ONTIGUITY and O-C ONTIGUITY .

*CR’

The sequence CR’ (C = any consonant; R’ = any glottalized sonorant) is disallowed in the output.

*CP

The sequence CP (C = any consonant) is disallowed in
the output.

*C’C

The sequence C’C (C’ = any glottalized consonant; C =
any consonant) is disallowed in the output.
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D EP
McCarthy and
Prince (1995)

Every element of S2 has a correspondent in S1 .

D EP L INK M ORA
cf. Morén (1999)

Let Si be segments in corresponding phonological representations I(nput) and O(utput).
If S1 ∈ O and S1 is associated with a mora,
then ∃ S2 such that S2 ∈ I and S2 is associated with a
mora and S1 R S2 .

D EP S TEM

Assign a violation for each segment that belongs to a
PStem in the output unless it corresponds to an input
segment that also belongs to a PStem.

*F LOAT
cf. Wolf (2006)

No floating elements in the output.

F OOT F ORM
cf. Kager (1999)

A cover for several constraints which combine to enforce iterative iambic footing. A violation is assigned
for a foot which is not a good iamb, e.g. (Σ σ); or for a
syllable that does not belong to any foot.

I-C ONTIGUITY
McCarthy and
Prince (1995)

The portion of S1 standing in correspondence forms a
contiguous string. (“No skipping.”)

I DENT I O -F

Featural or other specification F is identical for corresponding input and output segments.

I NTEGRITY
McCarthy and
Prince (1995)

Informal:
No
element
of
S1
has
multiple
correspondents
in
S2 .
Formal: For x ∈ S1 and w,z ∈ S1 , if xRw and xRz,
then w=z.

*i, u
Chang (1998)

Low vowels are least marked.
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*L AR]σ
Um (2001a),
Davenport (2007)

Violated when a segment in coda position bears a laryngeal feature ([voice] [glottalized] [aspirated]).

*l[cor]

The sequence lT (T = any segment with a [coronal] feature) is disallowed in the output.

L EX ≈ P WD
Prince and
Smolensky (1993/2004)

A lexical word corresponds to a prosodic word.

L INEARITY
McCarthy and
Prince (1995)

S1 is consistent with the precedence structure of S2, and
vice versa.

M AX
McCarthy and
Prince (1995)

Every element of S1 has a correspondent in S2 .

M AX F LOAT
Wolf (2006)

I NFORMAL :
All autosegments that are floating in the input have output corresponedents.
F ORMAL : ∀ F ∈ I, where F is a feature: [ ¬ [ ∃ S ∈ I
s.t. S is a segment, and F is attached to S ] ] → [ ∃ F′ ∈ O
s.t. FRF′ ]

M AX(Laryngeal)

A laryngeal feature ([+constricted glottis] or [+spread
glottis]) present in the input has a correspondent in the
output.

M AX-LS
Spaelti (1999)

Equivalent to M AX I O .

M ORPH O RDER

Assign a violation for any pair of morphemes whose
surface order is inconsistent with the order of their underlying constituents.

M ORPH R EAL
Struijke (2000)

E QUIVALENT TO R EALIZE M ORPHEME .
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MPARSE
McCarthy and
Prince (1993)

Morphemes are parsed into morphological constituents.

N ONMORAIC E PENTHESIS
(NME)

∀α ∈ S2 : ∃µδα → ∃β ∈ S1 s.t. αRβ

N O VACUOUS D OCKING(µ)
(N O VAC D OC(µ))

Informal: “If a floating mora docks to a nonepenthetic segment, then a correspondent of that
segment is also dominated by another mora.”
F ORMAL : ∀ µ1 ∈ S1 Øα s.t. µ1 δα: (∃µ2 ∈ S2 s.t.
µ1 Rµ2 & ∃x s.t. µ2 δx & ∃β ∈ S1 s.t. βRx) → (∃y ∈ S2 s.t.
βR y & ∃µ3 ∈ S2 s.t. µ3 δy & ¬ µ1 Rµ3 )

O-C ONTIGUITY
McCarthy and
Prince (1995)

The portion of S2 standing in correspondence forms a
contiguous string. (“No intrusion.”)

OCP
Ito and Mester (1996)

Adjacent identical autosegments are prohibited.

OO-I DENT(Onset)

Corresponding segments in the word onset of the base
and the reduplicant are identical.

¬OO-I DENT(Onset)
Ghaniabadi (2005)

It is not the case that corresponding segments in the
word onset of the base and the reduplicant are identical.

Positional-D EP-µ
(P-D EP-µ)
Campos-Astorkiza
(2004)

“A non-positional µ-licenser in S2 has a correspondent
in S1 .”

P WD ≈ F OOT
Prince and
Smolensky (1993/2004)

A prosodic word corresponds to a foot.
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R EALIZE M ORPHEME
Kurisu (2001)

(RM)

Let α be a morphological form, β be a morphosyntactic category, and F(α) be the phonological form from
which F(α + β) is derived to express a morphosyntactic
category β. Then RM is satisfied with respect to β iff
F(α + β)6=F(α) phonologically.

R EDUPLICATE
Zuraw (2003)
(as Redup)

A word must contain some substrings that are coupled.

R ED = σ
cf. McCarthy and
Prince (1995)

A reduplicant is exactly one syllable.

R ED ≤ σ
Chang (1998)

A reduplicant is no larger than a syllable.

S YLL-µ
Morén (1999)

A syllable must be minimally mono-moraic.

U NIFORMITY
McCarthy and
Prince (1995)

No element of S2 has multiple correspondents in S1 .

*V:
cf. Holt (1998)

No vowel may be associated to two moras.

W EIGHT B Y P OSITION (W X P)
cf. Kager (1999)

A cover for several constraints which ensure that sonorant codas and no other consonants are linked to
moras. A violation is assigned for any onset consonant
or coda obstruent linked to a mora, or a sonorant coda
not linked to a mora.

W EIGHT-I DENT(S1 , S2 ):
Urbanczyk (1996)

If α is mono(bi)-moraic and β = f(α), then β is
mono(bi)-moraic (where α and β are segments belonging to strings S1 and S2 respectively).

*3µ
Morén (1999)
(as *T RI M ORA)

Trimoraic syllables are prohibited.

*µ/O BSTR
Struijke (2000)

Obstruents are nonmoraic.
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Appendix D: Orthography and Transcription

Most American Indian language data in this thesis is transcribed using a version of the North
American Phonetic Alphabet. Symbols in this orthography which differ from those in the International Phonetic Alphabet are shown below.
(1)

NAPA - IPA correspondence for non-identical symbols:

IPA

>
ts
>
dz
>
tì
>
dl

S
Z
>
tS
>
dZ
j
γ

NAPA
c
dz

ň
ń
š
ž
č
̌
y
ǧ

V˘; indicates variable length vowels, a particular kind of segment found in Nuu-chah-nulth. They
surface as long vowels when they occur in the first two syllables of the word, and short vowels
elsewhere. V
˛ indicates nasalization of vowels in some Native American languages. Ṽ and C̃ are
used when customary in the representation of nasalization in other languages, such as Malay.
An apostrophe is used to indicate glottalization of consonants. These apostrophes are sometimes struck above the consonant and sometimes directly afterwards (e.g. p’ vs. p’ ) depending
on the conventions of the language in question.
Data from languages from the Indian subcontinent are usually given in an orthography standard for those languages rather than in IPA transcription. These systems are generally similiar,
with the exception of the use of y for IPA j in the Indian orthography, and the use of underdots
for retroflex consonants. Thus t is IPA ú, etc. Long vowels are indicated through orthographic
doubling rather than the use of ˙a length mark; e.g. orthographic ii corresponds to IPA i:.
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Appendix E: Creative Commons License

This thesis is distributed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial License. Essentially this means that anyone is free to copy, distribute, transmit, or adapt this thesis or any
portion of it, provided that the attribution to the author is provided where appropriate and that
the use to which it is put is noncommercial. More information about the Creative Commons
licensing system is available at http://creativecommons.org/. The complete text of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial License, version 3.0 is given below.

License
THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE
COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED.
BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE
TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. TO THE EXTENT THIS LICENSE MAY BE
CONSIDERED TO BE A CONTRACT, THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED
HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
1. Definitions
a. "Adaptation" means a work based upon the Work, or upon the Work and other
pre-existing works, such as a translation, adaptation, derivative work, arrangement
of music or other alterations of a literary or artistic work, or phonogram or performance and includes cinematographic adaptations or any other form in which the
Work may be recast, transformed, or adapted including in any form recognizably
derived from the original, except that a work that constitutes a Collection will not
be considered an Adaptation for the purpose of this License. For the avoidance of
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doubt, where the Work is a musical work, performance or phonogram, the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be
considered an Adaptation for the purpose of this License.
b. "Collection" means a collection of literary or artistic works, such as encyclopedias and anthologies, or performances, phonograms or broadcasts, or other works
or subject matter other than works listed in Section 1(f) below, which, by reason of
the selection and arrangement of their contents, constitute intellectual creations,
in which the Work is included in its entirety in unmodified form along with one
or more other contributions, each constituting separate and independent works in
themselves, which together are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collection will not be considered an Adaptation (as defined above) for the
purposes of this License.
c. "Distribute" means to make available to the public the original and copies of the
Work or Adaptation, as appropriate, through sale or other transfer of ownership.
d. "Licensor" means the individual, individuals, entity or entities that offer(s) the
Work under the terms of this License.
e. "Original Author" means, in the case of a literary or artistic work, the individual,
individuals, entity or entities who created the Work or if no individual or entity can
be identified, the publisher; and in addition (i) in the case of a performance the actors, singers, musicians, dancers, and other persons who act, sing, deliver, declaim,
play in, interpret or otherwise perform literary or artistic works or expressions of
folklore; (ii) in the case of a phonogram the producer being the person or legal entity who first fixes the sounds of a performance or other sounds; and, (iii) in the case
of broadcasts, the organization that transmits the broadcast.
f. "Work" means the literary and/or artistic work offered under the terms of this
License including without limitation any production in the literary, scientific and
artistic domain, whatever may be the mode or form of its expression including digital form, such as a book, pamphlet and other writing; a lecture, address, sermon
or other work of the same nature; a dramatic or dramatico-musical work; a choreographic work or entertainment in dumb show; a musical composition with or without words; a cinematographic work to which are assimilated works expressed by a
process analogous to cinematography; a work of drawing, painting, architecture,
sculpture, engraving or lithography; a photographic work to which are assimilated
works expressed by a process analogous to photography; a work of applied art; an
illustration, map, plan, sketch or three-dimensional work relative to geography, topography, architecture or science; a performance; a broadcast; a phonogram; a
compilation of data to the extent it is protected as a copyrightable work; or a work
performed by a variety or circus performer to the extent it is not otherwise considered a literary or artistic work.
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g. "You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who
has not previously violated the terms of this License with respect to the Work, or
who has received express permission from the Licensor to exercise rights under this
License despite a previous violation.
h. "Publicly Perform" means to perform public recitations of the Work and to communicate to the public those public recitations, by any means or process, including
by wire or wireless means or public digital performances; to make available to the
public Works in such a way that members of the public may access these Works
from a place and at a place individually chosen by them; to perform the Work to the
public by any means or process and the communication to the public of the performances of the Work, including by public digital performance; to broadcast and
rebroadcast the Work by any means including signs, sounds or images.
i. "Reproduce" means to make copies of the Work by any means including without
limitation by sound or visual recordings and the right of fixation and reproducing
fixations of the Work, including storage of a protected performance or phonogram
in digital form or other electronic medium.
2. Fair Dealing Rights. Nothing in this License is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any uses
free from copyright or rights arising from limitations or exceptions that are provided for in connection with the copyright protection under copyright law or other applicable laws.
3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants
You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in the Work as stated below:
a. to Reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collections,
and to Reproduce the Work as incorporated in the Collections;
b. to create and Reproduce Adaptations provided that any such Adaptation, including any translation in any medium, takes reasonable steps to clearly label, demarcate or otherwise identify that changes were made to the original Work. For example, a translation could be marked "The original work was translated from English to
Spanish," or a modification could indicate "The original work has been modified.";
c. to Distribute and Publicly Perform the Work including as incorporated in Collections; and,
d. to Distribute and Publicly Perform Adaptations.
The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter
devised. The above rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media and formats. Subject to Section 8(f), all rights not
expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved, including but not limited to the rights set
forth in Section 4(d).
Restrictions. The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited by
the following restrictions:
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a. You may Distribute or Publicly Perform the Work only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) for, this
License with every copy of the Work You Distribute or Publicly Perform. You may
not offer or impose any terms on the Work that restrict the terms of this License or
the ability of the recipient of the Work to exercise the rights granted to that recipient
under the terms of the License. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep
intact all notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties with
every copy of the Work You Distribute or Publicly Perform. When You Distribute or
Publicly Perform the Work, You may not impose any effective technological measures on the Work that restrict the ability of a recipient of the Work from You to
exercise the rights granted to that recipient under the terms of the License. This
Section 4(a) applies to the Work as incorporated in a Collection, but this does not
require the Collection apart from the Work itself to be made subject to the terms of
this License. If You create a Collection, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to
the extent practicable, remove from the Collection any credit as required by Section
4(c), as requested. If You create an Adaptation, upon notice from any Licensor You
must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Adaptation any credit as required
by Section 4(c), as requested.
b. You may not exercise any of the rights granted to You in Section 3 above in any
manner that is primarily intended for or directed toward commercial advantage or
private monetary compensation. The exchange of the Work for other copyrighted
works by means of digital file-sharing or otherwise shall not be considered to be intended for or directed toward commercial advantage or private monetary compensation, provided there is no payment of any monetary compensation in connection
with the exchange of copyrighted works.
c. If You Distribute, or Publicly Perform the Work or any Adaptations or Collections,
You must, unless a request has been made pursuant to Section 4(a), keep intact all
copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the medium or means
You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable)
if supplied, and/or if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party
or parties (e.g., a sponsor institute, publishing entity, journal) for attribution ("Attribution Parties") in Licensor’s copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable means, the name of such party or parties; (ii) the title of the Work if supplied;
(iii) to the extent reasonably practicable, the URI, if any, that Licensor specifies to
be associated with the Work, unless such URI does not refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work; and, (iv) consistent with Section 3(b), in
the case of an Adaptation, a credit identifying the use of the Work in the Adaptation
(e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original Author," or "Screenplay based on
original Work by Original Author"). The credit required by this Section 4(c) may be
implemented in any reasonable manner; provided, however, that in the case of a
Adaptation or Collection, at a minimum such credit will appear, if a credit for all
contributing authors of the Adaptation or Collection appears, then as part of these
credits and in a manner at least as prominent as the credits for the other contributing authors. For the avoidance of doubt, You may only use the credit required by
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this Section for the purpose of attribution in the manner set out above and, by exercising Your rights under this License, You may not implicitly or explicitly assert
or imply any connection with, sponsorship or endorsement by the Original Author,
Licensor and/or Attribution Parties, as appropriate, of You or Your use of the Work,
without the separate, express prior written permission of the Original Author, Licensor and/or Attribution Parties.
d. For the avoidance of doubt:
i. Non-waivable Compulsory License Schemes. In those jurisdictions in which the right to collect royalties through any statutory or compulsory licensing scheme cannot be waived, the Licensor reserves the exclusive right to collect such royalties for any
exercise by You of the rights granted under this License;
ii. Waivable Compulsory License Schemes. In those jurisdictions in which the right to collect royalties through any statutory
or compulsory licensing scheme can be waived, the Licensor reserves the exclusive right to collect such royalties for any exercise
by You of the rights granted under this License if Your exercise of
such rights is for a purpose or use which is otherwise than noncommercial as permitted under Section 4(b) and otherwise waives
the right to collect royalties through any statutory or compulsory
licensing scheme; and,
iii. Voluntary License Schemes. The Licensor reserves the
right to collect royalties, whether individually or, in the event that
the Licensor is a member of a collecting society that administers
voluntary licensing schemes, via that society, from any exercise by
You of the rights granted under this License that is for a purpose
or use which is otherwise than noncommercial as permitted under Section 4(c).
e. Except as otherwise agreed in writing by the Licensor or as may be otherwise
permitted by applicable law, if You Reproduce, Distribute or Publicly Perform the
Work either by itself or as part of any Adaptations or Collections, You must not distort, mutilate, modify or take other derogatory action in relation to the Work which
would be prejudicial to the Original Author’s honor or reputation. Licensor agrees
that in those jurisdictions (e.g. Japan), in which any exercise of the right granted
in Section 3(b) of this License (the right to make Adaptations) would be deemed to
be a distortion, mutilation, modification or other derogatory action prejudicial to
the Original Author’s honor and reputation, the Licensor will waive or not assert,
as appropriate, this Section, to the fullest extent permitted by the applicable national law, to enable You to reasonably exercise Your right under Section 3(b) of this
License (right to make Adaptations) but not otherwise.
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5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer
UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND
CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.
6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO
EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS
LICENSE OR THE USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
7. Termination
a. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon
any breach by You of the terms of this License. Individuals or entities who have
received Adaptations or Collections from You under this License, however, will not
have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full
compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.
b. Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the
above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different license terms
or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is
required to be, granted under the terms of this License), and this License will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above.
8. Miscellaneous
a. Each time You Distribute or Publicly Perform the Work or a Collection, the Licensor offers to the recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions
as the license granted to You under this License.
b. Each time You Distribute or Publicly Perform an Adaptation, Licensor offers to
the recipient a license to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the
license granted to You under this License.
c. If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law,
it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this
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License, and without further action by the parties to this agreement, such provision
shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid
and enforceable.
d. No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or consent shall be in writing and signed by the party
to be charged with such waiver or consent.
e. This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect
to the Work licensed here. There are no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be bound by
any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This
License may not be modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor
and You.
f. The rights granted under, and the subject matter referenced, in this License were
drafted utilizing the terminology of the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (as amended on September 28, 1979), the Rome Convention of 1961, the WIPO Copyright Treaty of 1996, the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty of 1996 and the Universal Copyright Convention (as revised on July
24, 1971). These rights and subject matter take effect in the relevant jurisdiction in
which the License terms are sought to be enforced according to the corresponding
provisions of the implementation of those treaty provisions in the applicable national law. If the standard suite of rights granted under applicable copyright law
includes additional rights not granted under this License, such additional rights are
deemed to be included in the License; this License is not intended to restrict the
license of any rights under applicable law.

Creative Commons Notice
Creative Commons is not a party to this License, and makes no warranty whatsoever in connection with the Work. Creative Commons will not be liable to You or any party on any legal theory
for any damages whatsoever, including without limitation any general, special, incidental or
consequential damages arising in connection to this license. Notwithstanding the foregoing
two (2) sentences, if Creative Commons has expressly identified itself as the Licensor hereunder, it shall have all rights and obligations of Licensor.
Except for the limited purpose of indicating to the public that the Work is licensed under the
CCPL, Creative Commons does not authorize the use by either party of the trademark "Creative
Commons" or any related trademark or logo of Creative Commons without the prior written
consent of Creative Commons. Any permitted use will be in compliance with Creative Commons’ then-current trademark usage guidelines, as may be published on its website or otherwise made available upon request from time to time. For the avoidance of doubt, this trademark
restriction does not form part of the License.
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Creative Commons may be contacted at http://creativecommons.org/.
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Language index

Ilokano, 8, 113
Indonesian, 27, 133–134

American Sign Language, 92
Bainuk, 169–171
Balangao, 111
Basque, 13
Bengali, 81
East, 81, 87–88
Bhojpuri, 74–75, 136–137
Bole, 11
Bontok, 11
Braj, 85

Japanese, 13, 115–118
Kadazan (Eastern), 21, 131
Kaimurá, 11
Kamrupi, 99, 135–136
Kanauji, 85
Kannada, 81
Khmer, 122
Kikerewe, 68
Kinande, 115
Klamath, 21, 67
Koasati, 11
Korean, 13, 135
Kwak’wala, 13, 25, 27–28, 31–67, 78–79, 85,
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Chaha, 21–22
Creek, 24
Dakota, 18–20, 22
Diegueño, 13
Dinka, 13, 121
Diyari, 124

Lushootseed, 64
English, 3, 70–71, 79–81, 90, 100, 103, 133

Malay, 18, 134–135
Manam, 65
Mangarayi, 109–110
Mbe, 14–15
Miwok, Southern Sierra, 13
Mokilese, 129–131

Fongbe, 92
Guajiro, 13
Guarijio, 115
Halq’eméylem, 85, 91
Hausa, 13, 21
Hebrew, 3
Hiaki, 13, 131–132
Hindi, 71–75, 85, 88, 90, 122–123, 126, 136
Hocank, 5–6
Hua, 125

Nahuatl, 10
Nakanai, 22
Nuu-chah-nulth, 64–66, 119–120
Nuxálk, 22–24, 85, 93
P’urhépecha, 172
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Persian, 91, 103–105
Pima, 30–31, 128–129
Popoluca (Texistepec), 17
Proto-Uto-Aztecan, 13
Quechua, 13
Russian, 13
Saanich, 67, 118–119
Samala, 20–22, 82, 137–164
Seereer-Siin, 11
Semai, 11
Slovak, 13
Southern Paiute, 17–18
Spokane, 3
Tübatulabal, 26, 86
Tagalog, 102–103, 112–113
Tamil, 4, 28–29, 68–69, 80, 83–84, 91, 93–102,
126–127, 137
Tarangan (Kalar-Kalar West), 15–17, 30
Tawala, 13
Telugu, 92–93
Temiar, 12
Thao, 108–109
Tigre, 130–131
Tohono O’odham, 10, 83
Tonkawa, 112, 114–115, 120
Turkana, 92
Turkish, 84, 88, 90–91, 105
Tuvan, 13, 85–87, 112
Vata, 3, 92
Vietnamese, 75–77, 88–90, 124–125
Washo, 6, 13
Yiddish, 103
Yidiny , 11
Zuni, 3, 13
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